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SUMMARY

This research is based on an epidemiological study of deviant driving behaviour. The data

collection phase implemented a self-report survey to capture data on deviant driving

behaviour. The study seeks to establish:

• Differences between deviant driving behaviour and respondents'

demographic characteristics: gender, race, marital status, occupation,

regularity of driving and type of motor vehicle usually driven.

• Relationships between deviant driving behaviour and respondents'

age, education, income, duration ofpassing aformal driving test and

the period a motor vehicle has been driven.

• Whether aggressive and anxious drivers do commit traffic offences

more regularly than other drivers.

• The differential rating of selected aspects of traffic policing.

Research techniques implemented, include:

• A literature study of deviant driving behaviour, reflecting various

theoretical approaches to the referent object

• A measuring instrument(questionnaire), capturingvarious theoretical

constructs and, as such, makes provision for a checklist of deviant

driving behaviour in the form of seven statistical scales.

• Non-probability sampling through which 722 respondents were

selected and included in the study.

• Statistical tests of reliability of the measuring instrument and four

hypotheses.
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Statistical findings indicate the following:

• Significant gender differences in self-reported deviant driving

behaviour. Male respondents reported the highest scores of

aggression; females reported the highest scores ofanxiety in driving

activities.

• Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to

respondents' race and marital status.

• Professional drivers featured predominantly in aggressive and

offensive driving behaviour, document offences and the operation

of defective vehicles.

• . Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to

respondents' driving experience (regularity of motor vehicle driving

and type of vehicle).

• Significant relationships exist between deviant driving behaviour and

respondents' age, education, income, duration of passing a formal

driving test and the period a vehicle has been driven. Relationships

assume both positive and negative directions. The correlation

between anxiety and number of years a vehicle has been driven, is

not significant

• Drivers who display signs of aggressive and anxious driving

behaviour, do commit traffic offences. Positive relationships exist

between aggressive-anxious approaches and informal driver training.

Positive correlations exist between traffic (driving) offences,

document offences and the operation of defective motor vehicles

and aggressive behaviour.

• No significant correlations have been observed between deviant

driving behaviour and informal driver training.
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• Differential rating of traffic policing according respondents'

education, race, occupation, income, etc., is also obseNed.

• Traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery creates aparticular problem

for authorities.

The following non-prescriptive recommendations are entertained:

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Enhancement of formal driving tests, driver training and traffic

education.

Disposal of convicted deviant drivers by criminal courts.

Pedestrian education.

Surcharge.

Periodic inspections of motor vehicles.

Provision for more traffic officer employment

Prevention of corruption (bribery) in the traffic situation.

Establishment of a Road Traffic Infringement Agency.

Road engineering.

Future research.

The studysucceeded in revealing "hidden" deviantdriving behaviour among respondents

who reside in the jurisdiction of the utv'Jllathuze City Council and adjacent areas.
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OPSOMMING

Hierdie navorsing is gebaseer op 'n epidemiologiese studie van afwykende

bestuursgedrag. Die data insamelingsfase het 'n selfrapporteringsvraelys betreffende

afwykende bestuursgedrag ingesluit Dit poog om:

• Verskille tussen afwykende bestuursgedrag en respondente se

demografiese gegewens 5005: geslag, ras, hl.1V'lelikstatus, beroep,

gereeldheid van en tipe voertuig bestuur, bloot te le.

• Verhoudings tussen afwykende bestuursgedrag en respondente se

ouderdom, opvoedingspeil, inkomste en duur' van die slaag van 'n

formele bestuurstoets en die tydperf< waarmee 'n motorvoertuig

bestuur is, te bepaal.

• Vas te stel of aggressiewe en angstige bestuurders

verkeersoortredings wel meer gereeld pleeg as ander bestuurders.

• Differensiele beoordeling van geselekteerde aspekte van

verkeerspolisiering moantlik te maak.

Navorsingstegnieke wat gebruik is, sluit in:

• 'n Uteratuurstudie wat verskeie teoretiese benaderings oar

afwykende bestuursgedrag behels.

• 'n Vraelys wat verskeie teoretiese konstrukte meet en as sodanig

voorsiening maak vir 'n opgawe van afvvykende bestuursgedrag in

die vorm van sewe statistiese skale.

• Nie-waarskynlike steekproefneming waardeur 722 respondente

geselekteer en by die ondersoek betrek is.
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Statistiese betroubaarheidstoetse ten opsigte van die

meetinstrument, asook vier hipoteses.

Statistiese bevindinge dui op:

• Beduidende geslagsverskille by selfaangemelde afvvykende

bestuursgedrag. Manlike respondente het die hoogste aggressie

telling aangemeld en dames die hoogste angstelling in

bestuursaktiwiteite.

• Afwykende bestuursgedrag verskil beduidend volgens ras en

huwelikstatus van respondente.

• Professionele bestuurders kom hoofsaaklik voor in aggressiewe en

offensiewe bestuursgedrag, dokument oortredings en bestuur van

defektiewe voertuie.

• Afwykende bestuursgedragverskil beduidendvolgens respondente

se bestuursondervinding (gereeldheid van en tipe voertuig bestuur).

• Beduidende verhoudings is waameembaar tussen afvvykende

bestuursgedrag en respondente se ouderdom, opvoedingspeil,

inkomste, duur van die slaag van 'n formele bestuurstoets en die

typerk van voertuig bestuur. Hierdie verhoudings dui positiewe en

negatiewe rigtings aan. Korrelasie tussen angs en aantal jare van

voertuig bestuur, is nie beduidend nie.

• Bestuurders wat tekens toon van aggressiewe en angstige

bestuursgedrag, pleeg wel verkeersoortredings. Positiewe

verhoudings is waameembaar tussen aggressiewe en angstige

benaderings en inforrnele bestuursopleiding. Positiewe korrelasies is

gevind tussen verkeers (bestuurs-) en dokument oortredings en

bestuur van defektiewe voertuie en aggressiewe gedrag.
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Geen beduidende korrelasies is waargeneem tussen afvvykende

bestuursgedrag en informele bestuurdersopleiding nie.

Differensiele beoordeling van verkeerspolisiering ooreenkomstig

respondente se opvoedingspeil, ras, beroep, inkomste, ens. is ook

waargeneem.

Verkeersbeamptes se vatbaarheid vir omkopery skep 'n besondere

probleem vir owerhede.

Die volgende nie-voorskriftelike aanbevelings is gedoen ten opsigte van:

• Verbeteringvan formele bestuurderstoetse, bestuurdersopleiding en

verkeersopvoeding.

• Beskikking oar veroordeelde afvvykende bestuurders in strafhowe.

• Voetganger-opleiding.

• Oorladingsheffing.

• Periodieke inspeksie van voertuie.
c

• Voorsiening van addisionele verkeersbeamptes.

• Voorkoming van korrupsie (omkopery) in die verkeersituasie.

• Stigting van 'n Padverkeersoortredingagentskap.

• Verkeersingenieurswerk.

• Toekomstige navorsing.
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IQOO4

Lolu cwaningo IUgxile ekucubunguleni ngokwanda kwezindlela zokushayela eziphambene

nenqubo yomthetho wokushayela. Esigabeni sokuqoqwa kolwazi kulandelwe indlela

yokusabalalisa amaphepha anemibuzo lapho ababuziwe bebefaka khona ulwazi

ngokushayela okuphambene nenqubo yomthetho wokushayela.

Lolu cwaningo luzama ukuthola:

• Umehluko phakathi kokushayela okuphambene nenquboyomthetho

womgwaqo kanye nabashayeli abebebuziwe kucutshungulwa

ezobulili, ubuhlanga, izikhundla emsebenzini, ukujwayela ukushayela

kanye nohlobo Iwemoto olLName ukushayelwa.

• Ubudlelwane phakathi kokushayela okuphambene nenqubo

yomthethowezomgwaqo uma kuqhathaniswa neminyaka yobudala

yabashayeli, izinga lemfundo, iholo,ubude besikhathi sokuphumelela

izivivinyo zokuhlolela ukushayela kanye nesikhathi selokhu kwaqalwa

ukushayela imoto.

• Ukuthi ingabe abashayeli abashayela ngesankahlu kanye nabashayela

ngokwesaba bawenza ngokuthexaxa yini amacala omgwaqo

kunabanye abashayeli.

• Amazinga ehlukene emikhakheni ekhethekile yezokuqapha

emgwaqweni.
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Amasu okuqhuba ucwaningo asetshenzisiwe ahlanganisisa:

•

•

•
•

•

Ulwazi oIushicilelwe ngokushayela okuphambene nenqubo

yomthetho wezomgwaqo kuvezwa obala imihlahlandlela

ehlukehlukene yisihloko socwaningo.

Isilinganiso sokukala esesihlanganisa imihlahlandlela enhlobonhlobo,

ephinde yenze nohlaka Iwezinto okumele zihlolwe ekushayeleni

okuphambene nenquboyomthethowezomgwaqo olubekwe Iwaba

sesimeni zezinhla zezibalo eziyisikhombisa

lsampula elinika uwonkewonke ithuba lokubayingxenyeyocwaningo.

Kulolu cwaningo kwakhethwa abashayeli abawu 722 ababezonikeza

ngezimpendulo.

Ukusebenzisa izibalo eziseqophelweni eliphezulu ukuhlola

ukuthembeka kwemibuzo kanye nemihlahlandlela emine

yalolucwaningo.

Izibalo zokutholwe ucwaningo, phakathi kokunye, zikhombisa lokhu okulandelayo:

• Umehluko obalulekile phakathi kwabesilisa nabesifazane ekushayeleni

okuphambene nemithetho elawula ezomngwaqo, iningi labesilisa

yilona okutholakala ukuthi lishayela ngesankahlu.

• Abesifazane bona kwabikwa isibalo esiphezulu sokushayela

ngokwesaba.

• Ukuthi kunomehluko obalulekile wokushayela okuphambene

nomthetho ngokobuhlanga nangokwesimo sezomshado.

• Iningi labashayeli abaziphilisa ngokushayela likhombisa indlela

yokushayela enesankahlu, ukungawuthobeli umthetho olawula

ezomgwaqo, amacala aphathelene nezincwadi zokushayela kanye

nokusebenzisa izimoto eZingekho esimeni.
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• Ukushayela okuphambene nomthetho wezomgwaqo ukukhombisa

umehluko obalulekile uma kubhekwa isipiliyoni kubashayeli

(ukujwayela ukushayela kanye nohlobo Iwemoto).

• Kunobudlelwane obubalulekile obutholakala phakathi kwabashayeli

abashayela ngokuphambene nomthetho wokushayela uma

kuqhathaniswa ubudala, izinga lemfundo, iholo, isikhathi

abaphumelela ngaso izMvinyo zokushayela kanye nesikhathi imoto

yaqala ukushayelwa. Lobubudlelwano bukhomba ukushona phezulu

nokushona phansi. Ubudlelwano phakathi kokwesaba kanye

neminyaka imoto ishayelwa, akusemqoka

• Abashayeli abakhombisa ukushayela ngesankahlu nangokwesaba

bayayephula imithetho elawula ezokushayela. Kunobudlelwane

obushona phezulu phakathi kokushayela ngesankahlu nangokwesaba

kanye nokuqeqeshelwa ukushayela ngasese.Kunobudlelwane

obushona phezulu phakathi kokushayela ngesankahlu kanye

nokungayithobeli imithetho elawula ezokushayela.

• Ukungabibikho kobudlelwane obubalulekile phakathi

kokungayithobeli imithetho yomgwaqo kanye nokuqeqeshelwa

ukushayela ngasese.

• Ukuqapha kwezomgwaqo kutholakale kubalulekile ukuhlelwa

ngokwamazinga emfundo, ubuhlanga, izikhundla, iholo, njalonjalo.

• Ukugwazelwa kwamaphoyisa omgwaqo iyona nkinga ehluphayo

ebhekene neziphathi mandla ezibhekele ezomgwaqo.
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Izincomo ezngaphoqelelwe:

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Ukwengeza izivivinyo zokushayela ezihlelekile, ukuqeqeshwa

kwabashayeli kanye nokufundiswa ngezomgwaqo.

Ukuthathwa kwezinqumo ngabashayeli abasuke belahlwe amacala

aphathelene nezokushayela.

Ukufundiswa kwabahamba ngezinyawo.

Ukwengezwa kwenhlawulo.

Ukuhlolwa kwezimoto izikhathi ngezikhathi.

Ukudalwa kwamathuba omsebenzi amaningi emaphoyiseni

ezomgwaqo..

Ukuvimbela inkohlakaloCefana nokugwazisa emigwaqeni).

Ukubunjwa kwamagatsha azobhekela ukwephulwa kwemithetho

yomgwaqo.

Ukuhlelwa kwemigwaqo.

Kwenziwe ucwaningo esikhathini esizayo.

Ucwaningo luphumelele ukweza obala indlela yokuziphatha engekho.emthethweni

kubashayeli, kulabo ucwaningo olukwazile ukufaka imibuzo laoo abahlala endaweni

engaphansi koMkhandlu- Dolobha waseMhlathuze nasezindaweni ezakhelene nawo.



CHAPTER 1

GENERAL ORIENTATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Deviant driving behaviour is a mass phenomenon which adversely affects members of

society and therefore warrants an epidemiological stucly (MJcMillan 1975:17; Parry

1968:12; Khoza 1993).

Deviant driving behaviour remains an indisputable fact of life for many if not most

members of the community. From the time a human being first shouldered a burden and

collided on a narrow tail with another human being, deviant driving has occurred (Hand,

Sherrnan & Cavannagh 1980:1). The training ofwild animals and their SUbsequent training

as beasts of burden brought about an increase in deviant driving. The development of

the wheel and, hence, transportation, motor vehicles over the years contributed to the

growth of deviant driving behaviour.

Traffic police statistics and traffic victimisation surveys both reveal that deviant driving

behaviour has continued to escalate (Hand etal. 1980:2-3). The majority of individuals

expect society to help alleviate the problem of deviant driving behaviour.

While the motor vehicle remains any country's principle means of transportation, deviant

driving behaviour ranks one of the most serious threats to public survival in general and

traffic safety in particular. Deviant driving behaviour is probably the largest single factor

leading to the commission of traffic offences (Khoza 1993:102-104). Early detection of

deviant driving is very significant and should, as such, aim at dealing with the

overindulgent deviant driver. It is for this reason that society has established the criminal
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(traffic) justice system (Khoza 1993:221). Traffic justice is equivalent to the judicature

which involves the handling of the traffic offender (deviant driver) by the state or

govemment The main purpose ofjudicature is the maintenance of social order in the

community through control of the crime problem in general and through control of

deviant driving behaviour in particular.

It is essential to address the possible lack of understanding of deviant driving behaviour

as acontributory factor to numerous traffic offences, road accidents and subsequent loss

of human life. The specific problem addressed in this study revolves around a lack of

understanding of the various dynamics. There appears to be no simple answer to

deviant driving behaviour. It should be noted that deviant driving will never be

eradicated, but attempts should be .made to control its frequency and possible

escalation. The useofcertain tactics maybring attention to deviantdriving behaviour, but

eventually it is the motor vehicle driverwho needs to take positive steps by being careful

and obseNant of traffic lavvs. A study into deviant driving behaviour will enable

researchers to recognise that deviant driving behaviour needs to be addressed in a

systematic way. It is often difficul~ if not impossible, to immediately and unilaterally

eliminate deviant driving behaViour. It is, therefore, essential for researchers to prioritise

programmes directed at corrective action. It may be appropriate to define specific

problem areas, determine realistic levels of expectation and identify those areas that can

be improved using available resources. This can be accomplished through detailed

empirical investigation into deviant driving behaViour. It is through empirical research that

efforts are more fruitfully directed because it supplies the necessary information on

deviant driving behaviour to traffic law enforcemen~ traffic engineering and traffic

education programmes. The human element is a crucial factor in the effective control of

deviant driving behaViour. Intelligent, effective and efficientenforcementofwell-devised

traffic lavvs and regulations with swiftness, certainty and consistency, can and will offer

hope and promise of solutions to the deviant driving problem.
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1.2 RAnONALE FOR THE STUDY

The rationale or motivation for the study is as follows:

(a) The researcher has recently undertaken research into the

penalisation of traffic offenders in the magisterial district of Lower

Umfolozi. Itappears from the literature that no research into deviant

driving behaviour had been undertaken in South Africa, and

specificallynotfor the driving population ofulv\hlathuze municipality

and adjacentareas namelyMtunzini, KwaMbonambi and Mtubatuba.

The researcher, therefore, has a personal and academic interest in

the subject and wishes to highlight its theoretical and practical

relevance.

(b) The subject of deviant driving behaviour has held an enduring

fascination for leamers of traffic justice, gripping their interest for

several reasons. Some people plan a career in traffic law

enforcement and intend to expand their base of practical

knowledge. Others feel a special affinity for the subject of deviant

driving based on personal experience or inclination. A third group

is drawn into deviant driving behaviour pattems because it is

different, offering the promise of excitement, etc. These reasons

prompted the researcher to undertake a study of deviant driving

behaviour.

(c) Safety and discipline on roads are unlikely to prevail only by reliance

on traffic law and its enforcement; some essential change in the

public attitude is required. It may be that the prevalence of deviant

driving is, as Sutherland and Cressey (1955:89) have suggested of
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crime in general, due to the fact "that the law has been extended

much more rapidly than the general mores, and when the law is not

supported by the general mores it is relatively important and is

violated frequently". If this is the case, the public would

understandably find neither difficulty nor shame in identifying with

even serious deviant drivers.

1.3 VALUE OF THE STUDY

This study should provide information that would be useful to the traffic officer who

wishes to self-evaluate his or her own motives for enforcing traffic laws. The greatest

value of the study from a broad perspective may be that it should identify relationships

and areas where further research appears worthwhrJe.

1.4 AIMS OF THE STUDY

The aims of the study are as follows:

(a) To establish differences, if any, between deviant driving behaviour and

the following characteristics: gender, race, marital status, type of

employment, regularity ofdriving and type of motorvehicles. This aim is

linked with hypothesis 1 (see Chapter 4).

(b) To establish relationships, ifany, between deviantdriving behaviourand

respondents' age, income, educational qualifications, duration ofpassing

adriving test and years vehicle driven. A linkage exists between this aim

and hypothesis 2 (see Chapter 5).

(c) To find out whether or not drivers displaying aggressive and anxious

driving behaviour do commit traffic offences. This aim is linked with
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hypothesis 3 (see Chapter 6).

(d) To find out whether differences, if any, exist in the rating of selected

aspects relating to traffic policing by the respondents. A linkage exists

between this aim and hypothesis 4 (see Chapter 7).

1.5 APPROACH TO THE STUDY

The global view of the researcher when he or she studies asocial phenomenon such as

deviantdriving behaviour, is knoV\m as the scientific approach (Mouton 1996:31 i Thomas

2001 :887). Criminal justice research is fundamentally a rational activity from which

scientific explanations that are obtained must make sense. Approach therefore

presupposes agiven attitude to the epidemiological study ofdeviant driving behaviour.

Young (1966:85) maintains that an approach further implies a certain orientation to or

attitude towards. Reference is hereby made to attitudes such as objectivity, critical

outlook, dedication, perseverance, wealth of imagination and ingenuity (Mouton

1996:16).

Van der Wal~ Cronje, Smit and Van der Westhuizen (1977:163) opine: "The correct

scientific attitude isso important that it fulfils adecisive role in the use of the methods and

techniques". Attitude should reflect an intense desire to know, afruitful imagination and

the love of empirical investigation.

Scientific attitude refers to the capacity to ask important questions and the formulation

of fruitful hypotheses. Maxfield and Babbie (1998:19-20) point out that deductive and

inductive reasoning are the two logical systems that are important for social research.

These concepts constitute partofthe methodical thinking processes. It should be noted

that they are not methods in themselves (Hagan 2000:23-24). .These systems of

reasoning directs the researcher in his or her scientific practice both theoretically and
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practically. The approach followed here by the researcher is positivistic (naturalistic).

This implies the approach is founded or based on observable facts (Void 1958:7).

1.5.1 Deductive Approach

Deductive reasoning proceeds from the general to the particular by applying a

theory to a particular case (Vito, latessa & Wilson1988:4-5; MBxfield & Babbie

1998:19-20).

It is worth noting that the deductive approach is an old system of reasoning, but

the rise of inductive reasoning contracted the general postulates that represented

the anchoring points of many deductive systems (Babbie 1990:11; Fitzgerald &

Cox 1987:9).

1.5.2 Inductive Approach

Induction begins with observations (based upon the data collected) and the

researcher thendevelOpSgeneralisations to explain the differences or relationships

observed. The inductive approach, therefore, develops theory on the basis of

research observations. This meansthat in induction the conclusion proceeds from

the particular to the general (Van der Wait et aL 1977:165; Vito etaL 1988:4-5;

MBxfield & Babbie 1998:20). It has been observed by Babbie (1990:3) that in

practice research involves both deductive and inductive reasoning since the

researcher shifts endlessly forth and back between theory and observation

(Thomas 2001 :887-896).

Thomas (2001) identifies four types of inductive approaches applied in criminal

justice research and these are described briefly below.
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1.5.2.1 Generalising induction

This implies that after all cases have been investigated and a generalisation is

made. Generalising induction is often used to make the particular sample

findings applicable to the general population (Van der Wait etat. 1977:166).

1.5.2.2 Mathematical induction

Generalisations are made from the total population (the universe). This total

population is any group within the society and is therefore for purposes of

the particular research defined as a totality. Sampling is not done. It should

be noted that mathematical induction is not realistic induction because

reasoning proceeds from all cases to all cases.

1.5.2.3 Analogicalinduction

Analogical induction is used to substantiate atheory. Analogy means similarity

or agreement in difference. The researcher has used analogical inductive

reasoning (see Chapter 3) in an attempt to explain the theories of deviant

driving behaviour within the context of the theories of the deviant behaviour

in general.

1.5.2.4 Hypothesis-verifying induction or inductive-tzlllpiricalapproach

The most important characteristics ofan inductive-empirical approach are the

presence of ahypothesis (Hagan 2000:24). The hypothesis assumes a form

of theoretical proposition which, if confirmed by research, obtains the status

of scientific premise or law.
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The present study has adopted the hypothesis-verifying induction. For this

purpose, the researcher has formulated hypotheses (see paragraph 1.6)

which must be verified through specific procedure. From empirically

sampled respondents who should be conceived as the driving population,

generalisations are made in respect of deviant driving behaviour.

1.6 HYPOTHESES

A hypothesis is a statement about the nature of things (Vito eta/. 1988:61). This implies

that a hypothesis is a logical and empirical argument to the fact that acausal relationship

exists betv-teen two variables. Bailey (1987:42) maintains thatahypothesis demonstrates

that changes in the valuesofonevariable are caused and therefore explained by changes

in the values of a second variable. Hypotheses become necessary, referring specifically

to self-report surveys, to enable directed explanations of deviant driving behaviour.

Research on deviant driving behaviour is therefore based on testing hypotheses. A

hypothesis consists of tv-to hypotheses: the null hypothesis (Ho> and the research

hypothesis (H,) (Hy, Feig & Regoli 1983:5; Thomas 2001). Research or altemative

hypotheses state what the researcher expects to find. Research therefore intends to

confirm the research hypotheses. The null hypothesis is a hypothesis of nothingness or .

contradiction of the research hypothesis. It should, however, be kept in mind that it is

the null hypothesis which is actually tested CVito et8/.1988:24; Hy eta/. 1983:5; Maxfield

& Babbie 1998:60-61; Mouton 1996:108; Thomas 2001).

Formulation of testable hypotheses directs research into deviant driving behaviour along

meaningful paths. Hypotheses are an example of organised research and the refusal to

accept statements without empirical accountability. Research without a hypothesis

would become unfocussed and might result in aimless empirical rambling (Mouton

1996:81).
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The following hypotheses have been formulated for the present study:

Hypothesis 1 (see chapter 4)

Ho: Deviantdrivingbehaviourdoes notdiffer \Nhen grouped according to:

• genderj

•
•
•
•
•

racej

marital status;

type of employment/occupation;

regularity of drivingj and

type of motor vehicle.

H,: Deviant driving behaviour differs when grouped according to:

• genderj

•
•
•
•
•

race;

marital statusj

type of employment/occupation;

. regularity of drivingj and

type of motor vehicle.

Hypothesis 2 (see Chapter 5)

Ho: There is no relationship between deviant driving behaviour and

respondents':

• age;

• education;

• income;

• duration of passing a driving test; and

• years motor vehicle driven.
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H1: .There is a relationship bet'vveen deviant driving behaviour and

. respondents':

•
•
•
•
•

age;

education;

income;

duration of passing a driving test; and

years motor vehicle driven.

Hypothesis 3 (see Chapter 6)

Ho: Respondents displaying aggressive and anxious drMng behaviour are

not inclined to commit traffic offences.

H1: Respondents displaying aggressive and anxious driving behaviour are

more inclined to commit traffic offences.

Hypothesis 4 (see Chapter 7)

Ho: Respondents do not rate selected aspects relating t traffic policing

differently.

H1: Respondents rate selected aspects relating to traffic policing

differently.

1.7 DELIMITAnON OFTHE STUDY

Criminaljustice research cannotproceedwithout aproper delineation (Khoza 1993:11 ).

There are three important aspects to be kept in mind when undertaking criminal justice .

research. Firstly, in undertaking a criminal justice research project the researcher should

deal with the central field of study of criminology, i.e., the phenomenon crime. The
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prime consideration in this study centres around the phenomenon deviant driving.

Secondly, the field of research can be delimited in respect of time; and thirdly, it can be

delimited in respect of space.

Delimitation of astudy can also be done in accordance with:

• aims and interests of the research;

• amount of relevant available material;

• complexity oftheoretical assumptions formulated regarding the study;

and

• previous valid research in the field having direct bearing on the study

under consideration CMouton 1996).

The delimitation ofthe presentstudy has been influenced byvarious considerations such

as previous studies on deviantdriving undertaken inothercountries; availabilityofsources

of data, time and space; interests with regard to deviant driving behaviour; and the

various theoretical assumptions regarding deviant driving behaviour. It should also be

. noted that delimitation implies the narrowing of the field of research and reduces the

sample to be worked with.

The research has decided to implement three types ofdelimitation: geographicaVspatiall

territorial, qualitative and quantitative.

1.7.1 Geographical (Spacial) Delimitation

Research is confined to aparticular area, zone or region. sampling from a wide

area might not be practical in terms of the various considerations such as time,

finance and space.
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Three factors have influenced spatial delimitation of the present study, namely

political, administrative and finance. KwaZulu-Natal Department of Local

GovemmentandAdministration is dMded into various municipalities. The present

study is restricted to the uMhlathuze Municipality situated within the magisterial

districts of Lower Umfolozi and Richards Bay. It should be noted that uMhlathuze

municipality is further subdivided into various townS/suburbs - each with its own

manager. Further, the present study will be undertaken in areas adjacent to

uMhlathuze Municipality namely Mtunzini, KwaMbonambi and Mtubatuba (see

Annexure Bwhich contains a geographical map, showing the location of the

sampling area).

1.7.2 QuantitativR DRlimitation

.Quantitative delimitation in this research means that the research group is limited

numerically to a particular universe or representative sample (Mouton 1996). The

present study involves respondents sampled from respondents residing within

uMhlathuze municipality's jurisdiction and adjacent areas (for a discussion of

sampling, see Chapter 2, paragraph 2.5.4).

1.7.3 QualitativR DRlimitation

Qualitative delimitation refers to the nominal reduction of the research group (Van

der Westhuizen 1977:39). This implies the research group is delineated in

accordance with certain characteristics or qualities which are present or absent

in each respondent Characteristics such as age, gender, race, education, etc., are

usually the major refining criteria but any other human characteristic or social

distinction could also be used, for example, socio-economic status, income,

occupation, etc., (see Annexure A).
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1.8 DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS

-

It is essential that concepts be clearly defined in order to eliminate possible distortions.

Distortions may be eliminated if specific requirements are met According to Van der

Westhuizen (1977:22-23), definitions must:

(a) be true;

(b) be unambiguous;

(c) contain no superfluities and should not beg the question;

(d) contain no contradictionsi

(e) be positive;

(f) be adequatei and

(g) be clearly formulated.

To appreciate and understand research on deviant driving behaviour, it is necessary to

share acommon understanding of thebasic concepts. The information presented herein

is a composite of those concepts found in diverse literature.

Futrell and Roberson (1988:122) maintain that there are three kinds of definitions:

• nominal definition, which. is assigned to a term for the purpose of

research;

• operational definition, which indicates how the concept will be

measured or implemented by the researcher; and

• real definition, which is a statement of the essential nature or attributes

of some entity.

The following definitions are by no means complete or intended to meet the

requirements of the present study. For purposes of this study, operational definitions
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have been developed for a number of terms.

1.8.1 DeviantDriving

Deviance appears to be a relative concept What appears to be deviant in the

communities from which the present sample was drawn, may necessarily not be

deviant in other communities. Simmons (1969:4) opines:

/here is nothing inherently deviant in any human act; something is

deviant only because some people havebeen successful in labelling

it so. The labelling is a local matter that changes from place to place

and even from time to time in the same place. To understand

deviance we have to understand its environmental context ..:

Behaviour may be socially approved, tolerated, or disapproved and those social

judgements provide the criteria by which we determine VVhat is conforming or

deviant Deviance refers to the deviation from the normal accepted standards of

society. For instance, the definition of deviantdriving is based on the observation

ofthe operation oftraffic lawenforcement This implies that deviantdrMngmeans

any behaviour which is challenged by the criminal (traffic) justice system and

condemned because of its violation of traffic laws and regulations.

The understanding of deviant driving is based on certain perspectives.

1.8.1.1 . Perspectives on deviant driving beltaviDur

Attempts to explain deviant driving behaviour may be described in terms

of two interrelated problems, namely accounting for group and structural

variations in rates of deviant driving and describing and explaining the
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process by which individuals come to commit traffic offences. It is thus

essential to give a description of the various perspectives in order to

understand the concept "deviant driving".

(a) The deviant (driver) is "sick"

This vievv implies that the explanations ofwhysome drivers

of motor vehicles fail to be "decent drivers" indicates the

predominant perspective of individual pathology.

Pathology is invoked to explain some drivers of aparticular

group deviate while others do not

(b) The deviant (driver) is a "boatrocker"

This perspective implies that deviant (driving) behaviour

interferes with the orderly running of society. What is

going on in the mind of the deviant driver is not taken into

account It is thus inappropriate to vievv the deviant driver

as a sick person. This vievv is upheld by those charged

with traffic law enforcement The "boatrocking"

perspective is also implied in some psychological

definitions of "norma!", "adjusted" and "mature"

personality. It is therefore appropriate to consider a

healthy and well-integrated driver as the one who

voluntarily complies with traffic laws and regulations.

This perspective has some merits. For example, one may

ask, deviance from what? The answer to this question lies

in examining deviant driving in general, any place and any

time. It also provides a framework for looking at stresses

and mechanisms of control within a society. For instance,
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looking at the issue of traffic policing indicates efforts

aimed at controlling deviant driving. This perspective is

superior to the individual deviant driver pathology

perspective because itexplicitlyconsiders the surrounding

social environmentas well as the individual and therefore

leads researchers to examine their complex differences

and relationships.

It should be noted that this perspective has serious

shortcomings. Closer inspection reveals the heavy bias in

favour of the status quo. This is evident in its support for

the prevailing ideology and vested interests ofthe society.

According to Simmons (1969:17) the boatrocking

perspective of deviance is conservative because it claims

that continuance of the existing social order is in the best

interest of the society. The enforcement of boatrocker

perspective on deviant driving might favour those who

wouldlose by change and mightdiscriminate against those

who might gain from it

Traffic officers operate on the basis of the boatrocker

perspective because they are expected to enforce traffic

laws and regulations, otherwise their work is called into

question. Simmons (1969:18) opines:

'Since these officials usually have more work

than they can possibly do, they tend to

develop a sort of callous attitude - if you don't

rock the boat, we don't much care what you
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do".

(c) Deviance (deviant driving) is the grass violation of

someone's moral standards. Everyone is outraged by

deviantdriving behaviour. Because of the deep moralistic

underpinnings involved, those who violate traffic lavvs are

usualtyt condemned ferventt>'o Deviant driving arouse the

whole "bag" ofnegative reaction which ultimatetyt leads to

the penalisation of traffic offenders (Khoza 1993:219

226).

Deviant driving thus becomes a depravity (Simmons

1969:19). This depravity perspective is the one held by

most law-abiding members of the community. In short,

the commission of three categories of traffic offences

(driving, document and vehicle defects) is the

manifestation of deviant driving behaviour (Khoza

1993:Chapter 3).

(d) Deviantdriving is statisticaltyt rare behaviour in society. It is

Iiketyt that most people can be struck by deviant driving

behaviour. This implies a rejection of anything unusual. In

this perspective normal becomes simptyt that which is

statisticaltyt "average" which forms the basis of most

psychological explanations of deviant driving behaviour.

(e) The deviant driver is a hero

This perspective is a counterpart to the sick, boatrocking

and depraved images of the deviant driver and it
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demonstrates the complexity of human reactions. It

should be noted that this perspective is exceptionally

strong among the disaffected persons who are at

loggerheadswith traffic officers and thereforesympathetic

toward deviant drivers. Simmons (1969:22) opines:

"No matterhow law-abiding we are, mostof us

harbour a streak of lawlessness and rebellion

within us:

From this sympathetic point of view the deviant driver

appears sensitive and courageous.

(f) The deviant driver is a human being

There exists the perspective of the deviantdriver as simply

a human being like other people except, that he or she

has violated traffic laws and regulations. It also sometimes

arises in suburbs, towns and cities and more stable

neighbourhoods where people come to know the local

drivers so well that theyare seen first as human beings and

only secondarily as deviant drivers.

1.8.2 Epidemiology

The concept "epidemiology" is usually associated with public health studies

relating to the extent, nature, distribution, and characteristics of various forms of

physical illness, for instance, the epidemiology of tuberculosis concems facts

about the number of tuberculosis persons in the population and their social

characteristics. Gibbons and Jones (1975:31) state that epidemiological data are·
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necessary to explain deviant driving behaviour, for a clear and detailed picture of

the phenomenon to be studied is basic to causal inquiry.

Peak and Glensor (1996:407) maintain that

"... modem epidemiology, [is] the branch ofmedicine concemed with

curbing the spread of disease. Epidemiology provides a valuable

lesson for policing [including traffic controll. Handling incidents will

always be part of police work, just as treating the sick and injured will

always be part ofmedicine ... Epidemiology collects data from many

incidents and looks for similarities that might indicate a common

problem. Then, by dealing with this problem, better treatments

[symbolic controll are found and many other incidents are prevented

'" As with medicine, the [traffic police and authorities] cannot make

long-term improvements in pUblic safety unless they begin to

investigate underlying conditions of problems:

In the present study epidemiology is defined as the collection of data or facts

about the phenomenon of deviant driving. It might be stated that, referring

specifically to the epidemiologyofdeviantdriving, no one really knows how many

deviant drivers do inhabit in towns and suburbs under the jurisdiction of

uNihlathuze City Council and adjacent areas.

1.8.3 Traffic Offence

The violation of road traffic legislation is known as a traffic offence/traffic violation/

traffic crime (Louw, Van Heerden & Smit 1978:86).
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Odendaal (1968:28) gives the following definition:

"'n Verkeersoortreding is 'n handeling of versuim van 'n persoon

waardeur of iemand anders se lewe in gevaar gestel kan word ten

gevolge van die onveilige bestuur van 'n voertuig of waardeur

onoordeelkundige onbedagsame of ongemagtigde optrede Sf eie

lewe op 'n openbare pad in gevaar kan stel of optrede wat andersins

antisosiaal van aard of in stryd is met openbare padverkeer

voorsorgmaatreels; die optrede kan opsetlik of onopsetlik geskied

maar, wat ook al die geval, die gevolge kan ewe ernstig wees:

In the present study traffic offences are also viewed as manifestations of deviant

driving behaviour.

1.8.4 Dmant Driv£l'

The concept "deviant driving" has been defined in paragraph 1.8.1. ltis clear

from this definition. that deviant driving refers to the violation of road traffic

legislation. The driver is a person who drives or is in actual physical control of a•
motorvehicle (Clark1982:17). A deviant driver is therefore aperson who violates

road traffic legislation.

1.8.5 Motor Vlthidlt

Motor·vehicle means any self-propelled vehicle and also refers to a device

designed or adapted principally to travel on wheels. It is clear from this definition

that a motor vehicle is a device by which any person or property may be

propelled, moved or drawn upon a public road (South Africa 1996:Section 1,

subsection 47).
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1.8.6 Public Road

A public road can be defined as a road, street or any other place (thoroughfare)

commonly used by the public. The concept "road" refers to a track or way

prepared for passengers, pedestrians, motor vehicles, etc. An operational

definition ofa street is that it refers to a road in a town, city, village or suburb with

houses or buildings at the sides (South Africa 1996:Section 1, subsection 60).

1.8.7 Traffic Officer

Traffic officer means a person appointed in terms of section 3(a) of the National

Road Traffic Act, Act No. 29 of 1996 to be in charge of traffic law enforcement

Police officers are also responsible for traffic law enforcement

1.8.8 Traffic Law Enforcement

little (1970:28) opines:

"The term 'enforcement' usually refers to the intensity of police

surveillance of traffic and techniques used, rather than to the detailed

character of the regulations or to the strictness with which they are

interpreted".

This implies that traffic law enforcement means the action by which order is

maintained in the traffic situation to ensure the safety of all road users.

Consequently traffic order requires efficient, regulative and predictable action in

a given traffic situation (Hand etaI1980:155).
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1.8.9 Traffic·

To eliminate any possible distortion with regard to this concept, the researcher

will rather implementan operational definition ofgeneral movementofpedestrians

(people), motor vehicles and ridden animals in the streets or on public roads.

One person may constitute a traffic (Oar!< 1982:17; Smit & Potgieter 1982:1).

1.9 CHAmR DIVISION

In chapter one. ageneral orientation to the study is provided with reference to aspects

such as research rationale, aims, hypotheses,problem ofdelimitation, scientific approach,

etc.

Chapter two is an exposition ofresearch methodology and design as well as procedures

implemented in this study.

Chapter three relates to thedetailed theoretical explanations ofdeviantdriving behaviour.

Chapter four analyses the driving population (respondents) in accordance with

demographic characteristics highlighting differences (if any) with deviant dri\~ng

behaviour.

Chapter five deals with correlational analysis of deviant driving behaviour in accordance

with certain demographic characteristics.

Chapter six concentrates on aggressive and anxious approaches to driving.

Chapter seven throws light on various aspects of traffic policing.
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Chapter eight outlines the most important findings and discussion thereof, conclusions

and recommendations.

1.10 SUMMARY

Deviant driving is a mass phenomenon which adversely affects the members of the

community and therefore warrants an epidemiological stucly, i.e., the collection of

data/facts about it The rationale for thestucly resides in the fact that it is the first of its

kind undertaken in the uMhlathuze municipality jurisdiction and adjacent areas. It is

therefore essential to obtain knowledge and insight into deviant driving behaviour. This

stucly should provide user-friendly information that would be useful to traffic law

enforcement officers. This research aims at establishing differences or relationship

betvveen respondents' characteristics and deviant driving behaviour. Deductive and

inductive reasoning are the tvvo logical systems that are importantfor social research. The

present stucly has adopted the empirical-inductive approach, also known as hypothesis

verifying induction. Research cannotproceedwithout properdelimitation. The following

are important types of delimitation as applied in this stucly:

• spatial;

• qualitative; and

• quantitative.

It is essential to define concepts in order to appreciate and understand issues pertaining

to deviant driving behaviour. In order to eliminate possible distortions that may exis~ it

became necessary for the researcher to define certain concepts operationally. The

division of chapters (organisation of the stucly) in respect of this research is also outlined

in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIG"

2.1 INTRODUCTION

It is particularty important to recognise that data on deviant drMng behaviour and

research methodology are inextricabty interdependent It is for this reason that the

research methodologyto beadopted for the presentstudyshould always recognise the

nature of the.data which will be amassed in the desired resolution of deviant driving.

Research methodology merety refers to an operational framework with which the facts

are placed so that their meaning may be seen more c1earty (Leedy 1985:91 j Thomas

2001 :887-892). The research process is divided into various related stages which

include the choice of a research topicj definition of conceptsj research methodology

and designj collection of dataj processing, anatysis and interpretation of dataj and

reporting on the study (Mouton 1996:17 j Fitzgerald & Cox 1987:39j Harry 2001 :708

710j Maxfield & Babbie 1998:3-90).

In chapter 1, an exposition of delimitation and definition of concepts was presented.

The objective of this chapter is to outline research methodology and the design of the

study. This will include apresentation ofresearch methods, techniques and procedureS

implemented in the study.

2.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research methodology requires skills and sophistication merety to determine the kinds

of results that the researcher wants to examine. Research methodologyconcentrates on

the researcher's ultimate goals and thegeneral plan formulated bythe researcher in order
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to achieve the goals. Research methodology is concemed with the study of methods

and logic of science; the rules oforganised research and the norm bywhich procedures

and techniques are selected and emphasised; the setting of guidelines for empirical

scientific research; and the course of action of the researcher (Van der Wal~ Cronje &

Smit1982:160). According to Huysamen (1994:163)research methodologycomes into

play atvarious overlapping and integrated stages, namely the creation and development

of techniques and strategies to collect data; the development of methods to investigate

and improve the psychometric properties such as reliabilityand validity ofdata obtained

by means of these techniques; and the statistical analysis of such data.

The setting and improvementofstandards are one ofthe principal objectivesofresearch

methodology. The objectives of research methodologycan be summarized as follo\NS:

(a) the reduction of human error;

(b) the study ofexisting research procedures and ofset standards, and

attempts to question and improve them. This further implies not

only the evaluation of the existing research procedures within

criminal justice, but also the setting of standards by which the

procedures can be tested;

(c) it constitutes an aid by which suitable standards, procedures and

techniques can be selected; and

(d) it facilitates the researcher's task in conceptualisation, sampling,

analysis, systematisation of empirical findings and report-writing

(Huysamen 1994:37-43; tv\axfield & Babbie 1998:83-90).

The value of research methodology lies in the analysis of the elements on which the
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philosophy of criminal justice can be based. As such, any thought pertaining to research

methodology is future-orientated, which implies that what is presently established can

be used in the future. Knowledge of research methodology is important for the

researcher because it -

• gives meaning to criminal justice research;

• develops in the researcher the abilityto think and question critically,

creating the opportunity to judge, seek and contribute;

• intensifies in the researcher the quality of self-examination and

tolerance;

• offers the researcher the opportunity to explain what he or she is

doing, why he or she is doing it and whether the procedures being

followed will provide an answer to what he or she is doing; and

• sets analytical standards (Van der Wait et al. 1982:161; Harry

2001 :715).

Binder and Geis (1983:4) opine:

"Because of the seemingly limitlessness possibilities for self-deception

displayed by human beings, an elaborate set of procedures has evolved

over the years to make the research endeavour as immune to human

failings as possible:

Research methodology thus aims at the reduction of human errors. Common human

errors reduced through research methodology are as follows:

(a) Errors of observation

Human beings not only fail to observe important features in any

given scene but often invent and make false observations of facts
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surrounding the event in question (M.axfield & Babbie 1998:8-9;

Binder & Geis 1983:4).

(b) . Selective observation

A notable fact is that different people observing the same event or

phenomenon will observe different things according to their

interests. It is thus a human error to observe those things that the

researcher wants to observe rather than a true picture. Research

methodology helps prevent selective observation through

implementation ofsampling. Research methodologydemands that

an adequate number of observations be selected (M.axfield &

Babbie 1998:10; Binder & Geis 1983:5).

(c) Errors of interpretation

The researcher's personal biases, preferments, fears and inclinations .

determine not only what the researcher observes but howhe or

she will interpret what he or she has observed. Research

methodology therefore seeks to reduce errors of interpretation of

What has been observed and lack of consciousness of altemative

explanations for the relationship between phenomena (M.axfield &

Babbie 1998:10; Binder & Geis 1983:5).

(d) Incorrect (false) generalisations

A source of false generalisations can be ascribed to the material

Which form the basis of conclusions. Incorrectgeneralisations may

involve an inability to think and reason logically and may involve a

tendency to come to conclusions thatare desired rather than those

dictated by available information (tv'laxfield & Babbie 1998:9).
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(e) Dependence on authority

Most of our beliefs about deviant driving behaviour are based on

statements by persons / researchers consider to be authorities. The

outcome is that we tend to accept such views as correct (Binder

& Geis 1983:6). It should be noted that dependence on authority

can be avoided through a well-eonceived research methodology.

(f) Inappropriate use of evidence

Data on deviant driving behaviour may be based upon accurate

observation and may seem as appropriate evidence to support

certain decisions, yet actually may misrepresent the phenomena of

interest Research methodology therefore helps eliminate

inappropriate use of evidence and guides the researcher in making

correct interpretation and evaluation of data (Binder & Geis

1983:7).

2.3 RESEARCH METHODS

Research involves the application of a variety of standardised research methods and

techniques in the pursuit of knowledge and insight into deviant driving behaviour.

Precisely because the researcher aims to generate knowledge, the researcher is

committed to the use of research methods, techniques and procedures that increase the

likelihood of knowledge and insight and the application thereof for purposes of

prediction and control. The term "method" will be used to refer to a higher level of

research means (Mouton 1996:36). The researcher will specifically use the concept

"research methods" to refer to the means required to execute a certain stage in the

research process. Accordingly, the classification includes definition of concepts

(theoretical and operational); sampling techniques (probabilityand non-probability); data

collection techniques (literature study, questionnaires, etc.); and data analysis techniques.
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It should be noted that the distinction between "methods" and "techniques" is hence

one of degree and scope. This implies that "methods" include classes of techniques,

skills and instruments.

The objective of research into deviant driving behaviour is based on the assumption that

deviant driving behaviour is orderly and have discoverable causes. To discover the

diverse circumstances surrounding deviant driving behaviour, a formal intensive and

systematic application of research methods is a prerequisite. The objective of

implementing research methods in the present stucly is to describe, explain, predict and

control the phenomenon of deviant driving. It has been observed that criminal justice

research authorities have diverse views about research methods that can be

implemented in criminal justice research. Mouton (1996:35) refers to qualitative and

quantitative research methods. Futrell and Roberson (1988:91-116) identify historical,

descriptive, analytical and experimental methods. According to Fitzgerald and Cox

(1987:44-64) research methods include descriptive, explanatory and exploratory

approaches. Van der Wait etal (1982:169-176) identify three research methods open

to criminal justice research, namely the method of case analysis, the method of mass

observation and the analytical method. These three methods are considered for the

present stucly.

2.3.1 The Mdhod of Case Analysis

Case analysis is an extremely important method used in criminal justice research

if the research regards the phenomenon, like deviant driving, as an individual

human phenomenon. The concept of "case" in this stucly refers to an individual

deviant driver (the respondent). The reasoning here is that the assumption on

which case analysis rests, is that deviant driving is an individual-human

phenomenon and the individual deviant driver should thus be the point of

departure.
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In social research in general, a •case" need not be an individual human being. A

community may be taken as a •case", whereupon a comprehensive description

of its particular components may be studied with the objective of leaming about

its religious, political, racial and historical make up (Babbie 1990:32-33).

The case analysis method in criminal justice research has agoal of demonstrating

the structural or functional factors responsible for its existence; the determination

of its relation to other factors; gaining new knowledge about a ·case" testing of

the validity of existing hypotheses (Van der Wait etal1982:170). To attain any

of these goals the researcher uses certain case analysis techniques such as the

questionnaire, interview, documentary studies and perception studies.

2.3.2 thE Mdhod of Mass Obsuvation

The method of mass observation is also known as the statistical method and can

be used when the researcher regards the phenomenon, like deviant driving, as a

mass phenomenon. The implication is that deviant driving is an epidemiological

phenomenon which can be analysed and explained with the aid of statistics.

The value of statistics in criminal justice research is the following:

• they enable the researcher to describe the trends ofdeviant

driving;

• they enable the researcher to undertake comparative

studies; and

• they enable researchers to predict and control deviant

driving; thus providing legislators with facts for policy

formulations and provide the criminal justice system with a

base to upgrade their delivery of services.
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The method of mass observation is also particularistic and involves research

design, description of collected data and making of decisions based upon

collected data (Futrell & Roberson 1988:151; Mouton 1996:161-162).

2.3.3 The Analytical Method

The analytical method is used when the researcher regards deviant driving as a

combination of individual-human and social factors (Van derWait etaL 1982:174

175). The methods of case analysis and mass obseNation lose their status under

the analytical method/ thus resulting in a synthesis of the two perspectives and

therefore becoming techniques of the analytical method. Futrell and Roberson

(1988:105) maintain thatwhilst the method ofmass obseNation is used to explain

and apply the findings/ in the analytical method inferences about the driving

population are made from the analySed samples. leedy (1985:173) opines:

"Theanalytical SUNeystudy takesdata thatareessentiallyquantitative

in nature and analyses these data bymeans ofappropriate statistical

tools. The purpose is to probe those data by means of statistics so

that we may infer certain meanings which lie hidden vvithin the

data..:

In the analytical SUNey we are concemed primarily with problems of estimation

and the testing ofstatisticallybased hypotheses. Futrell and Roberson (1988:106)

highlight the follovving functions of statistics in the analytical method:

• determininghowcloselyordistantlycertain characteristics of

data are related;

• determining the diversity of data;
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•
•

determination of the centre of data being measuredi and

determining the degree to vvhich facts may have occurred

by mere chance or if there is a probability of it being

influenced by some other force.

Four general functions of the analytical method could be distinguished (Van der

Westhuizen 1982:3-4):

(a) Goal-attainment function

The analytical method is goal-directed and through the use

of relevant techniques it provides for descriptive,

explanatory and applicative investigations.

(b) Adaptive function

The analytical method is geared to the various objectives of

research. This will enable. the researcher to lay down

meaningful relationship between fact and theory.

(c) Integrative (synthetic) function

The analytical method is non-particularistic in nature. It

confers neutrality on the researcher and enables him or her

to study deviantdrivingon both individual-human and group

level.

(d) Pattern maintenance function

The analytical method respects recognised methodological

principles and yet leave room for innovations, technical

refinement and advancement
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In the present study deviant driving behaviour is recognised as an individual

human phenomenon (case analysis) where respondents' particulars of gender,

age, race, education, occupation, marital status and income have an important

role to play.· Further, deviant driving behaviour is viewed as mass phenomenon

(mass observation) which can be measured and explained through descriptive

statistics. The combination of the two perspectives necessitates that deviant

driving be described, explained, predicted and controlled.

Descriptive and inferential statistics will be used within the contextof the analytical

method.

2.4 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES

In paragraph 2.2 it has been noted that, among the methods ofcriminal justice research,

the analytical method is the method through which the problems of delimitation,

measurement and goal achievement can be solved. This can be achieved through the

implementationofvarious techniques ofresearch. Research techniques are differentfrom

research methods. Research techniques are aids (tools) developed by the researcher

to enable him orher to observe aphenomenon that cannot be satisfactorily observed

by senses alone (Mouton 1996:36; Thomas 2001). Techniques are used as means to

realise the goals ofaparticular method. Research techniques mustbe evaluated in terms

of how well they perform the duty for which they have been constructed. This implies

that techniques must be both reliable and valid (Harry 2001:715).

Authorities in criminal justice research divide research techniques into survey techniques

and non-surveytechniques. Surveyresearch techniques include sampling, interviews and

questionnaires; and non-survey research techniques are documentstudies, observations

and experiments (Maxfield & Babbie 1998:243-247; Vito et aL 1988;135; Mouton

1996:36). It should be noted that the present.study is not confined to this idea and
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research techniques are implemented supplementary and jointly. The following review

relates to the research techniques employed in the present study.

2.4.1 Document Study Technique

Document study technique is also known as the literature study technique.

Literature includes all types ofdocumented material that maybe fouQd in libraries

or other places. Documents include articles from joumals, reports, biographies,

autobiographies, books, diaries, and unpublished materials. It is thus essential to

understand the purpose of investigating literature related to deviant driving

behaviour. Leedy (1985:69) opines:

"Its function derives from afundamental position among researchers

that the more one knows about the peripheral investigations

germane to one's own study, the more knowledgeable one can

approach the problems inherent to one's own area of

investigation.•

The primary purpose of literature review is to assist the researcher in undertaking

astudy on deviantdriving behaviour(Thomas 2001 :891 i Mouton 1996:119-200).

Leedy (1985:69) maintains that the review of literature provides the researcher

with the following benefits:

(a) Literature assists the researcher to assess his efforts by

contrasting them with related efforts done by other

researchers.

Cb) Literature provides the researcher with new' ideas and

approaches.
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(c) Literature helps the researcher to see his or her own study in

associational and historical perspective and in relation to

earlier and more primitive attacks to the same problem.

(d) Literature introduces to the researcher significant research

personalities of whose research efforts the research may

have had no knowledge.

(e) The advantages and disadvantages of sources of data are

revealed through literature review.

(t) The methods and techniques of handling problematic

situations are revealed through the review of literature.

Cs) Literature can reveal similar studies to the researcher's study

and it can show how identical situations were dealt with.

The document study technique can be divided into primary and secondary

documents. Primary sources consist of data obtained from direct observations.

The data are collected personallyand is direet!first hand information by the author

of the document Data from secondarysources is second-hand and indirect The

information is taken and compiled from original sources.

2.4.2 Sampling TechniquC5

Sampling refers to selecting some part of the (driving) population. When

information conceming a large group of motor vehicle drivers is required, it

becomes impossible to collect data from the entire driving population. It,
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therefore, becomes necessary for the researcher to plan, select and implement

sampling techniques. A sample is aselection of units from the total population or

universe that the researcher desires to study. If the sample is large enough and

scientifically selected, it theoretically represents the population from which it is

drawn. The key concept in sampling is representativeness (Mouton 1996:136;

tvlaxfield & Babbie 1998:204; Hy eta! 1983:89; Harry 2001:715).

A sample is representative of the population from which it is selected jf the

aggregate characteristics of the sample closely resemble those same aggregate

characteristics in the population.

Hy etaL (1983:89) state that there are two main objectives of sampling:

(a) Sampling procedures increase the reliability and the validity

of information generated from the sampled data.

Cb) Samplingallovvs the researcher to make inferences about the

population based on asample drawn from that population.

Confidence can be placed in the reliability and the validity of the findings of the

sampled data ifsampling has been conducted according to scientific procedures.

The benefit is that other researchers can replicate the findings (reliability).

Adherence to such procedures also insures that the sample is representative of

the population (validity).

In the present study, sampling techniques were implemented for the following

reasons:
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(a) Administering questionnaires to all respondents from

uMhlathuze Gty Council's jurisdiction and adjacent areas

would require a large component of field workers.

(b) Sampling enabled the researcher to avoid lengthy and

unmanageable data.

Cc) Through sampling the researcher avoided managerial

requirements such as supervision, record-keeping and

financial administration.

Cd) By selecting a sample a greater response rate and greater

co-operation had been achieved than it would have been

in an entire driving population survey.

The choice of a sampling technique requires the researcher to be able to make

confident generalisations. Basically, there are two types of sampling techniques:

• probability sampling: where every member of the population is

given an equal chance for selectioni and

• non-probability sampling: where every member of the

population is not given an equal chance of being selected

CM.axfield & Babbie 1998:21Q-228i Mouton 1996:136-140i

Huysamen 1994:37-47i Vito et al 1988:124-128i Hy et al

1983:91-96).

2.4.2.1 Probability sampling

Probability sampling allows the researcher to specify the probability that any
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given case in the population will be included in the sample. The major

advantage of probability sampling is that it is the only set of procedures that

allow the researcher to calculate the chance of making an error in generalising

from the sample to the POPulation. The disadvantage is that such rigorous

procedures are expensive and time-consuming. There are distinct types of

probability sampling designs: simple random sampling; systematic sampling;

stratified sampling and cluster sampling (Maxfield & Babbie 1998:218-221;

Mouton 1996:110; Vito eta/. 1988:125; Huysamen 1994:39-41).

Probability sampling, therefore, is regarded as the illogical sampling technique

for the present stucly.

2.4.2.2 Non-probability sampling

Non-probability sampling techniques are implemented for situations in which

sampling would be prohibitively expensive and when precise

representativeness is not necessary. It is less expensive and can be carried

out on the spur of the moment (Bailey 1987:92). Non-probability sampling

.is non-random and is useful in pilot surveys. Its obvious disadvantage is that

no representativeness can be claimed. Thecommon types ofnon-probability

samples are accidental samples, quota samples, purposive or judgmental

samples, snowball samples and convenient samples (Maxfield & Babbie

1998:225-228; Huysamen 1994:43-44; Vito et al. 1988:127-128; Hy et al.

1983:91-92).

2.4.2.2.1 Convenience sampling .

A convenient sample is one in which the units of analysis are selected on the

basis of immediate availability rather than on the degree of representativeness.
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The major problem with convenience sampling is that it is biassed in an

unascertainable wfJt. There is no basis for generalising to a larger population.

2.4.2.2.2 Quota sampling

Quota sampling involves aform ofnon-probability stratified sampling in which

cases are selected according to characteristics proportionate to the

population under study.

2.4.2.2.3 Acddentalsampling

The researcher interviews whoever comes along. This technique is frequently

employed by newspaper and television reporters. It is sometimes known as

the ·person on the street" technique. This results in unscientific and biassed

sample.

2.4.2.2.4 Snowballsampling

Snowball sampling begins by identifying asingle or small number of subjects

and then asks that subject to identify others like him who might be willing to

participate in astudy. Snowball techniques maybe necessarywhen the target

population is difficult to locate or even identify.

2.4.2.2.5 Purposive orjudgmentalsampling

It mfJt be appropriate to select a sample on the basis of the researcher's

knowledge of the population, its elements, and the nature of research aims:

in short, based on researcher's judgmentas to what kind ofsample would suit

the purpose of the study. \lVhen a sample is selected by means of a
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purposive sample, it is assumed to be representative of the population from

which it is drawn. It should be noted that representativeness of the sample

can never be determined, itcan only be assumed.

For the purpose of the present stucly, the researcher arbitrarily decided to

employ apurposive orjudgmental sampling technique. Purposive samples are

used primarily for exploratory research. Those samples can be particularly

useful if a study group is fragmented and difficult to identify or estimate. The

present study revolves around deviant driving behaviour and therefore suits

this technique (see par. 2.5.4 for a detailed account of sampling).

2.4.3 Data Collmion Techniques

Basically, there are three techniques for collecting data namely direct observation,

leaming from recorded sources and communication with others aboutvvhat they

have observed or experienced (Maxfield & Babbie 1998:61; Fitzgerald & Cox

1987:89; Mouton 1996:127). Communication with others aboutwhat they have

observed or experienced involves the implementation of interviews and

questionnaires. In the present stucly questionnaires have been implemented as

an important tool for gathering data.

The concept "questionnaire" refers to a collection or list of questions and

statements to be answered by respondents (N\axfield & Babbie 1998:236). The

concept is restricted to a self-administered questionnaire as opposed to an

interview. Questionnaires used in the gathering of data for the present stucly are

related to the measurement of deviant driving behaviour. The measurement of a

societal phenomenon like deviant driving behaviour involves:

• the conscious, controlled and rigorous classification of
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•

•

observations;

assignment of numerical values to observations for the simple

objective of counting; and

the statistical anatysis of deviant driving behaviour in order to

search for etiological factors (Vito etal. 1988:61-62).

The use ofquestionnaires in the present study is also related to tvvo key concepts

namely the reliability and validitv of the source of data. Official statistics and self

report surveys are the most common sources of data used in criminal justice

research. It should be noted that the present study did not rely on official

statistics pertaining to deviant driving behaviour. The researcher rather

implemented a self-report survey (questionnaire). It is therefore essential to

render a brief discussion of reliability and validity of self-report measuring

instruments.

2.4.3.1 Sell-report surveys

Itshould pay dividends to ask directly the respondents in order to obtain their

responses to deviant driving behaviour and to uncover unreported deviant

driving behaviour. Self-reportsurveys also question the validityofofficial traffic

crime statistics by examining the criminal justice process. System-produced

data may have "holes or a dark figure" in it: some drivers of motor vehicles are

caught and penalised while others are undetected and therefore not

penalised.

The self-report procedure of data collection seeks to identify the etiological

effects ofvarious independentvariables such as gender, age, socio-economic

status, etc., on deviant driving behaviour. Through a questionnaire,

respondents are asked to report about their own involvement in deviant
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driving.

Vito etal. (1988:78-79) identifythevarious methods ofconducting self-report

surveys.

(a) Self-report surveys can be conducted asking

respondents to complete questionnaires.

(b) Respondents can be asked to complete

questionnaires identified in a circuitous fashion and

validated against later intervievvs or (traffic) police

records.

(c) They can be requested to confess (traffic) criminal

acts on signed questionnairesvalidated againstpolice

records.

(d) Respondents can be asked to complete

questionnaires identified by number and validated

against follow-up intervievvs and the threat of a

polygraph test

(e) Respondents can simply be interviewed.

(f) Respondents can be interviewedand theirresponses

can be validated against official records.

The use of self-report data has a respectable place in the present study.

Closed-structured questionnaires were distributed to respondents.
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Respondents were then asked to complete the questionnaires. Those who

encountered difficulties in comprehending some questions and statements,

were assisted by means of interviews with the View to explain questions in

isiZulu. The researcher therefore settled to employ the methods mentioned

in (a) and (e) above.

2.4.3.1.1 limitations ofself-reportSUNeys

Self-report surveys have anumberofmethodological shortcomings (Nlaxfield

& Babbie 1998:137i Vito eta! 1988:83-84i Conklin 1986:61-62).

RrstIy, the major problem is the determination of validity. How can the

researcher know the respondents are telling the truth? The questionnaires

used in the surveys sometimes lack validity in that they do not measure

accurately the amount of (traffic) crime· that respondents have committed.

Respondents may fabricate deviant driVing behaViour to impress the

researcher or they may fail to mention some traffic offences out offear that the

information will be passed to the police in spite of guarantees of anonymity.

Secondly, self-reportsurveys are bestwith the shortcoming relating to the way

they have been carried out The use of many different self-report surveys

means that their results are often not comparable. Self-report surveys would

be much more useful if the same questionnaire could be administered over

time to national samples. This would allow the researcher to generalise about

the extent of deviant driVing in the population as awhole, and to observe the

changes in the extentofdeviant driVing over time. Conklin (1986:61) opines:

"In fact, we know relatively little about self-reported crime by

adUlts, for the vast majority of self-report studies have been
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carried out on samples of juveniles.•

Thirdly, self-report surveys are flawed in that they ignore certain kinds of

. behaviour like white-collar crime and organised crime, whereas official crime

statistics are superior in this sphere (Conklin 1986:61).

Fourthly, some self-report surveys classify juveniles as delinquents (deviant

drivers) if they admit to one or more delinquent acts (traffic offences).

Actually they should emphasise the frequencyofdelinquency(deviantdriving

behaviour) and seriousness of delinquent acts (traffic offences) rather than

whether a motor vehicle driver has ever engaged in any act that violates a

traffic law.

2.4.3.1.2 Reliabilityand validityofself-reportmeasures

The reliability and validity of any measuring procedure adopted during

research are important since the results of the study are directly affected by

the quality of the procedure employed. Self-report measures of deviant

driving behaviour have thus to be examined in terms of their reliability and

validity (tv\acMillan 1975:85-87).

(a) Reliability

Reliability is defined as the extent to which aparticular

empirical test or any measuring procedure yields the

same results on repeated trials (Carmines & Zeller

1979:11; tv\axfield & Babbie 1998:107i Vito et al.

1988:62i Hy et al. 1983:50i Huysamen 1994:117).

Reliability is a tendency toward consistency found in

repeated measurements of the same phenomenon.
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The more consistent the results given bythe repeated

measuremen~ the higher the reliability of the

measuring procedure. Conversely, the less consistent

the resUlts, the lower the reliability (Carmines & Zeller

1979:11-12). Reliability deals with accuracy.

There are four methods for assessing reliability namely

test-retestmethod, altemative-form method, split-half

method and intemal consistency (Carmines & Zeller

1979:37-44;Maxtield& Babbie 1998:107-109; Hy et

aL 1983:52-55).

The test-retestmethod obtains acorrelation between

two repeated applications of the same test to the

same respondents. If a researcher obtains the same

correlation result on the two administrations of the

test, then the test would be reliable (Carmines &

Zeller 1979:38; Maxtield & Babbie 1998:108). The

limitation of the test-retest method is that it may be

affected by change of experience, reactivity and

overestimation by the respondent (Carmines & Zeller

1979:40; Maxfield & Babbie 1998:108).

The altemative-form method is similar to the test

retest method in that it also requires two testing

situations and achievement of the same correlation

result. It differs from the test-retest method in that an

altemative form of test is administered (Carmines &

Zeller 1979:40). The advantage of the altemative-
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form method is that it reduces the extent in which the

respondent's memory can inflate the reliability

estimate. The basic limitation of the altemative-form

method ofassessing reliability is the practical difficulty

of constructing altemative forms that are parallel

(Carmines & Zeller 1979:40-41). It is often difficult to

construct one form of a test much less tvvo that

displays the properties of parallel measurements.

The split-half method differs from the test-retest

method and the altemative-form method in that the

test is administered only once (Carmines & Zeller

1979:41). The split-half method is used more often

than the test-retest method because the coefficient

of intemal consistency is easier to compute and the

carry-over effect is minimal. The totals of the items in

the test are split into halves and the scores in each

half are correlated to obtain an estimate reliability

(Carmines & Zeller 1979:41).

The internal consistencymethodofassessing reliability

also requires a single measurement administration. It

provides a unique estimate of reliability for a given

test administration. The most popular internal

consistency method is the so-called Cronbach's

Alpha Individual Item Analysis ((armines & Zeller

1979:44; Harry 2001:715). The internal consistency

method for assessing reliability will be implemented

in the present study.
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Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha (DC) requires that the

correlation coefficient should be at least0,80 before

a test can be said to be reliable. If a test cannot

satisfy this requjremen~ the researcher may search

from the following reasons: whether a test contains

enough items or whether the set of items in a test

share a common focus (Crano& Brewer 1973:231).

Intemal consistency reliability problems crop up in

many forms. Glanz (1990:73) states that if a test is to

be regarded as reliable, it is generally expected that

correlations must be 0,70 or more.

HUizinga and Sliot (1986:301) noted that some

findings on reliability may not be so high and still be

viewed as reliable. Glanz (1990) cites Hindelang's

study of Black and White males where reliabilities

between 0,62 and 0,81 were found. A general

comment is that self-report surveys have produced

reliable item consistencies irrespectiveofanymethod

implemented in assessing their reliability.

(b) Validity

Validity is defined as the extent to which a measuring

instrument measures what it is intended to measure

(Carmines & Zeller 1979:17; Maxfield & Babbie

1998:109; leedy 1985:24; Hy et at. 1983:56;

Mouton 1996:109; Harry 2001:715). Aself-report

instrument or questionnaire adequately reflects the
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meaning of the concept under consideration. It is

therefore essential that a definition should

correspond to the concept being measured. In the

present study it became necessary to operationalise

the concept "deviant driving behaviour" and the

measuring instrument had to measure deviant driving

behaviour. Validity can thus be assessed only

through empirical testing; it cannot be assumed.

Subsequent paragraphs discuss different types of

validity namely criterion-related validity, content

validity and construct validity.

(i) Criterion-related validity

Criterion-related validity is relevant when the

purpose is to use an instrument to estimate

some important form of behaviour that is

external to the measuring instrument itself, the

latter being referred to as the criterion

(Carmines & Zeller 1979:17; Maxfield &

Babbie 1998:110; Hy etal. 1983:56; Mouton

1996:128).

There are two types of criterion-related

validity: predictive and concurrent

• Predictive validity

Predictive validity is concemed with

how well the scores of an operational
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definition predict some future criterion

(Carmines & Zeller 1979:18; Hy et at

1983:56; Mouton 1996:128; Maxfield

& Babbie 1998:110). An example is

when researchers use the voluminous

traffic offences committed by motor

vehicle drivers as a predictor ofdeviant

driving behaviour. If a high positive

correlation were to be found between

age, income, education and deviant

driving behaviour, the former could

justifiably be regarded as a good

predictor of the latter.

• Concurrent validity

When the criterion and the other

measurements are used simultaneously

this is referred to as concurrent validity

(Mouton 1996:128; Carmines & Zeller

1979:18; Hy et at. 1983:57).

Concurrent validity is assessed by

correlating a measure with known

groups or known instrument findings.

(ii) Content validity

Content validity requires that an instrument

should measure the phenomenon under

study. In the present study content validity

measures how an instrument estimates the
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concept "deviant driving". There are two

types of content validity namely face validity

and sampling validity (Leedy 1985:25;

tv\axfield & Babbie 1998:110; Hy et at.

1983:57).

• Face validity

This type of validity relies basically

upon the subjective judgment of the

researcher. To know whether an

instrument has face validity, the

researcher need first to know the

definition of the concept being

measured and second whether

information being collected is germane

to that concept

• Sampling validity

The purpose of sampling validity is to

identify items which adequately

representaconcept Sampling validity

assumes that every concept (for

instance deviant driving) can be

operationalised byavarietyofvariables

(content driving population).

Contentvalidity is fraughtwith problems which

arise when there is no consensus about the

definition of the concept to be measured;
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vvhen the concept is multidimensional; and

when the measure is lengthy and complex.

These problems become apparent in under

reporting and over-reporting on some items

by respondents simply because of

misunderstanding.

OH) Construct validity

Construct validity is based on the logical

relationships among variables (f-.Aaxfield & Babbie

1998:110; Mouton 1996:128; Leedy 1985:25;

Hy et al. 1983:58). Constructs are abstract

variables. Constructs are assumed to relate to

some observable behaviour. To determine their

validity hypotheses are deducted from theoretical

statements and tested. If the data supports the

hypotheses/ the construct is assumed valid.

Construct validation involves three distinct

steps (Carmines & Zeller 1979:23). RrstJy/

theoretical relationship between theconcepts

must be specified; secondly/ the empirical

relationship between the measures of the

concepts must be examined; and thirdly, the

empirical evidence must be interpreted in

terms of how it clarifies the construct validity

of the particular measure.

The probability exists that the theoretically
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derived predictions and empirical

relationships may be inconsistent with each

other. A researcher may thus be inclined to

conclude that the evidence relevant to

construct validity is negative. Four

interpretations are possible ((armines &Zeller

1979:24-25). Firstly, the theoretical framework

used to generate empirical predictions is

incorrect Secondly, the method or

procedure used to test the theoretically

derived hypotheses is faulty, defective or

inappropriate. Thirdly, negative evidence is

due to the lack of construct validity or the

unreliability of some other variable(s) in the

analysis. Fourthly, the possible interpretation

would be that either the present measure or

the former lack constructvaliditywhich implies

that the indicator does not measure what it is

intended to measure. Since construetvalidity

culminates in hypothesis testing, it can be

viewed as the strongest type of validation

procedure.

2.5 DESIGN OFTHE STUDY

In paragraphs 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 an exposition of research methodologyand related issues

has been given. It is appropriate for the researcher to give an account of the actual

design of the present studywhich will include the procedures and techniques that were

implemented in conducting the study.
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2.5.1 Literature Rniav

literature forms the basis on which the choice of an approach, research method

and techniques; theoretical explanations and the design of the present study are

based. Following are the documents which were consulted.

2.5.1.1 Books, research reports andperiodicals

Books and periodicals are secondary sources which include journals and

literature that contain reports on related research projects. The following

sources were widely consulted.

(a) Research methodology

(;) Cannines, E.S. and Zeller, RA 1979. Reliability and

ValtdityAssessment London: Sage.

(ii) Hagan, F.E. 2000. Research Methods in Criminal

Justice and Criminology. Fifth Edition. Boston, MA:.

A11yn & Bacon.

(iii) Hy, R.J.; Feig, D.G. and Regoli, R.M 1983. Research

Methods and Statjsfjcs.· A Primer for CriminalJl.JS!jce

andRelatedSciences. Cincinnati, Ohio: Anderson.

eiv) . Maxfield, M.G. and Babbie, E. 1998. Research

Methods for Criminal Jusdce and Criminology.

Second Edition. Belmont: Wadsworth.·
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(v) Mouton, J. 1996. Understanding Social Research.

Pretoria: J.L van Schaik.

(vi) Vito, G.E.; Latessa, E.J. and Wilson, D.G. 1988.

Introduction to Criminal Justice Research Methods.

Springfield: Charles C Thomas.

(vii) Welkowitz, J.; Ewen, R..B. and Cohen, J. 2000.

Introductory Statistics for the Behavioural Sciences.

Fifth Edition. Forth Wroth: Harcourt Brace &

Company.

(b) Theoretical explanations

A variety of sources were widely consulted for the theoretical

explanations of deviant driving behaviour but the few below are

important:

(i) Assleton, P. 1987. Deviance London: Routledge.

(ii) Akers, RL 1985. DeviantBehaviour:ASocialLeaming

,Approach. Third Edition. Belmont, Califomia:

.Wadsworth.

(iH) tv\Jtza, D. 1969. Becoming Deviant Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall.

(iv) McCaghy, CH. and (apron, TA 1994. Deviant

Behaviour: Crime, ConflictandInterest Groups. Third

Edition. New York: M.acMillan.
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Cv) Simmons, J.L 1969. Deviants. Berkeley: Glendessary

Press.

Cvi) Taylor, L 1971. Deviance and Society. London:

Michael Joseph.

(vii) Thio, A 1983. Deviant Behaviour. Second Edition.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.

2.5.1.2 Research reports

Research reports are primary sources from which the construction of the

questionnaire; approaches to measurement of deviant driving; and

comparisons for validation purposes was established. The following few

reports are important in this study:

Ca) Corbetl;. C and Simon, F. 1992. UnlawfiJl driving

behaviour: A criminologicalperspective. Contractor

Report 301. Crowthome: Transport Research

Laboratory.

Cb) De la (our, AD.; Hegarty, P.; Swam, A; Van Bier!<, J.

and Wilson, K. 1999. looking for 'road rage': an

ethnographic investigation ofGauteng traffic culture

Witwatersrand: University of Witwatersrand.

Cc) t-kcMillan, J. 1975. Deviant Drivers. Saxon: D.C

Heath & Co.
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Cd) Parry, MH. 1968. Aggression on the road: a pi/at

study ofbehaviour in the drMng situation. London:

Tavistock.

The above-mentioned reports, coupled with many others, are important in

that they highlight various issues and dynamics of deviant driving behaviour.

They even refer to the implementation of self-report questionnaire in the

gathering of data.

2.5.2 Self-report SurvltY

The researcher had previouslyundertaken astuclyon the issue of: 'Penalisation of

traffic offenders in the magisterial district of Lower uMfolozj", a stucly which was

mainlybased on information available in court records and related statistics. After

a thorough stucly of the related literature, it was arbitrarily decided that a self

report survey would be the most suitable method for the present stucly in order

. to highlight the problem of "hidden" deviant driving behaviour. It would have

been ideal to draw a large sample from the areas under stucly. The researcher

foresaw that numerous logistical problems would have been encountered. This

could have resulted in employing field-workers and interviewers in which case

general costs would have been enormous.

2.5.3 The Questionnaire

Design of the questionnaire was of great importance to yield raw data for the

stucly. The questionnaire was divided into the following sections:

• Section A: Demographic data (the driving population)
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This section includes variables such as marital status, gender,

age, education, etc., 'Nhich actually describes the

demographic "make-up· of respondents.

• Section B

Questions in this section relate to the respondents' driving

experience.

• Section ((Scale 1)

This section deals with deviant driving behaviour.

• Section D (Scale 2)

Aggressive driver attitudes·are measured by questions in this

section. In other words, the questions are concemed with

how the respondent drives: whether he orshe likes driving fast,

likes to accelerate and so forth.

• Section E(Scale 3)

Anxious driving (anxiety) as a theoretical construct is being

operationalised by statements (variables) contained in this

section.

• Section F(Scale 4)

This section devotes attention to various issues surrounding

traffic policing.

• Section G (Scale 5)

This section is concemed with deviant driving behaviour 

especially the commission of driving offences such as
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speeding, inconsiderate driving, etc.

• Section H (Scale 6)

Violations relating to traffic document offences are measured

by questions in this section.

• Section I (Scale 7)

The commission of motor vehicle-related offences or the

operation of a defective motor vehicle is being dealt with in

this section.

2.5.4 Th~ Sampl~

In selecting the sample for the present study, purposive (judgmentaO sampling

technique was employed. An exposition of purposive sampling has been fully

accounted for in paragraph 2.4.2.2.5.

. The sample in this exploratory study was drawn from respondents within the

jurisdiction of ulv\hlathuze City Council and adjacent areas located on the North

Coast of KwaZulu-Natal which also include: Mthunzini, KwaMbonambi and

Mtubatuba. The researcher, therefore, had to settle for a specific group of

respondents in the uMhlathuze City Council's jUrisdiction as well as those

municipalities adjacent to it It could, therefore, be expected that the

municipalities under study represent a cross-section of motor vehicle (deviant)

drivers. The choice of areas from which the sample was drawn was limited by

two factors namelyfinance and convenience. Consequently, itbecame necessary

for the survey to be carried out in uMhlathuze City Council's jurisdiction and

adjacent municipalities. The decision was taken arbitrarily, taking into account the

size of towns. Further, the researcher has stayed in Northem KwaZulu-Natal for a
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very long time and knows the area verywell. utv\hlathuze City Council's jurisdiction

covers Richards Bay, Esikhawini, Ernpangeni, Ngwefezane, Nseleni and Vulindlela.

Table 2.1 shows that questionnaires were distributed as follows:

Empangeni

Esikhawini

Ngwelezane

Nseleni

Richards Bay

Vulindlela

TOTAL

132

129

90

60

153

20

584 (71,7%) (also see paragraph

2.5.5.2)

Table 2.1 also shows that questionnaires in respect of adjacent areas were

distributed as follows:

KwaMbonambi ;

Mtunzini

Mtubatuba

TOTAl

30

50

150

230 (28,3%) (also see paragraph

2.5.5.2)

A total of 814 questionnaires were distributed in this study. The observed

frequencies thus portray a cross-section of motor vehicle (deviant) drivers.

An urban area arbitrarily qualified for inclusion in the present study because of the

exposure to the high frequency ofdriving and also the exposure to risks which are

likely to affect deviant driving behaviour. Further, an urban area also qualified for

inclusion in the study because of its "within reasonable travelling distance" from
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Esikhawini where the researcher resides.

2.5.5 Fidd-Work

Fieldwork was undertaken between April and November 2002. Questionnaires

in respect of Esikhawini and Vufindlela were hand-delivered to respondents and

administered by the researcher personally. Questionnaires in respect of

Empangeni, Richards Bay, Ngwelezane, Nseleni, Mtunzini, Mtubatuba and

KwaMbonambi were hand-delivered and administered by field-workers. The

researcher arranged aone-day training session for field-workers. Training included

the understanding of the questionnaire in isiZulu. The objective was to enable

field-workers to administer questionnaires to respondents who could not

comprehend in English. Field-workers were acquainted with terminology

employed in criminal justice research. Some of the field-workers are graduates

in the Department of Criminal Justice (University of Zululand) whilst others were

final year leamers (2003) towards their BA (Police Studies and Correctional

Studies) degree programmes.

Two stages of field-work were carried out, namely a pilot study and the final

survey.

2.5.5.1 Pilot study

The pilot study played an important part in the development of the final

questionnaire that was administered in the present study.
~

The pilotsample consisted of 45 selected respondents: male, female, young,

old, unskilled and professional respondents. The main purpose of the pilot

study was to determine whether the questionnaire was understandable to



different respondents. Thus, those who were interviewed by the researcher

were encouragedto criticise and comment freely on the questionnairewhich

contained 80 questions or statements. Their comments related to its length,

contentand comprehension. The overall response during the pilotstudywas

very encouraging.

Criticism by the respondents was confined to the wording of the attitude

questions. The length of the interview lasted about 35 minutes and seemed

quite acceptable. !W:Jst of the revisions which were introduced as a result of

the pilot study related to the attitude questions and those revisions were

aimed at simplifying the wording of some questions while some other

questions were eliminated.

The pilot study also showed that the order in which the questions were

asked needed some revision.

The crux of the problem lay in deciding when to ask respondents about their

deviant driving behaviour. The solution adopted was to "lead in" with

questions relating to demographic data and driving experience, as these

assisted in putting respondents at ease. Then followed the "attitude

questions", followed by those relating to "traffic offence experience". Itwas

hoped that through this procedure untruthful replies to attitude questions,

especially by respondents with "records" of traffic offences/deviant driving,

would have been avoided. The final questionnaire contains 73 questions or

statements (see Annexure A).

Questionnaireswerearbitrarilydistributed to 814 respondents (see paragraph
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2.4.2.2.5 and Table 2.1). In certain instances completion of questionnaires

was done on the spot while in other cases, questionnaires were collected

at a later stage.

Table 2.1 portrays the sample distribution of the final survey.

TABU 1.1: QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION AMONG

RESPONDENTS BY AREA (N=7II)

EXPEctED FREQUENCY OBSmvED FREQUENCY
AREA

N % N %

Empangeni 132 16.21 131 18.10

Esil<!lawini 129 15.84 104 14.10

KwaMbonambi 30 3.70 30 4.20

Mtubatuba 150 18.40 100 13.90

Mtunzini 50 6.10 46 MO

Ngwelezane 90 11.05 79 10.90

Nseleni 60 7.40 60 8.30

Richards Bay 153 18.80 152 21.05

Vulindlela 20 2.50 20 2.75

TOTAL 814 100.00 722 100.00

Out of 814 questionnaires that were distributed, only 722 (89%) were

retumed and thus constitute the observed frequencies. A sample of 722

cases is considered large enough to permitstatistical analysis and conclusions.

Further, the sample compared favourably with other related studies (Parry

1968; MacMillan 1975; De la (our et aL 1999).
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2.5.5.3 DemDf/raplticpmfile 01sample

Tables 2.2 - 2.8 portray the frequency distribution of demographic

characteristics of the sample.

TABLE 2.2: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY

GENDER (N=722)

fREQUENCY
GENDER

N '"
lvIale 446 64.5

Female 256 35.5

TOTAL 7U 100.0

TABLEI.3: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY RACE

(N=722)

fREQUENCY
RACE

N '"
Black 385 53.3

'W'hite 163 22.6

Coloured 69 9.6

Asian 105 14.5

TOTAL 121 100.0
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TABLE 2.4: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUnON OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE

(N=722)

fREQUENCY
AGE

N %

18 - 20 years 26 3.6

21-30years 155 21.5

31-40years 227 31.4

41-50years 198 27.4

51 -60 years 83 11.5

61 - 70 years 31 4.3

71 years + 2 0.3

TOTAL 712 100.0

TABLE2.S:

MARITAL STATUS

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY

MARITAL STATUS (N=722)

FREQUENCY

N %

Married 381 52.8

Single 257 35.6

Widowed 42 5.8

Divorced 34 4.7

Separated 8 1.1

TOTAL 712 100.0
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TABLE 2.6: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY

EDUCAnON (N=7!!)

fRlQUENCY
EDUCAnON

N %

Uneducated 2 0.3

Standard 8 (Grade 10 and below) 101 14.0

Matric (Grade 12) 246 34.1

Diploma 122 16.9

Technical 92 12.7

Degree 159 22.0

TOTAL 7lI1 100.0

TABLE 2.7: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY

OCCUPAnON (N=722)

fRlQUENCY
OCCVPAnON

N %

Professional drivers (bus, taJ<i) 147 20.4

Skilled or semi-skilled worker 164 22.7

Unskilled worker 22 3.0

Professional (e.g. educator, lawyer, etc.) 189 26.2

Ex.ee:utive 41 5.7

Mariagerial (e.g. supervisor) 122 16.9

Unemployed 37 5.1

TOTAL 7lI1 100.0
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TABLE 1.8: FREQUENCY DISTRIBmON OF RESPONDENTS BY

INCOME {N=711)

FREQUENCY
INCOME

N %

RSooorless 17 2.4

RS01-R1ooo 10 1.0

R1 001 - R2 000 46 6.4

R2 001 - R3 000 127 17.6

R3 001 - R4 000 131 18.1

R4 001 - R5 000 102 14.1

RS 001 or more 263 36.4

No income 26 3.6

TOTAL 721 100.0

2.5.6 Statistical Analysis of Data

Statistics are numerical tools available to a researcher to describe and explain

social phenomena. Statistics will also be used to describe and explain deviant

drMng behaviour. Potgieter and Mersham (2002:14) opine:

Ihe researchers decided to keep the analysis of the collected data

as simple as possible - due to the exploratory character of the

investigation:

For the purpose of the present study, data will also be presented in descriptive,

tabular format and analysed in the terms of rfN'l scores (N) and percentages (%).

Further statistics are used to establish differences (if any) and relationship (if any).

Appropriate tests have been selected for this purpose. Statistics are also used

to test reliability and validity of the questionnaire.
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2.5.6.1 Reliabililyofitems: illlernalconsistenq

Cronbach's reliability analysis (ALPHA) has been referred to as atechnique of

testing internal consistency. Following is the statistical results yielded by

Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha of the various scales (Table 2.9).

TABLE 2.9: CRONBACH'S COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS SCALES:

DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

2.5.6.2

SCALE 1 T07 ALPHA STANDARDISED cc

Deviant DrMng Behaviour .7456 .7462

Aggression .7624 .7691

Anxiety .5468 .0037

Traffic Policing .6165 .0086

Offensive Driving .5776 .4752

Document Offences .8071 .8017

Vehicle Defects .7897 .7867

From the above reliability analysis (alpha) it is clear that correlations range

between .5468 and .8071.

Validity of the questionnaire

.Validityof the measurement has been dealtwith in paragraph 2.4.3.1.2 of this

chapter. The present study is validated on content and construct validity.

Content validity is contingent upon the extent to which a measurement

reflects on aspecific domain of content Relevance and number of items are

the most important aspects for contentvalidity (Carmines ,& Zeller 1979:20).
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Fora questionnaire to have valid and relevant items, it must contain items

which reflect the meaning associated with a specific dimension. In the

presentstudy items measuring aparticular dimension are combined together

and their sum constitutes ascale as indicated below and as reflected in the

questionnaire (see Annexure A; Neuman & Wiegand 2000:162».

(a) Scale 1: Deviant driving behaviour (016 to 020).

(b) Scale 2: Aggression (021 to 029).

(c) Scale 3: Anxiety (030 to 040).

(d) Scale 4: Traffic policing (041 to 053).

(e) Scale 5: Offensive driving (054 to 064).

(t) Scale 6: Document offences (065 to 069).

(g) Scale 7: Vehicle defects (070 to 073).

Carmines and Zeller (1979:21) state that it is not possible to specify exactly

the number of items to be developed for a scale, but it is preferable to

constructas manyitems as possible, rather than too few. In the presentstudy

data analyses are based on seven statistical scales consisting of 58 variables.

Such categorisation of items in scales format ensures relevance of items to a

particular domain, thus enhancing content validity.

Construct validity is concemed with the extent to which a particular measure

relates to other consistentwith theoretically derived hypotheses conceming

the concepts that are being measured (Carmines & Zeller 1979:23; Harry

2001:728). In the presentstudy, differentscales highlightdifferent theoretical

constructs of deviant driving behaviour.

Chapters 4 to 7 give an exposition of presentation and analysis of data

pertaining to the distribution of responses to deviantdriving behaviour items,
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grouped under 7 deviant driving behaviour scales.

2.5.6.3 Statisticalprocessing ofdata

Descriptive and inferential statistics are important for the present study.

Inferential statistics is important for generalisations. In the present study

different statistics were used with the aim of making empirical inferences

about data. Inferential statistics are employed to draw inferences.

(a) Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Chi-square (X2
).

A one-way analysis ofvariance refers to a procedure

that tests the effect of one independent variable

(several independent groups) on the means of one

dependent variable. The ANOVA F-statistic is a ratio,

with the between-groups variance estimate in the

numerator and the within-groups variance estimate in

the denominator. ANOVA has therefore been used

to establish differences between deviant driving

behaviour and the following characteristics: gender,

race, marital status, occupation, regularity of driving

and type of motor vehicle.

In addition to ANOVA statistic, the chi-square statistic

has also been used with the aim of finding

differences between certain categories of

independent variables and 7 deviant driving

behaviour scales.

In both statistics differences are significant at the 5
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percent level (p<O.Os).

(b) Spearman Rank-Qrder Correlation Coefficient (rho).

Data on relationships between deviant driving

behaviour and respondents' age, education, income,

duration of passing a driving test and years motor

vehicle driven are correlated by the 2-tailed

Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (rho).

Probability values of .01 and .05 depict that the

correlation is significant A positive correlation

between the independent and dependent variable

means that the two variables vary in the same

direction.

likewise, a negative correlation between a

dependent variable (deviant driving behaviour) and

an independent variable means that the higher the

independentvariable score the lesserdeviant driving

behaviour reported.

2.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter an exposition of research methodology and design has been given.

Research methodology requires skill and sophistication merely to detennine the kinds of

results that the researcher wants to examine. Common human errors are also reduced

through research methodology. Research involves the application ofavarietyofresearch

methods and techniques in the pursuit ofknowledge into deviantdriving behaviour. The

present study employed the analytical research method in the pursuit of knowledge and

insight into deviantdriving behaviour. Descriptive and inferential statistics have been used
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to account for observations.

Research techniques are tools used by the researcher in order to achieve the desired

goals. The researcher used specific research techniques. The literature study technique

has been used for explaining research methodology, designing the present study and to

give an account of the theoretical explanations of deviant drMng behaviour. Sampling

techniques have been used to enable the researcher to pronounce scientifically based

conclusions. Non-probability sampling techniques, namely purposivetjudgmental

sampling, was used in this study. The final source of data on deviant drMng behaviour

was to go directly to the respondents with the objective ofuncovering "hidden" deviant

driving behaviour. For this purpose a self-report instrument, namely the questionnaire,

was used to collect data.

Statistical techniques were used to test intemal consistency of items through Cronbach's

Correlation CoefficientAlpha. Further, for statistical analysis ofdata inferential statisticswas

used. The /-.NOVA F- and Chi-square tests were used to establish differences and

Spearman Rank-Order Correlations Coefficient (rho) has been used to establish

.relationships.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS OF DEVIANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Theories ofdeviantdrMng behaviour are much more than aset of abstractnotions about

its etiology, nature and consequences. Such theories are usually implicit; some

researchers are often not even consciously aware of them. This can be ascribed to the

fact that theories are so deeply buried. Theories are the basis of how researchers feel

and act in actual situations. It is likely to seesurface reflections ofsuch underlying theories

when traffic officers feel that deviant drivers should be "roughed up a little". We are

concemed here with drivers who behave in both unexpected and unacceptableW&(S.

What constitutes unexpected and unacceptable behaviour may seem to be rather

personal and individual judgements. If any community is to continue as an operating

entity, there must be some agreement among members upon how they shall act toward

one another. Obversely, there will be at least tacit consensus on what constitutes

unexpected and unacceptable motor vehicle driving. Deviant driving behaviour can be

ascribed to primary and secondary factors (Williams 11/ & McShane 1994:138; McCaghly

1985:84; Thio 1983:59). Primary deviantdriving behaviourrefers to theviolation of traffic

law stemming from original causes which may be social, situational, physiological and

psychological factors. Primarydeviantdriving behaviourcan be observed in cases where

amotorvehicle is driven under the influence ofalcohol. This maybe due to one or more

of a variety of personal reasons such as feelings of failure, death of a loved one and

group pressures. Deviant driving behaviourwill remain primaryand of littleconsequence

for either the deviant driver or those viewing his or her behaviour, so long as such

deviance can be tolerated and incorporated into anon-deviant image. However, should
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the drinking precipitate an adverse reaction from others and nevertheless continue

unabated, it is possible that the drinking can eventually be attributed not to the original

causes, but to new problems created by the unfavourable reactions CWilliams III &

MacShance 1994:137-139). At this point, deviant driving behaviour becomes

secondary. When a driver begins to employ his or her deviant driving behaviour as a

means ofdefence, attack oradjustmentofthe overt and covertproblems created by the

consequent societal reaction to him or her, deviation is secondary.

Deviantdriving isadiverse and epidemiological phenomenonwith divergentcauses. The

inventory of causes that applies to particular cases include the entire range of physical

conditions, humanemotionsand social forces which influencehuman behaviourgenerally

and deviant drMng in particular. Simmons (1969:51) opines:

'Since virtually and behaviour is deviant from the moral perspective of

some judge, virtually everything causes deviance:

Two major processes can be referred to as responsible for creating deviant driving

(Simmons 1969:57):

(a) role-recruitment: which implies that a number of factors combine

to encourage drivers to experiment with deviant driving; and

(b) role-imprisonment: which implies the process that forces some

drivers into deviant driving, especially forces on those who have

alreadly experimented with deviant driving to adopt and maintain

deviant driving.

Committing adeviant driving aet at some time is not a sufficient condition for really going

deviant but may be a necessary step. However,. it should not be thought of as the
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starting point in becoming deviant because both recruitment and imprisonment

processes have already been actively influencing the driver long before he commits his

first traffic offence.

Thio (1983:8-24) points out that the theoretical explanations of deviance (deviant

driving) can best be understood in terms of traditional and modem perspectives and

theories. Traditional theoretical explanations deal with the etiology of deviant driving

behaviour; while the modem theoretical explanations concentrate on the meaning of

deviance (deviant driving behaviour) (Thio 1983:55-80; Mc(aghy & (apron 1994).

Theories of aggression and anxiety are important in the understanding of aggressive and

anxious approaches to driving.

3.2 THEORmCAL EXPLANAnONS OF DMANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

It is sometimes assumed that an epidemiological study of deviant driving behaviour

embodies one specific set ofprinciples and codified knowledge wlhen in fact it includes

awide variety of criminological, psychological and sociological thought as well as other

contributing disciplines. Because of the complex nature of the phenomenon of deviant

driving, no single theory exists that can purport to explain all deviant driving, nor can one

single cause of deviant driving be specifically determined and applied in all traffic

offences. Because of the varied nature of causative factors and the complexity of the

problem, it will be necessary to examine avariety of theoretical explanations in relation

to deviant driving causation.

3.2.1 Traditional Thmretical Explanations

In an attempt to offer a comprehensive examination of deviant driving behaviour,

the researcher deems it appropriate to first highlight the traditional perspectives

of deviant driving behaviour. This may yield a profound insight into an
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epidemiological study of deviant driving behaviour.

3.2.1.1 Traditional/1£rspectives 01deviant driving behaviour

Deviant driving behaviour possesses some characteristics distinguishing it

from conforming motorvehicle driving behaviour. Thio (1983:9) avers that

deviantdrMng behaviour is intrinsically real. Penologists and criminologists

(Khoza 1993; Mqadi 1994; Potgieter, Mqadi & Khoza 1992) who are

influenced by such a perspective tend to view deviant drMng behaviour

as an attribute that is inherent in the individual. The intrinsic characteristics

of deviant drMng can be identified as the ability to injury, hurt or anger

other road users. Deviant driving possesses the ability to affect road users

disagreeably. Therefore, the researcher assumes deviant drMng to be

basically real in itself. As Nettler (Blumberg 1981 :358) puts it:

"It seems wiser to operate with the assumption that there is

areal world out there than to adopt the notion that it is all in

our head:

Moreover, Nettler's phrase "out there" implies that there is yet another

dimension ofthe traditionallyassumed deviantdrMng reality, one that leads

us to the next issue of the objective (factual) nature of deviant drMng.

Deviant riving behaviour is objective in the sense that it is something "out

there" and accordingly can become the object of empirical research, as

is evident in the present epidemiological study. In assuming deviantdrMng

behaviour as something'out there" with an objective nature, and in treating

the deviant driver as if he or she was an object, the researcher has

attempted to observe and study. deviant driving behaviour. To
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3.2.1.2

3.2.1.2.1

demonstrate the objective reality of deviant driving, the researcher has

conducted a self-report study into deviant driving behaviour. Deviant

driving behaviour cannot be properly understood without understanding

the causal aspects thereof eThio 1983:13). It should also be noted that

deviant driving behaviour is a product of causation. This assumption

implies that deviant driving behaviour is determined or caused by certain

events, occurrences or phenomena in the environment Thus, the

traditional approach is purelydeterministic (Void 1958:39-40). The causal

factors that can be advanced in respect of deviant driving behaviour are

rooted in non-conformity to the National Road Traffic Act of1996 (Act 29

of 1996). Further, explanations can be located in the social environment,

e.g., economic deprivations, rapid changes ofroad traffic legislation, social

disorganization, unhappy homes, lower class background and differential

traffic law enforcement

Traditional theoretical explanations

It has already been pointed out that traditional theoretical explanations

concentrate on the etiology of deviant driving behaviour eThio 1983:28

50). Three theories: strain (anomie), differential association and control

theories will be discussed as primarily traditional.

Strain (anomie) theory

Merton (1957) opined that the society encourages the individual to

engage in deviant (driving) behaviour eThio 1983:29). Merton was reacting

against biological theories vvhich suggested that man's behaviour is the

result of inherited traits. The problem is to discover vvhy some drivers in

the same environment involve themselves in deviant driving behaviour.
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Merton's thesis proffers that social structures exert pressures on some

drivers to violate traffic laws (Reid 1976:177). Merton (1957) begins by

suggesting that all social structures have tNo common characteristics:

(a) They establish goals which are to be the aspirations of all

drivers ofmotor vehicles within the society. These goals are

those properties that are worth striving for.

(b) Approved means or methods for obtaining the goals are

established and recognized by the society. Some societies

emphasize the goals, others the means, whilstmostsocieties

fall somewhere on a continuum betNeen these tNo

extremes. As long as all drivers do not violate traffic laws,

there can be no reference to deviant driving behaviour. But

when the goals for abiding by the National Road Traffic Act

(Act 29 of 1996) or the means of obtaining good driving

behaviour are rejected, deviant driving is likely to result

It is apparent that anomie refers to the breakdown of (traffic) norms and

acondition in which those norms are no longer controlling the activities of

members (drivers) of the society (Williams 11\ & McShane 1994:88). The

implication is that drivers may have difficulty in adjusting to the Road Traffic

Act which is being amended from time to time. This in tum leads to

dissatisfaction, frustration, conflict and the end result is deviant driving

(Gibbons & Jones 1975:88-89). Merton (Williams 11\ & McShane 1994:93;

Reid 1976:177) designed a typology to describe the methods or modes

of adaptation that are available to those who react to the goals and means

of society. He identified the following five modes demonstrated as in

Table 3.1 below (Williams 11\ & McShane 1994:93).
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TABLE 3.1: MERTON'$ TYPOLOGY OF ADAPTATIONS: ANOMIE

Adaptation

Conformity

Innovation

Culture Goals

+

+

Institutionalise
dMcans

+

+Ritualism

Retreatism

Rebellion ± ±

Key: (+) signifies "acceptance"; (-) signifies "elimination"; and C±.) signifies

"rejection and substitution of new goals andstandards"

If the emphasis on goals and means are maintained even in the face of a

realisation that the means are restricted, a driver will remain (traffic law

abiding) conforming (Glick 1995:139-140). It is the most frequently used

mode of adaptation. If it is not frequently used, the very existence of

society (road users) would be threatened. The remaining four modes of

adaptation, however, represent a departure from this all-endorsing

adaptation and could thus result in real deviant driving behaviour.

Innovation represents the acceptance of the goals but rejection of the

means for obtaining those goals (Thio 1983:30-31; Glick 1995:139).

Innovative means, especially for deviant drivers, may actually be more

efficient in reaching a goal than the approved means to do so. For

instance, instead of obtaining the valid driving licence through approved

means, the driving licence may be obtained through fraudulent means. If

the goals are rejected and focus is shifted to the means, the mode of

adaptation is thatof ritualism (Glick 1995:139). In this mode the means can

become the aspirations of the driver, as when one may attempt to treat a
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job (means) such as professional driving as a form of security instead of

using ajob as a means of achieving success (Khoza 1993:57). The ritualist

adaptation frequently includes blaming scapegoats for personal failure

(Gibbons & Jones 1975:90).

Retreatism involves a rejection of both the goals and means (Williams III &

McShane 1994:72; Gibbons & Jones 1975:90). It includes withdrawal

from the competitive struggle. The retreatist adaptation leads to

involvement in deviant driving through which the driver demonstrates that

he has ceased to observe and abide by the road traffic legislation (Khoza

1993:33).

Rebellion is thatadaptation in which disgruntled drivers actively rejectgoals

which they View as unattainable and means which they hold to be

unworkableand tend to substitute new, sociallyunapproved goals toward

which they strive by non-normative means (Gfick 1995:139; Williams III &

McShane 1994:92-93; Thio 1983:31). The implication is that drivers may

be inclined to rebel and are revolutionaries in as far as the Road Traffic Act

and Road Traffic Regulations are concerned. This may result in the

amendmentor repeal offormal traffic prescriptions such as the Road Traffic

Act. Strain theory can thus be viewed as a functionalist theory.

Functionalism presumes that it is desirable to explain deviant driving

behaviour in terms of its effect on and its consequences for the society in

which it exists. The conception of cultural goals and norms is used to

explain how they serve to produce both conformity to traffic laws and

deviant driving within the society.
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3.2.1.2.2 Differentialassociation theory

Differential association theory is the brainchild ofEdwin Sutherland CWilliams

III & McShane 1994:70). He developed this theory to explain two sets of

deviant (driving) phenomena. Rrst, Sutherland wanted to explain why

crime (traffic crime) rates vary with different groups of people (deviant

drivers)i for instance why males commit more traffic offences than females

(Khoza 1993:149-156). It is therefore of utmost significance to establish

why deviant driving behaviour vary with different groups of people. The

varieties of deviant driving behaviour can be ascribed to the fact that

society is composed of differential social group (drivers) organization.

Secondly, Sutherland developed the theory in order to explain indMdual

criminality (deviant drMng)i Le., to explain why some drivers become

deviant drivers while others do not It is thus appropriate to consider the

cause of crime (deviant driving) to be what Sutherland called differential

association (Thio 1983:37; Glick 1995:160-161; Williams III & McShane

1994:75-76). Differential association theoryproffers ninestatementswhich

are intended to show clearly how a particular individual (driver) becomes

engaged in criminal (deviant driving) behaviour. However, the researcher

does not intend giving adetailed account of these nine statements. These

statements are listed below in order to give a more complete picture.

(a) Criminal behaviour is leamed;

(b) Criminal behaviour is leamed in interaction with other

persons in a process of communication;

(c) Leaming of criminal behaviour occurs within intimate

personal groups;
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(d) Leaming of criminal behaviour includes techniques of

committing .crime(s) and motives, rationalisation and

attitudes;

(e) Direction of motives is leamed from definitions of law as

either favourable.or unfavourable;

(t) Differential associations mayvary in duration, priority, intensity

and frequency;

(g) An individual become criminal because of an excess of

definitions favourable to violation of law over definitions

unfavourable to violation of law;

Ch) Leaming criminal behaviour by association with criminal

pattems involves mechanisms that are· involved in any

leaming; and

(i) Although criminal behaviour is an expression of general

needs and values, it is not explained by those needs and

values since non-criminal behaviour is an expression of the

same needs and values (Williarns III & McShane 1994:76).

The theory posits that deviant driving is leamed in association with intimate

other drivers by interacting and communicating with them. Two things are

eventually leamed: deviant driving techniques; and definitions (values,

motives, drives, attitudes and rationalizations) that support deviantdriving.

Sutherland (Williamslll & McShane 1994:76) stressed that:
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3.2.1.3

3.2.1 ..3.1

•A relationship must exist, that the transfer of skills or values

cannot be accomplished by reading books or watching

movies. The techniques may be thought of as the 'haws' or

the content of an act and the definitions as the 'whys' or the

reason for doing it:

The differential association theorydoesnotnecessarityemphasize who the

deviant driver's associates are; instead it focusses on the definitions

provided by those associations. It suggests that once the techniques of

deviant driving are leamed, the values (definitions) supporting deviant

driving may be leamed (through perception) from anyone.

Control theory

Control theories share a conviction that crime (deviant driving) is to be

expected (Williams III & McShane 1994:181; Hagan 1986:448); Thio

1983:45). Itshould be noted thatwhat causes conformity is social control

(traffic lawenforcement) over drivers and, therefore, the absence of traffic

officers (as visible role-fulfillers) is likety to cause deviant driving.

Containment theory

This approach was developed by Reckless (Hagan 1986:448; Williams III

& McShane 1994:45-46). This theory attempts to account both for social

forces which may predispose drivers to deviant driving as well as driver

characteristcswhich may insulate them from or further propel them toward

deviant driving. Extemal (outer containment) pressures which may cause

deviant driving behaviour include adverse economic conditions,

temptation, limited access to success; whilst intemal (inner containment)
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pressures which may cause deviant driving include personality

contingencies such as feelings of inferiority, frustrations, conflicts, motives,

disappointments, rebellion and hostility (Khoza 1993:102-1 04). If drivers

are caught up in the inner and outer forces they have astrong tendency to

become deviant drivers. There are avariety of •pushes and pulls' toward

deviantdriving that all drivers experience. The effectofthese inducements

to deviant driving depends upon the strength of the driver's inner and

outer containments. If the self-concept (inner) was bad, outer social

controls would have little effect on the driver and deviant driving would

be more likely to result On the other hand, a driver with a good self

concept could withstand weak external social control and resist deviant

driving.

Socialcontrol theory

Nye (Thio 1983:47) maintains that there are powerful forces pushing all

people (drivers) to deviance (deviant driving). In SouthAfrica, the National

Road Traffic Act (Act 29 of 1996) is used to effect social control so as to

help regulate and control (prevent) deviant driving tendencies. There are

four social control categories:

• intemal control;

• indirect control;

• direct control; and

• legitimate need satisfaction.

Through intemalized traffic control drivers internalize the mores, norms and

values, consequently developing the conscience of the driver.
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Intemal control is self-enforcing and pervasive; it is lost only 'Nhen a driver

loses effective consciousness. The lack of the effectiveness of intemal

control is a consequence of lack of agreement on traffic lavvs. Affection

and rejection from traffic law authorities plays amajor role in traffic control

and indirect control can be exercised only 'Nhen there is affectional

relationships to the conforming driver. When there is rejection betvveen

the driver and traffic officers, indirect control cannot be exercised (Nye

1958:6). Attitudes towards law (traffic officers) can be viewed as varying

along the continuum of complete acceptance and complete rejection.

Complete acceptance occurs when relationship changes from

dependency to affectionate more independent status, and the traffic

officer is seen as an experienced friend. Partial rejection occurs when the

driver frees him- or herself from traffic law obedient processing behaviour

but does not develop active hatred. Nye (1958:7) opines:

"Neither does he have affection or respect, nor positive or

negative feelings; strikes a rough balance, thus forming an

indifferent or somevvhat ambivalent relations."

Complete rejection of traffic law develops 'Nhen the driver violates traffic

law and thus becomes a deviantdriver.

The society does not depend on internal and indirect control alone but

restraint on (deviant) drivers is exercised by traffic officers and other law

enforcement agencies; or entirely by disapproval, ridicule and ostracism

(Nye 1958:7). Direct control can be effective in securing conformity.

Nye (1958:8) identifies three essential needs that need satisfaction:

affection, recognition and security. If these needs are satisfied adequately
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and without delay, a minimum of indirect and direct traffic control is

necessary: The society greatly affects the satisfaction of these needs and

if the driver can achieve them in socially approved ways, there would be

less pressure to achieve them through deviant driving tendencies. There

are limitations to need satisfaction. For instance, drivers have to leam that

there are wants and needs that have to be deferred such as procurement

of a valid driving licence and valid clearance certificates.

Social bond theory

Hirschi (1969) presented his social bond theory, which basicallystates that

juvenile delinquency (deviant driving) takes place when a person's

. (driver's) bonds to society are weakened or broken, thus reducing the

driver's stakes in abiding by the Road Traffic Act In essence, drivers

conform not to fear of prescribed penalization in the (traffic) court, but

more from concern with violating the mores and the personal image of

them held by important groups of which they are members. According

to Hirschi (Williams III & McShane 1994:189; Hagan 1986:450; Thio

1983:48) there are four ways in which individuals (drivers) bond

themselves to society:

• commitment;

• attachment;

• involvement; and

• belief.

If these four elements of the driver's bond to conventional society are

strong, the driver is likely to abide by the Road Traffic Act If these four

elements of bond are weak, deviant driving is more likely to result
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(McCaghy 1985:70).

3.2.2 Mod£l1l Th£Oretical Explanations

Modem theories ofdeviantdriving are basicallynon-etiological: theydo not focus

on the causes of deviant drMng as the traditional theories do CThio 1983:55).

Instead, modem theories focus on the meanings of deviant driving as well as on

how drivers behave in relation to those meanings. In this chapter three theories

will be discussedj namely labeling, phenomenological and conflict

3.2.2.1

3.2.2.1.1

MDdem perspectives DIdeviant driving behaviDur

Modem perspectives have emerged in order to challenge the traditional

perspectives which had earlier been predominant in the understanding of

.deviantdriving. It is therefore essential to briefly examine the assumptions,

beliefs and attitudes of modem perspectives.

DeviantdrMng as a label

It is common practice that whenever a driver violates traffic law, other

people will automatically label the driver a deviant or traffic offender. In

studying traffic law enforcement, a huge lack of consensus can be found

as to whether traffic offences are really offences, and whether traffic

offenders ought to be seen as real (criminal) offenders (Khoza 1993:36

37). Traffic officers may disagree among themselves as to whether a traffic

offender should be arrested andjudicial officers (magistrates) maydisagree

as to whether those charged should be convicted or acquitted. This

clearly indicates the principle of relativity in the consideration of deviant

driving: driving gets defined as deviant relative to a given norm, standard
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3.2.2.1.3

way of driving a motor vehicle.

De'.1antdriving asasubjective experience

Deviantdriving is subjective experience and the supposedly deviantdriver

is aconscious, feeling, thinking and reflective subject CThio 1983:18). It is

therefore appropriate to use an objective approach by staying aloof from

deviant drivers by exclusively studying the extemal aspects of deviant

driving; and by relying upon a set of preconceived ideas for guiding their

study. The danger is the result of a collection of surface facts about

deviant drivers such as their poverty, lack of education, poor self-image

and low aspirations. What is of cardinal importance about adeviantdriver

. is how he or she drives in his or her daily driving activities and what he

thinks about anxious and aggressive driving tendencies. In order to

understand the life of a deviant driver researchers need to use the

subjectiveapproachwhich may require their appreciation for and empathy

wit the deviant driver. The objective of this subjective approach, in

Iv\atza's words,

"is to comprehend and to illuminate the subject's view and

to interpret the world as itappears to him" (lv\atza 1969:25).

Merton (1972:17-18) argues that subjective data are extremely unreliable

because people tend to glorify the group ofwhich they are members.

De'.1ant driving as a voluntary act

The premise here is that deviant driving is avoluntary act or an expression

of human volition or choice (Thio 1983:20; Neser 1993:21-22). The
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fundamental point is that drivers because they possess free will and

choice-making ability, determine or cause their own deviant driving

behaviour.

MDdern theoretical explanations

The behavioural area ofdeviantdriving behaviourdenotes that it is essential

to examine modem theoretical explanations. These theories account for

the meaning of deviant driving behaviour.

Labe/ing theory

Conflict theory asserts that people will be at odds with one another

because their values differ and their interests are divergent After gaining

power and translating their normative and value preferences into rules

goveming institutional life, they are then in a position to successfully place

negative labels on traffic law violators. Labeling theorists have used this

perspective to develop what has been termed labeling theory (McCaghy

1985:79; Glick 1995:178; Williams III & McShane 1994:133). The labelins

theory was popularized by Howard Secker. The nature and

consequences of traffic-law making and traffic law enforcement are the

bases ofthe labelins, societal reaction or interactionist perspective (Khoza

1993:187). Secker (1963:9) opines:

'Societal groups create deviance by making the rules whose

infraction constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules

to particular people and labeling them as outsiders. From

this point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the

person commits, but rather a consequence of the
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application byothers of rules and sanctions to an 'offender'.

The deviant is one to 'Whom that label has successfully been

applied; deviantbehaviour is behaviour that people so label

"

A possibility exists that drivers may be involved in various forms of deviant

driving without otherdrivers' knowledge. If their deviant driving becomes

known, they may be labeled by other drivers as deviant drivers.

The stigma of the deviant label may render drivers"outsiders". It is thus the

reaction to deviant driving behaviour that creates it It is also problematic

to explain how deviant drivers are chosen and labeled. To explain this

problem, Becker (1963:19-22) refers to four types of deviant (driving)

behaviour:

• falsely accused;

• pure deviant;

• conforming; and

• secret deviant

Falsely accused deviant driving acts are those that either did not exist or

were actually conforming but the community members reacted as if the

driving were deviant

Conforming and pure deviant driving acts are those in 'Which perceptions

match the reality of the deviant driving act

Secretdeviant behaviour implies that deviant driving has indeed occurred

but the community members drivers ignored traffic law violations.
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Williams 111 and McShane (1994:136) consider labeling as a cause of

deviant (driving) behaviour. This may take tvvo forms. Firstly, the attention

of the community may be caught and thus the community may continue

labeling the individual (driver) as deviant; and secondly, the label may be

intemalized by the driver and thus leading to an acceptance of deviant

driving self-concept The danger of this may be that of creating a career

deviant driving (Thio 1983:60). This subsequent reaction is that drivers

who have been so labeled may become more visible in the sense that

people are aware of them. It is this awareness which often causes them

to be watched more closely. Traffic officers closely watch deviant drivers

once theycome to their attention CWilliams III & McShane 1994:136-137).

Drivers who have been identified as deviant may have few-er chances to

make good progress in the conventional world. The implication is that

conventional avenues to success may be often cut off, and illegal means

(deviant driving) may become the only way left open to them. It may be

argued that people who commit traffic offences are probably because

they have very few- legitimate opportunities available to them to get ajob,

to have money in order to leam proper driving behaviour at driving

schools, to acquire a driving licence to avoid driving and to repair a

defective motor vehicle (Khoza 1993:71).

Phenomenological theory

Thio (1983:66) avers that aphenomenological theory concems itself with

the deviant driver's reaction to their own behaviour. Phenomenologists

attack positivists who take an objective and deterministic approach to

deviant driving behaviour. In this context, the deviant driver is view-ed as

a person whose behaviour is determined byvarious forces beyond his or

her control. Positvists, therefore, focus their attention on the causal factors;
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thus ignoring how the deviant driver thinks and feels about his or her

deviantdriving experience eThio 1983:66;Wifliams III & McShane 1994:31).

The phenomenological theory concentrates on the immediate experience

and consciousness of the deviantdriver. In order to understand what the

real phenomenon is, it is appropriate to undertake research on the driver's

subjective experience, to discover how the deviant driver feels and what

he or she thinks about his or her deviant driving experience. Thio

(1983:67) opines:

"Thus deviant reality is the subjective meaning that the

deviant person imputes to his or her own deviant

experience:

Therefore, according to phenomenologists, the driver's subjective

experience constitutes the real phenomenon of deviant driving. The

phenomenologist's commitment to the subjective view is not absolute.

This implies that sometimes it is not possible to always concur with the

.. driver's own interpretation of his or her deviant driving experience. This

danger or pitfall is that taking the driver's interpretation at face value may

distortthe deviant driving reality, because the driver may not knowwho he

or she is talking about Thio (1983:69) remarks that phenomenologists

"... must objectivelyobseNe and analyze that experience to

tum it into scientific data to be used in constructing and

testing scientific theories ..."

It is for this reason that the researcher will endeavour to elicit responses in

as far as anxious and aggressive driving are concerned. Anxious and

aggressive driving experiences on the part of drivers may be associated
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with deviant drYing and may be related to deviant driving-concept

Connict theory

Deviant drivers are manifestations of the failure of society to meet the

needs of drivers (Glick 1995:174). Conflict theory is based on the idea

that manysocial values related to driving conflict with one another and that

these value conflicts are the root of much deviant driving. The conflict

perspectiveassumes that the basic form ofsocial interaction is competition

and this competition may manifest itself in aggressive deviant driving.

Conflict theory focuses on such issues as who makes traffic laws.

Therefore, central to the conflict perspective are the ideas of power and

dominance CWilliams III & McShane 1994:157; Glick 1995; Thio 1983:75).

Void (1958) produced a theory that emphasizes the group nature of

societyand the various competing interests ofthosegroups. He observed

that

"groups come into conflict with one another as the interests

and purposes they seNe tend to overlap, encroach on one

another, and become competitive" (Void & Bemard

1986:272).

VoId went on to highlight the presence of conflict in (traffic) criminal law,

stating that

"the whole process of law making and law enforcement

directly reflects deep-rooted and fundamental conflicts

between group interests and the more general struggle

among groups for control of the police power of the state
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(Void & Bemard 1986:274).

Austin Turk (Thio 1983:73-74; Williams III & McShane 1994:159-160)

endeavoured to find out how people come to acquire (deviant driving)

criminal status and this theory is known as (traffic) criminalization. His

original concerns were to specify the conditions underwhich an individual

(driver) would be defined as a criminal (deviant driver) in an authoritv

subject relationship. This conceptofauthority-subject relationship remains

important in Turk's writings (Turk 1969; Turk 1976:276-291). The most

important forms of control are physical force or coercion and subtle

control which is represented by the control of traffic legal images. Turk

eThio 1983:74) avers that the probabilityofcriminalization (deviantdriving)

is contingent upon the following conditions:

(a) If the traffic law itself can come to be seen as highly

significant than people, traffic officers are likely to assign

deviant driving status to the drivers who violate the National

Road Traffic Act (Act 29 of 1996).

(b) If traffic officers find drivers' legally prohibited behaviour to

be prevalent, drivers are likely to be treated as deviant

drivers.

(c) If the traffic authorities have greater power difference, there

will be greater probability ofdeviant driving because drivers

may display some resistance to traffic law enforcement.

(d) The success of either traffic justice authorities or deviant
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driving population is contingent upon realistic (reactive)

actions.

Realistic actions on the part of traffic officers may involve avoiding the use

of brutal force, thus showing respect for normal traffic legal procedure.

Further, traffic officers will do whatever they can to prevent deviant driving

behaviour.

Quinney (1970:15-23) questioned the definitions of crime and the legal

process being offered by other authorities. Thus, he integrated his ideas

and those of other theorists about society, power and criminality (deviant

driving). He began to argue that social reality of crime (deviant driving) is

merely how people perceive it Deviant driving can thus be seen as the

prodLict of reaction to traffic legislation.

Six propositions of Quinney's theory of social reality of crime are as

follows:

• definitions of crime;

• formulation of criminal definitions;

• application of criminal definitions;

• development of behaviour patterns in relation to

criminal definitions;

• construction of criminal conceptions; and

• the social reality of crime (deviant driving) (Quinney

1970:15-23).

The first proposition stresses that deviant driving behaviour is defined by

the social reactions to i~ and deviantdriving is a definition ofbehaviour that
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is "created" and"developed" by the authorities. The second proposition

has its roots in Void's ideas that

"whichever group interest can marshall the greatest number

of votes will determine whether or not there is to be a new

law to hamper or curtail the interests of some opposition

group' (Void 1958:208-209).

Regarding proportion three, Void (1958:209) opines

"... those who produce legislativemajoritieswin control over

the police power and dominate the policies that decide

who is likely to be involved in violation of the law:

The fourth proposition relies on the differential association theory of

deviant driving (Void & Bemard 1986:279). The last two propositions are

based on the notion of socially constructed deviant driving (Glick

1995:176-177; Williams \11 & McShane 1994:162; Thio 1983:77). This

implies that deviant driving is the product of traffic legal definitions

constructed through the exercise of political power. Deviant driving can

thus be seen to refer to concrete happenings that drivers personally

experience. It can also refer to conceptions of social reality that are

created and communicated to individual deviant drivers through various

forms of interaction such as the media. The possibility exists that individuals

might not think about the fact that definitions have been constructed for

them.
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3.2.2.2.4 Power theory

The positivistic approach emphasizes the concept of social constraint In

this context, individuals are regarded as objects at the mercy of forces

beyond their control (Thio 1983:83; Neser1993:21-22). These individuals

may be considered to be relativety powerless, which constitutes a

deterministic approach to deviant driving behaviour. The humanistic or

indeterministic concept of individual freedom portrays drivers as being

rational in the decision-makingprocesses. Therefore, these individuals may

be considered powerful. and this represents an indeterministic approach

to deviant driving. These tNo concepts highlight degrees ofpower. Thio

(1983:84) opines

u ... we can integrate these tNo theories by showing how the

difference in the amount of power relates to deviant

behaviour. let us call the result of this integration power

theory."

The concept ofsocial inequality can be applied inavariety of classes, e.g.,

rich and poor, races, gender and drivers ofmotorvehicles. This may result

in one group being powerful and the other being powerless. Power

inequality also affects the quality ofdriving activities. It may be argued that

the more legitimate opportunities for an individual to attain success, the

greater opportunities for deviant driving. This is primarity because, as

Albert Cohen (1966:110) has observed that:

"... thereare notsome things that are legitimate opportunities

and other things are illegitimate opportunities, but ... the

same things are typicalty, and perhaps always both:
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This implies that since the powerful have more legitimateopportunities than

the powerless, the powerful also have more illegitimate opportunities for

deviant behaviour (driving). The argument is that the powerful may have

far greater opportunities for getting good education, better salaries, social

influence and prestige. This may thus be the case in as far as it affects

deviant driving. The powerless may also resort to deviant driving due to

greater opportunities for deviance. Deviant drMng may also be due to

experiencing greater subjective deprivation. The indMdual experiences a

feeling of being unable to get what he or she wants. For instance, if one

wishes to obtain adriving licence and has been unsuccessful in a number

of tests, he or she maybe inclined to drive without avalid driver's licence.

Subjective deprivation has been referred to byMerton as anomie (Williams

11/ of McShane 1994:90; Thio 1983:86).

3.2.3 Th20retical Explanations of Aggressivtt Driving Btthaviour

Aggression refers to the behaviour that results in personal injury and physical

destruction. Aggression also refers to acomplexity ofevents that lead people to

be involved in various forms of deviant driving. Theories of aggression rest on

different assumptions about the nature of aggression, and hence, vary in their

emphasis on unleamed or leamed components, intemal or extemal determinants,

and affective or cognitive processes. They therefore differ in how they address

the critical questions ofhowdeviant driving tendencies are acquired,maintained,

and regulated, and how acts of aggressive driving are "triggered" or provoked

(Feist & Feist 2002:31-33; Shaffer 2000:272).

Biologicalllteories

Blackbum (1994:216-217) maintains that aggression depends on inbom
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structural properties of the brain and musculature. Biological theories

assume that this co-ordination is under the control of innate and specific

neurochemical systems. Theories of this nature describe aggression as

determined by a driving force Within man, and can therefore be called

intra-psychic theories (Blackbum 1994:216). Lorenz (1966) and Blackbum

(1994:217), through ethological studies of lower vertebrates, proposed

a universal instinct of aggression which ensures population control. He

carried out animal studies, using mostly fish and birds as subjects. He uses

the term "aggression" to refer only to fighting among members of the same

species. He excludes predation. He sees aggression as an instinct, fulfilling

important biological functions in the service of survival of the species. In

the present study, aggressive driving is considered as an instinct, fulfilling

importqnt functions in the service of survival of vehicle drivers. Lorenz,

therefore, postulates that a constant need to discharge aggressive energy

governs human behaviour in general. Aggressive driving behaviour

expresses a universal emotional predisposition, but is subject to cultural

adaptation and individualleaming(Feist& Feist 2002:33; Shaffer2000:277

279). Aggressive driving can be seen to be an adaptive reaction to threats

to survival on the road.

Psyc/lDIDgical tbeories

PsycholOgical theories ofaggression describe man as aggressive bynature

(Van der Westhuizen 1982:83; Shaffer 2000:274-277; Feist & Feist

2002:31-32). Theyalso focus on howaggressive driving is channelled and

controlled in the course of the deviant driver development and how it is

accommodated and regulated by intemal mechanisms of the ego and

superego (Blackbum 1994:219).
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Freud (Feist & Feist 2002:31) Si'NV male sexual behaviour as necessarily

incorporating a tendency towards overpowering the female, and hence

the affinity between sex and sadism. Freud later replaced the ego theory

(Van der Westhuizen 1982:84). The implication is that the ego is

pressurized by the id and is responsible for all drive satisfaction and

survival of the driver. According to Freud, man's behaviour is caused by

two basic drives (instincts): eros (or the life drive) and thanatos (the death

or destructive drive) (Blackbum 1994:219; Feist & Feist 2002:31-33;

Shaffer 2000:274-275). The death drive is destructive and it continually

strives to break down the structures built up by the eros. The aim is to

lead the individual to death. A notable fact is that the self-destructive drive

immediatelycomes into conflictwith the constructive life ofthe driver. This

then causes the death drive to be tumed outwards. Therefore, the death

drive, displaced from the selfto external objects, is the cause ofaggressive

behaviour (driving). The driver is somehow forced to consume his

aggressive energy in some form or another, because unconsumed energy

may be turned back towards the driver himself; in this case it can take the

form of severe guilt feelings, various kinds of self-penalization and suicide

(Van derWesthuizen 1982:85). Aggressive driving can also beconsidered

as areaction to frustrating situation(s) on the road. The notion ofcatharsis,

i.e., the purging of aggressive tension by means of direct or substitute

expression features appropriately in accounting for aggressive driving

behaviour (Blackbum 1994:219). This underpins the popular view that

suppression of anger is unhealthy for the driver, and that vigorous

competition dissipates aggressive driving.

It should be noted that in the "healthy" driver, ego control modifies

aggressive feelings and prevents aggressive driving. In deviant drivers, ego

weakness results in the repression of aggression and its expression in
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aggressive driving. A "healthy' personality would include the faollowing

manifestations or characteristics:

• adequate feelings of security;

• adequate self evaluation;

• adequate spontaneity and emotionality;

• effective contact with reality;

• adequate physical desires and the ability to satisfy

them;

• adequate self-knowledge;

• adequate integration;

• adequate goals in life;

• ability to leam from experience;

• ability to comply with the demands of the

community; and

• capacity for adequate emancipation from the group

(Feist & Fesit 2002:31-33; Shaffer 2000:272-275).

Leaming and cognitive theories see aggressive driving as acquired and

maintained according to the driver's history of direct and vicarious

reinforcement and penalization (Blackbum 1994:220). Social cognitive

theories incorporate social influences and deviant driving behaviour, but

give primacy to individual factors. Aggressive driving behaviour can also

be understood by referring to the social context and meaning of deviant

driving. Felson (1978:205-213) proposes that aggression is a means of

impression management, which restores one's threatened identity.
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3.2.4 Theordical Explanations of Anxious Driving Bdaaviour

Anxiety is one of the most important concepts in deviant driving. It plays an

important role in the development of the deviant driver personality as well as in

the dynamics of the deviant driver personality functioning. Fear is as old as human

existence and belongs to no particular era or culture. The capacity to experience

fear is an inheritance from our infrahuman ancestors. The purpose of the theories

of anxiety is to explain the existence of an observable phenomenon (deviant

anxious driving) vvhose cause is not yet fully known.

3.2.4.1 BiDlogiesltheories

Naturally, one may be inclined to ask vvhat happens to a driver vvhen

confronted with a dangerous driving situation. The implication is that

anxiety can be interpreted biologically (MiJy 1977:52-53; Feist & Feist

2002:162-163; Fischer 1970:50-56). With regard to the question of that

aboutwhich people are anxious, it can be considered that anxious driving

can be equated with fear. An explanation ofwhat makes people (drivers)

anxious will be given in chapter six. Fischer (1970:57) avers that it has also

been observed that anxious driving involve the activity of particular areas

of the central nervous system, the secretion of hormonal substances and

the arousal of the deviant driver. A driver is thrown into a catastrophic

traffic condition: when he or she cannot cope with the demands of the

traffic environment and therefore feels a threat The catastrophic traffic

condition must not be seen as always referring to high emotional intensity.

It may come with just deviant driving though running through one's mind

of a threat to his existence. The degree of intensity is not the issue; it is a

qualitative experience. A threat of pain causes catastrophic traffic

condition and consequently anxious driving (Nay 1977:59). It is natural
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that when a driver is subjected to threat, bodily changes occur which

prepare the driver for anxious driving. This implies fighting or fleeing from

the dangerous traffic conditions. The bodily changes induced through

activity of the autonomic nervous system are known to everyone in his or

her own experiences of (anxious) driving.

PsychDID!/ical theories

Anxiety is the fundamental traffic phenomenon and the central problem of

deviant driving. It is crucial to note how the driver interprets the threat

Freud (Feist & Feist 2002:27-30; Levitt 1967:40; May 1977:126-129)

conceptualised the structure ofthe human personalityas being composed

of three parts: the jQ, the ego and the superego.

The id represents the biological or "instinctual" drives including sex,

aggression and hunger. The ego is the aspect of the personality which is

attuned to reality. The superego is equivalent to the conscience and is

strictly a social creation. Its development is a consequence of conflict

between the id and ego. According to Freud, the first experience of

anxiety in human life occurs at birth. Therefore, the first experience of

anxious driving occurs at the early driving lessons. This primary anxiety,

arising from a circumstance which is a basic threat to the survival of the

driver, sets the pattem for all subsequent anxious deviantdriving reactions.

Cultura/theDries

The probability exists that the occasions of the driver's anxiety may be

conditioned by the standards and values of his or her culture (f'llay

1977:172). By occasions is meant the kinds of motor vehicle driving
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threats Vv'hich cue off anxious driving and these are largely defined by the

culture in Vv'hich the driver lives. Anxious driving is afunction of the beliefs

accepted in the culture superimposed on the actual danger situation.

The driver's anxiety may be conditioned by the fact that he lives in agiven

culture at a particular point in the historical development of that culture.

This brings in the genetic, long-term, developmental background of the

pattems Vv'hich are the occasions of contemporqneous deviant driving in

particular. The understanding of the historical developmentof the modem

driver's character structure is as necessary for an understanding of

contemporaneous anxious driving as an analysis of deviant driving factors

is to the understanding ofanxious driving (Feist& Feist 2002:162-163; M:Jy

1977:186-187).

3.3 THEORIES RELEVANT TO THE STUDY

The search for the explanation of deviant driving behaviour is complex and no single

theory can explain, norspecificallybe determined and applied in alf cases. It is therefore,

appropriate to reject the "either/or" approach in favour of drawing together the most

useful and tenable features of major theories. This will result in incorporating them into

a coherent conception of deviant driving behaviour causation model.

In the presentstucly, causal models (independentvariables) constiMe various measures

of deviant driving behaviour. Following is a brief elaboration of the measures.

3.3.1 Gender and Deviant Driving Behaviour

Sex and gender are important concepts. Sex is anominal variable for Vv'hich male

and female constitute categories. Sex differences are physiological features
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related to procreation, i.e., biological reproduction. Gender differences are

_ socially constructed. The concept of gender is based on cultural interpretation

ofsex differences (Hess & Ferree 1987:34; Doyle & Paludi 1998:4). The concept

"gender" is therefore used when discussing the social, cultural and psychological

aspects pertaining to characteristics, norms, stereotypes, and roles ofwomen and

men. The relationship between gender and deviantdriving can be anatysed from

various theoretical angles and differential anatysis can be effected. The strain

theory suggests that the goals and means are culturally determined for males and

females (see paragraph 3.2.1.2.1). Morris (1964:82-89) maintains thatstudies also

suggest that financial success is not agoal for most females who see!<, culturally,

fulfilment in marriage and affective relationships. Consequently, females would

report less deviant driving behaviour than males (Bliott 1988:3).

Lombroso (1911), Thomas (1923) and Pollak (1950) ascribed male-female

differential rates to the females' psycho-biological "inferiority". It should be noted

that these theories have been discarded in favour of theories that either employ

the radical approach or explain deviant driving behaviour of women on similar

theoretical basis as male deviant driving behaviour (Hagan 1988).

MOVA and Chi-square statistics have been employed to measure gender

differences in respect of deviant driving behaviour scales (see chapter 4, Table

4.1). Further, differential anatyses of deviant driving behaviour would be

established in accordancewith race, marital status, type ofemployment, regularity

of driving and type of motor vehicle.

3.3.2 Age and Deviant Driving Behaviour

Age is a neutral concept which obtains its legal, economic,socio-cultural and

socio-psychological significance when correlated with deviant driving behaviour
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scales. Desistance theories have sought to explain the relationship between age

and crime(deviantdriving) (Baldwin 1985:1326-1329;Greenberg 1977:189-223;

Shover 1985). These theories have explained the linear relationship between age

and crime (deviant driving). To a large degree these theories have provided a

base for the explanation of this relationship.

The sample of the present study consists of respondents aged between 18 years

and above (see Annexure A, 0.3). The linear relationship between deviant

driving and respondents' age, education, income, duration of passing a drMng

test and years vehicle driven would be established (see Chapter 5). Spearman

Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (rho) will be used to establish relationships.

3.3.3 Aflressivlt and Anxious Driving Behaviour

Theoretical explanations of aggressive and anxious driving behaviour have been

accounted for in paragraphs 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of this chapter. Theories of

aggressive and anxious driving behaviour highlight the fact that aggression and

anxiety are contributory factors in deviant driving. Researchers (MacMillan 1975;

Parry 1968) have found that drivers who are aggressive and anxious do commit

traffic offences (deviant driving).

The present study examines aggressive and anxious approaches to driving by

testing the null hypotheses: "drivers displaying aggressive and anxious driving

behaviourare not inclined to commit traffic offences." Chi-square statisticswill be

used to analyse certain aspects relating to driving experience. This analysis will be

effected in relation to manifestation(s) of deviant driving behaviour, namely:

• offensive driving scale;

• document offences scale; and
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• vehicle defects scale (see Chapter 6).

3.3.4 Traffic Policing

Deviant driving behaviour can affect the stability of the community. Effective traffic

control measures can play an important part in the maintenance of order on

(public) roads. Social control theories have laid an emphasis on the significance

ofcontrolling deviantdriving (Hirschi 1969; Nye 1958;Johnston 1992; Reiss 1971;

. Wilson 1968; Leonard & More 1982).

In the present study, various aspects of traffic control will be discussed in chapter

seven. Differences in the rating of certain selected aspects relating to traffic

policing will be analysed in the same chapter.

3.4 SUMMARY

Theories discussed in this chapter blend in at many traffic-related issues. Deviant drivers

think and act on the basis of several theories, thus emphasizing different theories in

different concrete motor vehicle driving situations. Each person may have different

.attitudes toward different kinds of deviant driving. It has perhaps become more

apparent by now that these various theoretical explanations of deviant driving are

important because they shape the societal reactions that shape deviant drivers. In this

chapter three major traditional theories of deviant driving behaviour are discussed, all of

which focus on the causes of deviant driving. Anomie (strain) theory comments on

extreme emphasis on cultural goals and accompanying cultural messages that assert the

significance of striving for those goals. Unless the means to reach those goals are

equitably distributed in society the overemphasis on goals and inequality of means will

result in socially structured and patterned rates of deviant driving. The National Road

Traffic Act (Act 29 of 1996) is so clear-cut that the distinction between obeying it
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(conformity) and violating it (deviant driving) can be easily established. Differential

association represents a theory of social process rather than of social structure. The

theory states that an individual will become a deviant driver if he or she associates (on

the road) more with other deviant drivers than with traffic law-abiding drivers. Deviant

driving is based on interactions drivers have with others and the values they receive

during those interactions. These values either support or oppose deviant driving.

Control theory proffers that traffic control (through patrol, surveillance, formal traffic

prescriptions, etc.) contributes toward law conformity.

Lack of traffic control causes deviant driving. Reckless refers to this causal factor of

conformity as containment, Nye as social control and Hirschi as bond to society.

Modem theories of deviant driving deal mostly with the meaning of deviant driving and

with the impactof the meaning of deviant drivers' behaviour. According to the labeling

theory, parties in power apply the deviant driving label to traffic law violators. The

deviantdriving-label produces unfavourable consequences for the driverso labeled; and

labeling others as deviant drivers generates favourable consequences for the individual,

groups or communities that do the labeling. The phenomenological theory can cut into

the heart of deviant driving experience with the scalpel of subjective interpretation and

phenomenological reduction. The theory offers a much needed subjective version of

deviant driving behaviour. Conflict theory describes how the powerful segment of

society imposes deviantdrivingdefinitions upon the powerless. Conflict maybe viewed

as natural and also unnatural to society. Conflict is characterized by high degree of

competition for resources. It is in this framework of competition and the use of power

that traffic justice and traffic law enforcement become "tools" to gain control over

deviant driving. If traffic justice gains control over enough resources and is able to

maintain its position long enough, the conflict may result in deviant driving.

Aggressive driving refers to a complexity of events that lead drivers to be involved in
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various forms of deviant driving. Theories of aggression (biological and psychological)

rest on different arguments about the nature of aggressive driving. The most important

theories of anxious deviant driving are rooted in biological, psychological and cultural

properties. It is evident from the exposition of these theories that anxiety plays an

important role in the development of the deviant driver personality.

There are various theories which are relevant to the present study. Differential analysis of

deviant driving behaviour will be effected according to gender. Additional differential

analyses will include respondents' race, marital status, type ofemployment, regularity of

driving and type of motor vehicle. Linearship theories have explained correlations,

especially between age and crime (deviant driving behaviour scales). Further

correlational analyses will include education, income, duration of passing a driving test

and years vehicle driven. Theoretical explanations ofaggression and anxietyare relevant

to analyse whether or not aggressive and anxious drivers are (more) inclined to commit

traffic offences (deviant driving). Control theories have emphasised the importance of

maintenance ofroad traffic order. Itwill thus be essential to find outwhether differences

exist in the rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing by respondents.
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CHAPTER 4

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS OF DEVIANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

It has been hypothesised that: "Deviant driving behaviour will not differ when grouped

according to gender, race, marital status, type of employment/occupation, regularity of

driving, and type of motor vehicle.» It is, therefore, the objective of this chapter to

statistically examine the presence ofsuch differences, ifany. This step will necessitate the

presentation of some statistical data (findings) to show how deviant driving behaviour

differs in accordance with the demographic characteristics (predictor variables)

mentioned in the hypothesis. No, every motor vehicle driver is equally involved in

deviant driving behaviour or likely to be the victim of traffic crime. Deviant driving

behaviour varies with demographic characteristics.

Different rates oftraffic criminal activity for males and females are one of the documented

in the field of traffic criminal justice (Khoza 1993). Further, the interests in gender

differences in deviant driving behaviour gained momentum with the implementation of

self-report studies. A notable fact is that although it appears that males continue to

commit the majority of traffic crimes, females have also increased their involvement in

traffic criminal activity (Khoza 1993:155).

The implementation ofaself-reported survey, therefore reveals "hidden" deviant driving

behaviour which traffic crime statistics has failed to expose up to now.
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4.2 DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS Of DMANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

Deviant driving behaviour is a complex epidemiological phenomenon which embraces

characteristics associated with the driver. The same behaviour may have very different

consequences, depending on anumber ofvariables such as gender, race, marital status,

type of occupation, regularity of driiving and type of motor vehicle. It is common

knowledge that some drivers commit more traffic offences than others. It is therefore

one of the aims of the present study to establish differences, if any, between deviant

driving behaviour and the characteristics mentioned in the hypothesis (see paragraph

4.1).

4.2.1 Gender

Perhaps the best predictor of whether a motor vehicle driver will violate traffic

laws, is gender(Conklin 1992:130). The appropriate use of sex and gender has

probably raised the greatest controversy. There is an assertion that sex should be

restricted to aperson's maleness or femaleness, and gender for the social, cultural

and psychological aspects that pertain to the traits, norms, stereotypes, and roles

of women and men (Doyle & Paludi 1998:6i Golombok & FlVUsh 1994i Deaux

1985:49-81).

The terms sex and gender are often used interchangeably. However, this

synonymous usage can lead to confusion. In everyday usage, sex refers to

maleness or femaleness and unchangeable biological categories. In the present

study the term "gender" will be employed since driving a motor vehicle is both

male and female activity.

A distinction is generallymade among the terms gender identity, gender role, and

sexual orientation. Gender identity refers to an individual driver's concept of
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himself or herself as being male or female. Gender role includes the behaviour

and attitudes considered appropriate for males or females in aparticular situation

or culture. For instance, aggression on the road (road rage) may be vievved as a

male (gender) role. Khoza (1993:155) opines: "Traditionally, males are socialised

to be active, dominant, and aggressive." Sexual orientation refers to a person's

sexual attraction toward aperson of the apposite sex (heterosexual orientation)

or the same (lesbian or gay male sexual orientation).

Gender typing and gender stereotypes are important concepts in the

understanding of gender as a factor in deviant driving behaviour (Golombok &

FlVUSh 1994:5). Typing refers to the extent to "Which a person conforms to

prescribed male and female gender roles. Men may love rough sports, fighting,

use ofguns and may frequently be engaged in aggressive driving. Stereotypes are

the characteristics generally believed to be typical of men and women.

Stereotypes are organised sets of beliefs about characteristics of all members of

a particular group. A gender stereotype then is defined as aset ofbeliefs about

what it means to be male or female. Gender stereotypes include information

about physical appearance, attitudes and interests, psychological traits, social

relations and occupations.

Even though male-female differences in traffic crime rates vary from one society

toanother, and over time, gender is aprimaryfactor differentiating traffic offenders

from non-traffic offenders (Khoza 1993). This could be partly the result of

hormonal differences that make men more aggressive than women, but it is more

likely the result of differences in the socialisation of males and females (Conklin

1992:130).

While there is no doubt that according to traffic crime statistics and general

impressions, the total female traffic crime rate is much lower than that of males, it
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is essential to avoid the frequent mistake of studying the subject "gender

differences" solely under such comparative aspects. This one-sided approach

may induce the researcher to search for nothing but plausible explanations of the

differential traffic crime rate and unwittingly to limit his or her attention to those

factors which are likely to fumish reasons why females commit less traffic crimes

than males. Chapter five will portray correlational analysis in accordance with age,

education, income, duration of passing a driving test; and years vehicle driven;

whilst chapter sixwill highlight the possible explanations of the differential gender

rates in terms of the manifestations of deviant driving behaviour.

Differences between men and women allow for possible explanations ofdeviant

driving behaviour. Nany of the gender differences seem related to the different

roles of men and women and the different social worlds in which they live

(ConkJin 1992:132). The differences can also be ascribed to physical,

psychological and social factors. It is important to understand to what extent the

physical health of an indMdual motor vehicle driver may be considered to be a

factor in deviant driving behaviour. Physical health is also considered in the

context ofphysical geography (SiegeI1989:74-76). The traffic significance of the

physical environment can be examined with reference to climatic conditions.

Deviant driving behaviour, especiallygender differences, can be explainedwithin

the context ofweather conditions. The state of physical health of each driver of

a motor vehicle plays a role in the extent of involvement in deviant driving

behaviour. There might be physical defects and illnesses among drivers. It is for

this reason that traffic authorities emphasise that drivers should on the average be

found healthy. lack of physical strength on the part of women should not be

seen as illness. This may account for the argument thatwomen are less aggressive

drivers.
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4.2.1.1 PresentatiDn andanalysis Dfdata

The Null-hypothesis for the present study is as follovvs:

"Deviant driving behaviour will not differ when grouped

according to gender:

This perspective is in accordance with certain research findings CPotgieter,

Mqadi & Khoza 1992i Khoza 1993i MacMillan 197si Parry 1968).

In regard to the analysis of gender differences, the analysis of variance

CANOVA) and Chi-square were employed to calculate all deviant driving

behaviour scales. Presented in Table 4.1, are mean squares and F-values.

In all instances the level of significance is put at 0.05.
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TABLE4.1: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DMANTDRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND GENDER (N=722)

Deviant Drivill!l SAmof
cif

Mea.
F-valAe Sig.Behaviour Scala SqAMa $qAMa

Deviant driving BG 2.059 6 0.343 1.504 0.174
behaviour (labelling) WG 163.171 715 0.228

T 165.230 721

Aggression BG 2.967 4 0.742 3.275 0.011·
WG 162.262 717 0.226
T 165.230 721

Anxiety BG 6.110 4 1.528 6.892 0.000·
WG 158.703 717 0.222
T .164.813 721

j~
'~~

Traffic polidng BG 0.384 4 9.595 0.417 0.796
WG 164.846 717 0.230
T 165.230 721

Offensive drMng BG 1.176 6 0.229 1.028 0.400
WG 163.637 715 0.547
T 164.813 721

Document offences BG 3.279 6 0.226 2.414 0.026·
WG 161.408 715
T 164.688 721

Vehicle defects BG 3.000 4 0.750 3.315 0.011·
WG 162.230 717 0.226
T 165.230 721

• ps: 0.05: Significant T: TOTAL
. BG: Between Groups df: degrees of freedom

WG: Within Groups Sig.: Significance level (0.05)
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Table 4.1 clearly indicates that deviantdriving behaviour differs significantly

according togender in respect ofaggression, anxiety, documentoffences

and vehicle defects. In all instances the level of significance is 0.05. The

one way analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) statistical computations yielded the

highest F-value (6.892) in respect of anxiety. All ANOVA gender

differential calculations were substantiated by the Pearson Chi-square,

yielded the same results (significant levels) as those of ANOVA

iVlale (respondents) drivers displayed more aggression than female

. (respondents) drivers. In the present study, 30.0 percent of males

accounted for aggressive driving behaviour whilst only 19.0 percent of

females reported aggressive behaviour on the road.

Female drivers are more anxious than male drivers. This is substantiated by

the fact that 45.0 percent of females reported the highest anxious

approach to driving, whilstonly 31.0percentof males reported the lowest

anxious driving behaviour.

Differences also exist in respect of the violation of traffic laws, namely the

so-called·document offences". A portion of the sample, 23.0 percent of

males rated the commission of document offences as not serious; whilst

20.0 percent of females perceived such violations as not serious.

The driving population displayed deviant driving behaviour by being in

disagreement with the imposition of severe penalties for various motor

vehicle defects (43.0% females and 40.0% males respectively).

Table 4.1 reveals no differences on three scales: deviantdriving behaviour,

the rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing and offensive
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driving. The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected and the research

hypothesis stating that "deviant driving behaviour differs lNhen grouped

according to gender in respect ofaggression, anxiety, documentoffences

and vehicle defects", is accepted.

4.2.2 Racc

Omi and Winant (1986:68) opine that race is conceptualised as an unstable and

decentred complex ofsocial meanings, constantly being transformed bypolitical

struggle. The concept "race" should be understood in relation to the dynamics

of culture. It has been around the definition and significance of culture that some

of the disagreements and disputes in the field of multiculturalism and anti-racism

have been expressed (Donald & Rattans 1992:1). Culture therefore refers to the

processes, categories and knowledge through lNhich communities are defined

as how they are rendered specific and differentiated.

The concepts "race and culture" play an important part in the differential analysis

ofdeviantdriving behaviour. Clashes between different cultures can arisewithout

local changes in the composition and structure of the driving population. On the

other hand, such changes may occur without causing culture conflicts. Such

conflicts may persist and give rise to deep-rooted antagonisms and serious

outbreaks ofdeviant driving behaviour. Culture conflicts are conflicts ofmeanings,

namely social values, interests and norms. Further, such conflicts are sometimes

regarded by-products of the growth of civilisation and therefore they may be

studied as mental conflicts or as clashes of cultural codes. Conflicts may arise

through the introduction of road traffic legislation.

Race is a matter of the distribution of genes in populations of the human species

(Donal & Rattansi 1992:3; Conklin 1992:139; Siege11989:77). The existence of
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4.2.2.1

different cultures is evidence that driving populations of varying sizes have lived

in relative isolation from one another. Variations in traffic crime by racial group

reflect social, cultural and economic differences among the drivers of motor

vehicles. The race factor appears to be an important aspect in deviant driving

behaviour. Differences in deviant driving behaviour according to race may often

be explained by referring to different factors such as adverse social, economic

and educational conditions (Dekeseredy & Schwartz 1996:105). Racial

differences in the traffic crime rate is an extremely sensitive issue. For instance,

being a member of a specific race group, is, in itself, not a stimulus to deviant

driving behaviour. All what can be observed, is that the causes of deviant driving

behaviour are notequallydistributed among races highlighted in the present study

(see Annexure A). The explanation for race differences in deviant driving

behaviour should be sought in social, economic, cultural and other similar factors,

rather than in inbom qualities and tendencies (SiegeI1989:77-78).

Official traffic crime statistics may be suspected of reflecting discriminatory

(differential) traffic law enforcement Orcumstances and factors that could be

related to deviant driving behaviour may include the following: cultural

background and general level of social development and civilisation; culture

conflict; conflict with traffic prescriptions; the social place, role and status of the

individual driver and the group.

Presentatioll andanalysis 01data

The general attitudes of society toward racial groups might add to the

difficulties in dealing with deviant drivers. Table 4.2 portrays the

hypothetical reasoning underlying the following Null-hypothesis:

"Deviant driving behaviour will not differ when grouped

according to race.'
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TABLE4.t: DlmRENCES BETWEEN DEVIANTDRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND RACE (N=7iJ)

Deviant Driving SaID of
cif

Hean F·valac 5i9-Bchavioar Scales Squares Scparcs

Deviant driving BG 6.946 6 1.158 0958 0.453
behillliour WG 864.074 715 1.208

T 871.019 721

Aggression BG 11.1B2 4 2.796 2.331 0.055-
WG 859.837 717 1.199
T 871.019 721

Anxiety BG 7.623 4 1.906 1.583 0.177
WG 862.086 717 1.204
T 869.789 721

Traffic polidng BG 4.622 4 1.155 0956 0.431 I~
'!'/

WG 866.398 717 1.208 "

T 871.019 721

Offensive driving BG 12.952 5 2.590 2.160 0.057'
WG 857.335 716 1.199
T 870.286 721

Document offences BG 15.899 6 2.650 £.209 0.040-
WG 855.079 715 1.199
T 870.978 721

Vehide defects BG 8.143 4 2.036 1.692 0.150
WG 862.876 717 1.203
T 871.019 721

• p" O.OS: Significant T: TOTf!.
BG: Between Groups df: degrees of freedom
WG: Within Groups Sig.: Significance level (0.05)
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Figure 4.5: Race and Aggression
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mOVAcalculations reveal that racial differences exist in respectofdeviant

driving behaviour in accordance with:

• assression

• offensive driving and

• document offences.

Chi-square computations yielded different significant levels:

• deviant driving behaviour: 0.003*

• assression: 0.001 *

• anxiety: 0.148 .

• traffic policing: 0.013*

• offensive driving: 0.238

• document offences: 0.000*
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• vehicle defects: 0.020*

(* p~.05: Significant)

Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly (0.003*) in terms of race and

is accounted for as follo'NS: Black respondents: 26.0 percent; White

respondents: 13.0 percent; Coloured respondents: 36.0 percent; and

Asian respondents: 24.0 percent. .Coloured respondents reported the

highest deviant driving behaviour; whilstWhite respondents reported the

lowest.

Aggressive driving behaviour differs significantly (0.001 *) in terms of race.

Cross-tabulations yielded the following results: Black respondents: 29.0

percent; White respondents: 23.0 percent; Coloured respondents: 30.0

percent; and Asian respondents: 19.0 percent. Once again, Coloured

respondents reported the highest aggressive driving behaviour; whilst

Asian respondents reported the lowest.

The data on the rating ofselected aspects relating to traffic policing will be

presented in Chapter 7. It is apparent that respondents of different races

rated those aspects differently (0.Q13*).

Coloured respondents featured predominantly in respect of offensive

driving behaviour (0.057*) and are accounted for in 52.0 percent.

Offensive driving behaviour was reported by 51.0 percent of the Asian

and 37.0 percent by Black respondents. White respondents (29.0%)

reported the least forms of offensive driving behaviour.

Deviant driving behaviour responses were also elicited by the rating of

statements (as serious ornotserious), relating to documentoffences. Black
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respondents (28.0%) featured predominantly, and \JVhites (7.0%) the least

visible in their rating ofdocumentoffences as notserious, compared to the

rating by the Asian and Coloured respondents (23.0% respectively).

Deviant driving behaviour was also measured by the extent of

disagreement with the imposition of severe penalties for various motor

vehicle defects. Black and Coloured respondents (46.0% respectively)

outnumbered all the other respondents in their scores relating to their

disagreement with regard to penalising such traffic law violators.

Disagreement was also reported by 41.0 percent Asian respondents.

\JVhite respondents (28.0%), on the other hand, reported the lowest

disagreement in regard to penalising motor vehicle drivers for vehicle

defects. It is therefore evident that deviant driving behaviour differs when

grouped according to racewithin the contextofdeviantdriving behaviour,

aggression, driving offences, document offences and vehicle defects. The

Null-hypothesis is, therefore, rejected.

4.2.3 Marital Status

"AAarriage" and "family" are thought of as synonymous terms, but strictly speaking,

they are not the same. AAarriage may be defined as an institutionalised mating

arrangement between human males and females (Naas & McDonald 1982:5). It

usually involves a public ceremony of some kind to signal co-operation and the

expectation of permanence. The term "family" refers to a social group having

specified roles and statuses (for example wife, husband, son, daughter) with ties

of blood, marriage or adoption who usually share acommon residence and co

operate in the field. economics. Marriage is the institutionalised means of

legitimising offsprings whereas the family is the institutionalised means of rearing
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children.

A notable fact is that the concept "marital status" is linked up with a specific type

ofmarital relationship within the contextofmarriage. In otherwords, marital status

signifies the specific status: married, single, widowed, separated or divorced

(Aiken 1995:208-217). Happiness and unhappiness may be observed in marital

relationships. Unhappiness may thus produce"deviant" drivers; whilst happiness

may produce "healthy" drivers. Some marriages survive to celebrate a golden

wedding, whilst some marriages last into old age and are characterised byhigher

levels of companionship, emotional gratification and marital satisfaction. A

marriage is notnecessarily ahappyventure, simply because amarried couple stay

together. They may remain incompatible but unseparated for years, living under

an "armed truce" and finally divorce orseparate later on in their lives. The couple

who are dissatisfied with their marriage may wait until their children (if any) leave

home to separate and divorce (Aiken 1995:212).

Widowhood is another form of marital status featuring in the present study (see

paragraph 4.2.3.1). The rationale for the gender difference in the incidence of

widowhood is based on the reasoning that men die at a younger age than

women, they tend to marry women who are younger than they are and when

widowed, they are more likely to terminate their widower status by remarrying

fairly soon (Aiken 1995:212). Consequently, widowhood may be vievved as

primarily a status of women. Problems of adjusting to the loss of a spouse are

often far more worse for a woman than for a man. Her income, social life and

standard of living may decline. All these factors maycontribute to deviant driving

behaviour among those who are licenced to drive amotor vehicle.

The status of singlehood signifies that men and women respondents had never

been married. Others simply prefer to remain unattached, and still, others view
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singlehood as a temporary state to which they involuntarily and regretfully resign

themselves (Aiken 1995:217; Naas &McDonald 1982:477-478). Remaining single

by choice is a surprising trend in a society where marriage not only has been

associated with normality, but also has been considered nearly synonymous with

"a good life". A variety of motivation for singlehood may be cited:

• desire for freedom,

• opportunity to develop multiple friendships, financial

independence, sexual availability and

• personal growth (Naas & McDonald 1982:478).

It is therefore necessary to establish differences, if any, between deviant driving

behaviour and marital status because the researcher suspects that "marital status"

and the factors underlying this social condition may influence or contribute

towards deviant driving behaviour.

4.2.3.1 Presentation andanalysis ofdata

fvlarital status is a factor upon which there is very little information relating

to deviant driving behaviour. Table 4.3 portrays the statistical picture ofthe

differences between deviant driving behaviour and marital status.
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TABLE4.3: DlmRENCES BETWEEN DMANTDRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND MARITAL STATUS (N=7lt2)

DniaJlt DriviJl!l Samof
cif

McaJI
F-wal.e Si!l.Behaviour Scales Squares Sqaaru

Deviant driving BG 2.898 6 0.483 0.635 0.702
.behaviour WG 543.602 715 0.760

T 546.500 721

Aggression BG 0.739 4 0.185 0.243 0.914
WG 545.761 717 0.761
T 546.500 721

Anxiety BG 0.715 4 0.179 0.235 0.918
WG 543.981 717 0.760
T 544.696 721

Traffic polidng BG 2.997 4 0.749 0.988 0.413
WG 543.503 717 0.758
T 546.500 721

Offensive driving BG 4.554 5 0.911 1.202 0.307
WG 541.829 716 0.758
T 546.383 721

Documentoffences BG 2.600 6 0.433 0.569 0.756
WG 543.350 715 0.762
T 545.950 721

Vehicle defects BG 4.525 4 1.131 1.496 0.201
WG 541.975 717 0.756
T 546.500 721

BG, Between Groups cif, degrees of freedom
WG, Within Groups T, Total

According to N-J.OVA calculations reflected in Table 4.3, there are no

significant differences in respect of all the scales of deviant driving

behaviour.

Chi-square computations yielded the following divergent results:

• deviant driving behaviour: 0.072

• aggression: 0.399

• anxiety: 0.058*

• traffic policing: 0.363
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• offensive driving: 0.133

• document offences: 0.003*

• vehicle defects: 0.060

(*p~.05: significant)

Anxious driving behaviour differs significantly according to marital status

and differences are accounted for as follows:

• widowed: 51.0 percent

• married: 36.0 percent

• single: 35.0 percent

• divorced: 29.0 percent

• separated: 12.0 percent

Widowed respondents reported the highest anxiety than respondents in

other categories. The rating of traffic Jaw violations (document offences)

as not serious atall, differs significantlyaccording to marital status (0.003*).

Cross-tabulations yielded "never been married" (single) category (30.0%)

as being the respondents who rated document offences as not serious.

Other differences are accounted for in the following wcry:

• widowed (21.0%)

• married (17.0%)

• separated (3.0%) and

• divorced (1.0%),

Deviant driving behaviour, therefore, differs when grouped according to

marital status. Observed differences notably relate to anxiety and

document offences only.
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4.2.4 Type of Employmmt or Occupation

The link vvhich exists between deviant driving behaviour and occupation may be

considered as economic causes of deviant driving behaviour. The influence of

economic factors on deviant driving behaviour indicates there are certain

occupations vvhich offer more opportunities for committing traffic offences. For

instance, professional drivers eam their livelihood by being regularly behind the

steering vvheels of motor vehicles. This in tum, offers more opportunities for

clashes with traffic authorities and prescriptions.

Occupation or employmentmaybe defined as thatspecific activitywith amarked

value vvhich an individual continuallypursues for the purpose ofobtaining asteady

flow of income (Green 1990:10-11; Hall 1986:14; Grint 1991 :8-9; Barlow

1990:284--285). The type of employment can also be accounted for by alluding

to the terms "labour and work". Labour entails bodily activity, designed to ensure

survival in vvhich the results are consumed almost immediately. Work or

employment, on the other hand, is the activity undertaken with the human hands,

which gives objectivity to the world. Work has been imputed with transformative

capacity, an activity which culminates in altering nature. A.n occupation may be

viewed as something which locates individuals within some form of market

In the present study, the driving population (respondents) is divided between

those vvho are "economically active" and those who are "economically inactive

or unemployed" (see Annexure A). This model of employment reflects the

emergence of aperspective in which economic activity appears as a foundation

and accordingly, the sphere of employment assumes a discrete existence.

It is, therefore, evident that the type of employment is also symbolic to an

individual's social position. Occupation is a major source of identity for most
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respondents. The answers to the type of occupation took a variety of self

revealing forms. The forms of occupation in the present study include:

professional drivers; skilled or semi-skilled; unskilled; professional; executive; and

an "unemployed" category has also been provided for.

4.2.4.1 Presenlatioll iIlId analysis 01data

The NUll-hypothesis: "Deviant driving behaviour will not differ 'Nhen

grouped according to respondents' occupation", will be subjected to

statistical testing. A radical approach, it could be argued that there are

obseNable significant differences in the cross-correlations between

deviant driving behaviour and occupation. Table 4.4 presents the

illuminating data in this regard.
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TABLE4A: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEVIANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND OCCUPAnON (N=722)

Dcviam Drivins Slim of
cif

M....
F-v.luc Si!!.Bdlaiour Scala Squares Squares

Deviant driving BG 11.072 6 1.845 0.501 0.808
behaviour WG 2635.827 715 3.686

T 2646.899 721

Aggression 8G 146.984 4 36.746 10.539 O.CXXJ'
WG 2499.914 717 3.487
T 2646.899 721

Anxiety 8G 22.379 4 5.595 1.527 0.193
WG 2624.220 717 3.665
T 2646.599 721

Traffic policing BG 162.805 4 40.701 11.748 O.CXXJ'
WG 2484.094 717 3.465
T 2464.899 721

Offensive driving BG 56.111 5 11.222 3.100 0.009'
WG 2588.674 716 3.621
T 2644.785 721

Document offences BG 169.341 6 28.224 8.143 O.CXXJ'
WG 2471.236 715 3.466
T 2640.578 721

Vehicle defects BG 69.059 4 17.265 4.802 0.001'
WG 2577.840 717 3.595
T 2646.877 721

'p,; 0.05: Significant
BG: Between Groups df: degrees of freedom
WG: Within Groups T: Total

It is evident from the above table that deviant driving behaviour differs

significantly according to respondents' type of occupation. The

SUbstantive analysis of deviant driving behaviour (scales) reveal that

according to t-NOVA, differences exist in respect of:

• aggression,

• rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing,

• document offences,

• driving offences and
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• vehicle defects.

Chi-square computations yielded the following significance levels:

• deviant driving behaviour: 0.230

• aggression: 0.000*

• anxiety 0.009*

• traffic policing: 0.000*

• offensive driving: 0.093

• document offences: 0.000*

• vehicle defects: 0.006*

(*p~0.05: significant).

Differences in AAOVAand Chi-square significance levels are worth noting.

Chi-square calculations reveal that deviant driving behaviour differs

significantly according to occupation, if cross-correlated with the anxiety

scale (0.009*).· However, the same scale displays no significant

differences according to AAOVA (0.193). It can, therefore, be argued

that differences could not have been observed if the present study

employed AAOVAstatistics only. Itpaid dividends to implementdifferent

tests to highlight the significant differences.

Another significant difference in terms of /<NOVA (0.009*) relates to

offensive driving, whilstdifferences are notsignificant in terms ofChi-square

(0.093).

An aggressive approach to deviant driving behaviour, differs according to

various occupations, illustrated below:
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• professional drivers: 31.0 percent

• managerial: 26.0 percent

• professional: 25.0 percent

• skilled: 22.0 percent

• executive: 21.0 percent

• unskilled: 18.0 percent and

• unemployed: 8.0 percent

As could be expected, professional drivers who participated in this

research study, reported the highest scores of aggression compared to

unemployed respondents who reported the lowest scores.

Anxiety is another factor affecting deviant driving behaviour, and has been

exposed by various occupations:

• unemployed: 57.0 percent

• professional: 43.0 percent

• unskilled: 45.0 percent

• skilled: 38.0 percent

• professional drivers and executive: 24.0 percent

respectively and

• managerial: 30.0 percent

Unlike the aggression scale, the driving population (respondents) in the

unemployed category reported the highest anxiety scores, whereas

professional drivers and executive occupation categories reported the

lowest anxiety scores.

Statistical scores supporting the extent of involvement in offensive driving,
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is as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

professional drivers: 50.0 percent

skilled: 42.0 percent

unemployed: 41 .0 percent

executive: 39.0 percent

unskilled: 36.0 percent

professional: 33.0 percent and

managerial: 30.0 percent

Professional drivers featured predominantly in offensive driving category,

whilst respondents in the managerial category were the least to commit

driving offences.

Respondents in various occupations rePOrted significantdifferences in the

rating of document offences (as being very serious traffic law violations).

The following scores were observed:

• professional drivers: 39.0 percent

• unskilled: 32.0 percent

• unemployed: 29.0 percent

• skilled: 25.0 percent

• professional: 14.0 percent and

• executive and managerial: 7.0 percent respectively.

Professional drivers might thus be considered the most deviant drivers

based on their perceptions of documentoffences being not serious traffic

law violations. Respondents in executive and managerial occupational

categories revealed the least deviant driving behaviour in this regard.
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Deviant driving behaviour was also measured in accordance with the

extent of agreement or disagreement with penalisation of motor vehicle

drivers who operated defective vehicles. The following results were

obtained:

• professional drivers and skilled workers: 48.0 percent

respectively

• unskilled workers: 45.0 percent

• unemployed respondents: 41.0 percent

• professional: 40.0 percent and

• executive and managerial occupational categories:

29.0 percent respectively.

Professional drivers and skilled workers reported the highest scores with

regard to penalisation of drivers who operated defective vehicles,

compared to executive and managerial workers who had the lowest

scores in this regard.

The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected. Deviant driving behaviourdiffers

significantly when grouped according to and cross-correlated with

occupation.

4.2.5 RegUlarity of Driving

C1arke (1982:17) defines a driver as an individual who drives or is in actual

physical control of amotor vehicle. Regularity of driving within the context of the

present study refers to the frequency, consistency and attitude of the driver

towards driving a motor vehicle. For instance, a regular driver is inclined to

conform to the established practices of driving a motor vehicle. The driver is
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regarded the most sophisticated element in the traffic equation. Regularity of

driving can often result in the leaming of certain undesirable driving habits while

operating a motor vehicle.

Understanding the "regularity driving" phenomenon could also be accounted for

in terms of four types of drivers (Hand, Sherman & Cavanagh 1980:112-114).

Co-operative drivers know that they have violated traffic laws or regulations and

usually concede to such deviant driving behaviour. They are upset with their

deviantdriving behaviour, and theirattitude in most instances seems to be positive

or neutral and traffic officers are perceived as devoted to performing their

functions efficiently.

Blameless drivers might be perceived as insecure people who perceive

themselves as blameless. They are unlikely to admit mistakes to a traffic officer.

. Hand et aL (1980:111) opine: "Blameless drivers who are stopped for going

through a red light protest that it was still amber; and those who are stopped for

following too closely blame the driver in front; those who are stopped for

speeding blame their speedometer; and those who are stopped for going

through a stop sign blame the officer for having been too far away to see the

situation clearly". In short,. these drivers maintain their self-esteem by calling other

drivers wrong throughout their driving habits.

Non-chalant drivers have an indifferent or a very casual attitude towards traffic

laws and regulations which might result in deviant driving behaviour. For instance,

a driver who is late for picking up somebody may compensate by speeding. The

implication is that a driver knows the provisions of traffic laws, but rather, the

needs of the driver are viewed more important than that of traffic laws.
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Hostile drivers view traffic laws as unnecessary restrictions to their driving.

Problem solution is not envisaged by hostile (aggressive) drivers, but instead,

conflict vvith traffic officers might ensue.

The mental state of drivers has a great deal to do with their driving habits.

Psychological hazards may be differentiated from physical hazards in that they are

the result of a certain mental state or attitude peculiar to the driver of motor

vehicle. Persons engaged in regular driving may have imagination in varying

degrees. Preoccupation might seem to be the contributor to accidents (deviant

driving behaviour) (Lauer 1972:47). It might be of importance to know what

motor vehicle drivers think when driving. That what keeps the mind busy (except

concentration on driving perse), COUld, in all probability, exert either a positive

or negative influence on motor vehicle drivers' behaviour (Lauer 1972:48).

Memory features in the regularity of driving. Memory refers to that characteristic

of drivers which lead them to retain things that happened in the past for

reproduction in the future (Lauer 1972:50). In certain instances drivers have

lapses of memory. Drivers might undertake a joumey and find themselves well

towards theirdestination without having the knowledge ofhaving passed through

any of the placed they knew they must have gone through (Lauer 1972:50-51).

The lapse of memory might result in disorientation and inability to cope vvith

situations which crop up. Another feature of regularity of driving is to know the

characteristics ofthe road being used. This enables drivers on agiven road to be

aware of traffic hazards of whatever nature (Lauer 1972:53-55).

Emotions are very important to handling emergencies during driving. Reference

is made to the types ofactivity drivers express such as aggression and anxiety(the

subject which vvill be discussed in chapter 6). A "PsyChological healthy

personality" is an advantage to drivers. Such dexterous drivers can get along
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better whilst driving than those who might appear ·clumsy" (Lauer 1972:56-57).

Perhaps no other convenience of modern life gives more enjoyment than the

motor vehicle. People desire to go somewhere, be it near or distant Regardless

of the purpose for which individuals may be going, amotor vehicle stands out as

one of the preferred methods of travel. The importanceof theregularity ofdriving

is essential to everyone in practically every walk oflife (Lauer 1972:268-271).

Variable 13 of the questionnaire (see Annexure A) deals with the regularity of

driving. There are basically two types of driving activities:

(a) driving for pleasure, and

(b) driving for profit (occupation-related driving).

Some persons drive for pleasure and may include driving during weekends, for

holiday purposes and for shopping purposes. Vocational driving in the present

study includes activities such as going to work, as an employed driver and in one's

own business in order that he or she may carry on the important business of

making a living. Such driving activities may give rise to deviant driving behaviour.

4.2.5.1 Presentation andanalysis 0/data

It is essential to test the following Null-hypotheSis: ·Deviant driving

behaviourwill notdiffer when grouped according to regularity of driving.·

Table 4.5 presents the relevant data.
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TABLE4.5: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEVIANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND REGULARITY OF DRMNG (N=7It)

Deviant DriviaS Samof cif MUll F-walac SiS·
BcbaviOlll' Scalc Squares Squares

Deviant driving BG 3.144 6 0.524 0.092 0.997
behaviour WG 4051.633 715 5.667

T 4054-.777 721

Aggression BG 17.773 4 4.443 .0.789 0.532
WG 4037.004 717 5.630
T 4054-.777 721

Anxiety BG 19.314- 4- 4.829 0.858 0.489
WG 4029.826 717 5.628
T 4049.140 721

Traffic polidng BG 17.225 4 4.306 0.765 0.548
WG 4037.552 717 5.631
T 4054-.777 721

Offensive drMng BG 17.4-23 6 3.485 0.618 0.686
WG 4030.441 715 5.637
T 4047.864- 721

Document offences BG 40.991 6 6.833 1.214 0.297
WG 4013.254 715 5.629
T 4054.244 721

Vehide defects BG 38.387 4 9.597 1.713 0.145
WG 4016.390 717 5.602
T 4054.777 721

BG, Betvveen Groups dt degrees of freedom
WG, Within Groups T, Total

The above calculations were obtained by applying~OVA It is apparent

that deviant driving behaviour does not differ when grouped according to

regularity of driving.

The converse i5 found on the application of the Chi-square which yielded

the following significant values:

• deviant driving behaviour: 0.445

• aggression: 0.000*

• anxiety: 0.002*
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• traffic policing: 0.000*

• offensive driving: 0.610

• document offences: 0.013*

• vehicle defects: 0.004*

(*p~.05: significant).

It is evident from the Chi-square computations that deviant driving

behaviour differs significantlyaccording to regularity ofdriving. Aggression

differsaccording to regularityofdrivingand the difference is accounted for

in respect of the follo'Ning driving activities:

• for pleasure: 56.0 percent

• during weekends: 35.0 percent

• for shopping purposes: 32.0 percent

• for holiday and other purposes: 29.0 percent

respectively

• as an employed driver: 27.0 percent

• in personal work: 23.0 percent and

• to go to work: 20.0 percent

Respondents involved in the driving activity "for pleasure", reported the

highest aggression, compared to those in the "toga to work" activitywho

reported the lowest

Driving activities such as driving "for pleasure and for shopping purposes",

produced the highest anxious drivers/respondents (52.0% respectively),

whilst the 'personal work" activity produced the lowest anxious scores

(25.0%). Anxious respondents reported as follows in various driving

activities:
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• during weekends: 50.0 percent

• to go to work: 39.0 percent

• other: 38.0 percent

• for holiday purposes: 29.0 percent and

• as employed drivers: 26.0 percent

Respondents who regularly drove for holiday purposes, rated document

offences as not serious (57.0%) and, as such, can be viewed as the most

deviant Employed-driver activity represented 34.0 percent respondents,

compared to "go to work" activity (13.0%) of the deviant respondents.

Seventy-one percent of the sample who are engaged in driving

predominantly for "holiday purposes", disagreed with penalisation of

motor vehicle drivers operating such vehicles with defects. The following

results were also obtained in this regard:

• for shopping purposes: 60.0 percent

• other: 46.0 percent

• during weekends and as employed drivers: 45.0

percent respectively

• personal work: 39.0 percent and

• for pleasure and to go to work: 37.0 percent

respectively.

The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected.

Deviant driving behaviour therefore differs when grouped according to

regularity of driving.
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4.2.6 Types of Motor Vehides

Types of motor vehicles alluded to in the present study include public motor

vehicle, light delivery van, bus, goods delivery vehicle, privately-owned sedan,

ete. (see Annexure A).

Vehicle refers to adevice designed and adapted to travel on wheels on a road.

A light motor vehicle includes a motor vehicle with a gross vehicle mass not

exceeding 3 500 kilograms and anyothermotorvehicle with atare notexceeding

3500 kilograms (South Africa 1996, Regulation 155(5)(a); 213). This definition

does not include a bus, minibus or goods vehicle. A heavy motor vehicle refers

to any motor vehicle which is notalight motor vehicle. Tare in relation to amotor

vehicle refers to the mass ofvehicle ready to travel on aroad. Tare will therefore

include mass of spare wheel and any permanent structure of a vehicle, but

excludes the mass of fuel and anything attached to a vehicle which is not

permanent (South Africa 1996: Section 1(77)).

Public motor vehicle (sedan, taxis, minibus taxis, buses and goods delivery

vehicles) play a major role in transport economics. A public motor vehicle refers

to anyvehiclewhich is used to conveypassengers and goods for hire and reward

(Cooper 1982:325). Hire refers to the contract in terms ofwhich an operator of

a motor vehicle receives remuneration or a consideration for conveying

passengers or goods or both.

The conveyance of goods, in this context, refers to the carriage of another

person's goods in retum for a reward or remuneration. Reward means a retum

or recompensation effected to and received by an operator for services

rendered. Payment can be of any kind; it is not essential that payment should

always be monetary. Conveyance for reward also implies that passengers pay for
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being transported. Payment need not be made by the person conveyed.

It is important to note that public transport operators are involved in what has

been called plying for hire. Plying for hire means to go periodically to and from

between places for hire or the drivermay attend regularly at a certain place for

hire. It means waiting regularly for business or offering a service and a regular

stream of passengers for transportation implies solicitation. Usually the vehicle

itself should be exhibited, but sometimes a person may ply for hire by touting

passengers without the vehicle being present A general invitation by the person

in charge of the vehicle to members of the public to make contracts with him or

her for carriage in the vehicle constitutes plying for hire (Cooper 1982:327).

It constitutes deviant driving behaviour to operate a public motor vehicle on a

public road without a certificate of fitness. The fact that the operator had

obtained a certificate of fitness implies that the vehicle was acquired to be used

as apublic motor vehicle. The holder of a certificate of fitness is not allowed to

operate a public motor vehicle contrary to the terms and conditions of the

(public transport permit) operating licence. For instance, passenger overloading

is a serious document offence (see Annexure A)i Cf. Khoza 1993). Drivers of

public motor vehicles should possess professional driving permits, since their

livelihood (income) is contingent upon the conveyance ofpassengers for reward.

4.2.6.1 PresentatiDn andanalysis DIdata

It is important to consider the types of vehicles driven by respondents, as

this variable may be related to deviant driving behaviour. The Null

hypothesis: "Deviant driving behaviour will not differ when grouped

according to type of vehicle" will be statistically tested. The data is

presented in Table 4.6.
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TABLE4.6: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEVIANTDRMNG BEHAVIOUR

AND TYPE OF MOTOR VEHICLE (N=72t)

Deviant DrilriDg Sa. of df MUD F-vala.. Si!l_
BdtavioaJ' SCala Sqaara Squara

Deviant driving BG 28.531 6 4.755 1.392 0.215
behaviour WG 2442.093 715 3.416

T 2471.093 721

Aggression BG 55.475 4 13.869 4.117 0.003'
WG 2415.618 717 3.369
T 2471.093 721

Anxiety BG 23.086 4 5.772 1.688 0.151
WG 2447.904 717 . 3.419
T 2470.990 721

Traffic f::ddng BG 57.935 4 14.484 4.303 0.002'
WG 2413.158 717 3.366
T 2471.093 721

Offensive driving BG 28.590 4 5.718 1.674 0.139
WG 2442.400 717 3.416
T 2470.990 721

Document offences BG 25.275 6 4.213 1.230 0.288
WG 2441.253 715 3.424
T 2466.528 721

Vehicle defects BG 4.636 4 1.159 0.337 0.853
WG 2466.457 717 3.440
T 2471.093 721

'p,,; 0.05, Significant
BG, Between Groups dt degrees of freedom
WG, Within Groups T: Total

Attitude towards driving may be influenced by the type ofmotor vehicle.

The tendency may thus be to think that deviant driving behaviour does not

differ according to type of motorvehicle. AAOVA computations in Table

4.6 reveal that deviant driving behaviour differs significantly in respect of

aggression and the rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

Chi-square computations yielded significant differences in respect of five

scales:
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• deviant driving behaviour: 0.061

• aggression: 0.000*
.

anxiety: 0.470. •
• traffic policing: 0.000*

• offensive driving: 0.026*

• document offences: 0.000*

• vehicle defects: 0.000*

(*p~.05: significant).

Chi-square computations also confirm significance levels yielded by

ANOVA but, in addition, yielded significant values in respect of offensive

driving, document offences and vehicle defects.

Table 4.6 reveals that respondents who operated other vehicles (other

than those reflected in Annexure A) account for 67.0percent This implies

that these respondents reported the highest level of aggression. The

aggressive approach to driving is distributed or differentiated as follows:

• motorcycle: 50.0 percent

• minibus taxis (public motor vehicle): 39.0 percent

• privately-owned motor vehicle: 28.0 percent

• light delivery van: 22.0 percent

• taxi motor car (public sedan motor vehicle); 18.0

percent

• passenger bus: 16.0 percent and

• goods deliveryvehicie: 15.0 percent

The latter respondents reported the lowest aggression. The extent of

involvement in offensive driving using different types of motor vehicles is
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noteworthy, and differentiates as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

•

minibus taxis: 60.0 percent

privately-ovvned light delivery van: 43.0 percent

public sedan (taxi motor car): 36.0 percent

passenger bus: 34.0 percent

pay loader, privately-owned motorvehicle and other:

33.0 percent respectively and

goods delivery vehicle: 30.0 percent

Drivers of minibus taxis reported the highest offensive driving behaviour,

whilst respondents who operated goods delivery vehicles reported the

lowest

The rating of document offences being not serious at all, was reported as

follows:

• minibus taxis: 55.0 percent

• privately-ovvned light delivery van: 28.0 percent

• goods delivery vehicle: 22.0 percent

• taxi motor car: 18.0 percent

• privately-ovvned motor vehicle: 13.0 percent and

• passenger bus: 3.0 percent

Again, minibus taxi drivers reported the highest deviant driving behaviour,

whilst passenger bus drivers reported the lowest

The extent of disagreement with penalisation for operating defective

vehicles is accounted for as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

minibus taxis: 69.0 percent

privately-owned light delivery van: 51.0 percent

taxi motor car: 41.0 percent

privately-owned motor vehicle: 34.0 percent

other: 33.0 percent

goods delivery vehicle: 20.0 percent and

passenger bus: 13.0 percent

Again, minibus taxis topped the list of defective vehicles and drivers of

such vehicles can, therefore, be viewed as predominantly deviant drivers.

The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected. Deviant driving behaviour differs

indeed vvtJen grouped according to types of motor vehicles.
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TABLE 4.7* VEHICLE TYPES* INVOLVEMENT IN FATAL ACCIDENTS (N=10 330)

Typll of Motor Vllhlclll

ProvlnclI Minibus
Bicycle Bus Truck LDV Minibus Motor (yclll Othllr Sadan Trador Unknown National

Talll

Eastern Cape 18 23 94 228 39 85 8 1 ' 343 11 ?O 920

Free State 27 10 117 178 40 48 15 7 309 12 39 802

Gauteng 58 34 158 345 81 184 68 6 1284 10 216 2444

KwaZulu-Natal 41 54' 203' 387' 66' 156' 13 5 638' 38' 212" 1813"

limpopo 27 17 83 252 27 47 7 7 299 11 57 836

Mpumalanga 44 27 143 221 47 70 15 4 392 15 67 1045

NorthWest 41 13 89 242 36 69 10 4 454 15 70 1043

Northem Cape 22 5 33 87 15 11 5 2 118 7 19 324

WestemCape 27 17 120 187 41 34 25 4 520 13 115 1103

Nal'ona' 305 !lOO 1040 !I1!17 394 704 166 40 4357 13!1 865 10330

, Highest scores in KZN

•• Second highest scores in KZN

LDV: light delivery van

Source: National fatal Accidents Information Centre, Pretoria
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Table 4.7 reveals the extent of involvement of various types of motor vehicles in fatal

accidents during the period 01 July 2002 to 30 June 2003 (National Fatal accident

Information Centre, National Department of Transport). In the present study, the types

of motor vehicles have been employed as an independent variable to establish

differences in relation to deviant driving behaviour (Annexure A). The global picture of

involvement of vehicle types in fatal acCidents is illuminating in portraying the extent

(status) ofsuch accidents across the nine provinces. The present study was conducted

in areas under the jurisdiction of uMhlathuze Municipality (City Council) and adjacent

areas: Mtunzini, KwaMbonambi and Mtubatuba. The study area is situated in the North

of KwaZulu-Natal Province (Annexure B).

It is apparent (Table 4.7) that passenger buses in KZN produced the highest scores

(27%), compared to those in the Northern Cape which produced the lowest(3%). The

highestnumberof fatal accidents in KZN was caused bygoods deliveryvehicles (trucks)

and this accounts for 20 percent of all the cases. The highest scores (18%) of fatal

accidents in KZN were caused by light delivervvans, whilst the Northern Cape produced

the lowestscores (4%). Fatal accidents caused by tractors in KZN produced the highest

scores (29%). Involvement of tractors in fatal accidents in Northern Cape was the

lowest and accounts for 5 percent

Further, ithas been observed that KZN 'scored' second highest in fatal accidents involving

minibuses, minibus taxis, sedans, ete. A noteworthy observation appears to be that KZN

rated also the second highest province, taking into account the scores of other

provinces. Gauteng province produced the highestscores (24%) offatalities, whilst KZN

reported the second highest (18%) in this regard.
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4.3 SUMMARY

The objective ofthis chapterwas to establish differences, ifany, between deviant driving

behaviour and respondents' characteristics: gender, race, marital status, occupation,

regularity of driving and type of motor vehicle. Gender is considered an important

predictor of deviant driving behaviour. The differences in deviant driving behaviour

between men and women can be ascribed to avariety of reasons. The concept "race"

should be understood within the context of culture. Deviant driving behaviour is not

equally distributed among races. The term "marital status" is associated with a specific

type of marital relationship within marriage.

The statistical link that exists between deviant driving behaviour and occupation relate to

economic causes of deviant driving behaviour. The terms "labour and work" imply that

the indMdual driver is located within some type of "market", such as professional work,

skilled, executive, managerial, unskilled and the unemployed. Regularity of driving refers

to the frequency, consistency and involvement in driving which could result in leaming

(internalising) certain driving habits. There are two types of driving activities:

(a) driving for profit and

(b) driving for pleasure.

There are various types of motor vehicles driven for both profit and pleasure.

Statistical findings of the present study reveal the following:

(1) There are significant differences between male and female

respondents in self-reported deviant drMng behavioLir in respect

of aggression, anxiety, document offences and vehicle defects.
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fv\ale respondents reported the highestscores ofaggression; whilst

female respondents reported the highest scores of anxiety.

(2) Racial differences exist in respect of deviant driving behaviour

according to the scales: deviantdriving behaviour, offensive driving,

aggression, traffic polidng, documentoffences andvehicle defects.

Coloured respondents reported the highest scores of aggression

whilst White respondents reported the lowest. Blacks and

Coloureds were predominantly and equally against the imposition

of heavy penalties for vehicle defects. White respondents were

less opposed to the imposition of such penalties.

(3) Anxiety and violation of traffic law (document offences) differ

according to marital status. Widowed respondents reported the

highest anxiety level, whilst respondents who are separated,

reported the lowest anxiety level. Single respondents featured

predominantly in document offences, whereas divorced

respondents were least involved therein.

(4) Deviant driving behaviour differs according to various types of

occupations. The majority of professional drivers reported the

highest involvement in aggressive driving behaviour. Unemployed

respondents reported the lowest involvement in aggressive driving

behaviour. Driverswho were unemployed featured predominantly

in anxious driving behaviour, whilst managers reported the lowest

anxiety level. Professional drivers reported the highest involvement

in document offences, whilst the executive reported the lowest

involvement. Professional drivers also featured the highest in

offensive driving. Professional drivers and skilled respondents were
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not supportive of the penalisation of drivers for vehicle defects·,
managers and executive showed the least support in this regard.

(5) Driving for pleasure, as apredominantdriving activity, produced the

most aggressive drivers; whilst respondents who regularly drove to

go to work were least aggressive. Respondents who usually drove

for pleasure and for shopping purposes, were the most anxious,

compared to those employed as drivers, 'Nho reported the least

anxiety. Respondents 'Nho drove regularly for holiday purposes,

featured predominantly in rating document offences to be not

serious atall. Respondentspredominantly involved in the driving "to

go to work" category, produced the least respondents.

Respondents who engage in driving "for holiday purposes",

maintained thatdrivers should not be penalised forvehicle defects;

whilst respondents engaged in driving 'for pleasure and to go to

work", were less in disagreement with such penalisation.

(6) Respondents who operated vehicles (other than those reflected in

Annexure A), reported the highest level of aggression. No

aggressive driving behaviour was r reported by tractor and pay

loader drivers. Minibus taxi drivers reported the highest in

perceiving document offences as "not serious at all,' while

passenger bus drivers reported the lowest in this regard. The

majority of minibus taxi drivers were against the penalisation of the

operators of defective vehicles. Drivers of passenger buses were

less in disagreement with this observation.
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CHAPTER 5

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF DEVIANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Correlation implies relationship or connection between two or more objects, events, or

drivers of motor vehicles and other variables. Criminal justice researchers may wish to

measure the extent to which two or more variables are "related" to each other. It may

be necessary to determine:

• whether or not an association existsi

• the magnitude of strength of the associationi and

• the nature of the relationship.

The numerical value of measures of association range from no correlation to perfect

correlation. When two variables are positively related, as one increases, the other also

increases. When two variables are inversely (negatively) related, as one increases, the

other decreases, or as one decreases, the other increases.

It is essential for researchers to understand the relationships among differentevents. Such

knowledge enable researchers to make accurate predictions about future events such

as deviant driving behaviour, and these predictions make it possible for researchers to

achieve some degree of control over the formidable traffic environment It should be

noted that one variable correlates meaningfully with another one when there is a

common causal bond that links the phenomena of both variables in a logical and causal

relationship. It may be assumed, for instance, that a relationship between low income
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and operating defective vehicles (deviant driving behaviour) implies that one causes the

other because the income is inadequate. The correlation coefficient is, therefore, merely

asignpost pointing to further discovery and research. Correlations are therefore merely

statistical descriptions. They describe the strength of the bond of relationship between

one variable and the other. At best, correlations imply statistical conclusions or

inferences.

5.2 CORRELATIONAl ANAlYSIS OF DEVIANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

Facts exist in dynamic interrelationships with each other. Relationships between one kind

of data and another are in existence. One of the functions of statistics is to describe or

indicate the intensity and magnitude of such co-related factors (Welkowitz, Ewen &

Cohen 2000:164-166; Toothaker & Miller 1996:615).

This chapter deals, interali4 with the testing of the Null-hypothesis: "There is no statistical

relationship between deviant driving and respondents' -

•
•
•
•
•

5.2.1 Age

age

education

income

duration of passing a driving test and

years vehicle is driven:

The conditions associated with the risk of being involved in deviant driving

behaviour should be evaluated within the context of belonging to aspecific age

group. The probability that a person will become a deviant driver may be

determined by the age at which that driver begins his or her deviant driving
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behaviour (Siegel1989:71). It is therefore essential to examine the correlation

betvveen age and deviant driving behaviour.

Correlates may refer to conditions or events which "go with" deviant driving

behaviour. When these conditions or events are of an interpersonal nature, they

constitute the social location of deviant driving behaviour. The search for the

causes of conduct among the correlates of deviant driving behaviour requires

correlation analysis. The meaning of correlation is therefore crucial and has been

accounted for in paragraph 5.1 of this chapter. Age is correlated with deviant

driving behaviour regardless of gender, race and social class (Nettler 1984:102

104). It may be contended that age, coupled with gender, is the best predictor

of involvement in deviant driving behaviour. tv\annheim (1965:677-679) refers to

the age-curve approach in explaining the relationship betvveen age and crime

which explains a curvilinear relationship, implying that as age increases, crime

decreases. Age-deviant driving behaviour involvement can be seen as peculiar

to economic, social and legal prescriptions of a society. This refers to a socio

cultural approach to the study of the age factor.

Age is one ofthe mostimportantdemographic characteristics of the respondents

in relation to the present study (see Annexure A Q.3). The driving population

(sample) consists of respondents whose social, natural, psychological and

transcendental make-up may make them involved in deviant driving behaviour.

The age-distribution of the sample ranges from 18 years to 71 years and more.

Further, the suitability of the analysis of the sample is also based on the socio

economic structure and the relevant "generation" category. Differentcultures have

diverse prescriptions for persons belonging to a specific age-category (Siegel

1989:75). It might be expected that laws be adapted to meet the changes in

cultural trends. The socio-psychological changes, coupled with physiological

changes, create road traffic adjustment problems and conflicting situations
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(tv\acMillan 1975). Such conflicts may result in seeking pleasure which can be

satisfied by driving a motor vehicle. The ultimate result might be deviant driving

, behaviour. Age also denotes a specific status. For instance, a person shall be

disqualified from obtaining or holding leamer's or driving licence jf he or she is

under the age of 16, 17 and 18 years (South Africa 1996: Section 15(1) (a) (D,

(ii) and (iii)). Driving a motor vehicle under the specific age entails therefore a

serious traffic law violation (deviant driving behaviour).

The various types of aging may play a role in deviant driving behaviour. This

implies theoretical explanations of aging. The most important types of aging are-

(a) physical aging: biological theories;

(b) psychological: psychological theories; and

(c) social aging: sociological theories (Bond, Coleman & Peace

1994:53-77).

Ideas about physical aging are tied to the conceptofthe life span ofthe indMdual

driver. The human body passes through aperiod of maturation in the body and

develops to its peak level of physical functioning and maturity. During this period

the physical functioning remains at a peak level; and a period of aging, during

which the body gradually loses its capacity for peak performance (Atchley

1988:69; Bond et al 1994:6). Various patterns of driving can be observed in

different age-groups. It is possible to observe certain deviant driving behaviour

patterns that are predominant at certain age-groups. Physical aging might affect

the functioning of the human body in many ways. It may change the amount of

energy drivers can mobilise, co-ordination and physical aging may increase the

susceptibility to illness. Bond etal (1994:22-23) refer to programmed aging as

underpinning physical aging within the context of the biological theories of aging.

Some mechanisms involved in aging may be ·unprogrammed". These may be
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ascribed to random damage to the human body.

Basic psychological processes such as sensation, perceptions, emotions ("road

rage/aggression"), and volitional activities may give rise to psychological aging

(Bond et aL 1994:24-25). The senses are the means by which the human mind

experiences the (road traffic) world outside and inside the body. Vision is a

particularly important sense. A notable fact is that a person shall be disqualified

from obtaining orholdingaleamer's or driving licence jf he or she is suffering from

defective vision, and/or any physical defects (South Africa 1996: Section 15).

Driving a motor vehicle with defective vision therefore constitutes deviant driving

behaviour. Drivers are expected to be accurate during the driving activity. The

speed of movement and accuracy may tend to decrease with age (Atchley

1988:89).

Social aging is analysed within the context of sociological theories (Bond et al.

1994:31-40). Structuralism is based on the assumption that all social behaviour,

including deviantdriving behaviour, are the result ofthe organisation and structure

of society in which drivers live. The structure of the traffic system demands that

driversshould abide by traffic law. The disregard of traffic law result in deviant

driving behaviour. The structural-functionalist perspective has offered two

approaches in the study of aging:

(a) disengagement and

(b) activity theories.

(a) Disengagement-theory

Disengagement-theory refers to an inevitable process in

which many of the relationships between a person and

other members of the society are severed and those
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remaining are altered (Bond et at 1994:32). This implies

phasing out of older people from certain roles in order that

societycan continue to function. The disengagement theory

may be vievved as preparing the structure of its members so

that when the inevitable arrives, it does not disrupt the

orderly functioning of the society. A critique might be that

disengagement condones a policy of indifference towards

the problems of older (drivers) people.

(b) Activity-theory

Activity theory emphasises the need to keep old people

active in order to integrate them into society so that society

is able to continue to function (Bond et at 1994:32). A

critique is that the activity theory might be unrealistic

because the economic, political and social structure of

society prevents the older worker from maintaining a major

activity of ·productive· employment

A conflict perspective ofstructuralism is represented by the theory, known as the

political economyofoldage(Bond etat 1994:34). Political economy refers to

the study of interrelationships between political, economic and social structures.

The idea ofstructured dependency is also central to political economy. Structural

dependency implies the development of a dependent status resulting from

restricted access to a 'Nide variety of social resources especially income. It is,

therefore, essential to examine the relationship between deviant driving and

respondents' income (see paragraph 5.2.3).

It should be appreciated that in some wC1f symbolic interactionism is an all

embracing term employed in various characteristics which identify biological,
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psychological and sociological explanations of aging (Bond et al. 1994:35).

Symbolic interactionism may also show how (deviant driving) behaviour which,

from one perspective, could be interpreted as totally irrational, while from another

perspective it could be a rational response to (driving) circumstances. If drivers

define situations as real, they are also real in their consequences.

This definitional approach has been applied in the present study. Reference is

made to what is known as the labelling theory of deviant driving behaviour. that

is, how members of society come to define and label some of its members as

deviant drivers (see Annexure 1\ 0.18: "I have been tagged a 'bad driver' by

other persons").

Persons of a certain age-group can develop their own sub-culture within the

context of driving amotor vehicle. The development of a sub-culture would be

attributed to various factors such as age, education, race, income, years vehicle

driven, etc., and the exclusion from interactions with other groups in society

(Bond etal. 1994:37).

. 5.2.1.1 PrltSutaliDn andanaITsis DIdata

Respondents are grouped into 7 age-categories (Annexure A). The

categorisation aims at testing Null-hypothesis 2: "there is no relationship

between deviant driving behaviour and respondents' age: The analysis of

variance (ANOVA) and Chi-square statistics were used to test for

differences in deviant driving behaviour in relation to various scales. The

ANOVA product is an F-value. Bolhuis (Van der Westhuizen 1982:139

142) maintains that age does exert influences on (deviant) driving

behaviour and on attitudes to driving. The variable of age is ranked from

the lowest age-group to the highest age~group and the various age-
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categories are ranked from 1 (18 to 20 years) to 7 (71 years and above).

Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (rho) has been employed to

establish relationships.

TABLE 5.1: AGE DIFFERENCES: DMANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(N=72J)

Deviaaf Drivins Samof df MUD F Sis·
BchaviOlU' Scala Sqaara Squara

Deviant driving BG 26.668 6 4.44S 3.239 0.004*
behaviour WG 981.138 715 1.372

T 1007.806 721

Aggression BG 18.551 4 4.638 3.361 0.010*
WG 989.255 717 1.380
T 1007.806 721

Anxiety BG 15.611 5 3.903 2.836 0.024*
WG 985.202 716 1.376
T 1000.813 721

Traflic polidng BG 8.655 4 2.164 1.553 0.185
WG 999.151 717 1.394
T 1007.806 721

Offensive driving BG 39.906 6 7.981 5.907 0.000*
WG 966.056 715 1.351
T 1005.961 721

Document offences BG 1540.588 6 6.765 5.010 0.000*
WG 962.677 715 1.350
T 1003.265 721

Vehicle defects BG 19.512 4 4.878 3.539 0.007*
WG 988.294 717 1.378
T 1007.806 721

* P ;; 0.05: Significant
KEY:
BG: Between Groups
WG: Within Groups
T: TOTAl.
df: degrees of freedom
(t) F-value
Sig.: Level of Significance
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Table 5.1 reveals that, with the exception of traffic policing, the apparent

differences are statistical~ significant at the 0.05 level. Age differences

exist in respect of the following scales: deviant driving behaviour,

aggression, anxiety, offensive driving, document offences and vehicle

defects.

Interpretation of correlations is effected on the following basis:

(i) 0.01 to 0.40: low

(ii) 0.40 to 0.70: moderate

(iii) 0.70 to 0.90: high

(iv) 0.90 to 1.00: very high (Vito etal. 1988:37).
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TABLE 5.tt AGE CORRELATION COEffiCIENT (rho): DEVIANT

DRMNG BEHAVIOUR (N=722)

Seale

Deviant driving behaviour

Aggression

Traffic poliong

Offensive driving

Document offences

Vehicle defects

Corrdatioa
Sig. (I-tailo:d)Codfidat (rho)

0.101** 0.006

0.090* 0.016

0.078* 0.035

-0.087* 0.020

-0.184** 0.000

-0.145*' 0.000

-0.134** 0.000

•• correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

• correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Table 5.2 shows that for all deviant driving behaviour scales, there is a

relationship between deviant driving and respondents' age. Correlation

coefficients of 0.078 (anxiety), 0.087 (traffic policing) and 0.090

(aggression) have been obtained. In these instances the level of

significance is 0.05. Significant correlations, at the 0.01 level have also

been reported between age and the various scales, namelydeviantdriving

behaviour, offensive driving, document offences and vehicle defects.

The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected, because there is a relationship

between deviantdriving and age. A positive deduction is made about the

relationship of the scales:

• deviant driving behaviour

• aggression and

• anxiety.

A deduction is made of negative correlation in relation to the scales:
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• traffic policing

• offensive driving

• document offences and

• vehicle defects.

It is therefore apparent that correlations reflected in Table 5.2, are low but

statistically significant

5.2.2 Education

Education plays an importantpart in the developmentof individuals. The striking

development of primary, secondary, high school and higher education is often

accompanied by a strong trend towards career development or vocationalism

(Halsey, lander, Brown & Wells 1998:8; (arr & Kemmis 1986:55-56); Watts, Law,

Killeen, Kidd & Hawthorn 1996:24(33). Education increasingly takes on the

character of training and is related to the requirements of modem trades and

professions. Even in the sphere ofdriving, there are professional drivers who have

selected driving as a career or vocation (South Africa 1996: Section 32;

Regulation 115).

Education is essentially asocial process. People learn notonly from teachers but

also from other by sharing their knowledge and experience. Therefore, learning

is cognitive, social, emotional and moral. It is thus essential that autonomy should

be developed both intellectually and morally. The ways in which educators and

learners interact and the factors which influence this interaction is of prime

importance for the development and shaping of motor vehicle drivers (Downey

& Kelly 1987:1). Some of the most important forces influencing the nature of

interaction, are physical setting, interpersonal judgements and mode of

communication, both verbal and non-verbal. Interpersonaljudgement is one form
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of social interaction and as such, itmaybeviewed as one of the causes of deviant

driving behaviour. The process of forming judgements of other drivers is

essentially interactive, rather than reactive in nature. Perceptions of other drivers

and judgement of their (deviant driving) behaviour affect the way they behave.

Downey and Kelly (1987:9) opine

« unfavourable judgements made by teachers of pupils are

coupled with low expectations of attainment In response to this,

pupils often do achieve little partly because their motivation is

depressed and partly because the teachers offers little to stretch

their abilities:

Judgement made of an individual motor vehicle driver by other drivers, play a

significant part in the developmentof the self as adriver. The selfmay be seen as

a social product arising from interactive driving experience with other drivers.

Educators, therefore, can either reinforce the view a driver has of himself or

herselt be itpositive or negative. Itmayhelp to reverse adeviantdriver's negative

self-concept or boost his or her self-esteem by creating in him or her a more

positive view of themselves and their driving abilities. The types ofeducators also

play a role in the education process. Dovvney and Kelly (1987:13) refer to four

main types of educators: individual monitors, class enquirers, group instructors

and style changers. Individualised monitors engage in little or no class teaching

but adopt a high degree of individualised work. Class enquirers use greater

proportion of open questions leading to higher level of cognitive functioning in

their learners. Group instructors emphasise conveying information to learners.

Style changers consist of those who change other persons' style in response to

leamer reaction. The educator types play an important role in the education of

(drivers) leamers. leamers will be able to grow and develop accordingly and to

advance through various grades of education, thus enabling them to select
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careers on the basis of educational qualifications.

Conversely, there might be some effects of learner styles upon the behaviour of

.educators. Downey and Kelly (1987:14) refer to four types of learners: attention

seekers; intermittent and solitary workers; and quick collaborators.

Attention seekers interact more with their educators and expect educators to ask

them about their work. Intermittent workers avoid attention. Solitary workers

prefernot to have their privacydisturbed. Quickcollaborators also preferto work

alone but will co-operate with other when asked to do so.

These types of leamers will determine the abilities of each leamer in relation to the

standard of education that can be attained.

Learners can also be grouped according to ability, friendship and interest Such

grouping might negate the principle of nonstreaming of learners within the

educational institution. A possibility exists that groups of learners may become

labelled as bright and dull. The label "dull" may have a negative impact on the

education of leamers. There are also leamers who are shy and tend to withdraw.

These learners will find it difficult to make friends. Leamers who share comrnon

interests should preferably work together. This will realise the goals of interest

based or enquiry-based education. Leamer groupings can improve the standard

of education at various levels (Siegel 1997:9-14). It is therefore essential that

drivers of motor vehicles should acquire necessary skills of driving so as to

minimise deviant driving behaviour.
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5.2.2.1 PresentatiDn andanalysis Dfdata

Education is a process which continues into adulthood and therefore

influences, positively or negatively the whole life of the motor vehicle

driver. Education is thus likely to prevent deviant driving behaviour or to

provoke it There are various types of crimes which require a certain

degree of general and especially technical education (skill), and the

criminal has often to be an expert in his or her selected branch. Crimes

such as complicated financial transactions require a certain degree of

education and intelligence. Education may be viewed from two points of

departures namely education relating to the acquisition of technical skill

needed to practise a profession or occupation and the other education

which leads to a broad, liberal and understanding of the world in which

the community live.

The educational background of the sample has been divided intosix (6)

categories (Annexure A). The categorisation was necessary to test the

Null-hypothesis: "There is no relationship between deviant driving and

respondents' level of education:

ANOVA and Chi-square statistics were implemented to test for significant

differences between the various deviant driving behaviour scales and

respondents' level of education:
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TABLE 5.3: EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES: DEVIANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR (N=722)

Dcviant Driviag Sa. of
cif

Meaa
F Sig.BlObaviollr ScalllS SqaarllS Sqgara

Deviant drMng BG 19.258 6 3.210 1.664 0.127
behaviour WG 1379.181 715 1.929

T 1398.439 721

Aggression BG 70.454 4 17.614 9.510 0.000*
WG 1327.985 717 1.852
T 1398.439 721

. Anxiety BG 14.598 4 3.650 1.888 0.011
WG 1383.837 717 1.933
T 1398.436 721

Traffic policing BG 40.185 4 10.046 5.303 0.000*
WG 1358.254 717 1.894
T 1398.439 721

Offensive driving BG 59.512 5 11.902 6.360 0.000*
WG 1338.041 716 1.871
T 1397.553 721

Document offences BG 96.575 6 16.096 8.850 0.000*
WG 1296.736 715 1.819
T 1393.311 721

Vehide defects BG 30.496 4 7.624 3.996 0.003*
WG 1367.943 717 1.908
T 1398.439 721

* P $ 0.05, Significant
KEY,
BG, Between Groups
WG, Within Groups
T, TOTAl.
cif, degrees of freedom
F, value
Sig., Level of Significance

Table 5.3 reveals that deviant driving behaviour differs significantly

according to education with regard to aggression, traffic policing, offensive

driving, document offences and vehicle defects.

The variable of education is ranked from uneducated to possession of a

degree. Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (rho) wa5

implemented to establish relationships between deviant driving and the
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various educational levels of respondents.

TABLE 5.4: EDUCATION CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (rho):

DMANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR (N=7i!)

Scale

Deviant drMng behaviour

Aggression

Anxiety

Traffic polidng

Offensive driving

Document offences

Vehicle defects

Corrdation Sig. (I-tailed)
Coefficient (rho)

0.022 0.549

0.203** 0.000

0.009 0.815

.{).171** 0.000

.{).191 ** 0.000

.{).216** 0.000

.{).129** 0.001

** correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

It is evident from Table 5.4 that there is a significant relationship between

deviant drMng behaviour and respondents' education in relation to -

• aggression (rho -0.203)

• traffic policing (rho -0.171)

• offensive driving (rho -0.191)

• document offences (rho -0.216) and

• vehicle defects (rho -0.129).

Although correlation coefficients are low, all of them are significant at the

0.01 level. The deduction could, therefore, be made that a positive

correlation exists between aggression and respondents' level ofeducation.

A further deduction could be made that a negative correlation exists

between deviant driving behaviour (referring specifically to traffic policing,

offensive driving, document offences and vehicle defects) and
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respondents' level of education.

The Null-hypothesis is partly rejected, since, there is arelationship betvveen

deviant driving behaviour (aggression, traffic policing, offensive driving,

document offences and vehicle defects) and respondents' level

education. Conversely, the Null-hypothesis is partly retained in as far as

there is no relationship betvveen deviant driving behaviour (anxiety) and

respondents' level of education.

5.2.3 Income

The concept "income" is used to justify the satisfaction of human needs and

wants. An important influence on the income of indMduafs is the source from

which they derive those incomes. Sundrum (1990:30-31) maintains that types of

income distribution may be classified into the following categories:

(a) primary income distribution, which refers to the way income

earned from productive activity are distributedi

(b) secondary income distribution, which refers to the primary

distribution of income, modified by direct cash transfers

such as income tax and social securityi and

(c) tertiary income distribution, which entails the secondary

distribution, further modified by public sector activities:

regulation of prices and provision of public goods and

services.

The relationships among the income distributions are particularly important in
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showing the impact on deviant driving behaviour. Income is defined within the

context of a "flow phenomenon" (Peterson 1962:34-35). Income flow is usually

thought of in terms of money between two points and time. Therefore, the

amount of income can be measured in terms of productive activity that has taken

place in a given period of time. Productive activity usually culminates into the

possession and usage of goods, such as motor vehicles which, of course,

necessitates statistical analysis to establish the relationships between deviant

driving behaviour and income. A logical point of departure would be, in most

cases, to assume that real income will depend upon the level of employment

(Dahl & Undblom 1976:136). One of the most important factors influencing

individuals' income might be the level of education. Therefore, it may be

expected that the distribution of income in the driving population could be

related to its educational position.

According to Doyal and Gough (1991 :23), income maydetermine an individual's

needs. Need or want refers to a motivational force instigated by a state of

disequilibrium or tension set-up in an individual driver because of a particular

shortage. . The term "need" is also used explicitly or implicitly to refer to a

particular category of goals which are believed to be universal (Doyal & Gough

1991 :39). For instance, an individual may need to have an expensive motor

vehicle during the current year. Doyal and Gough (1991 :39) opine:

"Referring to needs as universalisable goals, risks obscuring the

reason why universality is imputed to some aims and not other. The

imputation rests upon the belief that if needs are not satisfied, then

serious harm of some specified and objective kind will result"

If the individual driver is seen not to try to satisfy his or her needs he seem to be

against his or her objective interests and will, therefore, be viewed as deviant
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Serious harm is understood to refer to the significantly impaired pursuit of goals

which are deemed to be ofvalue by individuals (Doyal & Gought 1991 :50). The
.

drMng population is viewed as seriously harmed if it is fundamentally disabled in

the pursuit of its vision. Such impairment in the pursuit ofgoals is ascribable to the

level of income distribution. Harm refers to whatever shortage of income which

interferes directly or indirectly with motor vehicle driving activities essential to his

orher plan of life. For instance, the indMdual may be unable to maintain his or her

motorvehicle satisfactorily due to low income orpoverty. Such an individual may

therefore be viewed as in need of (money) income to "fix· his or her motor

vehicle.

5.2.3.1 Presentation andanalysis 0/data

Halsey et al. (1998:163) ascribe income inequalities to competitive

positions occupied in the world economy. The divergent nature of

income thus account for why the rich are getting richer and the poor are

becoming poorer.

Attention is being devoted to the income distribution of the respondents.

The variable of income has been divided into eight (8) categories (see

Annexure A). It was necessary to devise the categories to test the Null

hypothesis stating: "There is no relationship between deviant driving and

respondents' income:
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TABLES.S: INCOME DIFFERENCES: DMANTDRMNG BEHAVIOUR

(N=722)

Deviant Drivill9 Samof df Meaa r Sig.
Behaviour Scala Squares Squara

Deviant driving BG 26.802 6 4.467 1.750 0.107
behaviour WG 1B24.612 715 2.552

T 1851.414 721

Aggression BG 69.302 4 17.326 6.971 0.000*
WG 1782.112 717 2.486
T 1851.414 721

Anxiety BG 12.332 4 3.083 1.202 0.309
WG 1836.944 717 2.566 0.000**
T 1849.276 721

Traffic polidng BG 42.966 4 10.741 4.259 0.002*
WG 1808.448 717 2.522
T 1851.414 721

Offiensive driving BG 19.086 5 3.817 1.490 0.191
WG 1832.037 716 2.562
T 1851.123 721

Document offences BG 114.836 6 19.139 7.879 0.000*
WG 1732.075 715 2.429
T 1846.911 721

Vehicle defects BG 78.531 4 19.633 7.970 0.000*
WG 1772.883 717 2.473
T 1851.414 721

* p,;; 0.05, Significant (/'NOVA and Chi-square)
** p ,;; 0.05, Significant (Chi-square only)
KEY,
BG, Betvveen Groups
WG, Within Groups
T, TOTAl.
df, degrees of freedom
F, value
Sig., Level of Significance
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Figure 5.1: Income and Vehide Defects
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.. Table 5.5 reveals that income differs according to deviantdriving behaviour

in relation to aggression, anxiety, traffic policing, documentoffences and

vehicle defects.

Income levels are ranked from no income to R5 000 or more. Such a rank

order necessitated the application of Spearman Rank-Order Correlation

Coefficient (rho) to establish relationships between deviant driving

behaviour and the various income levels of respondents.
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TABLE 5.6: INCOME CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (rho): DEVIANT

DRMNG BEHAVIOUR (N=72t)

Deviant Driving Behaviour Scales

Deviant driving behaviour

Aggression

Anxiety

Traffic polidng

Offensive drMng

Document offences

Vehicle defects

Correlation
Coefficient (rho)

0.040

0.194**

-0.005

-0.188**

..Q.112**

-0.227**

-0.195**

Sig_ (I-tailed)

0.277

0.000

0.897

0.000

0.003

0.000

0.000
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level C2-tailed)

Table 5.6 portrays that there is a significant relationship betvveen deviant

driving and respondents' income. Positive correlation has been

established betvveen aggression (rho = 0.194) and respondents' income.

The deduction is also made that negative correlations exist betvveen the

deviant driving behaviour scales and income:

• traffic policing (rho -0.188)

• offensive driving (rho -0.112)

• document offences (rho -0.227) and

• vehicle defects (rho -0.195).

Correlations are lowbutsignificant The Null-hypothesis is partially retained,

indicating "there is no relationship between anxiety and respondents'

income: Conversely, the Null-hypothesis is rejected in respect of other

deviant driving behaviour scales. There is a relationship betvveen deviant

driving behaviour (aggression, offensive driving, document offences and

vehicle effects) and respondents' income.
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5.2.4 Duration of Passing a Driving Test

An individual has to fulfil certain requirements if he or she has to become a legal

driver on a public road in South Africa. In order to be considered "fit drivers"

provision is being made for learner's licences (provisional licences), driving

licences and professional driving permits (South Africa 1996: Sections 13-14).

It is a requirement that an indMdual, government or registered authority should

operate a registered and graded driving licence testing centre (South Africa 1996:

Section 8). A centre can be suspended or cancelled if an inspector of driving

licence testing centre has observed that a centre no longer complies with the

requirements specified in the manual of the "Minimum Requirements for

Registration and Grading of Driving Ucence Testing Centre" (South Africa 1996:

Regulation 92). Provinces can also appoint inspectorates to evaluate driving

licence testing centres. Inspectors can then take appropriate action.

Drivers should note that they are not allowed to operate motor vehicles on a

public road unless they keep driving licences with them in vehicles (South Africa

1996: Section 12 & Regulation 100). The National Road Traffic Act (South Africa

1996: Section 14 & Regulation 99) prescribes the classification and extent of

learner's or drMng licence.

The following are the prescriptions:

• the category of learner's or driving licence;

• the class of motor vehicle to which the learner's or driving

licence relates (Codes 1, 2 & 3);

• the authority granted by such licence;

• the period of validity of such licence; and

• the limitations, if any.
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The first step to obtain a driving licence is to pass a learner's driving licence test
"

(South Africa 1996: Regulation 101). The duration of passing a driving test is

therefore linked with the period of validity of a learner's driving licence. A

learner's driving licence is issued for 18 months from the date of examination and

test, if the person is not disqualified from obtaining such licence (South Africa

1996: Section 15(1) & Regulation 102). The examiner of driving licences shall

satisfy himself or herself that the applicant knO'NS and possesses insight into:

• rules of the roadj

• road traffic signsj

• controls of a motor vehicle of the class to which the

application relatesj and

• that he or she is not disqualified.

A learner's licence is then issued upon satisfying these requirements and upon

passing a learner's licence test (South Africa 1996: Regulation 105).

The possibility exists that it may require several attempts to pass a driving test

This, therefore, accounts for the fact that the duration of passing adriving test will

be prolonged. Some leaner drivers pass the test at first attempt, whilst others

pass the test at various attempts, namely second, third, fourth or fifth attempts

(see Annexure A). Khoza (1993:96) observed that out of 5060 applicants for

driving licences during the period 01 January 1990 to 30 June 1990, only 1 656

(32.73%) applicants passed a driving licence test, whilst 3 404 (67.27%)

applicants failed that test The implication is a prolonged duration of passing a

driving test In short, the duration becomes the shortest if the learner driverpasses

a driving test at first attempt Conversely, the duration is prolonged if the leamer

driver presents himself or herself for various attempts. The duration of passing a
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driving test is contingent upon the degree to which the leamer driver succeeds

in demonstrating to the examiner that he 0 she has mastered and understood
,

road traffic signs, rules or the road, and has asound knowledge of the different

signals which a driver of a motor vehicle is required to give when driving on a

public road, A learner driver will then be issued with adriving licence if he or she

has passed a driving test (South Africa 1996: Regulation 108).

5.2.4.1 Presentation andanalysis 0/data

It has been observed that some respondents passed their driving tests at

first attempt, whilst others passed such tests at various attempts as

reflected in the questionnaire (see Annexure A). Categorisation of

attempts was necessary in order to test the NUIl-hypothesis: "There is no

relationship between deviantdrivingbehaviourand the duration ofpassing

driving tests.·

ANOVA and Chi-square statistics were implemented to establish

differences between deviantdriving behaviourand respondents' duration

of passing driving tests.
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TABLE 5.7; DIFFERENCES ACCORDING TO DURAnON OF PASSING

A DRMNG TEST; DEVIANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

(N=7JJ)

Deviant Driving Sum of cif MUll F Sig.
Behaviour Scaless Squares Squares

Deviant drMng 8G 51.685 6 8.614 3.107 0.005'
behaviour WG 1982.449 715 2.773

T 2034.134 721

Aggression 8G 72.053 4 18.013 6.583 0.000'
WG 1962.081 717 2.737
T 2034.134 721

Anxiety 8G 32.240 4 8.060 2.888 0.022'
WG 1998.026 717 2.791
T 2030.266 721

Traffic policing 8G 129.407 4 32.352 12.176 0.000'
WG 1904.727 717 2.657
T 2034.134 721

Offensive driving 8G 90.963 6 18.193 6.707 0.000'
WG 1939.303 715 2.712
T 2030.266 721

Document offences 8G 77.008 6 12.835 4.695 0.000'
WG 1949.124 715 2.734
T 2026.132 721

Vehicle defects BG 63.455 4 15.864 5.772 0.000'
WG 1970.679 717 2.749
T 2034.134 721

, P ,;; 0.05, Significant
KEY,
BG, Between Groups
WG, Within Groups
T, TOTAl.
df, degrees of freedom
F, value
5ig., Level of Significance
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Figure 5.3: Duration of Passing a Driving Tat
and Document Offenca

Table 5.7 reveals that the duration of passing a driving test differs

significantly according to all scales of deviant driving behaviour.

The duration of passing a driving test has been ranked from second

attemptto fifth attempt Spearman Rank-DrderCorrelation Coefficient (rho)

was implemented to establish relationships between deviant driving

behaviour and the duration of passing a driving test
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TABLE 5.8: DURATION OF PASSING A DRIVING TEST

CORRELATION COEmCIENT (rho): DMANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR (N=722)

Dll1Iiant Driving Bdlavioar Scales

Deviant driving behaviour

Aggression

Anxiety

Traffic policing

Offensive driving

Document offences

Vehicle defects

C«rdation
Coefficient (rho)

0.142**

0.154**

0.049

-0.214**

-0.154**

-0.146**

-0.133**

Sig. (I-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.192

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

.* correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 5.8 portrays that there are significant relationships between deviant

driving behaviour and duration of passing a driving test There is no

relationship between anxiety and duration of passing a driving test. It can

be deduced that there is a positive relationship between deviant driving

behaviour 5cale and aggression. There is anegative relationship between

deviant driving (with reference to offensive driving/ document offences

and vehicle defects) and duration of passing a driving test

Itshould be noted that correlation coefficients are low but significant The

Null-hypothesis is partially retained/ because "there is no relationship

between anxiety and duration of passing a driving test' The Null

hypothesis accordingly rejected in respect of all other scales. There are

relationships between deviant driving behaviour scales and aggression/

traffic policing/ offensive driving/ document offences and vehicle defects

and duration of passing a driving test
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5.2.5 Years Motor V£hid£ Dnv£ll

The years a vehicle was driven in fact refer to the drMng experience of the

respondents in years. Reasons for driving motor vehicle are numerous and this

relates to the regularity of driving. Driving activities include driving for pleasure,

driving during weekends, holidays, to go to work, as an employed driver, for

shopping purposes and in personal work. Variations in drMng activities has been

discussed and analysed in chapter 4 (see paragraph 4.2.5).

Yearly increases of drivers and motor vehicles on the roads may affect the

statistical probability of deviant driving figures. Parry (1968:3-4) maintains that,

despitehaving driven for manyyears, some drivers are unfit to drive. The unfitness

might be due to factors other than those covered by the driving-test situation,

namely the not-so-obvious factors of adverse personality pattems such as

aggression and anxiety.

Exposure to risk is a factor affecting the incidence of deviant driving behaviour.

The degree of risk a driver is prepared to take may be adecisive factor in deviant

driving behaviour, and if it goes undetected, it may increase over the years.

M.acMillan (1975:47) refers to four facets of exposure to risk, namely the type of

motor vehicle; where it is driven (urban or rural roads); when it is driven (day or

night, on wet or dry roads); and finallYt what distance has been covered and

years driven.

Deviant driving behaviour, in this chapter (especially in the context of paragraph

5.2.5), is linked to taking account the number of years' driving experience of

respondents. Years driven is sometimes analysed in relation to the distance

travelled (M.acMillan 1975:97). The present research study did not include the

distance as a variable. Years driven will be correlated with the various forms
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(scales)of deviant driving behaviour.

Driving is, therefore, a skill which is leamed, and judgement comes only with

experience. Itwould seem self-evidence that the inexperienced driver will be at

greater risk to become a deviant driver. Ukewise, those who are most exposed

to deviant driving behaviour because they have driven for many years, might be

expected to become deviant drivers.

5.2.5.1 PresentatiDn andanalysis DIdata

The factual review is that the motoring environment of each respondent

differs. Some respondents drive large vehicles, others small; some drive

regularly, others only occasionally; some drive long distances daily, others

only few distances a day; and some have driven for years. It was,

therefore, necessary to devise various categories of years driven (see

Annexure I\) to test the Null-hypothesis: "There is no relationship between

deviant driving and respondents' years of driving:
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TABLES.9; DIFFERENCES; YEARS VEHICLE DRIVEN; DEVIANT

DRMNG BEHAVIOUR (N=7t2)

Dniallt Driving Samof df Mun r Sig.
Bdlaviour Scalcss Sqaares Squares

Deviant driving BG 48.179 6 8.030 3.576 0.002·
behaviour WG 1609.697 715 2.251

T 1657.873 721

Aggression 8G 77.904 4 19.476 8.838 0.000·
WG 1579.969 717 2.204
T 1657.873 721

Anxiety BG 14.609 5 3.652 1.591 0.175
WG 1643.191 716 2.295
T 1657.800 721

Traffic polidng 8G 77.848 4 19.462 8.832 0.000·
WG 1580.024 717 2.204
T 1657.873 721

Offensive driving 8G 127.431 6 25.486 11.930 0.000·
WG 1527.440 715 2.136
T 1654.871 721

Document offences 8G 139.913 6 23.319 10.994 0.000·
WG 1512.275 715 2.121
T 1652.188 721

Vehicle defects BG 77.286 4 19.321 8.765 0.000·
WG 1580.578 717 2.204
T 1657.873 721

• P ,; 0.05: Significant
KEY:
8G: Between Groups
WG: Within Groups
T: TOTAL
df: degrees of freedom
F: value
Sig.: level of Significance
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Figure 5A: Years Motor Vehicle Driven
and Offensive Driving
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Table 5.9 shows that, with the exception of anxiety, deviant driving

behaviour differs significantly according to years driven. Differences exist

in respect of the following scales: deviant driving behaviour, aggression,

traffic policing, offensive driving, documentoffences and vehicle defects.

ANOVA and Chi-square statistics were employed to establish differences.

.Years driven has also been ranked from less than 1 year to 16 years and

more (see Annexure A). Spearman Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient

(rho) was used to establish relationships between deviantdriving andyears

driven.
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TABLES.10: YEARS VEHICLE DRIVEN CORRELATION

COEFFICIENT (rho): DEVIANT DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR (N=7i2)

Deviant DriviaS Bdlavioar Scala

Deviant drMng behaviour

Aggression

Anxiety

Trafficpolidng

Offensive drMng

Document offences

Vehide defects

CorTdatiOtr
Codficiat (rho)

0.147**

0.184**

0.054

-0.209**

-0.282**

-0.281**

-0.190**

Sig. (I-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.144

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
** correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 5.10 shows that positive relationships exist between deviant driving

behaviour (with reference to scales deviant driving' behaviour and

aggression) and years vehicle driven. Further, it can be deduced that

negative correlations existbetween deviantdriving behaviour (referring to

scales traffic policing, offensive driving, document offences and vehicle

defects) and years vehicle driven. Correlations are low but significant 

both in positive and negative directions.

The Null-hypothesis is partially retained in that there is no relationship

between anxiety and years vehicle driven. Conversely, relationships had

been established between deviant driving (with reference to scales

deviant driving behaviour, aggression, traffic policing, offensive drMng,

document offences and vehicle defects) and years vehicle driven.

In the present study, age has been correlated wi,th deviant drMng

behaviour(paragraph 5.2.1.1). Table 5.11 contains informative data about

the extentof fatalities according to age in the nine provinces for the period

01 July 2002 to 30 June 2003.
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TABLE 5.111 FATALITIES PER AGE GROUP (N=9 879)

Age Group
Province

0-1 1-5 6-11 13 -16 17-18 19- 14 15-39 40-69 70 Unknown National

Eastern Cape 7 31 62 25 16 79 234 188 15 349 1006

Free State 2 21 42 17 18 52 208 157 11 338 866

Gauteng 11 57 77 35 24 162 522 355 23 806 2072

KwaZulu-Natal 4 52" 117' 37' 39' 150" 433" 271*' 30' 654" 1 787"

Limpopo 10 20 62 17 14 74 239 181 16 194 827

Mpumalanga 5 17 42 25 14 64 289 180 8 308 952

North West 6 27 49 16 24 71 210 192 13 377 985

Northem Cape 2 9 12 7 10 35 . 105 73 9 58 320

WestemCape 6 31 51 15 22 86 219 203 19 412 1064

NBtlonBI 53 !I65 514 194 181 773 US9 1800 144 3496 69879

, Highest scores in KZN

" Second highest scores in KZN

Source, National Fatal Accidents Information Centre, Pretoria
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It renders a clear picture of the relationship between deviant driving

behaviour and age. It is not the intention of the researcher to provide a

detailed analysis of data in this regard. The presoot study has been

undertaken in the area located in KZN north coast (Annexure 8). It is

therefore essential to present an overvievv of age distribution in KZN.

Table 5.11 reveals that KZN produced the highest scores of fatalities in

respect of the following age categories:

• 6 - 12 years: 23 percent

• 13 - 16 years: 19 percent

• 17 - 18 years: 22 percent and

• 70 years: 21 percent

It has been observed that KZN rated second highest in respect of the

following age groups: 19-24 years, 25-39 years, 40-69 years, the

"unknown category as well nationally. Fatalities were the highest in Gauteng

in all other age groups. It should be noted that KZN scored the second

lowest in respect of fatalities for the age group 0--1 years. Gauteng

appeared first on the list of fatalities.

5.3 SUMMARY

Correlation implies relationship or connection between two or more objects.

Correlations are therefore merely statistical descriptions. They describe the strength of

the bond of relationship between one variable and the other. The aim of this chapter

was to establish relationships between deviant driving and respondents' age, education,

income, duration of passing a driving test and years vehicle driven. The conditions
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associated with the risk of being involved in deviant driving behaviour should be

evaluated within the context of belonging to aspecific age group. Age may be viewed

as oneofthe best predictors of involvement in deviantdriving behaviour. The theoretical

explanations discussed in this chapter include biological theories, psychological theories

and sociological theories.

The striking development of primary, secondary and high school and higher education

is often accompanied by astrong trend toward acareer development or vocationalism.

There are professional drivers who have selected driving as a career or vocation.

IndMduals leam by sharing knowledge and experience with other indMduals. The ways

in which (driving schools instructors) educators and (Ieamer drivers) leamers interact

plays an important role in shaping the driver of a motor vehicle. The process of forming

judgements of other drivers will determine attitudes towards driving. Judgement also

play a role in the development of the "self" as a driver. The comprehension of the self

should be done within the context of the various types of educators and leamers. The

attainment of higher qualifications can be influenced by those types. Education may

prevent deviant driving behaviour or provoke it

The concept "income" refers to the so-called "flow phenomenon" and is used in

attempts to justify the satisfaction of human needs and wants. Income is eamedin

various ways such as to be involved in productive activity. Productive actMty refers to

some type of employment Income is also influenced by the level of education.

Disparities or inequalities in income can be ascribed to various factors. This result in other

(drivers) indMduals being rich and others poor.

The driver of a motor vehicle should acquire the necessary skills. A leamer driver is

therefore required to possess aleamer's licence in order to leam to drive. He or she can

then appty to be examined for adriving licence. He or she can pass a driving test at first

attempt, or at various attempts. Vehicles may be driven for years and for a variety of
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purposes such as for shopping, pleasure, to go to work, as an employed driver, during

weekends and during holidays. Exposure to risk is a factor affecting the incidence of

deviant driving during the years vehicles have been driven.

Statistical evidence of the present study reveals the following:

(1) There are significant age differences in relation to deviant driving

behaviour. Further, there are significant relationships between

deviant driving and respondents' age.

(2) Education differs significantly according to - aggression, traffic

policing, offensive driving, document offences andvehicle defects.

ANOVA statistics yielded differences that are not significant in

respect of anxiety. Spearman Rank-Drder Correlation Coefficient

yielded significant correlations in respect of aggression, traffic

policing, offensive driving, document offences andvehicle defects.

Anxiety once again yielded correlation that is not significant

(3) Significant income differences were yielded in respect of

aggression, anxiety, traffic policing, document offences and vehicle

defects. Significant negative correlations were yielded by

Spearrnan Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient in respect of

aggression, traffic policing, offensive driving, document offences

and vehicle defects.

(4) There are significant differences between deviant driving and

duration ofpassingadriving test Significant relationships have been

found between deviant driving and deviant driving behaviour

scales, with the exception of anxiety which portrays insignificant
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relationships.

(5) Significant differences have been established for deviant driving

behaviour scales and years vehicles driven, with the exception of

anxiety scale. There are significant relationships between deviant

driving behaviour and years vehicle driven. The relationship

between anxiety and years vehicle driven is not significant
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CHAPTER 6

AGGRESSIVE AND ANXIOUS DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The increase in the number of motor vehicles on public roads may affect the statistical

probability ofhigher deviant driving behaviour, and thus constitute one of the reasons for

the upward trend in traffic offences and their undesirable consequences. The increased

number of driving licence holders may be advanced as the main factor in the steady rise

of deviant driving behaviour, although it may be more plausible to suggest that the

increase in the numberofpotentially dangerous drivers could be directly responsible for

the increase of deviant driving behaviour. The increase in the number ofmotor vehicles

on South African roads is proportional to the number of driving licence holders

incorporating "dangerous" ones (aggressive and anxious drivers). Fact is, that though

some drivers who successfully passed the driving test, are yet unfit to drive motor

vehicles. This unfitness may be ascribable to factors other than those covered by the

driving test situation. Those factors are usually not so obvious and may stem from

adverse personalitypatterns or behaviourcharacteristics. Some individual attitude sooner

or later manifests itself in the kind of aggressive and anxious driving behaviour that end up

in deviantdriving behavioural patterns. Anxietyand aggression (hostility) are interrelated;

one usually generates or complements the other.

The objective of this chapter is, therefore, to test the Null-hypothesis: "Drivers displaying

aggressive and anxious driving behaviour are not inclined to commit traffic offences."

Deviant driving behaviour refers to those driver actions which do notconform to normal

expected driver behaviour. Deviant driving behaviour, therefore, refers to the disregard

or violation of the National Road Traffic Act and Regulations (South Africa 1996).
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Disregard or violation of traffic legislation will, therefore, in all probability result in the

commission of traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour).

Drivers should be made aware ofthe human element in driving. Increasing stress involved

in contemporary driving, makes psychological efficiency of the driver a more important

factor than the mechanical efficiency of the motor vehicle he or she drives. The

incidence of deviant driving behaviour (in the form· of road accidents and traffic

offences) is alarming. Therefore, this chapter is based on the analysis of the factors of

aggression and anxiety as contributory to deviant driving behaviour.

6.2 AGGRESSIVE DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

De la (our, Hegarty, Swan, Van Bier!< and Wilson (1999:1) state that "road rage" is a term

which is also used to account for incidents of extreme violence (aggression) on public

roads.

Road rage is a term which is used with increasing frequency by the media in an attempt

to account for incidents ofextreme hostility on public roads. The issue ofmedia reports

is dealt with in paragraph 6.2.3.

The concept"aggression" refers tovarious fundamentally differentbehaviourpattems that

result in the infliction of harm upon another person or driver (Green & Donnerstein

1998:1-2; Goldstein & Keller1987:1-S; Shaffer2000:272-274j Feist& Feist2002:31-33).

Theories of aggression have already been discussed in Chapter 3 (paragraph 3.2.3).

Thanatos or death (destructive) instinct is said to be the factor responsible for the

generation of aggressive energy in the human beings (Shaffer 2000:272; Feist & Feist

2002:33). Aggressive tendencies would build up to a critical level and then be

discharged through some form ofviolent deviantdriving behaviour. Aggression can also

be described as a fighting instinct triggered by certain "eliciting" events in the (traffic)
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environment (Hifgard, Atkinson & Atkinson 1979:319; NKlrsh & Collett 1986:165). This

implies that aggression should be intended to injure another driver either physically or

verbally. Human (driver) aggression can also be viewed within the context of being

"goal-driven".

This approach emphasises consequences of driver action rather than the intentions of

actions. The implication is that any driver action that delivers pain or discomfort to

another driver, has to be considered aggressive. An intentional definition of aggression

implies that an aggressive action is any form of behaviour designed to harm or injure

another person who is motivated to avoid such treatment (Shaffer 2000:273).

6.2.1 Types of aggression

Two major types of aggressive acts could be distinguished: hostile or affective

aggression and instrumental aggression (Feist & Feist 2002:159; Shaffer 2000:273

274; Hilgard et al. 1979:319-320; Green & Donnerstein 1998:1-2; M1angeni

2003:12).

6.2.1.1 Hostile or aHective aggressioD (road rage)

Hostile aggression is a response to some event, for instance, a motor

vehicle driver who may chase another driver who has annoyed him or her

on the road (see paragraph 6.2.3). Hostile aggression aims at causing

other people injury: either pl¥ically or psychologically. Paragraphs 6.2.3

and 6.2.4 serve to highlight some of the dynamics involved in road rage.
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6.2.1.2 InstmmentalaggressiDn

By contrast, instrumental aggression describes those situations in which a

person harms another as a means to a non-aggressive end. Instrumental

aggression is motivated by concerns and aims at obtaining rewards other

than the victim's suffering. Sporting events symbolise instrumental

aggression. In certain instances the same overt act could be classified as

either hostile or instrumental aggression.

Kisker (1964:134-137) opines that hostility and aggression are internalised

behaviour that take place in early life. A child, for instance, learns that aggression

invites relation, loss of love and disapproval. Hostile or affective aggression is

usually released in three distinct ways:

direct aggression implies exacting physical force such as

fighting, stealing, destruction of property and verbal action

such as swearingi
{

• indirect aggressio~ which is usually disguised or

camouflaged in teasing actions, practising sport through

hobbies and playing gamesi and lastly,

• vicarious aggressio~ where individuals release their

aggressive impulses in avicarious or substitute fashion (such

as watching other people being aggressive).

Explanations for aggression should be built on the consideration of intervening

processes that link the instigating condition to the aggressive response (Green &

Donnerstein 1998:2-7). Figure 6.1 (Green & Donnerstein 1998:6) illustrates an
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overview of the processes in hostile or affective aggression ("road rage").

FIGURE 6.1 :PROCESSES IN HOSTILE AGGRESSION

Eliciting condition, provocation (by
another driver, environmental
stressor, e.g., traffic density)

NEGATIVE AFFEG

Immediate response

1
Cognition (Aggressive thoughts):

• Emotions: anger, hostility
• motor behaviour: assaulting

another driver, swearing,
etc.

AGGRESSION
(ROAD RAGE)

It is evident from figure 6.1 that threat, insult, stress and negative mood states are

considered highly unpleasant experiences which precipitate aggressive. driver

behaviour. The immediate reaction to a condition ofnegative affect is therefore

either to "fight back or run away." Erwee (1999) explains it differently: "When we

get behind a car, some demon takes over and we become discourteous, illegal

drivers thatcause a lotofproblems.' Driveraggressive behaviour represents what

may be called the greatest motor car sickness and appears to have become

prevalent Paragraph 6.2.3 supports this statement

Incidents of "road rage" includeblockingothermotorvehicledrivers from passing,
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chasing other drivers, competing on the road, driving fast. overtaking, verbal

abuse, assault with weapons and other forms of aggressive driving behaviour.

Other occasions have involved shoot-outs such as in narrow streets where there

is only room for one car to pass and blazing headlights which impair forward

vision. This may lead to view "road rage"

"... as a symptom of the kind of social tensions and dislocations in

a war-tom society" (De la Cour etal1999:3).

Marsh and Collett (1986:113) define driving fast as follows:

"It's the power, a sense of superiority, a feeling of being master of

it all; it's a bit like sex really ..."

Road rage may also be viewed as a culturally acquired habit (Cf. James 1999).

James compared congestion on roads to rats fighting in acrowded"colony". He

further felt that road rage is a culturally acquired habit formed during early years

as children watching parents and other adults driving motorvehicles as well as by

leaming bad driving behaviour from movies and television. This implies that

deviant driving behaviour can be assimilated. Acts of aggression represent the

ultimate response of aggressive drivers to their frustrations of being thwarted in

their pursuit of what they consider as laudatory goals.

6.2.2 Characteristics of aggressive motor vehicle drivers

Larson (1997:1-6) proposes five identifying characteristics and beliefs of

aggressive motor vehicle drivers.
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6.2.~.1

6.2.2.2

6.2.2.3

Top priority

Aggressive motor vehicle drivers place top priority on getting to their

destination in the fastest span of time. They therefore set rigid

expectations on their travelling time. Their attitude becomes that "of get

out of myway· and, likewise, their self-esteem becomes contingent upon

reaching their destination within the allotted time period. Anything

impeding their progress from reaching their destination, becomes the

cause of aggression ("road rage).

Competition

Aggressive drivers apparently believe in competing with other fast motor

cars. In this regard, variable 27 (Annexure A), aims at eliciting responses

for the statement: "'like competing with other vehicles on the road.·

Response

Aggressive motor vehicle drivers respond to other aggressive drivers who

intend to pass or cut in front of them by not giving the right of way. Such

action will reflect a win or lose value system. The implication is that

whereas the first aggressive driver may not be trying to "win", the second

aggressive driver quickly decides he or she is not going to "lose". Both

drivers' self-esteem become invested in the traffic conflict resulting in risk

taking.
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6.2.2.4

6.2.2.5

Contempt

Aggressive motor vehicle drivers feel contempt for drivers who do not

look, act or drive the way they would want them to drive. N; a result they

count 'useless idiots or drivers" and their contemptuous attitude thus

becomes expressed through discourteous and inconsiderate driving

behaviour.

Retaliation

Aggressive drivers feel they have a right to penalise or hit back at other

motor vehicle drivers. Larson (1997:6) opines:

"When vigilante meets vigilante, violence happens unless

someone else intervenes to stop the cycle of retaliatory

blows."

Territorial defence is also one of the primary reasons for aggressive behaviour in

male motorvehicle drivers (Nlarsh & Collett 1986:159). Maintenance of territorial

integrity is a major motive for aggression by men. This may be intended to attain

dominance and access to receptive women drivers. An invasion of the territory

of the motor vehicle is likely to evoke aggressive reactions in even the weakest

drivers. The motor vehicle is aspecial territory or "a home on wheels" (Marsh &

Collett 1986:160). Defensive reactions are aroused when this "territory" is

threatened. When other motor vehicle drivers, for instance, come too close to

the rear bumpers, the driver may feel edgy and defensive becas!!e bumpers are

inside the visible boundaries that define the mobile territory. If the situation

continues,the driver's anger will rise and may become aggressive. Marsh and

CoJlett (1986:161) opine:
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"The concern felt by drivers about unreasonable invasion of the

space immediately behind them is particularly illustrated by a

number of common bumper stickers:

6.2.3 Newspapetr Retports on "Road Rage"

Media play an important role in reporting various incidents of "road rage" (Howitt

1986). Examples ofdeviantdriving behaviour thatultimatelymanifest itself in open

aggression in the form of "road rage" have been extracted from various

nevvspapers.

6.2.3.1

6.2.3.2

The Krugersdorp "roadrage" inddent (1999)

Arthur liebenberg (37), father of two minor sons, was viciously stabbed

to death in the chest after an incident of road rage that occurred in

Voortrekker road, Krugersdorp (Gauteng). It has been alleged the

deceased was followed by his assailant, and after an altercation (the nature

ofwhich was unknown) at a traffic light controlled intersection, the victim

was stabbed with a knife and fatally injured by a 63 year-old pensioner

who immediatelydrove away from the crime scene. The suspectwho had

been arrested shortly after the incident, later appeared in a criminal court

and was released on bail (Smith 1999:8).

The Cape Town "roadrage" inddfZllt (ROOD)

Road rage got the better ofhockey player, Graeme Eadie when he, on 12

June 2000 near Cape Town, Westem Province, punched Kevin Duncan

unconscious with a hockey stick • '" before dragging him out of his car

and stamping on his head, in afit of road rage" (The Star 2000:2). Severe
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provocation made him unable to control his emotions and feelings when

Duncan was allegedty murdered during this "road rage" encounter.

Defense counsel blamed the following combination of factors to have

been responsible for the uncontrolled attack on and subsequent murder

.of Duncan: Eadie's level of intoxication, his emotional state, degree of

provocation, and his concem for his famity's safety and security at the time

ofthe violent encounter (The Star 2000:2).

6.2.3.3 TheMidrand "rDadrage" inddent (!lOOt)

DuringN\arch 2001, GaryDenysschen (34) appeared in aWynberg magistrate's

court on a charge of assault to do grievous bodily harm after having seriously

injured Stephen Whitehead duringa"road rage" incident inMidrand, Gauteng.

Whitehead allegedty tumed in front of Denysschen at a slow speed ofabout

10 1<rn;1l, almost causing an accident The first assault incident took place

when Denysschen hit Whitehead with his fists several times in his face while he

. was still sitting in his own vehicle. When he, however, got out of his vehicle

to write down Denysschen's vehicle registration number, the latter tackled

Whitehead for asecond time and hit him so hard in the face with his fists, that

he virtualty subsided on his knees, with a crushed nose. Denysschen

appeared in a criminal court, where the case was postponed.

6.2.3.4 The JDhannesburg "rDadrage' inddent (!lOOt)

Moments after a Black cyclist bumped into the back of a White man's Honda

Ballade motorcar, Johannesburg Metro Police were phoned by the owner of

the motor vehicle, informing them what happened and told them he's going

to shoot the Black man. This urgent call was made after an apparent road rage

incident in Johannesburg, Gauteng, during which occasion aheated argument
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6.2.3.5 The MqertDn, Gauteng "rDadrage" incident (!lOOf)

Andre van Heerden (26), a sales representative from Meyerton, and his 11

month old baby son were involved in a road accident which was apparently

caused by a fit of road rage. Van Heerden allegedly traveled at a high speed

in the fast lane of the Vereeniging highway and 'refused' to move to the left

when another motor vehicle flashed its headlights behind Van Heerden's

motorVehicle, 'signalling' to him to move over to the left lane and to allow him

to pass through in the fast lane. The other vehicle allegedly moved over to the

right lane and then bumped into the right side of Van Heerden's motor

vehicle, causing him to lose control over his vehicle. The car crashed into the

left road barriers, spun over it and plunged down onto an adjacent junction

of the highway. Van Heerden died later in hospital, while his son, who

sustained serious injuries, made a full recovery. The unknown driver of the

other motor vehicle stopped at the scene of the accident remained seated

in his car for about fifteen minutes, talked on his cell phone, and then drove

off and left the accident scene without having identified himself (Meyer

2001 :1).

6.2.3.6 The lichtenburg "rDadrage" incident (!JOO!l)

A medical practitioner, Dr Pierre Pienaar (54) from Lichtenburg, became the

victim ofroad rage, when a motor vehicle driver from Gauteng province, Alan
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Searle (33), repeatedly bumped his car into that of Dr Pienaar where it was

parked in front of a restaurant When Dr Pienaar was informed about the

incident, he went outside to investigate. He tried to prevent Searle from

further damaging his motorcar, but Searle apparently ignored all requests from

Pienaar. At that stage, the medical practitioner pressed with both hands on

the bonnet of Searle's motor vehicle in abid to 'stop' him but instead, Searle

speeded forward and hit Pienaar with the front of his car, causing him to land

on the bonnet of the car. About fifteen meters further, Searle instantaneously

applied his brakes, causing Pienaar to 'fly' through the air and landed on the

tar road. Dr Pienaarwas critically injured and treated in a local hospital. Searle

later appeared in a criminal court on acharge of attempted murder (De Kock

2002:4).

2.6.3.7 The Pietermaritzburg "roadrage» incident (ROOR)

Lyn Kirsten, mother of three, had herself dragged under aTelkom-bakkie that

was" ... speeding up and down the roadway in the complex where Telkom

had been installing a telephone" (Oellermann 2002:1). Kirsten stopped and

confronted the driver right in front of her simplex and reminded him he was

not on arace track, and to be on the look-out for children and animals. Split

seconds later, Lyn Kirsten started to scream. Having been dragged under the

bakkie, neighbours then noticed him reversing over Lyn Kirsten. "He must have

been blind and deaf if he didn't see her ...• and after paramedics arrived,

Kirsten told her neighbour: "Naomi, he told me 'f.. .' you· (Oellermann

2002:1). Lyn Kirsten died of her injuries in a local hospital.

6.2.3.8 The Durban "roadrage" incident (RODR)

The costs of a Durban road rage incident ran into thousands of rands, after
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Martin Steenkamp (24) who was paralysed in a shooting incident following a

fit of road rage, had to be hospitalized to remove one of the two bullets from

his neck that crushed his spinal cord. Infuriated motorist Mbizeni Mathenjwa

(32) " ...allegedly exploded into a fit of road rage when the driver of the

minibus taxi which Steenkamp was climbing into refused to move so that he

could park his car" (Hosken 2002:8). Mathenjwa got out of his car, threw

Steenkamp to the ground and then shot him twice in the neck, tuming him

(Steenkamp) into a permanent quadriplegic (Hosken 2002:8).

6.2.3.9 The BIDemlontein "rDadragr' inddent (RDD3)

Intolerance and road rage seem to be the major causes of deteriorating

relationships between motorists and cyclist of Bloemfontein (Van Wyk

2003:10). Cyclist Fanie Meyer (36) who was seriously assaulted by motorist,

Johan Frederick Joubert (36) who had been waiting for him alongside a

double road in Bloemfontein, hasbeen declared "brain dead" after he was

struck with afist, fell from his bicycle and subsequently hit the tar road with his

head, suffering severe brain injuries. Road rage usually erupts between

motorists and cyclists in and around Bloemfontein's main roads. Cyclists claim

that motorists are intolerable towards them, constantly try to 'drive' them off

the road, unnecessaryhoot, flash lights and even show obscene signs to them.

Motorists, on the other hand, claim cyclists are indifferentand do notobey the

rules of the road. Psychologist, Professor Weyers, suggest that motorists who

suffer from road rage are usually less acceptable to themselves, or suffer

personal frustration; they feel more easier threatened and tend overreact

emotionally. Mykind of 'explosion' on the road may trigger a fit of road rage

(Van Wyk 2003:10).
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6.2.3.10 The (Mf) Ben Schoeman-higbway 'roadrage' incident (RDD3)

A quarrel be!\Neen !\No motoring parties on the M1 highway on 16 March

2003, eventually led to the death ofayoung boy (4). The incident took place

on the northbound of the highway be!\Neen Johannesburg and Pretoria,

Gauteng province. An argument be!\Neen the driver of a minibus taxi and a

BMW ensued on the Greystone bridge near Sandton, and ultimately erupted

into an extreme form of road rage (Steenkamp 2003:4j The Natal Witness

2003:3). When both vehicles entered the highway, the minibus taxi allegedly

swerved in front of the BMW and suddenly braked in front of it, causing the car

to stop in the emergency lane of the road. The driver of the minibus taxi

jumped out of his vehicle and rushed up to the (female) driver of the BMW

car. Only when the husband of the female driver got up at the back seat of

the car, did the driver of the minibus taxi realize there was also a man in the

car.

A senous quarrel between the two male persons ensued, in which

accusations against each other were made. While the !\No male persons

(driver of the mini taxi and the passenger of the BMW car) took their rage out

on each other, a Mercedes-Benz ploughed into the BMW from behind at a

high speed which, in tum, pushed the BMW car into the back of the minibus

taxi that was parked in front of it In the process, a four year-old boy, Kabelo

Nxumalo, was swung out of the BMW and killed instantly and his mother

seriously injured (The Natal Witness 2003:3j Steenkamp 2003:4).

6.2.3.11 The Lebowakgomo 'roadrage' incident (RDD3)

A fourty-year old police Inspector employed at the· police garage at

Lebowakgomo, Umpopo province, was arrested and being held in custody
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on a charge of murder after having shot another motorist. The police

Inspectorallegedlyswerved in front of the othermotorvehicle, which caused

aslight accident Both drivers got out of their vehicles, and aserious argument

ensued. In a fit of road rage, the police Inspector pulled out his 9 mm service

pistol, shot and fatally wounded the other driver (Fourie 2003:4).

6.2.3.12 Roadrage on the rise: culture ofroad aggression (gDD3)

A clinical psychologist from the Johannesburg Trauma Clinic, Lazarus Kgalema,

ascribes SouthAfrican motorvehicle drivers' inflated egos, their selfishness and

violent past as the main reasons for the increased incidents of road rage.

Referring apparently to the case for Africans, Kgalema also added 'bottled-up

feelings of anger' emanating from a pre-democratic political environment

which precipitated violent behaviour, as another possible source of this

unfortunate situation happening on South African roads - supporting his

assumption that often, road rage may show no link with any kind of traffic

situation or the driving of a motor vehicle (M1angeni 2003:12). Howeverr

contemporarymotorvehicle drivers are now expressing their feelings of anger

in different ways.

What seems to be of interest, is the assumption that South Africa currently

suffers from aso-called cultureofroadaggression, linked with a' ... modem,

high-pressure lifestyle, stress, and lack of consideration for fellow human

beings which not only leads to road rage but also contributes in no small

measure to our high road fatality" (M1angeni 2003:12). The culture of road

aggression may also be exacerbated by motorists who travel around in big,

powerful cars which' ...gives people exaggerated egos ... drivers feel the

size and power of their car gives them more rights than those in small cars·

(M1angeni 2003:12). This point is best illustrated by an incident of extreme
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road rage that took place recently in Cape Tovvn. "A taxi driver cut in front of

a truck and blocked its way. The outraged truck driver got out to slash the

tyres of the minibus and then used his 30-ton horse-and-trailer to sandwich

the minibus taxi against a petrol tanker and squashed it into a pile of metal"

(M1angeni 2003:12).

6.2.3.13 TheZululand 'roadrage' inddent (!JDD3)

A fit of road rage saw an empty bottle hurled against the motorcar ofAngeline

Jansen who was travelling back from Durban to Richards Bay in the left lane of

the N2 highway. Another motorcar was travelling next to her in the right lane

at roughly the same speed. Having just passed the Dokodweni tumoff, she

observed awhite lightdeliveryvan pulling up to hervehicle from behind. The

driver of the LDV apparently got impatient, due to the fact that he couldn't

overtake Jansen's motor vehicle. Had he moved to the right lane he would

have had, in all possibility, the opportunity of passing her without any hassles.

Instead, the driver of the LDV" '" suddenly veered over the yellow line and

raced past her on the left, nearly hitting her vehicle as it moved back into the

lane" (Waterworth 2003:6).

Once the LDV had passed Jansen's vehicle, it kept on speeding up and

slowing down in front of her. Next, Jansen decided to pass the LDV in an

attempt to get away from it She moved over to the right lane and as she was

passing the LDV, the driver threw aglass bottle at her car which exploded and

caused pieces of glass to fly through the one open back window where her

child was sitting in a safety chair. "She had shards of glass all over her hair. It

was terrifying" (Waterworth 2003:6). The driver of the white LDV then

disappeared.
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6.2.3.14 The Fourways, Johannesburg 'roadrage' incident (RDD3)

A taxidriver and passenger have been fatally injured in ashootoutwith another

driver of a Mercedes-Benz motorcar near Fourways north of Johannesburg,

with whom they had a serious altercation. The suspect who fled the scene,

but eventually handed himself over at the Douglasdale police station, stopped

his vehicle in William Nichol drive, just after the Fourways crossing. The driver

.of the minibus taxi also stopped, and a serious altercation, followed by

ructions between the two drivers ensued. The driver of the Mercedes Benz

then pulled out a firearm and fired shots at the other driver and passenger.

The driver of the taxi died instantly, while his passenger died later in hospital.

Although the driver of the Mercedes Benz has been detained for night in

police custody, the senior public prosecutor.did not proceed with any

charges, pending the assembling of more evidence (Basson 2003:2).

6.2.4 High Court Case on "Road Rage"

Itseems essential at this stage to brieflyhighlightdecided case on "road rage", that

was heard in the High Court of South Africa, Bisho (Case No. 38102). This case

illustrates that enraged traffic offenders are severely penalised.

Mr Justice AEB Dhlodhlo presided during the trial of Sebenzile Mkaba (44) who,

unlawfully and intentionally, killed M.asibuyele Mdunyelwa (26) on 12 October

2001 at or near N49 in Mdantsane. Sebenzile Mkaba was charged with murder.

The crime resulted from what is referred to as "road rage~ On the night of 12

October 2001 at about 21h30, Sebenzile Mkaba and his friend Masixole were

seated in Mkaba's car which was parked outside the tavern of Sizwe Boniwe.

They had consumed half a bottle of gin which they had purchased from the

tavern. Earlier they had also consumed two half-bottles of gin. A commentary is
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that Mkaba did not know whether he was drunk but he knew what he was doing

because after the shooting incident he was able to drive his car for a distance of

about seven kilometres to the police station. f'.kIsibuyele Mdunyelwa (the

deceased) was driving his car on that night, accompanied by three passengers.

Near Sizwe's tavem, his car was involved in a collision with that of Mkaba. The

court was unable to determine with certainty which of the drivers were

responsible for the collision. Mkaba said that he was reversing into the road with

the aim of driving away from the tavem. After the collision, the deceased

(Mdunyelwa) and his friend Vuyisile Gqirana confronted Mkaba accusing him of

having caused the collision. An argument ensued and some manhandling took

place. Mkaba said that the deceased and Vuyisile Gqirana slapped him and hit

him with clenched fists during the fracas.

Later, the deceased ran into Sizwe's tavem and hid inside a closed toilet in the

tavem. Mkaba who was armed with a 9mm pistol entered the tavem and asked

someone in the kitchen where the deceased was. He was told that the

deceased was in the toilet Mkaba proceeded to the toilet, fired shots through

the closed doorand eventuallyopened the door. He dragged the deceased out

of the toilet into the passage where he shot him in the back. Mkaba then left the

deceased and walked out of the tavem. In the kitchen he was asked by an

unknown man who was armed with a handgun where the deceased was. Mkaba

responded by saying that he had "finished the dog". He walked to his car and

drove away to the police station. The deceased was later taken to hospital. He

eventuallydied. According to Dr DominicJohn, the cause ofdeath was agunshot

wound to the chest It could not be denied that the deceased and Vuyisile

Gqirana manhandled Mkaba. Mkaba was provoked as aresult thereofand that he

was acting under the influence of liquor, but he knew what he was doing.

Intoxication did not result in his lack of criminal. responsibility. The part of the
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body which Mkaba targeted and the words he uttered after the shooting,

showed beyond reasonable doubt that he intended to kill the deceased. The

deceased was unarmed. Mkaba was not defending himself when he shot the

deceased. Hewas the aggressor. His version was conceived beyond reasonable

doubt, as false. Mkaba was accordingly found guilty of murder which resulted

from "road rage" (see S v Sehlako 1999(1) SACR 67(WLD)71i). Mkaba was

sentenced to eighteen (182 years imprisonment

6.3 ANXIOUS DRMNG BEHAVIOUR

Nly situation that threatens the well-being of an individual motor vehicle driver is

assumed to produce a state of anxiety. Anxiety refers to the unpleasant emotion

characterised byworryand fear. This state is often accompanied byaphysical sensation

that wams the person against impending danger CHilgard et al1979:424-425; Feist &

Feist 2002:33). The unpleasantness is often vague and hard to determine, but the anxiety

is felt The occasions of anxiety vary with different people as widely as the values on

which they depend, vary. Mily (1977:207) opines:

"Anxiety is objectJess because it strikes at that basis of the psychological

structure on which the perception of one's self as distinct from the world

of objects occurs:

The objectIess nature of anxiety arises from the fact that the security base of the motor

vehicle driver is threatened. It is in terms of this security base that the driver is able to

experience himself or herself as a se/fin relation to objects. The distinction between

subject and object might therefore break down. Anxiety can also be referred to as the

fear of "nothingness· (May 1977:208).
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6.3.1 Differences between anxidy, fear and threat

It is essential to consider the difference between anxiety, fear and threat (Feist &

Feist 2002:449-450). Anxiety refers to the recognition that the events with which

the individual driver is confronted, lie outside the range of convenience of the

individual driver's construct system. Drivers are likely to feel anxious Vvtten theyare

experiencing a new event. For instance, the person driving through fast moving

traffic in an unfamiliar town or city, is likely to feel anxious. This resembles anormal

or realistic level of anxiety (for adiscussion of the types of anxiety see paragraph

6.3.3). Feist and Feist (2002:449) state that people experience threatVvtten they

perceive that the stability of their basic constructs is likely to be shaken. A threat

can be defined as the awareness of imminent comprehensive change in the

individual's core structures. For instance, during driving, motorvehicle drivers may

feel threatened by the prospect of change, even change for the proper and

accepted style of driving behavi0L!!" Vvttich will result in conformity with the Road .

Traffic Act. If they see a traffic officer as a possible instigator of change, they are

likely to view such traffic officer as a threat to their deviant driving behaviour.

Deviant drivers may resist change and construe the traffic officer's behaviour in a

negative style. This kind of resistance and negative transference are means of

reducing threat and maintaining existing personal constructs (deviant driving

behaviour) (Feist & Feist 2002:449).

Fear entails a relatively well-defined response to real or imagined danger. Unlike

anxiety, which tends to be amore chronic condition, fear is ofatemporary nature

that relates to extemal events. Feist and Feist (2002:449) opine that fear is more

specific and incidental. For instance, an individual may drive his or her motor

vehicle dangerously as the result of anger or exuberance. These impulses may

become threatening Vvtten he or she realises that he or she may run over a

pedestrian or may be arrested for inconsiderate or reckless driving. In this case,
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a comprehensive portion of the driver's personal constructs is threatened. If he

or she is suddenly confronted with the probability of smashing his or her motor

vehicle, he or she is likely to experience fear. Threat, on the other hand, demands

acomprehensive restructuring; fear is incidental. Psychological disturbance results

when either anxiety, fear and threat prevent a driver from feeling secure.

6.3.2 Origin of anxidy

Origin of anxiety can be accounted for in relation to three types of responses to

danger: the startle pattern, the indifferentiated emotional response and a

differentiated emotional (fear) response (May 1977:220). The startle pattem has

as its most prominent feature, a general flexion of the body. The emergency

changes are ofvarious kinds. The heartspeeds up, blood pressure increases, and

the pulse is quickened. In cases of extreme anxiety, palpitation of the heart and

pain in the chest may be experienced. Another anxiety symptom is related to

respiration. The breathing rate also increases (May 1977:55). Anxiety permeates

and influences the entire body. This constitutes the physiological basis of anxiety.

It might be difficult for the driver to comprehend what is taking place. The

psychological side of anxiety is closely related to everyday worry. For instance,

drivers (respondents) maybeworried about doing thewrong things when driving

in cities or big towns (see Annexure A). Anxious driving behaviour may be

aroused by change to a nevv traffic environment, repeated failures and any

situation in which the physical, emotional, social or· intellectual environment

become too stressful (May 1977:56-57; Feist & Feist 2002:144--148).

Drivers may startle before they actually know what threatens them. The startle

pattern is therefore pre-emotional. It is an immediate response to sudden, intense

stimulationwhich demands some out-of-the-ordinary response by the driver. The

startle pattern is the first indication that a gap exists between individual (driver)
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and his or her ·world" (May 1977:56). The startle pattem belongs to the general

type of response known as "catastrophic reaction". The individual (driver) is

thrown into a catastrophic condition when he or she cannot cope with the

demands of the (traffic) environment and, therefore, feels a threat to his or her

existence. A.nxiety is thus the subjective experience by the individual (driver) in

a catastrophic condition.

6.3.3 Types of anxiety

Anxiety serves as an ego-preserving mechanism, because it signals that some

danger is imminent Anxiety allows the constantly vigilant ego to be on the alert

for signs of threat and danger. The signal of impending danger stimulates persons

to mobilise, eitherby means of fighting bac~ defending themselves, or flight Only

the ego can produce or feel anxiety, but the id, superego and extemal world are

each involved in different kinds of anxiety. Feist and Feist (2002:34) identify three

types of anxiety: neurotic anxiety, moral anxiety and realist anxiety.

6.3.3.1 Neurotic orpathologicalanxiety

Neurotic anxiety is defined as apprehension about an unknown danger.,

neurotic anxiety occurs when the capacity for coping adequatelywith threats

is notobjective but subjective. Subjectivity implies that neurotic anxiety is due
,

to inner psychological patterns and conflicts which prevent the individual

(driver) from using his or herpowers. Feistand Feist (2002:34) further maintain

that individuals may experience neurotic anxiety in the presence of a driving

instructor, an examiner for driving licences, an employer, a teacher or some

other authority figure. This might be due to the fact that they previously

experienced unconscious feelings of destructiveness against one or both

parents. At the early stages of development, these feelings of hostility are
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often accompanied by fear of punishment This fear of punishment thus

becomes generalised into unconscious neurotic anxiety.

6.3.3.2 Moral anxiety

Feist and Feist (2002:34) proffered that moral anxiety sterns from the conflict

between the ego and superego. Individuals may experience anxiety as an

outgrowth of the conflict between the realistic needs and dictates of the

superego. For instance, moral anxiety would result from sexual temptations if

individuals believe that yielding to the temptation would be morally wrong.

It may also result from failure to behave consistently with what is regarded as

morally right such as failing to care for one's aging parents.

6.3.3.3 Realistic ornormalanxieIT

Realistic or normal anxiety continues throughout life in the form of what Freud

termed ·objective anxiety" (Feist & Feist 2002:34; May 1997:209-210).

Realistic anxiety bears a close resemblance to fear. Realistic anxiety is also

. defined as an unpleasant non-specific feeling involving apossible danger. For

instance, motorvehicle drivers mayexperience realistic or normal anxietywhile

driving in heavy, fast-moving traffic and when tailing a minibus taxi or tailed by

a minibus taxi (see Annexure A). It should be noted that realistic anxiety is

different from fear in that it does not involve aspecific fearful object. A driver

would experience fear, for example, when the motorvehicle suddenly began

sliding out of control on an icy public road.
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6.3.4 Rol~ of anxidy in (driv~r) pusonality

Organisation and disorganisation anxietyplays two importantroles in the dynamics

of (driver) personality organisation and disorganisation: it seNes both as a signal

and a symptom (Feist & Feist 2002:35-39). Anxiety as a signal plays the role of

alerting the driver to impending danger. It also makes it possible for the individual

(driver) to set into motion the defensive and adjustive processes which will SeNe

to protect the individual against inner threats. The principal defense mechanisms

identified by Freud include repression, undoing, isolation, reaction formation,

displacemen~ fixation, regression, projection, introjection, and sublimation (Feist

& Feist 2002:35-39). It is not intended to discuss these defense mechanisms in

more finer detail. It suffice to mention to the reader that defense mechanisms

protect the ego against anxiety. They are universal in that every individual (driver)

engages in defensive behaviour to a certain degree. Each defense mechanism,

combined with repression, can be carried to the point of psychopathology. In

the normal course of events, defense mechanisms are beneficial to the individual

(driver) and harmless to society. Feist and Feist (2002:39) maintain that

sublimation is the on~ defense mechanism which usual~ produces benefits both

to the individual (driver) and to society.

Anxiety, as a symptom, is an expression of the breakdown of the defensive

operations of the individual (driver). In this role, anxiety becomes the basic

symptom in all psychoneurotic disorders (Hi/gard et al. 1979:447-448; Feist &

Feist 2002:161-162).

The objective of the present study is to uncover information in attitudinal context

regarding aggression and anxiety among drivers of motor vehicles, and to elicit

what influence, if any, aggression and anxiety may have on deviant driving

behaviour - especial~ as far as the commission of traffic offences is concemed.
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Paragraph 6.4 deals with the presentation and analysis of data pertaining to

deviant driving (traffic offences), and aggressive-anxious driving behaviour.

6.4 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

It is crucial to render statistical evidence reflecting differences between aggressive

anxious driving behaviourand various aspects ofmotorvehicle driving experience. In the

present study, aspects relating to driving experience that are cross-correlated with

aggression and anxiety, include:

• leaming to drive at a driving school (formal driver-training),

• informal driver-training, and

• passing a driving test at first attempt (see Annexure A).

The researchercontends thatsuch driving experience mayhave an impact on aggressive

and anxious driving behaviour among motor vehicle drivers in the sample. It is possible

that the impact might manifest itself in deviant driving behaviour (commission of traffic

offences). This necessitated the testing of the NUll-hypothesis: "Drivers who display

aggressive and anxious driving behaviour are not inclined to commit traffic offences.'
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TABLE 6.1: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGGRESSIVE·ANXIOUS DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR AND LEARNED TO DRIVE AT A DRMNG SCHOOL

Aggression

Anxiety

(N=722)

Scale Sum of cif Mean
Squares Squares

BG 2.331 4 0.583
WG 268.062 717 0.374
T 270.393 721

BG 2.158 4 0.540
WG 267.086 717
T 270.086 721

F Sig_

1.559 0.184

1.442 0.218
0.007*

* p s 0.05: Significant (Chi-square)
8G: Between Groups; WG, Within Groups; T Total; cif degrees of freedom; f F-vaJue

.ANOVA statistics in Table 6.1 reveals that differences between deviantdriving behaviour

(with specific reference to aggression and anxiety), and learning to drive at driving

schools, are not significant

However, Chi-square computations yielded significant differences between anxiety and

learning to drive at driving schools (0.007*). It has been observed that 42 percent of

respondents who learned to drive at driving schools, displayed an anxious approach to

driving. Respondents who did not learn to drive at driving schools are accounted for in

35 percent cases of anxious driving behaviour.
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TABLE 6.2: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGGRESSIVE·ANXIOUS DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR AND INFORMAL DRIVER-TRAINING (N=722)

Scale Samof cif MUll F Sig.
Sqaanrs Sqaanrs

Aggression BG 40.331 4 10.083 1.559 0061
WG 3194.262 717 4.455 0.001**
T 3234.593 721

Anxiety BG 79.324 4 19.831 1.442 0.001*
WG 3150.510 717 4.400 0.001**
T 3229.834 721

* P 5: 0.05: Significant (ANOVA)
** P ;; 0.05: Significant (Chi-square)
BG: Between Groups; WG: Within Groups; T: Total; df: degrees of freedom; F: F-vaJue

It is apparent that there arevarious options pertaining to driver-training. An individual can

be taught to drive by a friend, relative, employer, him or herself, or non of the above

mentioned (see Annexure A). It becomes, therefore, essential to establish lNhether any

differences exist or not, between aggressive-anxious driving behaviour and informal

driver-training.

ANOVA computations reveals that aggression does not differ according to informal

driver-training (seeTable 6.2). Chi-square, however, yielded significantdifferences in this

regard (0.001 **). Table 6.2 further reveals that both Chi-square and MOVA statistical

analyses yieldedsignificantdifferences in relation to correlations between anxious driving

behaviour and informal driver training (0.001 * and 0.001 ** respectively).

Respondents who leamed to drive a motor vehicle other than at driving schools,

reported an aggressive approach to driving as follows:

• other category: 100 percent

• employer and self: 45 percent respectively

• friend: 30 percent and
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• relative: 22 percent

An anxious inclination to driving has been observed among respondents who learned

to drive through informal driver-training (see Table 6.2). Distribution of anxious driving

behaviour is as follo\NS:

• other category: 100 percent

• employer: 73 percent

• self: 64 percent

• friend: 28 percent and

• relative: 25 percent

TABLE 6.3:

Aggression

Anxiety

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AGGRESSIVE-ANXIOUS DRIVING

BEHAVIOUR AND PASSED DRMNG TEST AT FIRST AnEMPT

(N=722)

Scale Sum of cif Meaa F Sill·
Sqaares Sqaares

BG 6.271 4 1.588 4.784 0.001 *
WG 234.959 717 0.328 0.000**
T 241.230 721

BG 1.533 4 0.383 1.145 0.334
WG 239.572 717 0.335
T 241.104 721

* p ,; 0.05: Significant (ANOVA)
** P ,; 0.05: Significant (Chi-square) .
BG: Between Groups; WG: Within Groups; T: Total; df: degrees of freedom; F: F-value

Table 6.3 portrays that aggressive driving behaviour differs significantly according to

passing a driving test at first attempt Both ANOVA and Chi-square statistics yielded

significant levels (0.001 * and 0.000** respectively). Respondents who passed driving

tests at first attempt reported the highest aggression (28%), whilst those who did not

pass at first attempt reported the lowest aggression (25%).
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It is evidenterable 6.3) that differences between anxious driving behaviour and obtaining

adriving licence at first attempt, are not significant This has been confirmed byANOVA

and Chi-square statistical analyses.

TABLE6A: CORRELATION BETWEEN DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(TRAFFIC OFFENCES) AND LEARNED TO DRIVE AT A DRMNG

SCHOOL (N=7t2)

Scale Value cif Sig. (l-sidRd)

Offensive drMng 26.585' 15 0.032'

Document offences 34.969' 18 0.010'

Vehicle defects 17.776' 12 0.123

• P s 0.05, Significant

Table 6.4 portrays the manifestation of deviant driving behaviour in the form of the

commission of traffic offences (traffic law violations). Khoza (1993:71) arbitrarily

dichotomised traffic offences into three discrete categories:

• driving offences (in the present study the scale is referred to as

offensive driving)

• vehicle-related offences (in the presentstudy the scale is referred to as

vehicle defects) and

• document offences (see Annexure A).

ANOVAcomputationsyielded differences between traffic offences and learned to drive

at driving schools that are not significant Conversely, Chi-square tests yielded significant

differences in relation to offensive driving and document offences (see Table 6.4). Chi

square tests also confirmed ANOVA computations namely that differences between

vehicle defects and leamed to drive at driving schools are not significant.
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Respondents vvho leamed to drive at driving schools reported the highest offensive

driving behaviour ~ 40 percent, compared to respondents who did not leam to drive

at'driving schools - 39 percent

Respondents vvho did not leam to drive at driving schools, reported the highest traffic

law violations (document offences) - 42 percent, whereas respondents vvho acquired

their driver-training through formal instruction atdrivingschools, reported lowerviolations

(document offences) - 21 percent

The researcher deemed it necessary to establish differences between deviant driving

behaviour (with particular reference to traffic offences) and informal driver-training.

Application of ANOVA and Chi-square statistics yielded differences that are not

significant in relation to all three scales of traffic offences (see Table 6.5).

TABLE 6.5: CORRELATION BETWEEN DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(TRAFFIC OFFENCES) AND INFORMAL DRIVER-TRAINING

(N=7!!)

Scale SUID of cif Meu F Sig.
Squares Squares

Offensive drMng 8G 11.417 5 2.283 0.507 0.771
WG 3219.859 716 4.503
T 3231.276 721

Document offences 8G 49.581 6 8.264 1.855 0.086-
WG 3176.946 715 4.456
T 3226.528 721

Vehicle defects 8G 40.361 4 10.090 2.265 0.061
WG 3194.232 717 4.455
T 3234.593 721

BG, Between Groups; WG, Within Groups; T Total; dt degrees of freedom; F, F-value
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TABLE 6.6: CORRELATION BETWEEN DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(TRAFfIC OFFENCES) AND PASSED DRIVING TEST AT FIRST

ATTEMPT (N=722)

Scale Sum of cif MeaD F Sill.
Squares Squares

Offensive driving BG 4.424 5 0.885 2.673 0.021'
WG 236.680 716 0.331
T ·241.104 721

Document offences BG 7.504 6 1.251 3.829 0001'
WG 232.890 715 0.327 0.000"
T ·240.394 721

Vehicle defects BG 6.970 4 1.743 5.333 0.000'
WG 234.230 717 0.377 0.001"
T 241.230 721

• p ,,0.05: Significant (ANOVA)
., P ,,0.05: Significant (Chi-square)
BG: Between Groups; WG: Within Groups; T: Total; df: degrees of freedom; F: F-value

Table 6.6 reveals thatdifferences (correlations) between traffic offences and the passing

of adriving test at first attempt are significantly related at the 0.05 level. MOVA and Chi

square statistical tests were administered to establish the possible existence of such

differences. Significantdifferenceswere recorded in relation to all the scales (categories)

of traffic offences contained in the table. Chi-square test yielded no significant

differences in relation to offensive driving, while MOVA statistics yielded significant

differences in this regard (see Table 6.6).

Respondents who didnotpass their driving tests at first attemp~ reported the higher

deviant driving behaviour indicated below:

• vehicle defects: 47 percent

• offensive driving: 45 percent and

• document offences: 28 percent
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lower scores of deviant driving behaviourwere recorded for respondents who passed

their driving tests at first attempt:

• vehicle defects: 32 percent

• offensive driving: 29 percent

• document offences: 12 percent

Subsequently, it is important to ascertain whether any correlations exist between deviant

driving behaviour (traffic offences) and aggression. In this regard, it has become

imperative to facilitate the testing of the NUll-hypothesis: "Drivers displaying aggressive

and anxious driving behaviour are not inclined to commit traffic offence:

TABLE 6.7: CORRELATION BETWEEN DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(TRAFFIC OmNCES) AND AGGRESSION (N=722)

Seal.. (Traffic Off....ccs) Value cif Sig. (I-tailed)

Offensive driving 53.633' 12 0.000·

Document offences 324.764' 16 0.000·

Vehicle defects 201.218' 16 0.000·

• p ;; 0.05: Significant; df: degrees of freedom

Table 6.7 reveals that there are significant correlations (differences) between traffic

offences and aggressive driving behaviour. Correlations were obtained by utilising Chi

square statistical tests. Higher scores of traffic offences have been observed among

respondents who displayed aggressive driving behaviour. This observation applies to all

the following traffic offence-scales:

• document offences: 68 percent

• vehicle defects: 37 percent and

• offensive driving: 34 percent
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Respondents who did not display aggressive driving behaviour, reported somewhat

lower to extremely low scores in respect of the following traffic offences:

• document offences: 38 percent and

• offensive driving and vehicle defects: 6 percent respectively.

The Null-hypothesis is therefore rejected. Statistical evidence reveals that drivers

displaying aggressive driving behaviour are more inclined to commit traffic offences.

Chi-square statistics were also utilised to establish correlation between traffic offences

and anxious driving behaviour. To achieve this aim, it has become essential to test the

null-hypothesis: "Drivers displaying anxious driving behaviour are not inclined to commit

traffic offence.'

TABLE 6.8: CORRELATION BETWEEN DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

(TRAFFIC OFFENCES) AND ANXlm (N=7I2)

Scale (Traffic Offoca)

Offensive driving

Document offences

Value df Si,. (I-tailed)

14.801' 12 0.253

121.377' 16 0.000'

Vehicle defects 111.367' 16 0.000'

• p ;; 0.05, Significant; df, degrees of freedom
14.801', 12 cells (60.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .00.
121.377', 13 cells (52.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .02.
111.367', 12 cells (48.0%) have expected countless than 5. The minimum expected count is .06.

Table 6.8 reveals that there are correlations between two categories of traffic offences:

• document offences (0.000*)

• vehicle defects (0.000*) and anxious driving behaviour.
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Differences between offensive driving and anxiety are not significant This implies no

correlation between offensive driving behaviour and anxiety.

Respondents who displayed an anxious approach to driving, scored higher on

document offences than those who did not:

• respondents who displayed anxious driving behaviour: 23 percentand

• respondents who did not displayed anxious driving behaviour: 3

percent

The operation of defective motor vehicles yielded the following scores:

• respondents who displayed anxious driving behaviour: 47 percentand

• respondents who did not displayed anxious driving behaviour: 22

percent

It would be safe to make the deduction that drivers who display anxious driving

behaviour, are more inclined to commit document offences and also more inclined to

operate defective motor vehicles. This implies apartial rejection of the NUll-hypothesis,

because they are not likely to commit driving offences.

Correlations havebeen effected between deviantdriving behaviour (traffic offences) and

driving test passed at first attempt (Table 6.7). There are correlations (significant

differences) between motor vehicle defects and driving test passed at first attempt, as

one of the aspects relating to driving experience.
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TABLE6.9t MOTOR VEHICLE DEFECTS AS CONTRIBUTORY FACTORS TO

FATAL ACCIDENTS (N=8 135)

MotDl' V....ide Defects

CNerloaded-eargotl'assengers

Faulty brakes

Tyre burst prior to acddent

Smooth tyres

Ushts (faulty, not switched on, bJindins dirty back Jishts)

Other

Unknown

Total

Frequucy Percartase

44 0.54

107 1.29

311 3.82

18 0.25

43 0.54

1070 13.15

6542 80.41

8135 100.00

Source, National Fatal Accidents Information Centre, Pretoria

Table 6.9 reports the status of motor vehicle defects (vehicle-related factors) as

contributory causes in respect of crashes and fatal accidents in South Africa for the

period 01 July 2002 to 30 June 2003. In the present study, defective brakes and tyres

have been included in the measuring instrument (Annexure A). The other two variables

in this scale are not reflected in Table 6.9, but it can be assumed that these variables may

be inclusive in categories 'other" or "unknown". The 'unknown category" of vehicle

defects produced the highest scores (80.41 %), whilst other defects account for:

• defective brakes: 1.29 percent

• tyre burst: 3.82 percent and

• smooth tyres: 0.25 percent

6.5 SUMMARY

It appears from the foregoing statistical information that, although some drivers who have

successfully passed their driving tests, are yet unfit to drive motor vehicles. This state of

"unfitness" is due to factors other than those covered by the driving test situation. Some
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individual attitude sooner or later manifests itself in the kind of assressive and anxious

driving that culminates into deviant driving behaviour. Aggression refers to various

fundamentally different types of behaviour resulting in the infliction of harm to another

person. The mass media frequently use the term "road rage" to describe this kind of

deviant driving behaviour.

There are two types of assression: hostile (or affective) aggression, and instrumental

aggression. Hostile (affective) agsression is a response to some eventwhilst instrumental

aggression aims at obtaining rewards other than the victim's suffering. "Road rage" is

therefore symbolic of being "enraged" (hostile or affective aggression) whilst driving a

motor vehicle.

Anysituation that threatens the well-being ofan individual driver is assumed to produce

and display astate ofanxious driving behaviour. Anxiety refers to the unpleasantemotion

characterised by worry and fear. This state of mind is often accompanied by a physical

sensation thatwams the driver against impending dangerwhich, in turn, stimulates drivers

to mobilise to either fight back (defend) or flight There are three types of anxiety:

(a) neurotic or pathological anxiety

(b) moral anxiety and

(c) realistic (or objective) anxiety.

Motorvehicle drivers may experience realistic anxietywhile driving in dense orheavy fast

moving traffic.

Statistical evidence in the present study suggests the following:

(1) Respondents who have learned to drive at (formal) driving schools,

displayed a more anxious approach to driving than those who have
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learned to drive through informal driver-instruction. There is a

positive correlation between anxious driving behaviour and formal

driver-training at driving schools.

(2) There is also a positive correlation between deviant driving

behaviour (aggression and anxiety) and informal driver-training. This

finding implies a correlation between deviant driving behaviour and

informal driver-training.

(3) It has been established that there is a positive correlation between

deviantdriving behaviour and passing amotor vehicle driving testat

first attempt The Chi-square test also confirmed that aggressive

deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to passing a

driving test at first attempt

(4) Significant differencesbetween traffic offences (driving offences and

document offences) and learning to drive amotor vehicle at driving

schools, had been established through theapplication ofChi-square

test. There is a positive relationship between traffic offences and

learning to drive at driving schools.

(5) Traffic offences (offensive driving, document offences and vehicle

defects) differ significantly according to passing adriving test at first

attempt A positive correlation exist between traffic offences and

passing a driving test at first attempt

(6) A positive correlations also exists between three traffic offence

scales and aggressive driving behaviour. The Null-hypothesis has

therefore been rejected, because motor vehicle drivers displaying
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aggressive driving behaviourare more aptto commit traffic offences.

(7) Significantdifferences and positive correlations exist between traffic

offences (document offences and vehicle defects) and anxious

driving behaviour. The Null-hypothesis has been partially rejected.

Motor vehicle drivers who display anxious driving behaviour are

more inclined to commitdocumentoffences and operate defective

motor vehicles.
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CHAPTER 7

TRAFFIC POLICING

7.1 INTRODUmON

The presence of the automobile on South African public roads and the incidence of

traffic offences (deviant drMng behaviour) are inextricably linked to each other. Apart

from using motor vehicles for avariety ofpurposes, they are interaliaalso regularly used

for criminal purposes such as to reach a crime target, or to flee from a crime scene, or

to transport stolen goods. The attractiveness of motor vehicles as a financial asset,

undeniably contributes towards it becoming a theft target The availability of motor

vehicles has served to vastly increase the operation of modem criminals. The reality is

that there are currently many motor vehicles on South African roads. A great many of

what start as "routine" traffic encounters between traffic police officers and the public,

often culminate in serious traffic offences. It is essential that every police official should

be aware that traffic policing is nonetheless an inescapable part of his or her overall task

to protect and serve the public. A police official would not hesitate to take action

against an intoxicated person running down the street firing a pistol at random. Some

police officials might feel that getting drunk drivers off the road is not really part of their

crime prevention function. Fact is: several motor vehicles may pose a greater danger to

public safety than the discharge of a firearm. People who are concemed about the

incidence of violent crime in society may soon also discover that the amount of deaths

and human suffering generated by traffic accidents each year, is perhaps greater than that

produced by various forms of crime. Other financial implications of traffic accidents

(most of which are caused as aresult of deviant driving behaviour), result in economic

loss, due to damaged motorvehicles, loss of income, insurance claims, lawsuits, medical

expenditure, etc.
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It is, therefore, evident that problems generated by motor vehicle transportation can

never be alleviated by amateurs. There is a need for trained experts in the dynamics of

modem traffic policing such as high speed and heavy-volume traffic control. The public

almost mechanically tum to traffic police for traffic flow, order and safety. The traffic

problem is not limited to large cities.

Local govemment officials have long since been confronted with the necessity of facing

up to the problem of asmooth traffic flow, traffic safety and security, traffic offences and

accidents, parking, traffic congestion, and the like. It would be extremely difficult to find

a community, no matter how small, that is not presented with a traffic problem in some

degree. Traffic policing (traffic regulation and control) in all communities has now

become big business. The problem has been compounded to the point where the

application of the principles of sound traffic management is mandatory.

7.2 ROAD TRAF"C LEGISLATION IN SOUTH AfRICA

The considerable increase in motorvehicles on the road, the high rate of road accidents,

the voluminous number of traffic law violations (deviant driving behaviour), and the

assumption that road safety cannot be guaranteed by improvements to road and

environmental conditions, has necessitated the enactment and review of road traffic

legislation (Khoza 1993:30). Traffic legislation does not simply depend upon its

enforceability in achieving voluntary obedience amongst road users, but also on inherent

consistency and predictability. This is also another rationale for enacting road traffic

legislation. Traffic legislation may be directed at the traffic laws and not taking into

account the· consequences thereof. The point of focus, therefore, becomes the

enforceable nature of traffic legislation rather than its execution. The architects of traffic

legislation often adopt their own individual attitude and approach to traffic problems as

a point of departure, without giving due consideration to that of the community. This

may result in inflexible traffic legislation, whilst the community INhere it is supposed to be
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implemented, is changing rapidty.

7.2.1 ObjedivG and fundions of traffic legislation

Traffic legislation is usualty enacted with specific objectives (Kriel 1974:2;

Barkhuizen 1967:300). Traffic legislation should reflect the interest of the

community rather than simpty representing a set of enforceable rules. In this

sense, therefore, traffic legislation aims at maintaining an equilibrium in order to

best serve the interests of the community.

7.2.1.1 Objectives oftraHielegislatioll

Leonard and More (1987:381-382) maintain that traffic laws are created to

ensure the orderty flow of traffic, as well as road safety by achieving a

meaningful balance between traffic flow, road safety and the economy.

Traffic laws regulate road behaviour in the interests ofsocial order (Rosnow

& Georgondi 1986:5).

The contextual approach to traffic legislation establishes a balance

between context (the set of circumstances surrounding an event) and

texture (the attributes or nature that gives an event its peculiar character).

This differs from the interactionalapproach which equates contextwith the

environment The same argument may be adduced when it comes to the

differences bet\Neen contextual and situational traffic policing.

Contextualisation is not as linear as interactionism and situationism. It is

neither static and predetermined. Page (1983:xiv) states: ·Situationism is

an extemal determinism, while trait theory is an intemal determinism; when

we combine these, we will get determinism both extemal and intemal".

Human understanding is always characterised by individuality. The nature
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of social realities is also constantly changing. This implies that every

interpretation of traffic legislation should be continually re-evaluated. The

scientific goals of understanding, predicting and control appear feasible

only if they are viewed in broad socio-historical and cultural frameworks.

Society and culture are therefore techniques that should be used in order

to comprehend road traffic legislation.

Barkhuizen (1967:300) maintains that traffic legislation has a number of

broad and diverse objectives:

(a) itprescribes certain standards ofbehaviour for individual road users

andjudges certain types of traffic conduct Such behaviour should

not amount to negligence or recklessness;

(b) standards of safe behaviour should be brought into line with the

wishes and demands of road users;

(c) the various traffic prescriptions (Road Traffic Act and Regulations)

should be consistent with each other;

(d) traffic legislation is directed at the determination of guilt and

responsibility in road accidents;

(e) traffic legislation contains objectives relating to environmental

elements influencing traffic. For instance, buildings and other

features should not obstruct visibility or flow of traffic; and

(f) legal measures aimed at promotion of road safetyshould always go

hand in hand with the improvement of road and environmental
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conditions.

A great deal of traffic legislation consists of a series of road safety

prescriptions in written form. The practical objective is to lay down rules

of traffic conduct so that every road user will know exactly what is

expected of him or her (Barkhuizen 1967:300).

Function 0/traHieJef}isJation

The comprehensive function of traffic legislation is to ensure order on

roads, and to control and prevent deviant driving behaviour (Oosthuizen

1975:12-13; Leonard & More 1987:381). Sound principles regarding the

use of roads should be adhered to. To regulate the flow of traffic, drivers

ofmotorvehicles should observe all traffic signs, rules and regulations. The

application is aimed at the reduction of risky conduct on the part of the

road user with the purpose of controlling his or her behaviour which can

make aconsiderable contribution towards fulfilling the objectives of traffic

legislation. Objectives of traffic legislation are more easily achieved when

they are supported by positive public opinion, attitudes and voluntary

compliance (Khoza 1993:33).

Apparently, the main function of traffic legislation in relation to road safety

and identification ofdeviantdrivers, is to reinforce the duty to take care by

providing additional safeguards in Situations of potential danger. Justice

Broome (OdendaaI1968:35) once remarked:

"These safeguards, involving as theydo the creation ofquite

arbitrary criminal offences, are rough and ready, but they are

the best that can be devised. They have the obvious
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disadvantage of making punishable conduct lNhich is not

inherently wrong and which often does not involve any

failure to take due care, but that is the price we mustpay for

safer roads."

Kriel (1974:5-7) is of the opinion that effective functioning of traffic

legislation may be influenced by a variety of factors. Factors that are

characteristic of the application of traffic legislation also create various

problems, for instance, the so-called "victimless traffic offences". A fair

percentage of traffic offences may be classified as such, because there is

no specific complaintand immediatevictim. Traffic legislation evolved with

increased use and complexity of human nature. For traffic legislation to

become operative, itmustbe consistentwith the principles ofcrimina/law.

Traffic offences can. therefore, be seen as deviant driving behaviour for

lNhich there are prescribed sanctions. This implies that traffic legislation

consists ofvarious elements (corpus delicitJ) that must be present in each

traffic offence before it constitutes a complete action. \\/'hen all elements

are present, the traffic offence is complete, regardless of the state of mind

of the deviant driver (Khoza 1993:34),

7.2.2 Problans affecting traffic Iqislation

In addition to the road user, application of traffic legislation and legal aspects

thereof, several problems affecting traffic legislation may be identified (Kriel

1974:6; Kirkham & Wollan 1980:72-73). Traffic legislation defines rules, guidelines,

dutiesand limitations applicable to drivers, pedestrians, motorvehicles, roads and

road traffic signs, It is therefore apparent that traffic rules promote preventive

rather than repressive traffic control. The National Road Traffic Act, no. 29 of 1996

and its Regulations require all road users voluntarily to submit to reasonable
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restrictions, the objective being to lower the rate ofdeviant drMng behaviourand

road accidents. These prescriptions impose a further duty on the police and

traffic officer and demand of them specific high quality law enforcement through

discretion, determination of tolerance thresholds and selective traffic law

enforcement (Khoza 1993:34-35).

7.2.2.1

7.2.2.2

Criticisms against traBic legislatiDn

Numerous criticisms have been levelled against traffic legislation:

(a) there are too many provisions of a too diverse nature;

Cb) correct road behaviour may not necessarily promote easy flow of

traffic (Barkhuizen 1967:296). This implies that permissible road

behaviour may still not be safe road behaviour; and

(c) the total traffic system needs to be augmented because it is

outdated and contains numerous shortcomings, especially with

regard to penalisation of deviant drivers which appears to be too

light (Erlank & ROllX 1967:104; Leonard & IWJre 1987:376-383).

Acceptabilityandpracticability DI trafflc legislatiDn

Acceptability and practicability of traffic legislation is contingent upon the

following basic requirements:

(a) it must actually relate to deviant driving behaviour and penalisation

thereof;
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(b) it must elicit the support of public acceptance and attitudes. The

public may think that the existence of traffic legislation and its

enforcementconstitute asource of revenue, and it merelyserves as

"... a measuring stick for the determination of civil liability of those

involved in automobile accidents" (Barkhuizen 1967:299); and lastly

(c) it must be enforced (C1oete & Conradie 1984:75-76; leonard &

More 1987:381).

DiHerentialnature of traHie legislation

There are fundamental differences pertaining to the essential nature of

traffic legislation. The commentarythatfollovvs, highlights these differences:

(a) It is a dubious fact to regard deviant drMng behaviour as criminality

and that deviant driVers should be treated as offenders in the true

sense of the word (Khoza 1993:36). Deviant driving behaviour

should be classified under the "grey area", i.e., between socially

accepted behaviour and clearly unlawful actions. This distinction

will imply that deviant driving behaviour is not so dangerous to

jUstify traffic police action. Gardiner (1969:3) opines:

"From the point of view of the public police

decisions on these questions are important factors in

delineating the boundaries between the social values

of liberty and order to security. From the point of

view of the police, the need to make decisions

within this limited area challenges the policeman's

commitment to the public expectation that all lavvs
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will be literalty enforced, and also trains the public's

support for the police in more serious matters:

(b) Deviantdrivingbehaviour is aunique phenomenon. This implies that

it should not be equated with the laws of the country. It should,

therefore, bejudged by special courts and be treated by means of

special methods (Er'lank & RolJX 1967:127; MacMillan 1975:75-77).

(c) Deviant driving behaviour holds no social stigmatisation for most

drivers (MacMillan 1975:75-76). The NationalAdvisoryCommission

(1973:227) remarked as follovvs: "It is therefore a basic tenet and

an underlying assumption of traffic law enforcement that people

regufarty and without any natural consciousness of wrongdoing

violate laws designed to ensure safe use of the highways:

Public DpiniDn andattitlldes tDwards traHic legislatiDn

Public opinion and attitudes is predominantty inclined to identify a police

or traffic officer's action amounting to clear breaches of the law or

breaches of natural law, such as murder (Gardiner 1969:3; Kirkham &

Wollan 1980:72-73). Erlank and RolJX (1967:126) are of the opinion that

traffic accidents and deviant driving behaviour are not traffic offences

because they are not committed intentionalty. It is for this reason that there

is a notion that deviant driving behaviour should not be regarded ordinary

criminal behaviour. Traffic legislation should not be applied in the same

strict or relentless way. Deviant drivers should be tried by special traffic

courts and should also be treated by means ofunique techniques. These

demands do not merety and with decriminalisation, but the extend the

demand for traffic depolicing. Trafficdepolicing implies that minor traffic
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offences should be overlooked if they do not threaten or endanger other

road users. According to Myren (Radelet 1973:47) traffic legislation is

purely a set of norms for convenience and is not as such part of the legal

code. Traffic law enforcement is, therefore, not a police function.

Willett (1964:3-8) opines that traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour)

are ordinary crimes and traffic offenders (deviant drivers) should be

penalised. It is thus possible that abreakdown in law and order may start

at the level of traffic police corruption. Weston (1978:4) expresses a

neutral opinion in this regard: "The provisions of a vehicle code are

sanctioned law, even though most of the regulated actions are

noncriminal.· Seen legally, traffic lavvs are superfluous if they are not

maintained on the same level as the ordinary laws of the land. Common

law prescribes that human beings should take reasonable precautions so

that others are not injured. The use and extension of road transportation

created a need for specific road traffic legislation. Architects of traffic

legislation rightly believed that carelessness on roads is an offence against

the state and is therefore punishable. Traffic legislation, therefore, belongs

to the legal code and should, as such, be enforced as a code of traffic

conduct It follows, then, that traffic legislation is therefore acceptable to

mostpeople and that its enforcement is a police and traffic police function

(Khoza 1993:38).

Inaccurate andunreliable data

Traffic legislation is also fraught with the problem of inaccurate and

unreliable data. The objectives of traffic legislation can be executed much

more effectively if it is based on accurate, meaningful and reliable data. In

this regard, there are numerous shortcomings in traffic legislation. There is
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a dearth of technical research findings to provide the legislator with the

necessary facts regarding (road) deviant driving behaviour. legislative

bodies have meagre resources and manpower to analyse and assess traffic

legislation (Kriel 1974:6). This, therefore, results in vagueness and

ambiguities in traffic legislation which creates problems in the adjudication

of deviant driving behaviour and problems for road users.

Risk-analysis

Entering the traffic situation is a calculated risk. Risk-taking refers to

decision-making which is surrounded byan aura of uncertainty. One of the

functions of traffic legislation is, without doubt to prohibit risky behaviour

by the road user and in this way to eliminate it Sabey and Taylor (Schwing

& A1bers 1980:44) describe it as follows:

"In broad terms travel by road is understood by most of us

to involve some risk, though the level of this risk is only dimly

perceived and rarely called into prominence because it has

been with people almost all of their lives. Daily journeys

from the home are commonplace ... Road accidents are

associated with a well-founded activity which almost

everyone needs and wants to be involved in; the road

accident situation is therefore very different from many

threats to personal safetywhich are far less well appreciated

and sometimes not even recognised until irreparable

damage has occurred to the persons affected.'

Traffic legislation that does not take risk factors into account could have

far-reaching consequences for road safety. The rationale for risk-analysis
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resides in road safety programmes not being successful. It should,

however, be noted that drivers are not always adequately informed as to

the purposeand essence oftraffic legislation and, consequently, approach

it indifferently. The reason for this seems to be that deviant driving

behaviour is not viewed with the same degree of gravity as other criminal

behaviour. Moreover, there is an absence of the usual social stigma vvhen

deviant drivers are penalised, regardless of how serious it is (Khoza

1993:40).

Diverse andcomplexnatllTe 01traHiclegislation

The nature of traffic legislation is comprehensive, diverse and complex. It

influence opinions and attitudes of road users to a large extent, because

the expression: "ignorance of the law is no excuse to escape punishment"

and everyone should know the law clearly, becomes an impossibility.

Nass media (including computing services) may bring aspects of new

traffic legislation to the attention of the public. Average road users can

hardly be expected to keep pace with all the amendments pertaining to

traffic legislation on a regular basis. This impossibility often results in road

users being penalised for violating traffic laws (deviant driving behaviour)

of which they were not aware of (Middleton 1974).

7.2.3 Application of traffic legislation

Legislation or statutory law may be found in avariety of forms, depending on the body

which created it The mostwell-known ofthis body is Parliament. Its legislation is known

as •Acts" and in this study, extensive reference will be made to the National Road Traffic

Act, Act no. 29 of 1996. The authorityor functions oftraffic officers are contained in that

Act. The objective of this chapter is to find out whether differences exist in the rating of
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certain selected aspects of traffic policing by respondents. Data will be presented and

analysed in paragraph 7.6.

Local authorities (municipalities) also have legislative powers and their legislation is known

as "by-laws". Subordinate legislative power in accordance with a law of Parliament is

sometimes given to persons holding certain positions (forexample regulations which are

decreed by aspecific Minister). Road Traffic Regulations are decreed by the Minister of

Transport (South Africa 1996). Regulations provide additional details on the application

of the principles of the National Road Traffic Act

The purpose ofthe National Road Traffic Act Act no. 29 of 1996, is to regulate traffic on

public roads. The Act regulates the powers of the officers who enforce traffic law, sets

out the qualifications for drivers ofmotorvehicles, specifies roadworthy requirements for

motor vehicles and regulates the actions of drivers on public roads. Almost all the

requirements are applicable to public roads. Traffic offences (deviant driving

behaviour) are created in the Act to ensure the safety of drivers and pedestrians on

public roads. Certain provisions in the Act, for example the control of vehicle

overloading, are specifically created to protect the road infrastructure. Although most

individuals who are involved in road transport, are aware of the National Traffic

Information System (NATlS), there is no reference to NATlS in the Act NATlS is the

computer system which is used to manage the information collected for road traffic

management Most of the elements that NATlS is responsible for, have been

implemented in South Africa. The elements ofthe Road TransportQualitySystem (RTQS)

are all contained in the Act The principles of the RTQS are the improvement of

standards on both the public and private sectors. Different elements are:

• officers

• driving licence testing centres

• vehicle testing stations

• operators

• professional drivers and
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• commerdal vehicles (RTQS vehicles).

Mostof the above elements of the RTQS have been implemented. It has been observed

that the concept of •operator fitness' for passenger vehicles has not yet been

implemented. The National Road Traffic Act, no. 29 of 1996, was implemented on 01

August 2000. Discussion of the application will be based on how the Road Traffic Act

is arranged or organised.

Interpretation ofthe Road TrafficAct

Chapter I contains definitions (South Africa 1996: Section 1, Regulation 1). It is

important to understand the importance of definitions. The legislator makes

definrtions when he or she wants to attach a specific meaning to a term or

phrase. The Act numbers are called sections. Regulation numbers are called

regulations. If a section or regulation is referred to in another section or

regulation, it means that traffic officers have to read that part as well in order to

understand the full meaning of the clause. This is also knows as cross-reference.

It is necessary to verify each definition to determine the exact scope of the

legislation.. For instance, a truck that is adapted and a diamond drill fitted to the

back of the vehicle, is stopped for overloading (deviant driving behaviour).

The definition ofagoods vehicle has to be scrutinised to determine ifa diamond

drill can be prosecuted for overloading. If a term is not defined, it is assumed

that the normal dictionary meaning is applicable. Certain terms are defined in

different Acts and do not necessarily have the same meaning. For instance,

OlM7ff is a term that means something totally different in various Acts.

Re,islering autborities andautborised oHicers

Chapter 11 sets the standards forvarious traffic law enforcementofficers and

examiners (South Africa 1996). Traffic officers must be registered and

graded. They have to obtain minimum prescribed qualifications. It is part
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ofthe RTQS to ensure that a standard is maintained for personnel involved

in road traffic management Part I deals explicitly with matters relating to

registering authorities (South Africa 1996).

Application of the Act is also addressed (South Africa 1996: Section 2;

Regulation 1A). The National Act is applicable countryvVide. This is

contrary to the Provincial Acts which are only applicable in the Province for

which they are promulgated. The Act details the following aspects of its

application:

(a) appointment of registering authorities which include, inter alia,

appointment of traffic officers, application for registration as an

inspector of licences, examiner for licences, examiner for driving

licences, etc.;

(b) powers, duties, suspension and cancellation of registration of

officers;

(c) powers and duties of traffic officers and examiners for driving

licences;

(d) failure to comply with instructions of traffic officers or examiners of

vehicles or peace officers;

(e) impersonating traffic officers; and

(f) .approval of training centres (South Africa 1996: Sections 3, 3A-3L

& 31; Regulations 1A, 1Bf 2 & 2B).
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Part 11 of Chapter 11 of the Act deals with the manner of application for

registration as inspector of licences, examiner of vehicles, examiner for

driving licences or traffic officer and manner of registration as such official

(South Africa 1996: Regulations 18 & 1C).

Registrationandlicendngo/mDtorvehidesandregistration

o/manu/actures, buildersandimporle~andmanufacturers

ofnumberplates

It is essential to understand details of how motor vehicles are registered

and licensed (South Africa 1996: Chapter Ill). All administrative

requirements regarding exemptions, special classifications, motor trade

numbers, special and temporary permits are discussed in this Chapter.

Details relating to numberplates, registration ofmanufacturers, builders and

importers and all other administrative matters are also dealt with in this

Chapter.

Details of registration and licensing of motor vehicles are contained in

regulations. Section 4 (South Africa 1996), enables the Minister of

Transport to issue regulations. Regulations 3-35 and 50-86 specifically

deal with registration and licensing ofmotorvehicles and particulars of title

holders or owners (South Africa 1996). Regulations 36-49 deals with

registration of manufacturers or importers of motor vehicles and

manufacturers of number plates (South Africa 1996). Administrative

requirements regarding circumstances in which motor vehicles may be

operated on public roads under temporary or special permit, are detailed

in regulations 84-90 (South Africa 1996).

Sections 5 and 6 (SouthAfrica 1996)regulate manufacturers, builders and
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importers of motor vehicles. Section 7 allows for an inspectorate to

inspect activities of manufacturers, builders and importers. The purpose

ofthe inspectorate is to ensure that everyaspect ofabusiness is operating

within the parameters of the law. The inspectorate must ensure that no

used parts are incorporated in new motor vehicles. Regulations 38-51

(South Africa 1996) deal with registration of manufacturers, builders and

importers of motor vehicles and manufacturers of number plates.

Fitness ofdrivers

It is essential to understand requirements individuals have to fulfil in order

to become legal drivers on public roads, provision for learners' licences,

driving licences and professional driving permits (South Africa 1996:

Chapter IY).

learners' licences are required before individuals can legally train to drive

motor vehicles on public roads. Codes and special requirements are

covered by the Act Driving licence codes, authority granted by different

codes of licenceand conversion ofold licences to newcodes of licences

are dealt with in this chapter (South Africa 1996). Suspension and

cancellation of licences by the court or administrative system is also

regulated accordingly. Functioning of the inspectorate of driving licence

centres is also prescribed. A few special provisions dealingwith exchange

of old army licences, old card type licences and foreign licences are also

outlined in this chapter.

Licensing

Driving licence testing centres requirements include: registration,
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application, grading, manner of registration, change of registration

particulars, suspension, cancellation, appointmentofinspectorate, powers

and duties of inspectorate (South Africa 1996: Sections 8-11; Regulations

91-98).

Section 12 (South Africa 1996) requires that drivers of motor vehicles

. should be licenced. The following requirements apply to licensing of

drivers of motor vehicles.

(a) Authorisation which serves as a driving licence in terms of Section

12 is dealt with extensively in Regulation 100 (South Africa 1996).

(b) Driving licence testing centres are authorised to issue a provisional

licence (also known as a learner's licence) or a drMng licence

(South Africa 1996: Section 13).

(c) Section 14 prescribes the classification and extent of leamer's or

driving licence.

(d) Categories of leamer's licences and classes of motor vehicles

pertaining to each code of leamer's licence are dealt with in

Regulation 99 (South Africa 1996). There are only three categories

of leamers' licences.

(e) Period of validity of leamers' and driving licences is stipUlated in

Regulation 101.

(f) Section 15 (South Africa 1996) deals with disqualification from

obtaining or holding leamer's or driving licence. It should be noted
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that an individual may be disqualified from holding a licence even

though he· or she may have obtained such licence and is in

possession of the licence.

(g) Defective vision may disqualify an individual from obtaining or

holding a licence (South Africa 1996: Regulation 102).

(h) . It is prohibited to fail to disclose a disqualification in respect of

licence authorising driving of motor vehicle (South Africa 1996:

Section 16).

(i) Application for and issuing of learner's licence is dealt with in

Section 17, vvhilst Regulation 103 contains the detailed manner of

application for leamer's licence (South Africa 1996).

0) An applicant for leamer's licence shall be examined and tested by

an examiner for driving licences (South Africa 1996: Regulation

104). The examiner shall satisfy himself or herself that the applicant

knows and understands rules of the road, road traffic signs and

controls of a motor vehicle of the class to vvhich the application

relates.

(k) Issuing of leamer's licence is contained in Regulation 105 (South

Africa 1996). It should be noted that the term driver's licence has

been changed to driving licence.

(I) fvl.anner of application and issuing of driving licence is also outlined

(South Africa 1996: Section 18j RegUlation 106).
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(m) Regulation 107 contains the manner and contents in which the

applicant for driving licence should be examined. The examiner for

driving licences shall byobservation, inquiryand practical test satisfy

himself or herself that the applicant:

•
•
•

•

•

hold the relevant leamer's licence;

knows and understands road traffic signs;

has a sound knowledge of the rules of the road and

different signals vvhich a driver of a motor vehicle is

required to give vvhen driving on a public road;

is not subject to disqualification in terms of Section

15 read with Regulation 102; and

is generally capable of driving amotor vehicle of the

class to which the application relates (South Africa

1996).

(n) /lAanner of issuing of driving licence is dealt with in Regulation 108

(South Africa 1996).

(0) Provision is made for the application and issue of duplicate driving

licence (South Africa 1996: Regulation 109).

(p) Collection of driving licence on behalf of another individual,

substitution of driving licence, notification of new residential and

postal address, acknowledgement of foreign driving licences,

conversion of army licences to civilian driving licences, suspension

or cancellation of driving licences and lapse of endorsements on

driving licences are dealt with (South Africa 1996: Section 19-27;

Regulation 111-114).
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Driving instructors should be registered, graded or maybe deregistered or

suspended and should be competent (South Africa 1996: Sections 28,

28A-28C; Regulations 114A-114E).

Professional driving permits

Certain categories of drivers need professional driving permits. It is rightly

so-called because the holders of such permits eam their livelihood as

drivers of motor vehicles (Khoza 1993:57). The following is of utmost

importance for the present study:

• professional drivers shall be reqUired to hold

professional driving permits (South Africa 1996:

Section 32);

• certain driversofcertain vehicles (for instance minibus

taxi, motorcar taxi, passenger bus, etc.) shall be

required to hold professional driving permits (South

Africa 1996: Regulation 115);

• Regulation 116 deals with categories of and authority

conveyed by professional driving permit;

• disqualifications from obtaining aprofessional driving

permit are highlighted in Regulation 117 (South Africa

1996). This regulation prescribes offences that

would disqualify an individual from obtaining a

professional driving permit;
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• application and manner of issuing a professional

driving permit (South Africa 1996: Regulations

118-119);

• a professional driving permit shall be enforced by

traffic officers (South Africa 1996: Regulation 120);

• period of validity of professional driving permit is

stipulated in Regulation 122; and

• professional drivers should note that professional

driving permits may be suspended or cancelled

(South Africa 1996: Section 34; Regulation 123).

Fitness 01motor vehides

. Requirements for roadworthiness and prescribed conditions for vehicle

testing stations are detailed in Chapter V of the Act (South Africa 1996).

. Two types of roadworthiness processes are prescribed:

(a) certification of roadworthiness for private vehicles that change

ownership, rebuilt and altered vehicles and

(b) roadworthy certificate for those vehicles that are generally referred

to as the RTQS vehicles.

Powers and duties of inspectorate of vehicle testing stations are also

stipulated in this chapter.
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Fitness of motor vehicles is contingent upon realisation of the following:

•

•

•

•

registration, grading andsupervision orcancellation of

testing stations;

appointment of the inspectorate;

certification of roadworthiness is required in respect

of all motor vehicles;

roadworthy certificates should be·affixed to motor

vehicles;

• manner of application for certification of

roadworthiness;

• issuing and voidness of roadworthy certificate;

• period ofvalidity of roadworthy certificate; and

• notice to discontinue operation of a motor vehicle

(South Africa 1996: Sections 37-44; Regulations

128-146).

An inspector of licences may direct that a motor vehicle be produced at

a testing station for inspection, testing or examination. Further, a traffic

officer may direct that amotor vehicle should notbe operated on apublic

road or only be operated upon certain conditions (South Africa 1996:

Regulations 147-148).
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OperatDr fitness

The conceptofoperator fitness is discussed in the Act (South Africa 1996:

Sections 45-51 i Regulations 265-272). The operator of a motor vehicle

is held responsible for managing the motorvehicle and its operations. The

chapteraddresses identification, administration and otherdetails regarding

operator fitness. The requirement that certain motor vehicles need

operator cards is clearly set out in the Act. The most importantparts of this

chapter are duties of the operator and administrative powers of the

Members of Executive Council. An operator can be prosecuted if he or

she does no comply (South Africa 1996: Section 49). An operator is also

held responsible for the running of his or her company and can be

prosecuted even ifhe or she is notactually operating the motorvehicle on

the public road. The driver does not need to be prosecuted with the

operator, but it is possible to prosecute both the driver and the operator

for the offence. The Member of the Executive Council can also investigate

operations of an operator.

RDadsafety

Chapter VII is new and was not covered in the previous Road Traffic Act,

Act no. 29 of1989. Section 52 (South Africa 1996) contains powers and

functions of the Chief Executive Officer in respect of preparing a

comprehensive research programme to effect road safety in South Africa

and to carry it out svstematically. The Chief Executive Officer can assign

research projects to persons who are best equipped to carry them out.

Guidance should be given to any programme of action aimed at realising

the objective of road safety such as national congresses, workshops,

symposium and school programmes.. Publications in the sphere of road
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safety are important outcomes.

DangerDus goods

Chapter VIII (South Africa 1996) deals with transportation of dangerous

goods. This traffic legislation prescribes the duties of consignorsl

consignees and operators of dangerous goods (South Africa 1996:

Regulation 277). The legislation contains references to South African

Bureau of Standards (SABS) specifications that are incorporated. The new

legislation is much more encompassing than the Hazardous Substances

Act The list of substances is extended. The quantity of products is less.

Smaller loads will also fall within the ambit of the new legislation. Multi

loads are also regulated. Routes of certain types of dangerous goods will

have to be pre-planned and co-ordinated with the relevant authorities.

It should be noted that this is a new chapter and was not covered in the

previous legislation. Transportation of certain dangerous goods is

prohibited (South Africa 1996: Section 54; Regulation 275). The

interpretation of this chapter is contingent upon definitions contained in

Regulation 273 (South Africa 1996). It is essential that dangerous goods

should be classified byan approved classification authorityand thatdrivers

should undergo training (South Africa 1996: Regulations 279-281). There

is provision for the appointment of dangerous goods inspectorate.

RDad traHiesigns andgeneralspeedlimit

Chapter IX (South Africa 1996) makes provisions relating to road traffic

signs and general speed limit The Minister is authorised to prescribe and

display road traffic signs (South Africa 1996: Sections 56-57). Deviant
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driving behaviour manifest itself in the failure to obey road traffic signs.

Purpose, classification and types of road traffic signs is outlined in

Regulation 285 (South Africa 1996).

Road traffic signs are divided into:

(a) regulatory

(b) waming and

(c) guidance signs.

Dimensions for manufacture of road traffic signs, colours for manufacture,

manner of display of road traffic signs and signals and manner of display of

traffic signals are detailed in Regulations 286-287A (South Africa 1996).

Legislation also contains provisions relating to signs regulating parking,

stopping, hawkers and it is prohibited to advertise on road traffic signs

(South Africa 1996: Regulations 288-290). Certain drivers may disregard

directions of road traffic signs such as exceeding general speed limit and

this may happen during the course or execution of their duties (South

Africa 1996: Section 60). Such drivers include traffic officers, any other

person engaged in civil defence and drivers of a fire-fighting vehicle or

ambulance.

Regulation 292 (South Africa 1996) specifies three categories of general

speed limits:

• 60 kilometres per hour in an urban area;

• 100 kilometres per hour in a public road outside an

urban area; and

• 120 kilometres per hour in a freeway.
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It should be noted that a driver of a motor vehicle can be prosecuted for

exceeding the speed limit even if there is no speed limit sign displayed.

Aeddents andaeddent reports

Duties of the driver after he or she has been involved in an accident or

accident in which any person has been injured or killed are detailed in

Chapter X (South Africa 1996). Offences under this chapter carry the

highest fines or imprisonment (R180 000 or 9 years). It is the duty of the

driver to take certain steps in terms of section 61 (South Africa 1996), viz:

Ca) the motor vehicle should be stopped immediately;

(b) the nature and extent of any injury should be ascertained;

Cc) assistance should be rendered to the injured person;

Cd) nature and extent of damage sustained should be ascertained;

(e) the following particulars should be fumished: name and address of

driver, name and address of motor vehicle owner and registration

mark;

Ct) accident report should be completed within twenty-four hours at

apolice station and driver should produce his or her driving licence

and identity document; and

(g) no intoxicating liquor should be imbibed or a drug with a narcotic
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7.2.3.11

effect should be taken by the driver unless he or she has complied

with provisions, of (t) above.

An individual in charge ofgarage or other place where motor vehicles are

repaired should keep a detailed record of motor vehicles involved in

accidents (South Africa 1996: Section 62).

ReddlZSs Drnegli!lent DrincDllSidlrratlr driving anddrivin!l whillr

intDxicakd Dr undu Iblr inRuenclr 1'1any drug having a narcotic

IrIIIrd andmisclrllanlrOlIS DHenclZS

Drivers are required not to drive recklessly or negligently, inconsiderately

and should further not drive motor vehicles while under the influence of

intoxicating liquor or drugs having a narcotic effect or with excessive

alcohol in blood (South Africa 1996: Sections 63-65). Offences under

Chapter Xl of the Act also carry highest fines or imprisonment (R180 000

or 9 years).

Evidential breath testing equipmentused to ascertain the concentration of

alcohol in the blood should comply with requirements of the standard

specifications SABS 1793 (South Africa 1996: Regulation 332).

Persons are penalised for unauthorised acts in relation to vehicle, fumishing

of false information and unlawful acts in relation to registration plates,

registration number, registration mark or certain documents (South Africa

1996: Sections 66-68).
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7.2.3.12

7.2.3.13

Presumptions andlegalprocedure

Certain presumptions are accepted by the court as correct (South Africa

1996: Chapter XII). A presumption is alegal tool that helps the State prove

its (traffic) case. If the State relies on apresumption, it is accepted as the

truth until the contrary is proved. Various presumptions have been tested

by the constitutional court and are still effective.

The following presumptions are contained in the legislation:

(a) public freeway and public road in an urban area;

(b) mass or weight ascertained by means of mass-measuring bridge or

other mass-measuring instrument;

(c) weight of gross vehicle;

(d) proof of gross weight ofvehicle;

(e) owner drove or parked a motor vehicle; and

(f) traffic officers (South Africa 1996: Sections 69-74).

Regulations

The Minister of Transport is authorised to make regulations (South Africa

1996: Chapter XIII). Parliament makes decision to allow the Minister to

make regulations on various aspects of road traffic. The following

regulations are detailed in the Act:
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•

•

•

•

equipment on or in respect of vehicles (brakes,

lamps, retro-reflectors, direction indicators, waming

devices, windscreen fittings, fuel tank, seatbelts, etc.);

dimensions of vehicles (overall length, overhang of

vehicle, projection of load, etc.);

loads on vehicles (number of persons in relation to

seating capacity, load on tyres, gross weight of

vehicle, axle mass-load of vehicle with pneumatic

tyres, etc.); and

provisions relating to passenger carrying vehicles

(South Africa 1996: Regulations 149-264A).

Regulation 213 (South Africa 1996) stipulates that children under three

years do not need to wear seatbelts. If there is a suitable child restraint in

the vehicle, a child must sit in it Children between three and fourteen

years must wear seatbelts. Adults (over 14 years) must wear seatbelts.

The following provisions are new:

• wheel flaps;

• rear underarm protection device; and

• axle or axle unit should be fitted to semi-trailer (South

Africa 1996: Regulations 217-219).

Regulation 263 is in respect of the floor area prescribed for standing

passengers. It must be emphasised .that in determining the number of
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standing passengers who may be conveyed in a bus, the number of

standing passengers must be associated with the number of seated

passengers determined in respect of the mass factor. Regulation 263(4)

(South Africa 1996) was added to allow standing passengers in aminibus.

Regulation 296--323 (South Africa 1996) stipulate that it is imperative for

drivers to adhere to the following rules of the road:

• vehicles should be driven on left side of roadway

• vehicles should be passed with great care

• driving signals should be given in time in anticipation

of reaction of other road users

• . carefulness is required in respect of right of way at

road junctions

• a specific procedure should be followed when

tuming

• parking, towing and stopping of vehicles

• compulsory stops should be obeyed

• it is prohibited to use a cellular or mobile telephone

• a hooter should be used when necessary and

vehicles with excessive noise should not be driven

on public roads

• no person is allowed to hinder or obstruct traffic on

a public road

• no vehicle should be left abandoned on a public

road and

• rules relating to freeways, riding on pedal cycles,

animals on public roads, animal-drawn vehicles,

pedestrians, racing and sport on public roads,
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7.2.3.14

7.2.3.15

damage to public roads and trading on public roads

should be carefully noted (avoided).

The Act provides for the use ofdriving signals for the control of traffic. This

include use of hand signals for left and right tums, to indicate intention to

reduce speed and use of hand signals by traffic officers for the control of

traffic (South Africa 1996: Regulations 324-329).

Registers andrecords

Chapter XIV (South Africa 1996) is mainly applicable to the duties and

functions ofauthorities. General rules arealso applicable to testingstations.

legislation covers the various types ofrecords and registers to bekept and

cognisance mightbe taken of information contained in registers or records

(South Africa 1996: Sections 77-79; Regulation 331).

Generalprovisions

Chapter XY of the Act (South AFrica 1996: Sections 76-89; Regulation

333) deals with general aspects which are notaddressed elsevvhere in the

legislation and include the following:

(a) incorporation of standards by reference;

(b) parking for disabled persons;

(c) powers of local authorities to make by-Iavvs;

(d) exemptions of vehicles and load;

(e) any form of inspection may be deemed necessary;

(t) doubts regarding use or classification of vehicles;

Cs) issuing of document as proof of driving licence in special
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7.2.3.16

circumstances;

(h) signature upon documents;

(i) serving of notices; and

Cj) offences and penalisation,

The Ministerand Memberof Executive Council may delegate their powers

to other persons (South Africa 1996: section 91). Section 92 deals with

provincial laws. It is prohibited to use certain lamps or lighting devices that

might affect visibility and thereby endanger public safety (South Africa

1996: Regulation 337).

Newspaper Teptlrts on "/IIO/OT veIJide crashes and lalal

acddents»

The mass media play an important and significant role in reporting various

incidents of ·crashes and fatal accidents". Examples of deviant driving

behaviour that ultimately result in fatal accidents have been extracted from

various newspapers and the Intemet The procedure to be followed after

an accident has occurred has been discussed in paragraph 7.2.3.10.

Offences under this paragraph carry the highest fines. Paragraph 7.2.3.11

has been devoted to reckless or negligent or inconsiderate driving and

drMng while intoxicated, and again, offences under this paragraph carry

the highest fines (South Africa 1996: ChapterXI). Various regulations have

been discussed in paragraph 7.2.3.13. The rationale underlying presenting

newspaper reports (clippings) on recent ·crashes and fatal accidents"

under application of road traffic legislation, resides in the fact that these

accidents may be ascribed to disregard of road traffic legislation and

formal prescriptions (deviant drMng behaviour).
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7.2.3.16.1 MabopaneHighwayinddenl(gOOJ)

Eleven Black construction workers were killed in an accident on the

/vIabopane highway on TuesdaYt 4 November 2003 and nine other

seriously injuredt when the lorry they were travelling int burst through the

railing of the roadt plunged down the embarkment and almost landed on

the N4 highway. Seven of the passengers died on the scenet while four

others passed away in two separate hospitals near Pretoria. According to

eye witnesses (direct evidence)t another lorrysweNed in front of the lorry

carrying the construction workerst and "pushed" it off the road

(Raubenheimer 2003:2).

7.2.3.16.2 Workers' DayBus inddenl (May gOOJ)

Sixty-three people were confirmed dead after the bus in which they were

travelling to a "/vIay Day" rally in the Eastem Free State plunged into the

Saulspoort dam (Dispatch 2003:1-2). The fatal accident occurred when

workers were travelling from Kimberley to Qwa-Qwa to attend Workers'

Day celebrations./vIany of the workers belonged to the South African

Municipal Workers' Union (SAMWU) - a Congress of South African Trade

Union (COSATU) affiliate. The tragic death happened when workers not

only celebrated nine years of democratic rule but also to commemorate

the lives of manyworkers who have died in a struggle for decent working

and living conditions. The suNivors escaped through the windowst as the

door was kept dosed by the pressure of the water.
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7.2.3.16.3 The Lain!/sbur!/ inddent (!J003)

The death toll in a smash between a bus and a truck on the N1 in the

Karoo claimed 21 lives. The fatal accident happened about 50 km from

Laingsburg (Daily Nev-IS 2003:1). Twenty-one people died, nine were

seriously injured, while six other people were only slightly injured. The bus

travelled from Johannesburg to Cape Town at the time of the accident

7.2.3.16.4 The "between Babanan!/o andMe/moth road" inddent (!JOD3)

Fourteen people died and fourty-five others were injured when a Mondi

truck in which they were travelling overtumed at a sharp curve (see Table

7.6) atKwaziqungana, between Babanango andMelmotharound 5.30 pm.

Fourteen passengers died instantly, while most of the 45 injured

passengers were seriously injured. Three sustained slight injuries. Those

killed were between the ages 20 and 40 with the youngest being a 14

year-old boy (wys"rNyg://14M1ttp://iafrica.com/nev-lS/sa/230982.htm.

2003:1-2).

7.2.3.16.5 The "near /xopo" inddent (!J003)

Twenty-two people, including six children, were injured when a bus

overturned near Ixopo in the early hours. Visibility was reoorted to be

QQQ[ (see Table 7.6), at the time when the bus overtumed. Apparently,

the driver of the bus lost control while trying to avoid a rockfall across the

road. The passengers were travelling from Welkom to the Eastem Cape.

None of them were seriously injured (wys"rNyg://147;1lttp://iafrica.com.

news/sa/23:1168:htrn 2003:1-2).
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7.2.3.16.6 The "NR nearPiel Relier inddent (RDD3)

Eleven people died after a head-on collision between a minibus taxi and

truck occurred near the Umkhonto bridge. The truck driver, who was

travelling towards Pongola in KwaZulu-Natal, apparently tried to avoid a

man riding a horse near the bridge when he collided with the on--coming

minibus taxi, travelling the opposite direction. The truck driverand afemale

passenger trom the taxi survived the crash and were taken to hospital for

treatment (vvysiwyg:/44frlttp:/fNvvw.iol.co.za!\ndex.... = 181 ~ art~....id=qvv

1067234401732B223&se~_)d= 1 2003:1-2).

7.2.3.16.7 The HTugela Ferry»inddlllll (RDD3)

The driver of a runaway truck, which killed 15 people and left 13 others

injured, was charged with culpable homicide and driving under the

influence ofalcohol (see Table 7.5). Itwas further alleged that45-year-old

Sipho Mhlongo (driver) faced asimilar charge of drunken driving in 1996.

He paid a fine of R2 000.

A group of pensioners were queuing to collect their grants tram the

mobile unit, when the truck tried to overtake another truck (see Table 7.5),

when it ploughed into the pensioners and some hawkers on the side of

the road. The fatal accidenthappened three kilometres trom Tugela Ferry.

Three people were seriously injured and were admitted to the intensive

care unit in the Church of Scotland hospital atTugela Ferry. The driver was

employed by Greytown Brewery Distributors and at the time of the

accident he was on his way to deliver liquor. It was alleged that he was

driving under the influence of alcohol (see Table 7.5) and he was

scheduled to appear at Tugela Ferry magistrate's court (vvysivvyg://38
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htto:l/a//africa.com/storiest2003:10201338.html. 2003:1-10).

7.3 TRAFFIC LAW ENFORCEMENT

Traffic law enforcement is the specialist function of the individual traffic officerwhich puts

him or her and his or her organisation in the spotlight It is therefore essential for the traffic

officer to handle traffic legislation with utmost care CKhoza 1993:187). Traffic legislation

is enforced within the framevvork ofmaintaining law and order. Traffic law enforcement

refers to the total actions taken by traffic officers in dealing with deviant drivers. This

entails asound knowledge of road traffic legislation, traffic control, investigation of traffic

accidents and related matters, courtprocedures and collection ofevidencewith the aim

of having the deviant driver prosecuted.

7.3.1 Objeetivu of Traffic Law Enforcement

The purpose of traffic law enforcement is directed mainly at individuals in the

traffic situation and the objective being to encourage a positive attitude in the

road user CLeanard & More 1987:381; Kirkham & Wollan 1980:72-73). The

following are the most important objectives:

Ca) to stimulate faster and safer traffic flow through careful driving

habits and observance of road traffic legislation;

Cb) to render services to anyone needing help;

Cc) to meet legal and social requirements where traffic law

enforcement is required, for instance, in traffic accidents and

investigation of deviant driving behaviour;

Cd) to enforce road traffic legislation uniformly; and
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(e) to increase the exercise of traffic authority with discretion

vvhere traffic regulations are incomplete.

7.3.2 Nature of Traffic Law Enforcement

Order in traffic is reflected in apparent absence of traffic conflict There are two

basic components of traffic law enforcement: structural and functional (Cloete &

Conradie 1984:85; Van Heerden 1976:223; Wilson & McLaren 1977:439-440;

Leonard &More 1987:380-381 j Southgate & Mirrless-Black 1991). The science

of traffic control studies the constructs (structural contexts) and enforcement

(functional components). Structural traffic control dealswith road traffic legislation

and physical aspects (road engineering and environment). The functional

component consists of person and traffic-oriented action, and traffic law

enforcement belongs to this category of traffic control.

7.3.2.1 Structural traHic control

Structural traffic control relates mainlyto the activities of the traffic engineer.

Traffic engineering deals with road transportation. The traffic engineer is

concerned with the question ofwhere individuals and goods want to go,

and how they are going to get there (Leonard & More 1987:383). The

traffic engineer requires information conceming the flow of traffic and

problem areas (dangerous intersections, road surface conditions, etc.).

Road signs and road markings are introduced only after the problem has

been carefully studied by the traffic engineer.

Clark (1982:214-215) maintains that the task of the traffic engineer is

divided into five main areas:
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7.3.2.2

7.3.2.2.1

• study of the nature of traffic: this implies the science

. of measuring traffic in terms of the fundamental laws

of traffic flow;

• traffic operations: this refers to the application of the

. knowledge to operating traffic systems;

• transport planning;

• geometric design; and

• administration.

Fundi/IDal components oftraHiccontrol

Functional components of traffic control consist mainly of proactive and

reactive traffic law enforcement

Proaetive traHic law enforcement

The proactive approach is inherent measures adopted by society for

purposes of reinforcing its control over the behaviour of drivers of motor

vehicles (C1oete & Conradie 1984:94; Leonard & More 1987). In this

sense, proactive traffic law enforcement include:

• long-term preventive techniques such as traffic law

enforcement education;

• short-term techniques such as traffic patrols bywhich

opportunities for traffic conflict could be eliminated

or reduced;

• fostering respect for control structure, thereby

promoting voluntary compliance with traffic
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7.3.2.2.2

legislation;

• rendering auxiliary services which contribute to

strengthen mutual respect and confidence in traffic

authority structure;

• creation of safe traffic environment by improving

traffic flow; and

• any of the action designed to prevent repetition of

traffic conflict (Van Heerden 1982:16-17; Leonard &

More 1987).

Reactive"aRkJaw enfDrcement

Reactive traffic law enforcement refers to action after traffic conflict

Reactive enforcement includes all efforts by traffic officers after traffic

control measures such as traffic control, traffic education, driver-training,

traffic engineering and related activities have failed to maintain traffic order

(Khoza 1993:193). Traffic conflict is dealt with either by eliminating or

reducing causes of traffic conflict Reactive measures may be directed

towards traffic conflict itself, for example, investigation of traffic accidents

or towing away of motor vehicles causing obstructions. Further, reactive

measures may consist of prosecuting deviant drivers.

Traffic law enforcement is not always confined to proactive and reactive

measures. Traffic conditions are dynamic and yet traffic must be

controlled. It is therefore uncertain which form of traffic law enforcement

will take place at any given time. It is for this reason that it may be not easy

to classifyeveryaction performed by traffic officers as proactive or reactive

measures. In such circumstances it is appropriate to refer to undefined

traffic law enforcement activities as remote functional component Traffic
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officers sometimes perform actions not directly connected 'Nith

maintenance of traffic order, even though it may be part of their duties, for

example, serving of summonses or providing an escort for dignitaries.

Traffic control is differentiated in South Africa and in particular, it is the duty

of Provincial Administrations and local authorities. These constitute traffic

law enforcement organisations. In areas covered in the present study,

traffic control is mainlyeffected byKwaZulu-Natal DepartmentofTransport:,

Traffic Division and city of uMhlathuze's Traffic Police Division. Traffic

officers are appointed in terms of the Road Traffic Act (South Africa 1996).

Traffic law enforcement comprises activities aimed at the realisation of the

primary goal of traffic safety contemplated in the Road Traffic Act These

actiivities relate to:

(a) administrative functions which include demanding full particulars in

connection 'Nith public motorvehicles, evidence which 'Nill lead to

penalisation of deviant drivers, etc.;

(b) executive functions which include removal ofvehicies obstructing

the traffic, demanding production ofdriving licences, halting traffic,

inspecting vehicle loads, etc.; and

(c) supervisory functions which include promoting the smooth flow of

traffic and road safety (Khoza 1993:203-204).

Traffic law enforcement sometimes involves direct surveillance of traffic

flow (Wilson & McLaren 1977:346-347). Direct surveillance enables traffic

officers to:
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• substantiate or disprove illegal traffic activities;

• verify data on traffic pattems;

• procure or confirm vehicle descriptions used for

criminal activities; and

• apprehend deviant drivers red-handed.

Surveillance may also be effected in the following manner:

• . continuous surveillance: where motor vehicle drivers

and places are observed on a fixed and continuous

basis;

• stationary surveillance: which is the study of traffic

pattems for speeding; and

• mobilesurveillance or "tailing": which is the technique

used to observe moving motor vehicles (Khoza

1993:205-207).

There are also regulative activities which are the furtherance of traffic flow

and parking control. Control of parking is problematic for traffic officers

since it demands the use ofdiscretionl degrees of tolerance and selective

traffic law enforcement Selective traffic law enforcement is a quality

measure based upon the principle of deploying a sufficient number of

traffic officers in an area where a particular traffic offence (deviant driving

behaviour) has resulted in a large number of traffic accidents so as to

prevent this particular type of traffic offence (deviant driving behaviour).

One of the most common methods of selective traffic law enforcement is

the use ofdevices to compute vehicle speeds to deter those drivers who

are speeding excessively (Khoza 1993:209).
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Selective traffic law enforcement further maximises proper allocation and

distribution of traffic officers. Good selective traffic law enforcement can

provide traffic officers with valuable information which should be used to

take remedial steps to eliminate or reduce deviant drMng behaviour and

traffic accidents. Traffic officers cannot be available everywhere at the

same time. This, therefore, justifies selective traffic law enforcement (Hale

1977:162-163; Kirkham &Wollan 1980:74-75). The most effective way in

which traffic law enforcement could be achieved is by implementation of

selective traffic policing. Potgieter (1983:9) defines selective traffic

policing as asupplementary, specialised accident-prevention technique in

which traffic officers are temporarilyconcentrated to directall efforts at the

reduction or elimination of traffic offences (deviant drMng behaviour) and

traffic aCCidents in selected areas of high incidence. Success of selective

traffic patrolling is contingent upon the role played by discretion and

tolerance. Discretion refers to consideration, goodjudgemen~ freedom

to make decisions and the ability to form judgement (More 1975:81).

Tolerance is differentiated into offence tolerance and enforcement

tolerance (Khoza 1993:213-214). Offence tolerance implies that traffic

officers should allow more latitude and that drivers of motor vehicles

should not be prosecuted unless they have committed traffic offences

(deviant drMng behaviour) which are a threat and danger to other road

users. Enforcement tolerance refers to public's acceptance of traffic law

enforcement activities at any given period.

7.4 DISPLAY OF TRAfFIC POUCING

Until apprehended, the deviant driver exists in an abstract relation with organised traffic justice.

The 'warrant' to be stopped or arrested is there, alongside the activity of deviant driving

behaviour. Being authoritative is the most important feature of traffic justice. Such display of
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traffic authority may subsequently become familiar to deviant drivers and thus devoid of shock

and consequence (Cf. Southgate & Mirrless-Black 1991). It becomes devoid when deviant

drivers grow immured, accustomed oreven wary of it This implies that traffic authority has made

its imprint. Dressed properly and acting his orher part, personification of traffic authority through

traffic policing helps to cast deviant drivers in their deviant drMng part.

The main purpose of the entire display of traffic authority is to convince apprehended drivers of

the gravity of traffic offence (deviant drMng behaviour) he or she has committed. This will

ultimately restore the unityof meaning which is basic to the kind of traffic order that is conducive

to an orderly co-existence ofthe community. In shocked discovery (deviant) drivers concretely

understand that there are traffic officers who go around their drMng aetMties such as stopping

and correcting them (Southgate & Mirrless-Black 1991).

The way in which traffic authority displays itself, authoritatively provides matters to be considered

by drivers. Southgate and Mirrless-Black (Cf. 1991), are of the opinion that proper display

policing is contingent upon a variety of considerations. For instance, loss of contact between

the traffic officer and the community he orshe serves adversely affects traffic law enforcement.

Ifa traffic officer has never met, does not know, and cannot understand the language, and habits

of the drMng population in the area in which he or she performs traffic patrolling, he or she

cannot perform an effective traffic policing function. His or her ability to detect deviant driving

behaviour may be impaired.

Display of traffic authority is also related to the method ofsuspicion employed by traffic officers

(Southgate & Mirrless-Black 1991). Method of suspicion employs traffic police knowledge of

known deviant drivers to expedite their apprehension and subsequent clearing of complaints.

It deploys the strength of traffic officers towards agroup ofsuspects and uses avariety of means

of associating traffic offences (deviant drMng behaviour) with drivers (deviant drivers) who are

methodically suspected. Suspicion is derived from traffic police knowledge regarding identity

and resemblance. Thus, the actual implementation of the method of suspicion is outgoing: it

seeks regular suspects or deviant drivers in the hope that uncleared traffic offences can be

settled (Southgate & Mirrless-Black 1991). Members of the community may be inclined to
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consider this action by traffic officers as harassment Traffic officers may consider this not to be

harassment, because theymayhaveaccredited reasons for methodical suspicion: deviantdrivers

are known to them or resemble those who are known to them.

It is a remarkable fact that there are manyreasons traffic officers may provide to account for their

performance and actions. Some of these reasons are extemal and related to the widespread

civic expectation that they should express their great concem and appear accountable. Some

reasons are intemal and implicit in the scientific checking procedures often associated with traffic

police professionalisation.

7.5 SPECIAL TRAFFIC POUCING PROBLEMS

The traffic policing function is certainly notsimple. Traffic officers face various problems such as

physical attacks, brutality and corruption (bribery).

7.5.1 Attacks on Traffic Officers

leonard and More (1987:380-382) opine that attacks on traffic officers have the

following effects:

• Individual traffic officer's morale deteriorates, their independent

authority is adversely affected and they have less control of a

traffic policing situation.

• It hampers the traffic police institution's efforts to recruit staff,

damages traffic police relations with the community and impairs

or tamishes traffic institution's professional image.

Various theoretical modelsareused to explain these attacks (leanard & More 1987:380

382):
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(a) Conflict model

Traffic police are often reluctant intennediaries betvveen opposing parties.

Sometimes they are regarded as symbols of the ruling party.

. (b) Subcultural model

This model basically entails an ecological explanation of these attacks. The

implication is that attacks may occur mainly in "decayed" areas.

(c) Interactive model

In this model, emphasis is on an "us-them" perspective in which traffic officers are

perceived as belonging to the system (govemment).

Kieselhorst (1974) traces the causes of attacks on the traffic police institution itself,

incompetence, ineffectiveness, errors of judgement, etc. The study by Conradie and

Freislich (Ct. 1994), deals with both quantitative and qualitative features.

7.5.2 Brutality

Once the traffic officer has decided to intervene in a traffic situation, how he or she

intervenes will also be charged by competing standards of justice. The kind of

intervention that has attracted most attention is the use of force (police brutality). Use

of necessary and proper force will enable (traffic) police to effect an arrest, subdue and

unruly deviant driver, or to protect themselves. What degree of force is necessary and

proper will be a matter of dispute even when the purpose for which that force is

applied (Leonard & NIore 1987:380-382). For instance, preventing the flight of deviant

drivers is not questioned. If the traffic officer's function is to maintain or re-establish traffic

order, and if he or she believes that to accomplish this he or she must assert his or her

personal authority, then the use of force will be controversial and, as a result, place the
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goal of road safety in jeopardy.

7.5.3 Corruption (Bribery)

The traffic police role carries considerable authority, and traffic officers are expected to

exercise a well-informed discretion in all of their traffic law enforcement activities and

encounters. The combination of authority and discretion, however, produces great

potential for abuse (Leonard & More 1987:380-382).

Police deviance has been a problem since the early days of traffic policing. This

tendency is complicated in today's materialistic society by greed and by personal and

financial benefits to be derived from evading the law. Hence, temptations towards

illegalityoffered to traffic officers, range from minor to huge monetarybribes (Schmalleger

1999:233-238).

Exactly what constitutes corruption (bribery) may not allNays be clear. Acceptance of

minor gratuities may constitute the so-called "slippery slope" (Schmalleger 1999:233).

A slippery slope perspective holds that even small "thank you's" which are accepted

from members of the public can lead to a more ready acceptance of larger bribes.

Traffic officers who begin to accept, and then expect gratuities, may soon find that their

practice of traffic policing become influenced by such gifts and that larger ones soon

follow. At this point traffic officers may easily slide to the bottom of the moral slope

(Schmalleger 1999:233-234).

Punch (1985:13) identifies the following framework for (traffic) police corruption:

(a) Straightforward corruption: something is done or not done for

some form of reward.

(b) Predatory (strategic) corruption: (traffic) police stimulate bribery,

extort money and actively organise grafts.
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(c) Combative (strategic) corruption: falsifying evidence and

intimidating witnesses.

(d) Corruption as petVersion ofjustice: "planting" of evidence.

7.6 PRESENTAnON AND ANALYSIS OF DATA"

One of the aims of the present study is to investigate whether differences exist in the rating of

selected aspects relating to traffic policing by respondents. To realise this aim, it is therefore

essential to test the null-hypothesis: "Respondents do not rate selected aspects relating to traffic

policing "differently." Presentation and analysisof data is based on selected aspects relating to

traffic policing (see Annexure A: Section F- Scale 4). Differential rating of selected aspects

relating to traffic policing will be measured by means of cross-tabulations with demographic

characteristics and drMng experience of respondents (see Annexure A).

Paragraph 7.5 deals with spedal traffic policing problems. It;s essential to portray the picture of

susceptibility of traffic officers to bribery. Data will, therefore, be presented and analysed by

means of cross-tabulations of susceptibility of traffic officers to bribery with demographic

characteristics and respondents' drMng experience (see Annexure A).
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TABLE 7.1: DIFFERENTIAl. RAnNG OF SELECTED ASPECTS OFTRAFFIC POLICING

ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

(N=72t)

D.....ographic Charaetvistics Samof cif Mean F- Sig.
Sqaares Squares valnes

Gender BG 0.384 4 9.595E-02 0.417 0.796
WG 164.846 717 0.230
T 165.230 721

Race BG 4.622 4 1.155 0.956 0.431
WG 866.398 717 1.208 0.013**
T 871.019 721

Age BG 8.655 4 2.164 1.553 0.185
WG 999.151 717 1.394
T 1007.806 721

Marital Status BG 2.997 4 0.749 0.988 0.413
WG 543.503 717 0.758
T 546.500 721

Education BG 40.185 4 10.046 5.303 0.000*
WG 1358.254 717 1.894
T 1398.439 721

OCcupation BG 162.805 4 40.701 11.748 0.000*
WG 2484.094 717 3.465
T 2646.899 721

Income BG 42.966 4 10.741 4.259 0.002*
WG 1808.448 717 2.522
T 1851.414 721

* p,; 0.05: Significant (!'NOVA)
** p ,; 0.05: Significant (Chi-square)
BG: Between Groups
WG: Within Groups
T: Total
cif: degrees of freedom
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Table 7.1 portrays differential rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing (Annexure A:

Section F- Scale 4) according to respondents' demographic characteristics. ANOVA and Chi

square statistical computations yielded scores (values) which are significant at the .05 level.

Differences according to gender, age and marital status are not significant

Demographic characteristics which are significantaccording to ANOVA statistics are: education

(p=O.OOO), occupation (p=O.OOO) and income (p=0.OO2).

Chi-square statistical test yielded significant differences in relation to race (p=0.013).

Rating of selected aspects of traffic policing by respondents belonging to different races. was

obtained by measuring the extent of agreement and disagreement with statements reflected in

the traffic policing scale (see Annexure A Section F). The observed extent of agreement is as

follows:
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•

•
•

White and Asian: 32.0 percent respectivety.

Black: 28.0 percent.

Coloured: 16.0 percent

Respondents disagreed with selected statements (aspects) and this is accounted for as follows:

Coloured (14.0%), Asian (8.0%), Black (6.0%) and White (2.0%). White and Asian respondents

reported the highest scores of agreement, whilst the Coloured reported the lowest scores.

Highest scores of disagreement were reported by the Coloured whilst White respondents

reported the lowest scores. It is apparent that respondents rate selected aspects relating to

traffic policing differentty according to race.

Table 7.1 also reveals that there are significant differences according to education in the rating

ofselected aspects relating to traffic polidng by respondents. Chi-square computations yielded

the following scores of agreement:

• Grade 10 and below: 16.0 percent.

• Grade 12: 24.0 percent.

• Diploma: 34.0 percent

• Technical: 29.0 percent

• Degree: 45.0 percent

Scores of disagreement are indicated below:

• Grade 10 and below: 10.0 percent

• Grade 12: 7.0 percent

• Diploma: 1.0 percent.

• Technical: 3.0 percent

• Degree: 4.0 percent.

Respondents in possession of degrees reported the highest scores of agreement with selected
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aspects (see Annexure A: Section F) relating to traffic policing, whilst those with qualifications

below grade 10 reported the lowest scores. Again, respondents with qualifications below

grade 10reported the highestscores ofdisagreement in rating selected aspects relating to traffic

policing. Lowest scores of disagreement were reported by respondents in the "diploma

category".

Respondents therefore rate selected aspects relating to traffic policing according to education

differently.

Differential rating of selected aspects (see Annexure A: Section F) relating to traffic policing was

also measured according to occupation. Chi-square computations yielded the following scores

of agreement with selected aspects:

• Professional driver: 10.0 percent

• Skilled/semi-skilled: 24.0 percent

• Unskilled: 9.0 percent

• Professional: 35.0 percent

• Executive: 41.0 percent

• Managerial: 39.0 percent

• Unemployed: 46.0 percent

Unemployed respondents reported the highest scores of agreement with selected aspects

relating to traffic policing whilst the "managerial category" of respondents reported the lowest

scores.

Respondents in various categories ofoccupation reported the following scores ofdisagreement

with selected aspects relating to traffic policing: professional drivers (8.0%), skilled/semi-skilled

(14.0%), professional (6.0%), managerial (4.0%), and unemployed (5.0%). Fourteen percent

of unskilled respondents reported the highest scores of disagreement with selected aspects

relating to traffic policing. The lowest scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to

traffic policing was observed in 4.0 percent in the managerial category.
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Rating of selected aspects (Annexure A: Section F) relating to traffic policing by respondents

differ according to occupation.

The extent of agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing was observed among

respondents in various income levels as reflected below:

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

RSOO or less: 59.0 percent

RS01 - R1 000: 40.0 percent

R1 001 - R2 000: 9.0 percent

R2 001 - R3 000: 13.0 percent

R3 001 - R4 000: 22.0 percent

R4 001 - RS 000: 30.0 percent

RS 001 or more: 38.0 percent

No income: 31.0 percent

Respondents in income level RSOO or less, reported thehighestscores ofagreementas opposed

to the lowestscores ofagreement reported byrespondents in the income level R1 000 - R2ooo.

Scores of disagreement with selected aspects (see Annexure A: Section F) relating to traffic

policing are as follows:

• R1 001 - R2 000 and R3 001 - R4 000: 7.0 percent

• R2 001 - R3 000: 14.0 percent

• R4 001 - RS 000: 4.0percent

• RS 001 or more: 3.0 percent

• No income: 8.0percent

Respondents in the income category R2001 - R3000, reported the highest scores of

disagreementwith selected aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst those in income level RS001

ormore, reported the lowest scores in this regard. Respondents therefore rate selected aspects

(Annexure A: Section F) of traffic policing, according to income, differently. The nUll-hypothesis

is therefore rejected.
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Differential rating of selected aspects of traffic policing according to race may be ascribed to

diverse cultural backgrounds and attitudinal disposition. Enculturation may play a role in this

regard. Educational/eve/ of respondents does contribute to the comprehension of the various

aspects of traffic policing. Significant differences in the rating of selected aspects of traffic

policing was in the expected trend. The occupational classification of respondents revealed that

the ·unemployed· were more-like conformists. A further deduction is that respondents in the

income category R2 001 - R3 000 were not supportive of traffic law enforcement activities and

could thus be considered deviant drivers. Respondents in the income category R5 000 or more

were the least deviant The null-hypothesis is rejected because it has been observed that

respondents rate selected aspects of traffic policing differently according to race, education,

occupation and income.
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TABLE 7.2: DlmRENnAL RAnNG OFSEUCTED ASPECTS OFTRAFnC POLICING

ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' DRMNG EXPERIENCE (N=722)

Driving bpa'icnce Samof df Mun F· Sig.
Sqaares Squares valaes

Possession of driving licence BG 7.407E-Q2 4 1.852E-Q2 0.048 0.996
WG 27.904 717 3.892
T 27.911 721

Learned driving at driving school BG 0.813 4 0.203 0.540 0.706
WG 69.581 717 0.376
T 70.393 721

Informal driver-training BG 26.032 4 6.508 1.454 0.214
WG 3208.561 717 4.475
T 3234.593 721

Driving test passed at first attempt BG 10.585 4 2.646 8.266 0.000*
WG 230.645 717 0.322 0.000**
T 241.230 721

Duration of passing driving test BG 129.407 4 32.352 12.178 0.000*
WG 1904.727 717 2.657 0.000**
T 2034.134 721

Regularity of driving BG 17.225 4 4.306 0.765 0.548
WG 4037.552 717 5.631 0.000**

T 4054.777 721

Years vehicle driven BG 77.848 4 19.462 8.832 0.000*
WG 1580.024 717 2.204 0.000**
T 1657.853 721

Type of motor vehide BG 57.935 4 14.484 4.303 0.002*
WG 2413.158 717 3.366 0.000**

T 2471.093 721

* P s 0.05: Significant (ANOVA)
** P s 0.05: Significant (Chi-square)
BG: Between Groups
WG: Wrthin Groups
T: Total
df: degrees of freedom
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Table 7.2 portrays ANOVA and Chi-square statistical analyses in respect of the differential rating

of selected aspects relating to traffic policing according to respondents' driving experience.

ANOVA and Chi-square statistical computations yielded significant values in relation to the .

following aspects relating to driving experience (Annexure A: Section B):

• drMng test passed at first attempt (p=O.OOO);

• duration of passing a drMng test (p=O.OOO);

• years vehicle driven (p=O.OOO); and

• type of motor vehicle (p=O.OO2; p=O.OOO).

Respondents' differential rating of aspects relating to regularity of driving is not significant

according to ANOVA statistics, but differences are significant according to Chi-square test

(p=O.OOO).

Respondents who passed the driving test at first attempt rated selected aspects (see Annexure
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A Section F- scale 4) relating to traffic policing extremely positively (p=O.OOO) in 42.0 percent

of the cases - the highest score reported for this table. The lowest score in respect of

agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing was also observed in 19.0 percent

of the cases. Scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing are

accounted for as follows:

• passed driving test at first attempt: 3.0 percent

• driving test not passed at first attempt: 8.0 percent.

Respondents vvho did not pass the driving test at first attempt reported the highest scores of

disagreement, vvhilst those who passed at first attempt reported the lowest scores.

The rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing differ significantly according to •driving

test passed at first attempt."

Some respondents passed the driving test at various attempts (see Annexure A Section B).

Respondents reported the following scores ofagreementwith selected aspects relating to traffic

policing (see Annexure A: Section F- scale 4):

• second attempt: 24.0 percent.

• third attempt: 16.0 percent.

• fourth attempt: 10.0 percent

• fifth attempt: 73.0 percent

• not applicable category: 42.0 percent.

Respondents in fifth attempt-category reported the highest scores of agreement with selected

aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst those in the fourth attempt-category reported lowest

scores in this regard.

Respondents' in various categories of attempts reported their disagreement with selected

aspects relating to traffic policing as follows:
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•
•

•

second attempt (11.0%),

third attempt (8.0%),

fourth and "not applicable" categories (2.0%) respectively.

Respondents' in second attempt-eategory reported the highest scores of disagreemen~whilst

those in fourth attempt and "not applicable" categories reported the lowest scores of

disagreementwith selected aspects relating to traffic policing (see AnnexureA: Section F- scale

4). Aspects relating to traffic policing are rated by respondents differently according to the

duration of passing the driving test

It has been statistically established that respondents rate selected aspects relating to traffic

policing differently according to regularity of driving. Respondents in various driving aetMty

categories reported the following scores of agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic

policing:

• driving for pleasure: 52.0 percent

• during weekends: 23.0 percent

• for holiday purposes: 14.0 percent

• to go to work: 35.0 percent

• as an employed driver: 13.0 percent

• for shopping purposes: 28.0 percent

• in one's own work: 29.0 percent

• "other" category: 62.0 percent

Respondents in the "other" category reported the highest scores of agreement with selected

aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst those in the driving activity "employed drivers", reported

the lowest scores in this regard.

Scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing are accounted for as

follows:
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•
•
•

•

employed drivers: 10.0 percent

during weekends: 8.0 percent

to travel or commute to work and in one's work category: 5.0 percent

respectively.

for pleasure and shopping purposes: 4.0 percent respectively.

Highest scores of disagreement were reported by "as employed drivers"-category, whilst

respondents who drove motor vehicles for pleasure and shopping purposes, reported the

lowest scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing (see Annexure

A: Section F .:.. score 4). The rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing differs

significantly according to regularity of drMng.

A noteworthy trend is that scores of agreement point to more like conformist behaviour, whilst

scores ofdisagreement indicate an inclination toward deviantdrMng behaviour (non-conformist

behaviour).

The rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing was also measured in accordance with

years vehicle driven (see Annexure A).

The following scores of agreement were obtained:

• less that 1 year and 7 - 9 years: 33.0 percent respectively.

• 1 - 3 years: 16.0 percent

• 4 - 6 years: 18.0 percent

• 10 - 12 years: 34.0 percent

• 13 -15 years: 43.0 percent.

• 16 years or more: 52.0 percent.

Respondents who have driven motor vehicles for more than 16 years, reported the highest

.degree of commitment to selected aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst those who have

driven between 1 and 3 years reported the lowest scores in this regard.
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The number of years respondents have been driving a motor vehicle produced the following

scores ofdisagreement (non-eommitment) with aspects relating to traffic policing (seeAnnexure

A: Section F- score 4):

•

•

•
•

•

1 - 3 years and 4 - 6 years: 9.0 percent respectively.

7 - 9 years: 6.0 percent

10 -12 years: 4.0 percent

13 - 15 years: 2.0 percent

16 years or more: 5.0 percent

Respondents in 1 - 3 years and 4 - 6 years-eategories, reported the highest scores of

disagreement, whilst those in the 13 - 15 years-eategory reported the lowest scores of

disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

It has therefore been established that the rating of selected aspects relating to traffic policing

differs significantly according to years respondents have been driving a motor vehicle.

Rating selected aspects that relate to traffic policing was also measured in terms of the type of

motorvehicle driven (see Annexure A: Section B). Respondents reported the following scores

of commitment

• privately-owned motor vehicle: 39.0 percent

• privately-owned light delivery van: 7.0 percent

• taxi motor car: 36.0 percent

• minibus taxi: 9.0 percent

• motorcycle and tractor: 50.0 percent respectively.

• goods deliveryvehicle: 24.0 percent

• passenger bus: 16.0 percent

• other category: 67.0 percent

Respondents who operated motorvehicles in the •other category" reported the highest scores
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ofagreement with aspects relating to traffic policing (see Annexure A: Section F- scale 4), whilst

those who operated public motor vehicles or minibus taxis reported the lowest scores in this

regard.

Scores of disagreement with aspects relating to traffic policing are accounted for as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

privately-owned motor vehicle: 2.0 percent

privately-owned light delivery van: 12.0 percent

delivery van: 12.0 percent.

taxi motor car: 5.0 percent

minibus taxi: 13.0 percent

goods delivery vehicle: 7.0 percent

passenger bus: 3.0 percent

Once again, respondents who operated minibus taxis reported the highest scores of non

commitment (disagreement) to selected aspects relating to traffic policing. This implies that

minibus taxi operators may be labeled deviantdrivers since theyare not supportive of traffic law

enforcementaetMties (functions). Respondents who operated privately-owned motorvehicles

reported the lowest scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

This implies that these respondents are to a lesser degree inclined to deviant drMng behaviour.

The null-hypothesis namely that "respondents do not rate selected aspects relating to traffic

policing differently," is therefore rejected. Respondents rate selected aspects relating to traffic

policing differentlyaccording to aspects relating to drMng experience: drMng test passed at first

attempt, duration ofpassing drMng test, regularity ofdrMng, years motorvehicledriven and type

of motor vehicle.

Respondents who passed the drMng test at first attempt rated selected aspects of traffic policing

extremely positively. Such rating may be ascribed to confidence displayed during the drMng

test situation.
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Respondents mayviewthemselves as "intelligent"leamer drivers ofmotorvehicles. Respondents

who did not pass the driving test at first attempt could be considered "not intelligent/slow

leamers" because they reported highest scores ofdisagreementwith selected aspects of traffic

policing. Respondents in the fifth attempt category could be viewed as traffic law abiding since

they reported the highest scores of agreement with selected aspects of traffic policing

(Annexure A). Those in the second attempt-category could be viewed as more-like deviant

since they reported the highest scores of disagreementwith selected aspects of traffic policing.

Respondents in the driving activity"other" category may be considered as abiding by traffic law

because they reported the highestscores ofagreementwith selected aspects of traffic policing.

The "employed driver"-category point to a more-like deviant driver behaviour since the highest

scores of disagreement are found in this category. This implies that employed (respondents)

drivers were not supportive of traffic law enforcementactivities. Respondents who have driven

motor vehicles for more than 16 years are more conformists since the highest scores of

agreement with selected aspects of traffic policing were reported. Such a high degree of

commitment may be ascribed to cumulative experience and maturity in vehicle control. It may

be argued that respondents who have driven between 1 and 3 years lack the necessary driving

experience and maturity in vehicle control. Such respondents may be labeled deviant drivers

since the highest scores of disagreement had been observed.
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TABLE 7.~: DIFFERENTIAL RAnNG OF TRAFFIC OFFICERS' SUSCEPTIBILITY TO

BRIBERY ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHIC

CHARACTERlmCS (N=7!!)

Rupoadats' Demographic 511111 of df Mea. F· 5ig.
Charaduistics Squarcs Sqllarcs valllcs

Gender BG 0.541 1 0.541 1.120 0.290
WG 347.821 720 0.483
T 348.361 721

Race· BG 0.553 4 0.138 0.285 0.888
WG 347.809 717 0.485
T 348.361 721

Age BG 2.152 6 0.359 0.741 0.617
WG 346.209 715 ·0.484
T 348.361 721

Marital Status BG 3.403 4 0.851 1.768 0.133
WG 344.959 717 0.481
T 348.361 721

Educa~on BG 8.001 6 1.333 2.801 0.011·
WG 340.361 215 0.476 0.000··
T 348.361 721

Occupation 8G 2.665 6 0.444 0.919 0.481
WG 345.696 715 0.483
T 348.361 721

Income 8G 2.129 7 0.304 0.627 0.734
WG 346.233 714 0.485
T 348.361 721

• P s 0.05: Significant (N-KJV!'V
•• p s 0.05: S;snificant (Chi-square)
8G: Between Groups
WG: Within Groups
T: Total
df: degrees of freedom
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Technical

In paragraph 7.5 special traffic policing problems which include physical attacks, brutality and

corruption (bribery) were briefly highlighted. In the present study, bribery has been included

as one of the special traffic policing problem(s)/selected aspects relating to traffic policing (see

Annexure A: Section F, variable 43).

The rationale for including bribery as a dysfunctional aspect resides in the fact that traffic officers

will not be inclined to prosecute bribers (deviant drivers). Bribery is dysfunctional because it is

not only a criminal offence, but undermines public confidence in road traffic management

Bribery entails the briber's (giverlreceiver) giving a certain benefit to the traffic officer (receiver)

with a specific intent It is moreover a severe form of corruption.

The act of giving or offering is known as "active" bribery, whereas that of receiving is known as

"passive" bribery. The benefit must be received by any traffic officer upon whom power has

been conferred or who has been charged with any duty by virtue of his or her employment as

a traffic officer (South Africa 1996: Section 31).
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Bribery must be a completed act (South Africa 1996: Sections l(l)(aXii) & (l)(lXbXii)).

Completed corruption (bribery) by the briber (deviant driver) implies that the benefit must be

given or offered to the traffic officer (bribee) himself or herself. If the benefit is given or offered

to another person, the offence (bribery) had not been committed. Bribery is therefore

dysfunctional because the traffic officer will neglect to perform his or her traffic law enforcement

duties. The briber (deviant driver) must act intentionally and must have the intention to reward

the traffic officer (bribee) because he or she (the traffic officertbribee) acted contrary to his or

her duties and powers to the briber's (deviant driver's) benefit The briber (deviant driver) and

bribee (traffic officer) are prosecuted for corruption (bribery). The offence committed by the

traffic officer mainly entails unlawfully receMng abenefit in exchange for atraffic offence (deviant

drMng behaviour) committed.

Table 7.3 portrays that respondents rated susceptibility of traffic officers to bribery differently

according to education. Differences are significant according to MOVA (p=0.011) and Chi

square (p=O.OOO) statistical computations. Various scores of agreement with susceptibility of

traffic officers to bribery (deviant drMng behaviour) are as follows:

• uneducated: 100.0 percent.

• grade 10: 95.0 percent

• grade 12: 97.0 percent

• diploma: 96.0 percent

• technical: 98.0 percent

• degree: 93.0 percent

.Uneducated respondents reported the highest scores of susceptibility to bribery among traffic

officers, whilst respondents in possession of degrees reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Other respondents disagreedwith the statements: "traffic officers are susceptible to bribery" and

they are accounted for as follows:

• grade 10 and below: 3.0 percent
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•
•
•

grade 12 and diploma: 2.0 percent respectively.

technical: 1.0 percent, and

degree: 4.0 percent.

Respondents in possession of degrees reported the highest scores of disagreement, whilst

respondents with technical qualifications reported the lowest scores.

It has been established that bribery is a traffic policing problem viewed within the context of

respondents' educational framework.

It is also essential to establish how respondents rate traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery

according to respondents' driving experience.
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TABLE7A: DIFFERENTIAL RATING OF TRAFFIC OFFICERS' SUSCEPTIBILITY TO

BRIBERY ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' DRMNG EXPERIENCE

{N=722}

Respondents' Driving [xpcri""c" Sum of cif M....II F· Sig_
Squares Squares values

Possession of driving licence BG 0.334 2 0.167 0.345 0.708
WG 348.027 719 0.408
T 348.361 721

Leamed driving at driving school BG 1.518 3 0.506 1.048 0.371
WG 346.843 718 0.483
T 348.361 721

Informal driver-training BG 1.287 5 0.257 0.531 0.753
WG 347.075 716 0.485 0.041**
T 348.361 721

DrMng test passed at first attempt BG 7.126 5 1.425 2.991 0.011*
WG 341.235 716 0.477 0.000**
T 348.361 721

Duration of passing driving test BG 1.501 6 0.250 0.516 0.797
WG 346.860 715 0.485
T 348.361 721

Regularity of driving BG 3.608 8 0.451 0.933 0.489
WG 344.754 713 0.484
T 348.361 721

Years vehicle driven BG 8.154 6 1.359 2.856 0.009*
WG 340.207 715 0.476 0.002**
T 348.361 721

Type of motor vehicle BG 7.358 8 0.920 1.923 0.045*
WG 341.004 713 0.478 0.035**
T 348.361 721

* p ;; 0.05, Significant (AI'IOVA)
.. P ;; 0.05, Significant (Chi-square)
BG, Between Groups
WG, Within Groups
T Total
df degrees of freedom

Table 7.4 reveals that there are sisnificant differences between traffic officers' susceptibility to

bribery and various aspects of respondents' driving experience. ANOVA and Chi-square

statistical tests yielded significant values in relation to informal driving-training (0.041: Chi-square

test only), driving test passed at first attempt (!'-NOVA 0.011 and Chi-square: 0.000), years
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vehicle driven (ANOVA 0.009 and Chi-square: 0.002), and type of motor vehicle (ANOVA

statistics: 0.054 and Chi-square test: 0.035). ANOVA computations also yielded values

(differences) that are not significant according to informal-driver training.

Leaming to drive a motor vehicle also involves being taught by a friend, relative, employer one

selfand/or other type of instruction (see Annexure A). A collective term for such instruction has

been labelled informal driver-training (see Table 7.4). Respondents reported the following

scores of agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery in relation to being taught to

drive by:

• friend: 94.0 percent,

• relative: 98.0 percent,

• employer: 82.0 percent,

• self and other types: 100.0 percent respectively and

• "not applicable" category: 95.0 percent

Respondents who leamed to drive motorvehicle by means ofself instruction and "other types",

reported the highest scores of traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery. Respondents who were

taught to drive by employers reported the lowest scores of traffic officers' susceptibility to

bribery.

Respondents reported the following scores of disagreement:

• friend (6.0%),

• relative (1.0%)

• employer (9.0%) and

• "not applicable" category (3.0%).

Respondents who leamed to drive through employers' instruction reported the highest scores

of traffic officers' being not susceptible to bribery, vvhilst those who were taught by relatives,

reported the lowest scores in this regard.
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Respondents who passed drMng test at first attempt reported agreement with traffic officers'

susceptibility to bribery in 96.0 percent of the cases. likewise, those who did not pass their

drMng test at first attempt also reported agreement in 96.0 percent of the cases. Respondents

who passed their drMng test at first attempt reported the lowest scores ofdisagreement (2.0%),

whilst those who did not pass at first attempt reported the highest scores of disagreement

(3.0%) with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery.

Scores of agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery according to years vehicle

driven are as follows:

• less than 1 year, 4-6years, 7 -9years and 13 -15 years: 97.0 percent

respectively

• 1 - 3 and 10 -12 years: 96.0 percent respectively and

• 16 years or more: 82.0 percent

Respondents' in the less than 1 year, 4 - 6 years, 1 - 9 years, and 13 - 15 years category,

reported the highest scores of agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery, whilst

those who have driven motor vehicles for more that 16 years reported the lowest scores of

agreement

Respondents who disagreed with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery reported the following

scores: less than 1 year, 4 - 6 years and 10- 12 years (3.0% respectively); 1 - 3 years and 7

- 9 years (2.0% respectively) and 16 years or more (7.0%).

Respondents who have driven motor vehicles for more than 16 years reported the highest

scores of disagreement, whilst those with drMng experience in categories 1 - 3 years and 7 

9 years reported the lowestscores ofdisagreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery.

Agreementwith traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery was also reported by respondents who

have operated various types of motor vehicles and scores are accounted for as follows:
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•

•
•
•
•
•

privately-owned motor vehicle and privately-owned light delivery van:

96.0 percent respectively

taxi motor car: 86.0 percent

minibus taxi: 97.0 percent

motorcycle and pay loader: 50.0 percent respectively

goods delivery vehicle: 91.0 percent and

passenger bus and tractor: 100.0 percent respectively.

Respondents who operated passenger buses and tractors reported the highest scores of

agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery, whilst those who operated motorcycles

and pay loaders reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Scores of disagreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery are as follows:

•
•

•
•

privately-owned motorvehicle and minibus taxi: 2.0 percent respectively

t:>rivately-owned light delivery van and goods delivery vehicle: 4.0

percentage respectively

taxi motor car: 5.0 percent and

motorcycle and pay loader: 50.0 percent respectively.

Respondents who operated motorcycles and pay loaders reported the highest scores of

disagreementwith traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery, whilstprivately-owned motorvehicles

and minibus taxi operators reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Respondents who leamed to drive motorvehicles by means ofself-instruction and"other types",

reported the highest scores of traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery. A deduction is that these

respondents might have bribed traffic officers and also lacked formal driver-training. The

implication is that traffic officers might have compromised the quality of traffic law enforcement

Respondents who leamed to drive motor vehicles through employers' instruction could not be

considered as briberssince they reported thehighestscoresofdisagreementwith traffic officers'

susceptibility to bribery. It can be concluded that employers could afford to pay costs incurred
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as a result of driver-training. The highest scores of agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility

to bribery was observed in respondents who have driven motorvehicles in less than 1 year, 4-6

years, 7-9 years and 13-15 years. A deduction is that a driving experience of less than 1 year

may produce deviant drivers and bribers due to inexperience, immaturityand lack ofconfidence

in vehicle control. Erratic driver-behaviour mayoften be displayed bysuch drivers. A probability

exists that these drivers might opt for bribing traffic officers in order to evade prosecution.

Respondents who have driven motor vehicles for more than 16 years could be regarded as

"non-bribers" since they reported the highest scores of disagreement with traffic officers'

susceptibility tobribery. This may beascribed to advanced experiential knowledge, maturityand

confidence in vehicle control.

Professional drivers, especially those who operated buses and tractors, could be viewed as

"experienced" bribers (givers) since they reported the highest scores of agreement with traffic

officers' susceptibility to bribery. Minibus taxi operators reported the second highest scores of

agreement It may be deduced that the handling of large sums of money may easily influence

professional drivers to bribe traffic officers in order to evade prosecution. It should be noted

that this does not imply that traffic officers only target drivers of certain motorvehicles to bribe

them. Drivers of privately-owned motorvehicles could be considered "non-bribers" since they

reported the highest scores of disagreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery. It is

essential that drivers ofmotorvehicles should contemplate to abide by the National Road Traffic

Act (South Africa 1996) at all costs than to "waste" their money by bribing traffic officers. Drivers

of privately-owned motor vehicles could have been aware that bribery will "eat up" all their

savings.

It is evident that susceptibility to corruption (bribery) is a serious traffic policing problem which

may hamper the effective realisation ofobjectives of traffic policing. It is not the objective of the

present study to investigate factors that contribute to traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour).

Drivers of motor vehicles should be aware of the various factors. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 provide

data in this regard. The present study is based on an epidemiological study of deviant driving

behaviour in areas under thejurisdiction ofuMhlathuze OtyCouncil and adjacent areas: Mtunzini,

KwaMbonambi and Mtubatuba. It is essential to portray the extent of motorvehicle crashes and
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fatal accidents (deviant drMng behaviour) in KwaZulu-Natal in particular and South Africa in

general. Tables 7.7 and 7.8 highlight the extent

TABLE 7.5: INDIVIDUAL-HUMAN FACTORS AS CONTRIBUTORY TO FATAL ACCIDENTS

IN SOUTH AFRICA: 01 JULY 2002 - 30 JUNE 2003 (N=8167)

Individual-Human Factors (Offensive Driving Behaviour Scale)

Pedestrian-Jay walking

Highspeed

Overtook when unsafe;t1nlawful

Turned in front of oncoming traffic

Disregarded red robot/stop/yield

Fo/lO'Ned vehicle in front too close

Driver suspected of alcohol/drugs

Pedestrian suspected of alcohol/drugs

Fatigue;falling asleep

Using;holding a cell phone

Other

Unknown

Total"

Frcqucncy

N %

3269 40.0

1832 22.4

314 3.8

298 3.6

155 1.9

71 0.9

234 2.9

96 1.2

150 1.8

5 0.2

351 4.3

1392 17.0

8167 100.0

Source: National Fatal Accident Information Centre, Pretoria

Paragraphs 7.2.3.9 and 7.2.3.13 respectively dealtwith road traffic signs and general speed limit

and regulations. Motorvehide drivers are required to abide by various regulations (rules of the

road). It is not the aim of the present study to establish the contributory role of indMdual-human

and (road) environmental factors, but itbecomes essential to indicate the important role of these

factors in deviant drMng behaviour which eventually culminate in crashes and fatal accidents.

Khoza (1993:104)opines: "The interaction between indMdual-human and environmental factors

contribute towards creating aunique personality of the traffic offender." Table 7.5 portrays the

extent of the contributory role of indMdual-human factors in fatal accidents in South Africa for
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the period 01 July 2002 - 30 June 2003.

In the present study individual-human factors (variables) contained in Table 7.5, include some

of the factors (variables) reflected in the offensive driving behaviour scale (Annexure A) and

these include, interalia, pedestrian-jay walking, speeding, overtaking and disregarding of robots.

Table 7.5 reveals that "pedestrians constitute aserious traffic safetyconcem" (Annexure A, 0.62)

and this account for the highest scores (40.0%) of fatalities. Speeding produced the second

highest scores (22.4%) of fatalities. Other individual-human factors contributed to fatalities in the

following magnitude:

• "unknown" category: 17.0 percent

• overtook when unsafe and tumed in front of oncoming motor vehicle:

3.8 percent respectively.

• driver suspected of alcohoVdrug: 2.9 percent

• pedestrian suspected of alcohoVdrugs, fatigueJfalling asleep and

disregarded red robot: 1.2 percent respectively and

• using;holding a cellular phone: 0.2 percent
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TABLE 7.6: ROAD AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AS CONTRIBUTORY TO FATAL

ACCIDENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA: 01 JULY 1001- 30 JUNE 1003 (N=8017)

Road and EnvironmCll1aI Fadon

Poor visibility (rain, mist)

Poor street lighting

Sharp bend

Blind rise/corner

Bad road surface

Road wet6Jippery

Defective robot/poor road

Narrow road

Other

Unknown

Total

FrequCIICY

N ""
162 2.06

101 1.25

139 1.73

35 0.43

tIJ 0.74

76 0.94

11 0.13

28 0.34

17 0.21

1195 14.90

8017 100.0

Source: National Fatal Accident Information Centre, Pretoria

Structural traffic control, which includes road design and engineering, has been discussed in

paragraph 7.3.2.1. The present study does not include road and environmental factors as

deviant driving behaviour scale. Table 7.6 presents the picture in respect of road and

environment as factors contributing to fatalities in South Africa for the period 01 July 2002 - 30

June 2003. The ·unknown" category produced the highest scores (77.27%), whilst the "other"

category produced second highest scores (14.90%) in this regard.

The following scores have been observed in respect of environmental factors:

• poor visibility (rain, mist): 2.06 percent

• road weVslippery: 0.94 percent

Other factors that contribute to fatal accidents relate to road design and engineering and these

yielded the following scores:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

poor street lighting and bad road surface: 1.25 percent

sharpbend: 1.73 percent

blind rise/corner: 0.43 percent

defective robot: 0.13 percent

narrow road: 0.34 percent

road works: 0.21 percent.

TABLE 7.7: FATAL ACCIDENTS IN VARIOUS PROVINCES PER DRIVER,

PASSENGER AND PEDESTRIAN (N=9979)

FrequenCJ (N)
Province

Drivcr(N) PassCllger P....cstrian

N '% N '% N '%

Eastern Cape 209 7.95 385 12.05 412 9.93

Free Slate 247 9.37 380 11.89 239 5.76

Gauteng 601 22.79 397 12.45 1074 25.89

Kwalulu-Natal 347" 13.16 610' 19.09 930" 22.44

Limpopo 253 9.59 311 9.73 263 6.34

Mpumalanga 314 11.93 356 11.14 282 6.79

North West 308 11.68 315 9.85 362 8.84

Northern Cape 102 3.86 133 4.16 85 2.04

WestemCape 255 9.67 308 9.64 501 12.07

Total (National) 1363 100.00 3195 100.00 4148 100.00

Source: National Fatal Accident Information Centre, Pretoria
, Highest scores in KZN •
" Second highest scores in KZN

Table 7.7 reveals that the highest number (scores) of passengers were killed in KZN road

accidents and this account for 19.09 percent, whilst Gauteng was the second highest in this

regard. Accidents which caused fatalities in respect of drivers and pedestrians were highest in

Gauteng for the period 01 July 2002 - 30 June 2003. In both instances of fatalities KZN was the

second highest as depicted below:
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• drivers: 13.16 percent

• pedestrians: 22.44 percent

TABLE 7.8: MOTOR VEHICLE CRASHES IN VARIOUS PROVINCES: RURAL-URBAN

DIFFERENCES (N=8140)

Province

Eastern Cape

. Free State

Gauteng

KwaZulu-Natal

Umpopo

Mpumalanga

North West

Northern Cape

WestemCape

Total (National)

Source: National Fatal Accident Infonnation Centre, Pretoria

* Highest scores (rural) in KZN
** second highest scores (urban) in KZN

FrequCftcy (H)

Rural Urbu

H % H %

561 9.67 208 8.90

503 8.67 108 4.62

843 14.53 1013 43.33

1154* 19.89* 364** 15.57**

580 9.99 83 3.55

659 11.36 112 4.79

689 11.88 123 5.26

231 . 3.98 30 1.28

582 10.03 297 12.70

5801 100.00 . 1338 100.00

It is essential to provide a global picture and extent of motor vehicle crashes in rural and urban

roads in South Africa. This will indicate future trends and directions in respect of road

management

Table 7.8 presents the picture of vehicle crashes in various provinces in rural and urban roads in

South Africa for the period 01 July 2002 - 30 June 2003. It is evident (Table 7.8) that the

highest number (scores) of motor vehicle crashes happened in KZN rural roads and this is

accounted for in 19.89 percent cases. Gauteng was the second highest in this regard.

It has also been observed that KZN was the second highest in respect of urban crashes and this
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yielded 15.57 percent scores (crashes). The highest scores (43.33%) in respect of urban

crashes were observed in Gauteng.

Table 7.6 revealed that the structure of roads is one of important factors contributing to fatal

accidents in South Africa.

7.7 SUMMARY

A great many ofwhat start as routine traffic encounters between traffic officers and public, tum

out to involve serious traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour). Traffic policing in all

communities has nowbecome business enterprise. Application ofthe principles ofsound traffic

management is therefore mandatory. Traffic legislation has been enacted with· specific

objectives. Road traffic legislation aims at maintaining an equilibrium in order to best serve the

interests of the community. Comprehensive function of traffic legislation is to ensure order on

the roads, and to control and to prevent deviant driving behaviour. Numerous problems affect

traffic legislation: criticisms, acceptability, application, diversity, risk analysis, riskanalysis, inaccurate

and unreliable data.

Road traffic legislation should be applied with meticulous care. Application of traffic legislation

has been discussed in this chapter with special reference to National Road Traffic Act, Act no.

29 of 1996 and accompanying regulations. The Actregulates powers and functions of traffic

officers during the enforcement of traffic prescriptions, sets out qualifications for drivers ofmotor

vehides, specifies roadworthy requirements for motor vehicles and regulates actions of drivers

on public roads. Deviant driving behaviour is created in the act (by stipulating traffic law

violations) to ensure safety of drivers and pedestrians. Certain provisions in the Act, like

overloading control, are specifically created to protect road infrastructure. The Act also deals

with transportation of dangerous goods. Provision have also been made in respect of traffic

signs, speed limits, accident-reporting, reckless or negligent or inconsiderate driving and driving

while under the influence of drugs, and presumptions. Regulations contain additional details on

the application of the principles of the Act.
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Traffic law enforcement is the specialist function of the indMdual traffic officerwhich puts him or

her and his or her traffic organisation in the spotlight Traffic legislation is enforced within the

framevvork of maintaining law and order on public roads. Traffic law enforcement refers to the

total actions taken by traffic officers in dealing with deviant drivers. There are two basic

components of traffic law enforcement: structural and functional. Structural traffic control deals

. with traffic legislation and road engineering. The functional component consists of traffic law

enforcement Traffic law enforcement also consist of proactive and reactive measures, remote

actions; administrative, executive, and supervisory functions; and direct surveillance. Selective

traffic law enforcement further maximises proper allocation and deployment of traffic officers.

Display of traffic policing will ultimately restore unity of meaning which is basic to traffic order,

conducive to an orderly co-existence of community. Display of traffic policing is also related to

the method of suspicion employed by traffic (police) officers. Traffic policing is fraught with

diverse problems such as attacks on traffic officers, brutality and susceptibility to corruption

(bribery).

Statistical findings of the present study reveal the following:

(1) Respondents rate selected aspects relating to traffic policing differently.

Differences in rating exist according to respondents' education, race,

occupation and income.

(2) Differential rating of selected aspects (Annexure A: Section F) relating to

traffic policing exist according to various aspects relating to respondents'

driving experience, driving testpassed at first attempt, duration ofpassing

driving test, regularity of driving, years vehicle driven and type of motor

vehicle.

(3) Susceptibility to bribery is aspecial traffic policing problem which faces

traffic authorities. Differential rating exist according to education as

respondents' demographic characteristic and respondents' driving

experience in relation to informal driver-training, driving test passed at first

attempt, years motor vehicle driven and type of motor vehicle.
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CHAPTER 8

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDADONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Empirical research on deviant driving behaviour is the primary aim of the present study.

Deviant driving behaviour is classified as such in terms of traffic offences and traffic

offenders (deviant drivers). My traffic offence, no matter how trivial, which is

adjudicated according to the Road Traffle Act (South Africa 1996), is classified as deviant

driving behaviour. M epidemiological study of deviant driving behaviour has been

undertaken by focussing on important aspects relating to this social phenomenon

(Mnexure A).

Research methods and techniques selected for the attainment of aims (paragraph 2.3)

and testing of hypotheses (paragraph 2.4) are presented in chapter 2. A self-report

instrument for data capturing was used to reveal the nature and extent of "hidden"

deviant driving behaviour among respondents (drivers) residing in areas under the

uMhlathuze Gty Council's jurisdiction and other adjacent areas (Annexure 8). Seven

hundred and twenty-two respondents constituted the observed frequency. For the

purpose of statistical analyses! the following statistics were used: analysis of variance

(ANOVA) and Chi-square (X2
) for differential analysis and Spearman Rank-Order

Correlation Coefficient (rho) for correlational analysis of deviant driving behaviour.

Chapter 3 of this study deals with theoretical explanations of deviant driving behaviour.

Four sets of theories were analysed: traditional theoretical explanations! modem

. theoretical explanations! theoretical explanations of aggressive driving behaviour and

theoretical explanations of anxious driving behaviour. Theoretical constructs of
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independentvariables include demographic characteristics and selected aspects relating

to respondents' driving experience. The dependentdeviant driving behaviour variables

include seven statistical scales:

• deviant driving behaviour,

• aggression,

• anxiety,

• traffic policing,

• offensive driving,

• document offences, and

• vehicle defects (Annexure A).

Statistical analyses of data are presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. Findings, testing of

hypotheses, conclusions and recommendations are accordingly discussed in this

chapter.

8.2 PROBLEMS AND UMITATIONS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE STUDY

The researcher encountered limitations and problems during the course ofthe stucly. For

ethical reasons, the researcher would like to bring to the attention of the reader that

some of the limitations and problems were eliminated during the course of this stucly.

However, the following limitations and problems are noteworthy:

(a) The dearth of literature and research studies in South Africa that

have used self-reportdata collection techniques presented amajor

problem. The researcher had to rely mostly on foreign (self-report)

studies for the compilation ofadeviantdriving behaviour check-list

or index.
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(b) The sample consisted of respondents drawn from various racial

groups. This presented certain selected limitations:

•

•

•

Socio-cultural realities presented problems with regard to

the operationalisation of some concepts. Some

respondents could notVierv mere disregard of traffic law as

constituting deViant driVing behaViour.

The questionnaire had to be explained in IsiZulu. The

researcher was cautious not to influence the respondents in

the process ofcompleting the questionnaire. However, the

possibility of such influence cannot be ruled out

The level ofdriVing experience of respondents had an effect

on the validity of their responses. For instance, some

respondents do not drive motor vehicles frequently.

(c) The bulk of the attitude questions (Annexure A) were framed as

statements with which the respondents (drivers) had been asked

to agree or disagree or remain neutral. Attitudes are not easily

examined. It is generally recognised that attitudes are important

determinants of driver behaViour. It is probably rare for a driver of

a motor vehicle to have a consistent set of attitudes and because

they are not static and unchanging, they are difficult to measure.

MacMillan (1975:137) once cautioned that it may be dangerous to

infer behaViour in specific situations from verbally expressed

attitudes. For instance, a respondent's attitude towards overtaking

another motor vehicle may be 11 product of his or her past
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experiences as adriver, how he or she sees the particular situation

confronting him or her, and his or her attitude towards other drivers

and other driving situations.

8.3 TESTING OF HYPOTHESES

Four hypotheses were formulated for statistical testing. These hypotheses are based on:

• establishing differences according to respondents' demographic

characteristic and driving experience

• establishing relationships according to respondents' demographic

characteristics and driving experience

• establishing whether or not aggressive and anxious drivers do

commit traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour) and

• finding outwhether or not differences exist in the rating ofselected

aspects relating to traffic policing.

8.3.1 Hypothesis 1: "Deviant driving ~haviourdoes not diffltrwhltn groupltd

according to gltndu, raclt, marital status, typlt of ltmploymltnt!

occupation, rqularity of driving and typlt of motor vlthidlt"

To a large exten~ statistics in the present study reject this null-hypothesis. The

following observations have been made in this regard:

(a) Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to gender in

respect of aggression, anxiety, document offences and vehicle defects

erable 4.1). Male respondents (drivers) displayed more aggression, whilst

female respondents (drivers) reported the highest scores in respect of

anxious driving behaviour.
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(b) Significant differences were recorded for race. Coloured respondents

(30.0%) featured predominantly in the aggression-scale. Black

respondents (29.0%) featured second highest in aggressive driving

behaviour. White respondents reported the lowest scores in respect of

the deviant driving behaviour-scale. Coloured respondents reported the

highest scores in the offensive driving behaviour-scale, whilst White

respondents reported the least in this regard. Deviant driving behaviour

differs when grouped according to race within the context of the

following five scales:

• deviant driving behaviour,

• aggression,

• driving offences,

• document offences, and

• motor vehicle defects (Table 4.2).

(c) Deviant driving behaviour also differs when grouped according to marital

status. Observed differences notably relate to the anxiety and document

offences-scales (Table 4.3). Widowed respondents reported the highest

scores of anxiety. Cross-tabulation yielded the "single/never married

category" as being respondents who rated document offences as not

serious.

(d) Table 4.4 indicates that deviant driving behaviour differs significantly

according to respondents' type of occupation. Differences exist in

respect of aggression, rating of selected aspects of traffic policing,

document offences, driving offences, vehicle defects and anxiety.

Professional drivers reported the highestscores ofaggression, whilst drivers
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in the "unemployed category" reported the highest anxiety scores. Again,

professional drivers featured predominantly in offensive driving behaviour.

(e) Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to regularity of

driving (fable 4.5). Respondents involved in the drMng actMty "for

pleasure", reported the highest scores of aggression, compared to those

in the "to go to work" actMty who reported the lowest scores. Driving

actMties such as driving "for pleasure" and "for shopping purposes"

produced the highestscores ofanxious drivers, whilst the "personal work"

actMty produced the lowest anxiety scores.

(t) Statistical computations yielded significant differences of deviant driving

behaviour according to type of motor vehicle (Table 4.6). Respondents

who operated other vehicles (Le., other than those reflected in Annexure

A), reported the highest level of aggression. Drivers of minibus taxis

reported the highestscores ofoffensive driving behaviour. Again, minibus

taxi drivers reported the highest deviant driving behaviour with regard to

the rating of document offences as being not serious at all. Minibus taxi

drivers were predominant in the operation of defective motor vehicles.

8.3.2 Hypothesis i: "There is no statistical relationship bdw"n deviant

driving behaviour and respondents' age, mucation, income, duration

of passing a driving test and years motor vehicle drive"

This hypothesis was rejected. It is based on the following aim of the study: "to

establish relationships, ifany, between deviantdrMng behaviourand respondents'

age, education, income, duration ofpassing adriving test and years motorvehicle

driven". To avery large extent, statistics in the present study do not support this

null-hypothesis. The follovving is especially noticeable:
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(a) Table 5.2 shows, that for all deviant driving behaviour scales, there is a

significant relationship between deviant driving behaviour and

respondents' age. A positive deduction could be made about the

relationship of the scales:

• deviant driving behaviour,

• aggression and anxiety.

A deduction could be made that a negative correlation exists in respect

of the following deviant driving behaviour -

• traffic policing

• offensive driving

• document offences and

• vehicle defects.

Correlations are low but statistically significant

(b) There is a significant relationship between deviant driving behaviour and

respondents' level of education in respect of aggression, traffic policing,

offensive driving, document offences and vehicle defects CTable 5.4). The

deduction could be made that a positive correlation exist between

aggression and respondents' level of education. A negative correlation

exists between deviant driving behaviour (referring specifically to traffic

policing, offensive driving, document offences and vehicle defects) and

respondents' level of education.

(c) Table 5.6 portrays that there is a significant relationship between deviant

driving behaviour and respondents' income. A positive correlation has
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been established between aggressive driving behaviour and respondents'

income. A negative correlation exist between the deviant driving

behaviour scales (referring specifically to traffic policing, offensive driving,

document offences and vehicle defects), and income. Correlations are

low but statistically significant

(d) Significant relationships exist between deviant driving behaviour and

duration of passing a driving test (Table 5.8). There appears to be a

positive correlation between the deviant driving behaviour scale and

aggression, while a negative correlation prevails between deviant driving

behaviour (with reference to offensive driving, document offences and

vehicle defects) and duration of passing a drMng test Correlation

coefficients are low but statistically significant

(e) Positive correlations exist between deviant drMng behaviour (referring

specifically to scales deviant drMng behaviour) and years motor vehicle

driven. Further, negative correlations exist between deviant driving

behaviour (with reference to scales traffic policing, offensive drMng,

document offences and vehicle defects) and years vehicle driven.

Correlations are low but statistically significant - both in positive and

negative directions.

8.3.3 Hypothesis 3: "Drivers displaying aggressiv2 and anxious driving

b2haviour ar2 not indin2d to commit traffic off£nces"

Statistics in the present study do not support this hypothesis and was, therefore,

partially rejected.

(a) Table 6.2 reveals significant differences in relation to correlations between
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anxious driving behaviour and informal driver-training.

(b) Aggressive driving behaviour differs significantly according to passing a

driving test at first attempt (fable 6.3).

(c) Table 6.4 portrays the manifestation of deviant driving behaviour in the

form of the commission of driving and document offences. Respondents

who leamed to drive at driving schools reported the highest scores of

offensive driving behaviour, 'Nhilst those 'Nho did not leam to drive at

driving schools, reported the highest scores of document offences.

(d) Differences (correlations) betvveen traffic offences and passing ofadriving

. test at first attempt are significant (fable 6.6). Significant differences

(correlations)were also recorded in respect ofall three scales (categories)

of traffic offences: driving offences, document offences and vehicle

defects.

(e) Table 6.7 reveals that there are significant correlations (differences)

between traffic offences and aggressive driving behaviour. This

observation applies to all traffic offence-scales (Annexure A). Drivers

(respondents) displaying aggressive driving behaviourare more inclined to

commit traffic offences.

(f) Drivers displaying anxious driving behaviour are more inclined to commit

document offences and more inclined to operate defective motor

vehicles (fable 6.8). Differences between offensive driving behaviour and

anxiety are not statistically significant. This implies a partial rejection ofthe

null-hypothesis.
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8.3.4 Hypothuis 4: "Rupondcmts do not rate selected aspects of traffic

policing differently"

According to the statistics, this hypothesis is not supported. The following is

especially noticeable:

(a) Table 7.1 reveals thatdifferential rating ofselected aspects relating to traffic

policing (Annexure A, section F) differ according to respondents'

education (p=O.OOO), occupation (p=O.OOO), income (p=O.002) and

race (p=O.013). Differential rating according to gender, age and marital

status are not significant

Vlhite and Asian respondents reported the highest scores of agreement

with selected aspects relating to traffic policing. Highest scores of

disagreementwere reported by the Coloured, whilst Whites reported the

lowest scores. African respondents reported the second highest scores

of agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

Respondents in possession of degrees reported the highest scores of

agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst those

with qualifications below grade 10 reported the lowest scores. The latter

category reported the highest scores of disagreement Lowest scores of

disagreement were reported by respondents in the "diploma category".

Unemployed respondents reported the highest scores of agreementwith

selected aspects relating to traffic policing, whilst the "managerial category"

of respondents reported the lowest scores. The highest scores of

disagreement were reported by the "unskilled category". Again, lowest

scores of disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing

was observed in the "managerial category".
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•

Respondents in the income level RSOO or less, reported the highest scores

ofagreementas opposed to the lowest scores ofagreement reported by

respondents in the income level R1 001-R2 000. Respondents in the

income category R2 001-R3 000, reported the highest scores of

disagreemen~whilst those in income level R5 001 or more reported the

lowest scores.

(b) Agreement or disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic

policing differ significantly according to respondents' driving experience:

• driving test passed at first attempt (p=O.OOO)

• duration of passing a driving test (p=O.OOO)

• years vehicle driven (p=O.OOO) and

• type of motor vehicle (p=O.002; p=O.OOO) (Cf.

Table 7.2).

Respondents who passed their driving test at first attempt rated selected

aspects relating to traffic policing extremely positively (p=O.OOO). The

following are noteworthy:

(i) Respondents who did not pass the driving test at first attempt

reported the highestscores of disagreementwith selected aspects

relating to traffic policing (A.nnexure A Section F- scale 4), whilst

those who passed at first attempt reported the lowest scores.

(ii) Respondents who passed their driving tests at fifth attempt

reported the highestscores of agreemen~whilst those in the fourth

attempt-category reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Respondents in the secondattempt-category, reported the highest
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scores of disagreement whilst those in the fourth attempt and "not

applicable"-categories, reported the lowestscores ofdisagreement

with selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

(iii) Respondents in the "other category', in respect of regularity of

driving, reported the highest scores of disagreement whilst those

in the driving activity "employed drivers', reported the lowest

scores. Highest scores of disagreement were reported by

respondents in the category "as employed drivers'. Respondents

in driving activities "for pleasure and shopping purposes' reported

the lowest scores of disagreement

(iv) Respondents who have driven motor vehicles for more than 16

years reported the highest degree of commitment to selected

aspects relating to traffic policinS- whilst those who have driven

between 1 and 3 years reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Respondents in 1-3 years and 4-6 years categories, reported the

highest scores of disagreement whilst those in the 13-15 years

category reported the lowest scores of disagreement

Cv) Respondentswho operated motorvehicles in the 'other category",

reported the highest scores of agreement with selected aspects

relating to traffic policing, whilst those who operated public motor

vehicles or minibus taxis reported the lowest scores. Again,

respondents who operated minibus taxis reported the highest

scores of non-commitment to selected aspects relating to traffic

policing. A trend likely to be observed here, might be that minibus

taxi operators are deviant drivers because they do not support

traffic law enforcement activities. Respondents who operated
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privately-owned motor vehicles reported the lowest scores of

disagreement

8.4 DISCUSSION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FINDINGS

The aims of the present study are dMded into four goals (Cf. Chapter 1). The most

important findings discussed in this chapter include differential analysis of deviant drMng

behaviour, correlational analysis of deviant driving behaviour, aggressive and anxious

driving behaviour and traffic policing (control measures).

8.4.1 Differential Analysis of Deviant Driving Behaviour

It has been pointed out in Chapter 4 (paragraph 4.2.1), that belonging to a

particular gender has always been associated with the commission of crimes

(deviant driving behaviour). It is generally accepted that males are more involved

in crime than females (for a discussion of theories relevant to the present study,

see Chapter 3 (paragraph 3.3). With regard to differential analysis of deviant

driving behaviour, the following findings are important:

(a) Gender

Females are proportionatelyunder-represented. In thepresentstudy, 64.5

percent of the respondents are males compared to 35.5 percent female

respondents (Cf. Table 2.2). Wlale (respondents) drivers displayed more

aggression than female (respondents) drivers. WlacMillan (1975) found that

the "high" scoring-driver was the one who was willing to take risks, and

who had little respect for the rules of the road. Such adriver would also

seem to regard driving as a challenge, and to have little regard for other

road users. WlacMillan (1975:159) also found that male drivers were
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significantly more aggressive than female drivers: 30.1 percent were male

drivers and only 14.3 percent were female drivers. In the present study.

30.0 percent of male respondents accounted for aggressive driving

behaviour. compared to 19.0 percent female respondents who reported

aggressive driving behaviour (Table 4.1 ).

Female (respondents) drivers are more anxious than male drivers. Parry

(1968:90) opines: "... the female groups tend to have a rather different

pattem of behaviour, becoming more anxious in their motoring ...".

M.acMillan (1975:151) found that 38.1 percent women displayed an

anxiousapproach to driving, whilst 21.2 percent men displayed "anxiety"

aboutdrivingbehaviour. This is substantiated bythe presentstudv's finding

that 45.0 percent of females reported the highest scores of an anxious

approach to driving. whilst only31.0 percent ofmales reported the lowest

scores of anxious driving behaviour. Respondents displayed deviant

driving behaviour by being in disagreement with the imposition of severe

penalties forvarious motorvehicle defects: 43.0 percentfemales and 40.0

percent males. Females appear more deviant in this regard.

Cb) Race

Coloured respondents reported the highest deviant driving behaviour,

whilst White respondents reported the lowest scores. Black respondents

reported third highestscores in respectofdeviantdriving behaviour. Asian

respondents reported the fourth highest scores in this regard. Again,

Coloured respondents reported the highest scores of aggressive driving

behaviour; whilst Asian respondents reported the lowest scores (Table

4.2). Black respondents reported the second highest scores ofaggressive

driving behaviour. White respondents reported the third highest scores in
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respect of aggressive driving behaviour (paragraph 4.2.2.1). Coloured

respondents featured predominantly in respect of offensive driving

behaviour, whilst White respondents reported the least forms of offensive

driving behaviour. Asian respondents reported the second highest scores

of offensive driving behaviour. Black respondents reported the third

highest scores in this regard Black respondents featured predominantly in

rating document offences as not serious at all, whilst White respondents

reported the lowest scores. Asian and Coloured respondents equally

reported the second highest scores in respect of rating document

offences as not serious at all.

Bolhuis (Van der Westhuizen 1982:149) cites the South African Bureau of

Statistics portraying Coloured (69.80%) and Black (84.13%) who,

predominantly, operated defective motor vehicles during the period

1965-1967. Statistical findings of the present study support the South

African Bureau of Statistics. In the present study Black and Coloured

respondents (46.0% respectively) outnumbered all the other respondents

in their scores relating to their disagreement with regard to the imposition

of severe penalties for various motor vehicle defects. White respondents

(28%) reported the lowest scores of disagreement, whilst the Asian

respondents reported the second highestscores in this regard (paragraph

4.2.2.1).

(c) .Marital status

Widowed respondents (51.0%) reported the highest scores of anxiety

than respondents in other marital status-categories. Cross-tabulations

yielded "never been married" (30.0%) as being the respondents who

rated document offences as not serious (Table 4.3).
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(d) Occupation

oilman and Hobbs (Van der Westhuizen 1982:137-138) carried out a

study between two groups of taxi drivers, of which one group had been

involved in several accidents whereas the other group had clean accident

records. The study revealed:

• the conditions in the homes of the accident-prone

taxi drivers (professional drivers) had been and

continued to be less stable

• the attitude towards public (traffic) authorities was

considerably more aggressive

• this group had more frequent dealings with the

authorities on matters other than traffic and

• professional drivers definitely showed more

aggressive driving behaviour.

Professional drivers (31.0%). who participated in the present study.

reported the highest scores of aggressive driving behaviour compared to

unemployed respondents (8.0%) who reported the lowest scores Gable

4.4). Unlike in the aggressive scale, respondents in the ·unemployed

category" (57.0%), reported the highest anxiety scores, whereas

professional drivers and executives (24.0% respectively), reported the

lowestanxietyscores. Professional drivers (50.0%) featured predominantly

in offensive driving behaviour, whilst respondents in the ·managerial

category" (30.0%) were the least to commit driving offences. Professional

drivers (39.0%) may thus be considered the most deviant drivers based

on their perceptions of document offences being not serious at all. Again,

professional drivers and skilled workers (48.0% respectively) reported the
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highest scores with regard to disagreement with penalisation of drivers

who operated defective Vehicles, compared to the executive and

managerial (29.0% respectively) who had the lowest scores in this regard.

(e) Regularity of driving

Respondents (56.0%) in the driving activity "for pleasure", reported the

highest scores of aggressive driving behaviour, compared to those in the

"to go to work"activity (20.0%) who reported the lowest scores (Table

4.5). Driving activities such as "for pleasure and for shopping purposes"

produced the highest anxious drivers/respondents (52.0% respectively),

perhaps because of the fear of being hijacked, whilst the "professional

work" activityproduced the lowest anxious scores (25.0%). Respondents

(57.0%) who regularly drove motor vehicles for holiday purposes, rated

document offences as not serious and, as such, can be viewed as the

most deviant in this regard. Seventy-one percent of the sample who are

engaged in driving predominantly for "holiday purposes" disagreed with

penalisation of motor vehicle driivers who operated defective vehicles.

The rationale for disagreement might be that traffic fines will "eat up" all

their holiday spending money.

(f) Type of motor vehicle

Rnally, differential analysis of deviant driving behaviour was statistically

computed in accordance with the type of motor vehicle (Table 4.6).

Respondents (67.0%) who operated vehicles other than those reflected

in Annexure A, reported the highest level of aggression. Respondents

(15.0%) who operated goods delivery vehicles reported the lowest

scores of aggression. The extentof involvement in offensive driving was
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reported highest by drivers (60.0%) of minibus taxis, whilst respondents

(30.0%) who operated goods delivery vehicles reported the lowest

scores.

Once again, minibus taxi drivers (55.0%) reported the highest deviant

driving behaviour in rating document offences being not serious at all,

whilst passenger bus drivers reported the lowest scores. Again, minibus

taxis (69.0%) topped the list of defective vehicles and drivers of such

motorvehicles can, therefore, beviewed as predominantly deviant drivers

because they expressed disagreement with penalisation for operating

defective vehicles.

8.4.2 Correlational Analysis of Dniant Driving Behaviour

An exposition ofcorrelational analysis ofdeviant drMng behaviour has been given

in Chapter 5. The age CUNe approach to the study of age and deviant driving

behaviour has also been highlighted in Chapter 3 (paragraph 3.3.2). Within the

operational definition of the present study, it was expected, therefore, that there

should be linear relationships between deviant driving behaviour and

respondents' age, education, income, duration of passing adriving test and years

vehicle driven (hypothesis 2). Findings of the present study confirms this linear

relationship.

(a) Age

Table 5.2 shows that for aB deviant driving behaviour-scales, there is a

relationship between deviant driving behaviour and respondents' age. A

positive correlational relationship is to be found with the following scales:
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•
•
•

deviant driving behaviour (rho - 0.101)

aggression (rho - 0.090) and

anxiety (rho - 0.078).

Negative correlations in respect of the scales are observed:

• traffic policing (rho - 0.087)

• offensive driving (rho - 0.184)

• document offences (rho - 0.145) and

• vehicle defects (rho - 0.134).

Correlations are low but statistically significant Parry (1968:104) found a

high positive correlation between the age groups and aggressive driving

behaviour.

(b) Education

Deviant driving behaviour differs significantly according to respondents'

levels of education With regard to:

• aggression (p=O.OOO)

• traffic policing (p=O.OOO)

• offensive driving (p=O.OOO)

• document offences (p=O.OOO) and

• vehicle defects (p=0.OO3) - see Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 reveals significant relationships between deviant driving

behaviour and respondents' level of education in respect of
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• aggression

• traffic policing

• offensive driving

• document offences

• vehicle defects.

A positive correlation exists between aggressive driving behaviour and

respondents' level of education (rho - 0.203). However, negative

correlations exist between deviant driving behaviour, with specific

reference to

• traffic policing (rho - 0.171)

• offensive driving (rho - 0.191)

• document offences (rho - 0.216) and

• vehicle defects (rho - 0.129), and respondents' level

of education.

Correlations are lowbutsignificant at the 0.01 level. No relationship could

be established between anxious driving behaviour and respondents' level

of education.

.MacMilJan (1975:115-116) studied education in relation to deviantdriving

behaviour from three angles: type of school attended, age when fulJ-time

education was finished and the incidence of post-school qualification.

Such data could not indicate any trends in relation to the present study,

since .MacMillan's study did not contain information pertaining to the

relationship between deviant driving behaviour and respondents' level of

education as reflected in Annexure A (section A).
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(c) Income

Deviant driving behaviour (with reference to aggression: p=O.OOO, anxiety:

p=O.OOO, traffic policing: p=0.002, document offences: p=O.OOO and

vehicle defects: p=O.OOO) differs significantly according to respondents'

monthly income (Table 5.5).

Table 5.6 reports a significant relationship between deviant driving

behaviour and respondents' monthly income. A slightpositive relationship

was obtained in the correlation between aggression and respondents'

income (rho 0.194). However, slight negative correlations exist between

deviant driving behaviour-scales:

• traffic policing (rho - 0.188)

• offensive driving (rho - 0.112)

• document offences (rho - 0.227) and

• vehicle defects (rho - 0.195).

Correlations are low but statistically significant

(0) Duration of passing a driving test

Table 5.7 reveals that deviant driving behaviour differs significantly

according to the respondents' duration ofpassing adriving test Significant

differences exist in respect of all deviant driving behaviour scales:

• deviant driving behaviour (p=O.005)

• aggression (p=O.OOO)

• anxiety (p=0.022) .
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•
•
•
•

traffic policing (p=O.OOO)

offensive driving (p=O.OOO)

document offences (p=O.OOO) and

vehicle defects (p=O.OOO).

There are significant relationships between deviant driving behaviour and

duration of passing a driving test (Table 5.8). Slight positive correlations

exist in respect of the following scales:

I

•
•

deviant driving behaviour (rho 0.142) and

aggression (rho 0.154).

Slight negative correlations were established in respect of the scales

below:

• offensive driving (rho 0.154)

• document offences (rho 0.146)

• vehicle defects (rho 0.133) and

• traffic policing (rho 0.214).

Correlations are low but statistically significant No correlation was

establishedbetween anxious driving behaviourand the duration ofpassing

a driving test

. (e) Years motor vehicle driven

MacMllan (1975:97-99) analysed the years vehicle were driven in relation

to convictions and accidents. He paid special attention to the distance

travelled per year. The present study did not include the distance
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travelled, convictions and involvement in accidents. fv\acMillan (1975:99)

found that as driving experience increases for both male and female

drivers, more drivers become involved in accidents and traffic offences.

The increase was the highest for least-experienced drivers and this would

suggest a relationship between accidents and traffic offences (deviant

driving behaviour).

With reference to the present study, Table 5.9 shows that, with the

exception of anxiety, deviant driving behaviour differs significantly

according to years a vehicle was driven. Differences were observed as

follows;

• deviant driving behaviour (p=0.002)

• aggression (p=O.OOO)

• traffic policing (p=O.OOO)

• offensive driving (p=O.OOO)

• document offences (p=O.OOO) and

• vehicle defects (p=O.OOO).

Slight positive relationships were reported between the following

measures; deviant driving behaviour (rho -0.147), aggression (rho -0.184)

and years vehicle driven (Table 5.10). Further, slight negative correlations

exist between deviant driving behaviour-scales and: traffic policing (rho

-0.209), offensive driving (rho -0.282), document offences (rho -0.281),

vehicle defects (rho -0.190) and years vehicle driven. Correlations are low

but statistically significant both in positive and negative directions. No

correlation could be established between anxious driving behaviour and

years vehicle driven (Table 5.10).
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8.4.3 Aggrusivlt and Anxious Driving Bdlaviour

The influence of aggression and anxiety on traffic offences (deviant driving

behaviour) constitutes the core thesis of the present study (Cf. Chapter 3,

paragraphs 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.3.3; Chapter 6). Hypothesis 3 stating: "Drivers

displaying aggressive and anxious driving behaviour are not inclined to commit

traffic offences", has been tested in that chapter.

Parry (1968:99) discovered that drivers displaying aggressive and anxious

approaches to driving were more likely to be involved in accidents a.e., to be

accident-prone). The assumption could be made that individual's tendency to

be involved in an accident is due to the laws of chance or an inherent capacity

to accidents. This would necessitate categorising and separating motor vehicle

aCCidents into those precipitated by some knO\M1 and measurable "human

weaknesses" and those brought about by chance situations. Parry (1968:117)

also found that aggression and anxiety, when combined, were extremely

dangerous in their influence on the causation of accidents (deviant driving

behaviour).

MacMllan (1975:151-160) found that drivers displaying aggressive and arooous

approaches to driving were convicted for traffic offences such as: driving amotor

vehicle while intoxicated, reckless driving, operating defective motor vehicles,

parking offences, etc. This researcher maintained that traffic offences (deviant

driving behaviour) contributed towards traffic aCCidents (MacMllan 1975:87).

Willett (Van der Westhuizen 1982:137) found that 11.0 percent of 653 traffic

offenders (deviant drivers) were aggressive, shameless or violent traffic offenders

who apparentlyhad littleconcern for the needs or safety of other road users, and

seemed to be quite indifferent to social or (traffic) legal sanctions.
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With reference to the present study, the following are important findings:

(a) Aggressive-anxious driving behaviour and leamed to drive at a driving

school

Table 6.1yielded significant differences between anxietyand formal driver

training (p=0.OO7). Fourty-two percentrespondents who received formal

driver-training displayed anxious driving behaviour.

(b) Aggressive-anxious driving behaviour and informal driver-training

Respondents who learned to drive through informal instruction reported

an aggressive approach to driving (Table 6.2, p=0.OO1). An anxious

inclination to driving has also been observed among respondents who

leamed to drive through informal driver-training (Table 6.2, p=0.OO1).

(c) Aggressive-anxious driving behaviour and passing driving test at first

attempt

Respondents (28%)who passed theirdriving tests atfirst attemptreported

the highest scores of aggression, whilst those (25%) who did not pass at

first attempt reported the lowest scores (Table 6.3).

(d) Correlation between traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour) and

learned to drive at a driving school

Table 6.4 reveals that respondents who learned to drive at driving schools

reported the highest offensive driving behaviour (40.0%), compared to

respondents who did not learn to drive at driving schools (39.0%).
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Respondents who did not leam to drive at driving schools, reported the

highest commission of document offences (42.0%), whereas those who

acquired their driver-training through formal instruction at driving schools,

reported lower scores for document offences (21.0%) - Table 6.4.

(e) Correlation between traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour) and

passing driving test at first attempt

Significantdifferenceswere recorded in respectofall traffic offence-scales

(Table 6.6). Respondents who did not pass their driving test at first

attempt, reported higher deviant driving behaviour in respect of vehicle

defects (47.0%), offensive driving (45.0%) and document offences

(28.0%). lower scores were recorded for respondents who passed their

driving test at first attempt: vehicle defects - (32.0%), offensive driving 

(29.0%) and document offences - (12.0%).

(t) Correlation between traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour) and

aggression

Table 6.7 reveals significant (differences) correlations between traffic

offences and aggressive driving behaviour and this obseNation applies to

all traffic offence-scales: document offences (68.0%), vehicle defects

(37.0%) and offensive driving (34.0%). Respondents who did notdisplay

aggressive driving behaviour, reported somewhat lower to extremely low

scores in respect of document offences (38.0%), offensive driving and

vehicle defects (6.0%) respectively.
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Cs) Correlation between traffic offences (deviant driving behaviour) and

anxiety

Significant (correlations) differences exist between anxIous driving

behaviourand two categories oftraffic offences (Table 6.8). Respondents

who displayed an anxious approach to driving, scored higher on

document offences (23.0%) and those who did notscored lower (3.0%)

in this regard. Respondents who displayed an anxious approach to the

operation of defective motor vehicles scored higher (47.0%) than those

who did not (22.0%).

The present study reports no (differences) correlation between traffic offences

(deviant driving behaviour) and informal driver-training (Table 6.5).

8.4.4 Traffic Policing (traffic control mlZasuru)

Social control theories have laid an emphasis on the significance of controlling deviant

driving behaviour (Cf. Chapter 3, paragraphs 3.2.1.3 and 3.3.4). The rating ofselected

aspects relating to traffic policing (Annexure C: Section F), produced the following

important findings:

(a) Race

White and Asian respondents (32.0% respectively) reported the highest scores

of agreement with selected aspects of traffic policing. Black respondents

(28.0%) reported the second highest scores of agreement. Coloured

respondents (16.0%) reported the lowest scores in respect of agreement with

selected aspects relating to traffic policing. Highest scores (14.0%) of

disagreement were reported by Coloured respondents, whilst White

respondents (2.0%) reported the lowest scores. Asian respondents (8.0%)
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reported the second highest scores of disagreement. The third highest scores

(6.0%) of disagreement were reported by Black respondents.

(b) Education

Respondents (45.0%) in possession of degrees reported the highest scores of

agreement with selected aspects of traffic policing (Table 7.1). The possibility,
exists that such level of education might enable (drivers) respondents to make

more informed decisions. Respondents (1 0.0%)with qualifications belowgrade

10 reported the highest scores of disagreement. Lowest scores (1.0%) of

disagreement were reported by respondents in the "diploma category".

(c) Occupation

Unemployed respondents (46.0%) reported the highest scores of agreement

with selected aspects relating to traffic policing erable 7.1 ). Unskilled

respondents (14.0%) reported the highestscores ofdisagreementwith selected

aspects relating to traffic policing (Annexure A Section F).

(d) Income

Respondents (59.0%) in the income level RSOO or less, reported the highest

scores of agreement, whilst those (14.0%) in the income level R2 001-R3 000

reported the highest scores of disagreement with selected aspects of traffic

policing.

Table 7.2 shows that there are significant differences in respondents' rating of

selected aspects relating to traffic policing in terms of the following aspects of

driving experience: driving test passed at first attempt, duration ofpassing driving

test, regularity of drMng, years vehicle driven and type of motor vehicle.
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(e) Driving test passed at first attempt

Fourty-two percent of the respondents who passed their drMng test at first

attempt reported extremely positively (p=O.OOO) - the highest score reported

for this table. Respondents (8.0%) who did not pass the drMng test at first

attempt reported the highest scores of disagreement, whilst those (3.0%) who

passed at first attempt reported the lowest scores.

(f) DrMng test passed at various attempts

Seventy-three percentof the respondents in the fifth attempt-category reported

the highest scores of agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing

reflected in Annexure A (Section F: scale 4), whilst respondents (11.0%) in the

second attempt-category reported the highest scores of disagreement

(g) Regularity of drMng

Respondents (62.0%) in the driving activity'othercategory' reported the highest

scores of agreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing. Highest

scores of disagreement were reported by respondents (10.0%) in the drMng

actMty 'employed drivers', whilst respondents (4.0%)who drovemotorvehicles

for pleasure and shopping purposes, reported the lowest scores of

disagreement with selected aspects relating to traffic policing.

(h) Years motor vehicle driven

Fifty-two percent of respondents who have driven motor vehicles for more than

16 years, reported the highest degree of commitment with selected aspects

relating to traffic policing. Such reporting may be ascribed to drMng maturity.

Respondents (16.0%) who have driven between 1 and 3 years reported the

lowest scores. Respondents (9.0% respectively) in 1-3 and 4--6 years-
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categories, reported the highest scores of disagreement, whilst those (2.0%) in

the 13-15 years-category reported the lowest scores of disagreement

(i) Type of motor vehicle

Respondents (67.0%) who operated motor vehicles in the "other category",

reported the highest scores ofagreementwith selected aspects relating to traffic

policing (Annexure A: Section 4), whilst those who operated public motor

vehicles or minibus taxis reported the lowest scores in this regard (9.0%).

Respondents (13.0%) who operated minibus taxis reported the highest scores

of disagreement, implying they do not support traffic law enforcement actMties.

(j) Susceptibility of traffic officers to bribery

Bribery is perceived as a dysfunctional aspect of traffic policing because traffic

officers will not be inclined to enforce traffic laws. Such might result in

precipitating more deviantdrivers (non-conformists). In the present study, tables

7.3 and 7.4 reveal that there are significant differences (correlations) according

to education in the rating of this dysfunctional aspect (bribery/corruption) by

respondents. Respondents in almost all levels of education scored extremely

very high scores of agreement with the statement that "traffic officers are

susceptible to bribery". This implies that respondents might have committed

"active bribery". Uneducated respondents (100%) reported the highest scores

of agreement, whilst respondents (93.0%) with degrees reported the lowest

scores (Table 7.3).

Table 7.4 reveals significant differences in respect of traffic officers' susceptibility

to bribery according to respondents' driving experience: informal driver-training.

driving test passed at first attempt years vehicle driven and type of motorvehicle.

Respondents who learned to drive motorvehicle bymeans ofself-instruction and

"other types"-categories reported the highest scores of traffic officers'
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susceptibility to bribery (100.0% respectively). The "employer category" had

the lowest scores (82.0%). Respondents (9.0%) who leamed to drive through

employers' instruction reported the highest scores of traffic officers being not

susceptible to bribery, whilst those (1.0%) who were taught by relatives,

reported the lowest scores in this regard.

Respondents (96.0%) who passed their driving tests at first attempt reported

agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to corruption (bribery). Ukewise,

those (96.0%) who did not pass their driving tests at first attempt also reported

agreement with this variable. To a fairly large extent, the findings show that

respondents might have been involved in "active" bnoery, primarily as givers of

material things to traffic officers. Respondents (2.0%) who passed their driving

test at first attempt reported the lowest scores of disagreement, compared to

those (3.0%) who did not pass at first attempt reported the highest scores of

disagreement with traffic officers being not susceptible to bribery.

Respondents (97.0%) in the less that 1 year, 4-6 years, 7-9 years and 13-15

years categories, reported the highest scores of agreement with traffic officers'

susceptibility to bribery. Seven percent of the respondents who have driven

motor vehicles for more than 16 years reported the highest scores of

disagreement, whilst those (2.0%) with driving experience in categories 1-3years

and 7-9 years reported the lowest scores of disagreement.

The highest reporting in respect of disagreement (refenring specifically to the

category 16 years or more) may be ascribed to the cumulative effect of driving

experience which have contributed to self-confidence and defensive driving

behaviour. The latter attitude causing (drivers) respondents no to perceive traffic

officers as susceptible to bribery.

Respondents who operated passenger buses and tractors, reported the highest

scores of agreement with traffic officers' susceptibility to bribery (100.0%
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respectivdy). A reasonable deduction could be made that active bribery might

have been committed by those respondents, whilst traffic officers might have

conceded to passive bribery. Respondents who operated motorcycles and pay

loaders reported the highest scores ofdisagreement (50.0% respectively), whilst

privately-owned motor vehicles and minibus taxi operators (2.0% respectively)

repoTted the lowest scores in this regard.

Statistical findings of the present study reveal that respondents rate selected

aspects relating to traffic policing (Annexure A: traffic policing-scale/section F)

differently.

8.5 CONCLUSIONS: DEVIANT DRMRS

In assessing the results of the present study, it is important to bear in mind that the

researcher has not studied a ·deviant driver population·, but only a sample of that

population.

The analysis in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 has been directed towards establishing differences

and/or relationships between deviantdriving behaviour (see Annexure A: deviant drMng

behaviour-scales 1-7JSections C-l) and respondents' demographic characteristics (see

Annexure A: Section A) and their driving experience (see Annexure A: Section B).

It should be noted that sections A and B of the measuring instrument constitute

independentvariables, whilst sections C-l (AnnexureA) constitute dependentvariables

and have been operationalised to refer to seven deviant driving behaviour scales.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the empirical findings emanating from the

present study:
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8.5.1 Diffuential Analysis of Deviant Driving Behaviour

One of the aims of the present study is to establish differences, if any, between

deviant driving behaviour and predictor variables such as gender, race, marital

status, type of occupation, regUlarity of driving and type of motor vehicle. The

following conclusions are based on those variables.

(a) Gender

Findings and opinions that have been maintained for decades, namely that

males exceed females in crime involvement (also in deviant driving

behaviour), must be upheld. Male drivers appear to be significantly more

involved in self-reported deviant driving behaviour than their female

counterparts. Aggression is also frequently shown by ordinary drivers of

motor vehicles. It can be concluded that male drivers are much more

aggressive, vvhilst female drivers are markedly less aggressive than male

drivers.

Female respondents, on the other hand, reported higher levers of anxiety.

The conclusion could be made that female drivers are more anxious than

male drivers when driving a motor vehicle.

(b) Race

Race emerges as another predictor of deviant driving behaviour. The

relationship between race and deviant driving behaviour appears to be

inconsistent and might necessitate further research. Deviant driving

behaviour is a reality for various races. Coloured respondents are being

more involved in aggressive driving behaviour. Black respondents are
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much more deviant in respect of the commission of document offences

and the operation of defective motor vehicles. White respondents are

deviant in respect of offensive driving behaviour, but to a low degree.

Asian respondents are deviant in aggressive driving behaviour, also to a

low degree.

. (c) fvl.arital status

Respondents in the "widowed category" are much more anxious when

driving amotorvehicle, whilst those in "nevermarried" (single) categoryare

the most deviant in respect of the commission of document offences.

(d) Type of employment/occupation

Professional drivers who participated in the present study are considered

much more deviant in respect of the commission of driving offences,

document offences and the operation of defective motor vehicles.

Respondents in the "unemployed category" are more anxious drivers.

(e) Regularity of driving

Regularity of driving should be understood within the context ofexposure

to risk in accordance with various types of driving activities. Respondents

in the driving activity "for pleasure" are much more aggressive.

Respondents in driving activities "for pleasure and for shopping purposes"

tend to be deviant because they displayed an anxious approach to

driving. Respondents who drove regularly for "holiday purposes", were

found to be the most deviant in the commission of document offences

and the operation of defective vehicles.
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(f) Type of motor vehicle

Drivers (respondents) of minibus taxis were found to be much more

deviant in the commission of all categories of traffic offences (deviant

drMng behaviour): drivins offences. document offences and the operation of

defective public motorvehicles. The conclusion points to minibus taxi drivers as

being deviant drivers.

8.5.2 Corrttlational Analysis of DEViant Driving Behaviour

The following conclusions can be drawn from empirical findings of the present study:

(a) Age

Positive correlations exist between ageand aggressive-anxious driving behaviour.

Negative relationship exist between age and traffic offences (deviant driving

behaviour). The conclusion points to a significant relationship between age and

deviant driving behaviour. Age, therefore, does exert some significant influences

on deviant driving behaviour, and - as could be expected - the older a driver,

the less aggressive he or she becomes.

Cb) Education

Respondents displayed low positive relationships in respect of aggression.

Negative correlations in accordance with the commission of traffic offences

(deviant driving behaviour) were established. The present study could not

establish any relationship between education and anxious driving behaviour. The

conclusion suggests that anxiety is not significant in the analysis of deviant driving

behaviour according to education.
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(c) Income

Correlations among the income distributions are particularly important in showing

the impact on deviant driving behaviour. There appears to be a positive

correlation between aggressive driving behaviour and income. Negative

correlations have also been found between traffic offences (deviant driving

behaviour) and income. The conclusion indicates that deviant drivers can be

accounted for in terms of income.

(d) Duration of passing a driving test

Conclusive statistical evidence was found to suggest positive correlations

between deviantdriving behaviour (aggression) and duration ofpassing adriving

test Negative correlations exist in respect of the commission of traffic offences

(deviant driving behaviour). No statistical evidence was found to suggest that

anxious driving behaviour was related to duration of passing a driving test

.(e) Years motorvehide driven

Statistical evidence, with the exception of anxiety, seems to point conclusively

to deviantdriving behaviourbeing related to years motorvehicles driven. Positive

correlation between years vehicles driven and aggression has been recorded

Negative correlations exist in respect of the commission of traffic offences. The

conclusion is that 'years vehicle driven' does account for relationships with

deviant driving behaviour. Years vehicle driven exert the powerful influence on

various forms of deviant driving behaviour.
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8.5.3 Aggressive and Anxious Drivin! Behaviour

The following conclusions can be drawn from the aggression-anxiety construct:

•

•

•

•

Respondents who leamed to drive motor vehicles at driving schools are

anxious drivers. They also committed traffic offences.

Respondents who learned to drive through informal instruction are both

aggressive and anxious drivers. No significant differences could be

established between traffic offences and informal driver-training.

Respondents who passed their driving tests at first attempt are aggressive

drivers. No statistical evidence could be found in respectofanxiety. The

conclusion suggests that these respondents did notdisplay any forms of

anxious driving behaviour.

Respondents who passed their driving tests at various attempts are to a

greater extent involved in respect of the commission of all three types of

traffic offences. The conclusion points to drivers displaying aggressive

and anxious driving behaviour are more inclined to commit traffic

offences.

8.5.4 Traffic Policing

Traffic policing statistical findings of the present study lead to the follovving conclusions:

Ca) White, Black and Asian respondents were more conformists, whilst Coloured

respondents were deviant because they mostly expressed disagreement with

selected aspects relating to traffic policing. The conclusion is that disagreement

points to a trend toward deviant driving behaviour.
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(b) Respondents in possession of degrees were greater conformists, and to alesser

degree deviant, which points to a more informed attitude towards formal traffic

prescriptions, responsibilities and obligations. Respondents with qualifications

below grade 10 were to agreater extent more deviant. The conclusion suggests

the level of education in the driving situation plays an important part in drivers'

perceptions about traffic law enforcement activities and accompanying formal

traffic prescriptions.

(c) Unemployed and unskilled respondents were, to a greater extent, conformists,

whilst managers were lessconformists. Thus, deviant drMng behaviour is areality

for respondents (drivers) in various types of occupation.

(d) Respondents in the income category "R500 or less" could be considered more

conformists, whilst those in the income category R2 001-R3 000" were to a

greaterextent more deviant An inference to be drawn, is that income emerges

as astrong predictor of deviant driving behaviour.

(e) Respondents who passed their driving tests at first attempt were more

conformists, whilst those who did not were deviant There is a relationship

between deviant drMng behaviour and passing a driving test at first attempt.

ct) Respondents who passed their drMng test at the "fifth attempt" were more

"conformists". Respondents who passed their drMng test at the "second

attempt" were deviant drivers.

(g) Regularity of driving is another predictor of deviant driving behaviour.

Respondents in the category "as employed drivers" were more deviant.

Ch) Respondents who have driven motorvehicles for more than 16years were more

"conformists", whilst those in 1-6years categorywere to agreaterextent deviant.

A trend which may be observed is that inexperienced drivers lack self-
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confidence.

co Professional drivers (respondents) lNho operated minibus taxis were to agreater

extent deviant They were not supportive of traffic law enforcement

G) Uneducated respondentswere mostly deviant because they, to agreaterextent,

agreed that traffic officers are susceptible to bribery. Respondents in possession

of degrees were to a lesser extent deviant Education broadens an (driver's)

indMdual's mental horizons. Further, education empowers (drivers) indMduals

to be analytical and critical in their (motor vehicle driving) approaches. The

conclusion points that bribery is a very serious traffic policing problem.

Respondents' characteristics: gender, race, age, occupation, income and marital

status emerged as not predictors of traffic officer's susceptibility to bribery

(deviant driving behaviour).

(k) Respondents lNho leamed to drive motor vehicles by means of self-instruction

were to agreater extentdeviant in agreeing that traffic officers are susceptible to

bribery. Statistical distribution is equal among respondents lNho passed their

drMng test as well as those lNho did not It can be concluded that these

respondents were deviant and "might have bribed" traffic officers.

(I) Respondents lNho have driven motorvehicles for less than 1year, 4-6 years, 7-9

years and 13-15 years were to agreater extent deviant (involvement in "active"

bribery). Respondents who have driven vehicles for more than 16 years were

to a lesser extent deviant in this regard.

(m) There are significant differences between the type of motor vehicle and

susceptibility of traffic officers to bribery. This does not imply that traffic officers

target only certain types of motor vehicle drivers to bribe them. Respondents

lNho operated passenger buses and tractors were to a greater extent deviant.

The conclusion suggests that most (drivers) respondents were deviant. Thus, the
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aet of "active bribery" is a reality for respondents of the present study.

8.6 AIMS AnAlNMENT

The present study was undertaken with the purpose of achieving four discrete aims (Cf.

Chapter 1: paragraph 1.4). The following aims have been formulated:

(a) To establish differences, if any, between deviant drMng behaviour

and respondents' characteristics. It was essential to formulate the

null-hypothesis in order to achieve this aim (Cf. Chapter 1:

paragraph 1.6). The null-hypothesis was tested in Chapter 4. The

present study has achieved this aim because the statistical findings

revealed significant differences between deviant drMng behaviour

and respondents' characteristics: gender, race, marital status,

occupation, regularity ofdrMng and type ofmotorvehicle normally

driven (see tables 4.1- 4.6).

(b) To establish relationships, if any, between deviant drMng behaviour

and respondents' characteristics. This necessitated the formulation

of the null-hypothesis (Cf. Chapter 1: paragraph 1.6). Chapter 5

deals with correlational analysis (testing of the null-hypothesis) of

deviant drMng behaviour. Statistical evidence has established

positive and negative correlations between deviantdrMngbehaviour

and respondents' age, education, income, duration of passing a

driving test and years motor vehicle driven (see tables 5.1 - 5.10).

The present study has achieved this aim.

(c) To find out whether or not aggressive and anxious drivers do

commit traffic offences. In the present study, traffic offences are
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perceived as manifestations of deviant driving behaviour. The

formulated null-hypothesis was tested in Chapter 6. The aim of this

study has been attained because the statistical computations

revealed that aggressive and anxious respondents (drivers) do

commit traffic offences (see tables 6.1 - 6.4; tables 6.6 - 6.8).

(d) To ascertain whether differences, if any, exist in the rating of

selected aspects relating to traffic policing. Chapter 7 (paragraph

7.6) deals with the testing of the null-hypothesis. Statistical findings

revealed significant differences in the rating of selected aspects

relating to traffic policing (see tables 7.1 - 7.4). The present study

has, therefore, attained this aim.

8.7 RECOMMENDATIONS

The emphasis of the presentstudy is on the epidemiological (empirical analysis) study of

deviant driving behaviour. Statistical findings of the study has resulted in making a number of

non-prescriptive recommendations. In the light of the findings and condusions referred to in

paragraph 8.4 and 8.5 of this chapter, the researcher offers the follOWing recommendations.

Some of the recommendations derive directly from the statistical findings (evidence) of the

present study, whilst others are related to road traffic educational matters on which road traffic

(administration) management has abearing.

8.7.1 The Driving Test

It is essential to note the limitations of the driving test (final "passing-out"). For

instance, the driving test takes place only in daylight and lasts only for avery short

time. A more searching test in more varied conditions mightbe undertaken during

night driving, driving at speed, and to cope with challenging conditions. A two-
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part driving test, With an interval of several months in betvveen, mightbe desirable.

Probably the most defect of the present driving test is that it pays no attention to

personality characteristics, such as aggression and anxiety of the driver. The

deviant driver is not so much an individual who is poor at controlling his or her

motor vehicle, but the real problem is that he or she may suffer from a serious

pathological inadequacyofcharacterand personality. The aggressiveand anxious

individual driver is the most deviant driver. It migh~ therefore, be appropriate for

the obligatory course of approved driving instruction to include asearching test

on the driver's personality inadequacies.

8.7.2 Driver-Training and Education

Driver-training and education programmes should be much more extensive.

Further, driver-training, education and observation of the Road Traffic Act and

Regulations should be concemed with the moulding of the driver into someone

who knows, understands and respects the rights of other road users by fulfilling

his or her own duties. The Driver-Training Academy could be a worthwhile

establishment to prioritise driver-training and such an Academycould be used to

improve driver-performance. Driver-training and education could take place in

public schools and on public roads. The training course should entail hazards of

motor vehicle driving and how to cope with those hazards.

8.7.3 Disposal of convicted (deviant) drivers by Criminal Courts

Information should be made available to the courts about the background and

character of the convicted driver. The cou~ in sentencing the traffic offender,

mightbe concemedwith theactual traffic offence (deviant driving behaviour) and

the offender's (deviant driver's) general adjustment This might suggest the need
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for setting up driver psychological-psychiatric clinics where drivers' mental and

physical fitness to drive motor vehicles could be assessed.

Traffic courts mightbe desirable establishments where there are voluminous traffic

law violations, where ordinary criminal courts are overburdened, and computer

facilities at hand.

8.7.4 Pedestrian-driver education

It has been observed that pedestrian-jaywalking was the main leading individual

human factor which contributed to fatal accidents in South Africa for the period

01 July 2002 - 30 June 2003 and this is accounted for in 40.0 percent cases (Cf.

Table 7.5). It is, therefore, recommended that consideration be given to employ .

educational processes to produce awarenesswithin the individual pedestrian and

driver of dangers on pUblic roads. There is aneed for the developmentofethics

and "good drivership· behind the wheel. An important approach to building a

safe motor vehicle driving attitude is to make safe driving behaviour part of (good

manners) propriety norms.

Traffic safety education should be prioritised in the curriculum of educational

institutions. For instance, educational institutions should provide an excellent

opportunity for reaching alarge groupwith aprogramme ofroad traffic education

by using traffic officers. Youth should be taught at an early age to know,

understand and respect traffic laws.

A traffic safety programme could include:

• the driving task

• the readiness task
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•
•
•

8.7.5 Surcharge

freeway emergencies

transportation systems and

improvement tasks.

8nployers should be discouraged from being tempted for commercial reasons

to impose tight delivery schedules which are conducive to traffic law violations

(deviant drMng behaviour) by professional drivers. Thoughtshould be devoted to

deriving a surcharge payable by employers in respect of fines for traffic offences

committed by professional drivers during the course of their duties.

Drivers who become involved in unexplained or freak traffic offences should be

protected againstaccusations ofdeviantdriving behaviour (improperdriving)when

the (vehicle defect) liability basically resides with certain motor vehicle

manufacturers or repairers. These defects are known as "designed-in-dangers".

Surcharge should be made payable by these repairers and manufacturers. The

defection and documentation under those circumstances can be achieved

through 'on-the-spot" analysis by traffic officers trained in investigation of motor

vehicles.

8.7.6 Periodic Inspections of Motor Vehicles (Operation "Juggernaut")

The effectiveness of asystem ofperiodic inspection ofmotor vehicles instead of

prosecution should be implemented and assessed. This system will be realised

if drivers acquaint themselves with regard to various aspects of motor vehicle

maintenance such as checks on brakes, tyres, lights, etc. Drivers should be

encouraged to study motor vehicle manuals and the time so spent could result

in less mechanical difficulty and better motor vehicle performance.
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Zwecker (2003:2) alludes to the fact that the Gauteng's Department ofTransport

has announced the introduction of Operation Juggernaut, or so-called "moving

road blocks" that will particularly target minibus taxis, buses and heavy motor

vehicles for routine inspections. Such a national traffic law enforcement strategy

should be carried out regardless of the time of the year.

8.7.7 Provision for Morct Traffic Officctrs

Inadequate staffing in the Department ofTransport is a national issue. Newspaper

reports (Neve!ing 2003:15; Kwapa 2003:6; Van Rooyen & Davids 2003:1) have

revealed that the shortage of traffic officers poses amajor problem. Van Rooyen

and Davids (2003:1) have revealed that South Africa has only one traffic officer

for every 11 000 motor vehicle drivers. It is, therefore, apparent that more traffic

officers should be employed. Effective traffic policing should be highlyprioritised

if road traffic law and order is to be successfully maintained.

It is, however, essential that the problem of under-provision and resultant under

staffing be isolated from what the Department of Transport could do in terms of

distribution and utilisation of existing resources. A staffing formula could be

applied to traffic divisions in accordance with category, the volume of drivers of

motor vehicles and driver-instructions.

8.7.8 Prnntion of (Corruption) Bribctry

Prevention implies the pro-active function which should include the education of

(givers/drivers) bribers whogivecertain benefits ofwhatever, nature to (receivers)

traffic officers with a specific intent Further, traffic officers should be well

grounded in refraining from being bribed. High moral standards, embedded into

the principles of road traffic police profession should be communicated to traffic
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officers through formal training and prescriptions. These measures should

undoubtedly be the most effective way to prevent bribery in traffic police work.

There are, of course, many traffic officers of great personal integrity who hold the

highest professional values. The training programme should emphasise integrity

rather than (corruption) bribery. Ethics education and training should become an

integral part of the Academy and in-service training for new!y-appointed and

experienced traffic officers.

8.7.9 Establishmltnt of Community Traffic Policing Forums

Community traffic policing should entail collaboration and voluntary involvement

of the community. The creation of a Community Traffic Policing Officer (CPTO)

who should act as adirect link between traffic police and the community should

be highly prioritised. Community traffic policing forums should serve to combat

deviant driving behaviour and to solve problems caused by deviant driving

behaviour. Community traffic policing should be based on mutual trust between

traffic police and (the driving population) community. It is, therefore, essential that

community traffic policing should be introduced in the present study areas

(Annexure B), KwaZulu-Natal in particular and South Africa in general.

Further, it might be essential for members of the public to register as road traffic

observers. Members of the public report deviant driving behaviour to the call

centre by using a toll free ·mpimpa hotline". It appears that there is a need to

extent the service to all major cities and towns in KwaZulu-Natal and of course,

South Africa.

Traffic observers should be issued with ·special" identity documents to eliminate

hoax reporting and trained in road traffic management with the view to enhance

the quality of traffic calls and reports.
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8.7.10 Establishment of Road Traffic Infringement Agency

The AdministrativeAdjudication ofRoad Traffic OfficesAct (SouthAfrica 1998:

Section 3) provides for the creation of a Road Traffic Infringement Agency.

One national office must be established. It is further stated that the national

office may establish sub-offices at provincial or municipal level (South Africa

1998: Section 3, sub-section 3).

It is, therefore, recommended that the uJv\hlathuze City Council should

consider the establishment of a Road Traffic Infringement Agency for areas

under its jurisdiction. The Agency should realise the objectives and functions

as stipulated in the Act (South Africa 1998: Section 4). The Road Traffic

Infringement Agency should implement the points demerit system as

contemplated in the Act (South Africa 1998: Sections 24-29; Regulations 22

& 24). The points demerit system should ultimately attain the objectives

pertaining to control and prevention of traffic offences (deviant driving

behaviour).

8.7.11 Road Engineering

Road engineering was one of the contributory factors to fatal accidents in

South Africa for the period 01 July 2002 - 30 June 2003 (Table 7.6). The

follovving factors contributed to fatal accidents: poor street lighting, sharp

bend, blind rise/comer, bad road surface, defective robot/poor road, narrow

street, etc. It is recommended that road engineers should be concerned vvith

proper planning of roads in order to prevent re-occurrence of (fatal)

accidents. Role of the traffic engineer should be extended.
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8.7.12 . Future Research

The present study was undertaken with the objective that it might provide

both the stimulus (thrust) and indications for further research in the field of

deviant driving behaviour. Road traffic organisations should be encouraged

to undertake research projects themselves or support research projects by

making records available to researchers or participate in self-report surveys.

Part of the effort to establish and promote a much more positive awareness,

perceptions and analysis of deviantdriving behaviour depends on (empirical)

scientific road traffic research that should be undertaken. The image of the

traffic officer should be actively enhanced. His or her sense of responsibility,

loyalty, educational level, dedication, in-service training and ability to cope

professionallywith his or her tasks should receive top priority. Research in this

directionshould beprioritised. Research into deviantdriving behaviourshould

be extended to other areas so as to ascertain a cross-multicultural picture.

Further, future research in this area will greatly improve the availability of

literature in (road) traffic management

8.8 SUMMARY

An epidemiological study on deviant driving behaviour has been undertaken among

respondents (drivers ofmotorvehicles) who are residents ofareas under thejurisdiction

of uMhlathuze City Council as well as other adjacent areas: Mtunzini, KwaMbonambi and

Mtubatuba. The sample consisted of722 respondents and a(questionnaire) self-report

instrument was employed as a data collection tool (technique).

Four hypotheses were formulated for statistical testing. These hypotheses relate to:

• differential analysis of deviant driving behaviour (Chapter 4)
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• correlational analysis of deviant driving behaviour (Chapter 5)

• differential analysis of aggressive and anxious driving behaviour in

relation to the commission of traffic offences (manifestations ofdeviant

driving behaviour) (Chapter 6) and

• differential rating ofseleeted aspects relating to traffic policing (Chapter

7).

The most important findings of the present study are accordingly discussed in this

chapter (paragraph 8.4). Paragraph 8.5 specifically deals with conclusions based on

statistical evidence emanating from the study.

Four aims were formulated for the present study (Cf. Chapter 1: paragraph 1.4; Chapter

8: paragraph 8.6). In spite the problems and limitations highlighted in paragraph 8.2, the

present study has achieved its aims especially with regard to "hidden" forms of deviant

driving behaviour (Cf. paragraph 8.7).

Recommendations have been put forward by the researcher and are based on the

statistical findings of the present study. Some recommendations are related to road

traffic educational matters on vvhich road traffic management has a bearing. These

recommendations are byno means prescriptive and are aimed at the prevention of traffic

offences (deviant driving behaviour) and setting forth suggestions for improving road

traffic management
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ANNEXURE "A"

QUESTIONNAIRE ON DEVIANT DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

Dear Respondent,

•. This questionnaire requires only a few minutes of your precious time.

• Rest assured that, without your NAME and ADDRESS reflected on this
questionnaire, it will be impossible to link you personally to any of the
findings emanating from this studly. You are, therefore, in good hands
when filling in this questionnaire.

• All information supplied by you is strictly confidential and will under no
circumstances be disclosed to unauthorized persons.

• Please answer all questions as they apply to you personally by making a
cross (X) in the box of your choice next to each question.

• Your co-operation in answering ALL questions is indeed highly
appreciated.

FOR OmCIAL USE ONLY:

Questionnaire Number:
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SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION/THE DRIVING
POPULATION

(NB: This information about yourself will enable us to effcd meaningful
cross-correlations with the rat of the data contained in this qaationnaire).

0.1 Yoursex

If-'--"fk---,-:-Ie--_m21
Female ~

0.2 To which race group below, do you belong?

Black 1
White 2
Coloured 3
Asian 4 I

0.3 To which age cat'90ry below, do you belong?

18 - 20 years 1
21 - 30 years 2
31 - 40 years 3
41 - 50 years 4
51 - 60 years 5
61 -70years 6
71 years + 7 I

0.4 Your present marital status?

Married 1
Single (never married) 2
Widowed 3
Divorced 4
Separated 5 I
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0.5 What is your highest educational qualification?

Uneducated 1
Standard 8 (Grade 10 and below) 2
Matric (Grade 12) 3
Diploma 4
Technical S
Deqree 6 I

0.6 Your present occupation?

Tick ONE only

Professional driver (taxi, bus) 1
Skilled or semi-skilled worker 2
Unskilled worker 3
Professional (e.g. educator, doctor, lawyer, etc.) 4
Executive S
Managerial (e.g. supervisor) 6
Unemployed 7 I

0.7 Your monthly income?

RSOO or less 1
RS01 - R1 000 2
R1 001 - R2 000 3
R2 001 - R3 000 4
R3 001 - R4 000 S
R4 001 - RS 000 6
RS 001 or more 7
No income 8 I

SECTION B: ASPEa5 RELATING TO YOUR DRMNG EXPERIENCE

0.8(a) Do you possess a valid driver's licence?

0.8(b) If NO to Ouestion 8(a), please ignore the rest of the questions in this
questionnaire.
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0.9 Did you leam to drive at adriving school (i.e., formal driver-training)?

Ir.~-;,-~"-----------Bb
0.10 If your answer to question 9 above is NO, indicate below who taught you to

drive a motor vehicle.

Friend 1
Relative 2
8nployer 3
Self 4
Other (specify) ................................. 5
Not Applicable 6 I

0.11 Did you pass the driving test at first attempt?

I-'-~=~:...----------Bb
0.12 If NO to question 11 above, indicate below at which attempt did you pass your

driving test?

Second attempt 1
Third attempt 2
Fourth attempt 3
Fifth attempt 4
Not Applicable 5 I

0.13 Do you drive a motor vehicle regularly?

• . .

For pleasure 1
During weekends 2
For holiday purposes 3
To go to work 4
k, an employed driver 5
For shopping purposes 6
In your work 7
Other (specify) .............................................................. 8 I
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0.14 How long have you been driving a motor vehicle?

Less than 1 year 1
1 - 3 years 2
4- 6 years 3
7 -9years 4
10-12 years 5
13 -15 years 6
16vears + 7 I

0.15 What type of motor vehicle do you normally drive?

Privatety-owned motor vehicle 1
Privatety-owned light delivery van (LOB) 2
Public sedan motor vehicle: taxi motor car 3
Public motor vehicle: minibus taxi 4
Motorcycle 5
Goods delivery vehicle 6
Passenger bus 7
Tractor 8·
Payloader 9
Other (specify) ............................................ 10

SECTION C: DEVIANT DRMNG BEHAVIOUR (SCALE 1)

0.16 People tend to learn bad drMng behaviour because of their exposure to such driving
behaviour by others.

5
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0.17 Nobody seems to trust me when I am drMng a motor vehicle.

2 3

0.18 I have been tagged a "bad driver" by other persons.

4

0.19 Law-abiding citizens (including the drMng population) tend to avoid me due to my
drMng behaviour.

4

0.20 If I am having trouble in learning proper drMng behaviour, I do not hesitate to ask
exemplary drivers for help.

4 5

SEmOND: AGGRESSM DRIVING BEHAVIOUR (SCALE 2)

How do yOIl rate the following statCDlents? . .

NB: Please answerall thesequestions by making a cross (X) in theappropriate
box as it applies to you personally.

Q.21 I like to chase drivers who annoy me on the road.

5

Q.22 If I find myself in the wrong traffic lane, I do not hesitate to cut across all the
lanes regardless of prevailing traffic conditions.

Q.23 I usually get impatient when driving dUring peak/rush hours.
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Q.24 Driving is a "continuous battle" with other drivers on the road.

1 2 3 4 5

Q.25 If one is to arrive on time, one has to take chances on the road.

I

Q.26 I like driving fast.

2 3
'""" -,. ',Disa ree,~'

4 5

Q.27 I like competing with other vehides on the road.

1 2 3 4 5

Q.28 I like to pass slower moving motor vehicles in front of me.

Q.29 I would rather accelerate than brake to get out of a difficult traffic situation.

SECTION E: ANXIOUS DRMNG BEHAVIOUR (SCALE 3)

How do fOil rate the following statancalsl

NB: Please allSWCf all these questioDS by makiq a cross (X) in the
appropriate box: as it applies to yOIl personally.

Q.30 I feel anxious when I am tailing a minibus taxi.
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Q.31 Overtaking makes me nervous.

1 2 3 4

_Stiongly :';:
, Disagree - ;,

5 I

Q.32 When driving behind large slow moving vehicles (payloaders, trucks, tractors)
carrying wooden logs/timber/sugar cane, I will endeavour to pass them
regardless of the prohibitions, e.g., solid white lines (no overtaking permitted).

Q.33 I feel anxious when I am followed by a minibus taxi.

Q.34 I feel apprehensive when I notice a traffic officer's vehicle following me.

1 2 3 4 5

Q.35 I get quite tense when I am driving in dense traffic.

1 2 3 4 5

Q.36 Women are more anxious (nervous) drivers than men.

Q.37 Night driving scares me.

2 3

Q.38 I apply breaks more often than is necessary when driving in cities or big towns.

5

Strongly;;~~

Disa ree',:
43

~CU,jd~d;d: '? Di~gree :
cc "'c_ ,._ -"-'~'j-'
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Q.39 I overtake a motor vehicle only ifI am absolutely certain I can get past it safely.

QAO I worry about doing the wrong thing when driving in cities or big towns.

SECTION Ft ASPECTS RELAnNG TO TRAFFIC POLICING (SCALE 4)

QAl Absence (i.e., non-visibility) of traffic police officers causes people to drive in
a deviant manner.

QA2 Seat belts are a nuisance to wear whilst driving.

QA3 Traffic police officers are susceptible to bribery.

4

Q.44 Too much emphasis is being placed on tracking down drunken drivers.

1 2 3 4 5 I

QA5 Too much emphasis is being placed on speed checks.

~,. Strongly': ~
:: ~~A ree~""C

1 2 3
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4

~ Strongly"
, Disa ree'
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Q.46 Deviant driving behaviour conforms to the culture of disregarding the Road
Traffic Act and Regulations.

1 2 3 4 5 I

Q.47 There are enough traffic police officers in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) to ensure traffic
order and safety on our roads.

3

Q.48 Traffic police officers in KZN are doing a good job in promoting traffic order and
safety on our roads.

3 4

'.: Strongly""-';j:
;:- Disa ree~;::

5

Q.49 The South African Police service should play a greater role in traffic control in
KZN.

2 3 4

Q.50 Traffic police officers should more regularly track down drunken drivers.

3 4 5

. Q.51 Existing traffic laws and regulations should be enforced more strictly.

Q.52 Deviant drivers should be speedily prosecuted in traffic courts.

123 4
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Q.53 Proper driver education by traffic police officers would contribute towards road
safety.

1 2 3 4 5 I

SECTION G: OFFENSM DRIVING BEHAVIOUR (SCALE 5)

Q.54 I do not see anything wrong with driving around with a fraudulently obtained
driver's licence.

3 4

Q.55 .If I wanted to overtake aslower mOVing motor vehicle in front of me, I would do
so even if the view ahead of me was obstructed.

1 2 3 4 5

Q.56 When I am in a hurry, I would take a chance and overtake awhole line of traffic
which is moving slowly along a main, road, nose to tail.

Q.57 When I am in a hurry, I would go through a traffic light on the amber when it
is changing from green to red.

345

Q.58 When I am in a hurry, would cross a solid white line to overtake a slow moving
vehicle in front of me.
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Q.59 I would slow down if! notice asign indicating "road works ahead", "sharp bend",
"stray animals" or "pedestrian crossing".

Q.60 Sixty (60) kmjh is a safe speed in townsjcities.

1 2 ,

43

Q.61 One hundred and twenty (120) kmjh is a safe speed on freeways.

'f:1! Stnll,gly~~l!i

Q.62 Pedestrians constitute a serious traffic safety concern.

3 4

Q.63 Speeding above the legal limits constitutes a serious traffic offence.

3

Q.64 If one is to get anywhere, one should be considerate to other drivers on the
road.

3 4
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SECTION H: ASPECTS RELATING TO TRAFFIC LAW VIOLATIONS
(DOCUMENT OFFENCES) (SCALE 6)

Q.65 Driving a motor vehicle without a valid driver's licence.

4 5

Q.66 Possessions of a fraudulent driver's licence.

1 3 4 S I

Q.67 Driving an unlicenced motor vehicle.

1 2 4 S

Q.68 Clearance certificate not displayed.

Q.69 Passenger overloading.
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SECTION I: MOTOR VEHICLE DEFECTS (SCALE 7)

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the handing down
(imposition) of severe penalties for the following motorvehidedefects.

NB: .•. Please answer all these questions by making a cross· (Xl in the
appro riate box as it ap lies to you personally.

Q.70 Defective brakes.

4 5

Q.71 Defective tyres.

Q.72 Defective rear mirror(s).

4

1 3 4

Q.73 Defective speedometer.

3
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ANNEXURE B: The Map of
uMkhanyakude and Uthungulu
Districts showing the Study Area
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ANNEXURE "c"

FORMULAE

1. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA)

One wf!'! ANOVA F-ratio:

2
ns x MS

BF= 2 =--,dfw=J-ldfw=N-J
5 pool ed MSw

2. F-TEST

F = MSbg
MSwg

Msbg = mean squares betv-leen groups

Noswg = mean squares within groups

3. CHI-SQUARE TEST

fo = observed frequency

f. = expected (null-hypothetical) frequency

I = is taken over all categories
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4. CRONBACH'S COEFFICIENT ALPHA

ex:

K S2-IS
2

= -x 1 1
Kl S 2

1

S2 = is total variance of the sum of the items

S2 = is the variance of an individual item

K = is number of items

5. SPEARMAN'S RANK-ORDER CORRELATION COEmCIENT (rho)

LP2 = sum of squared differences between ranks

N = number of pairs of ranks

6. CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT (C)

~
2

c-
- N+ x2

X2 = Chi-square

N = frequencies
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6. CONTINGENCY COEmCIENT (C)

~
2

c-
- N+ X2

X2 = Chi-square

N = frequencies

7. MEAN SQUARES

MS =SSBMS =SSw
B J-l W N-J
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